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ABSTRACT

From 1976 to 1980 six professional theatre companies were established in NSW outside the
capital city Sydney. They were titled Regional Theatre Companies after similar entities in
Britain. They grew and flourished into the early 1990s. Then one by one, almost at the
height of their activity they began to fail. By 2006 there was only one fully professional
regional theatre company operating in NSW.

This is the phenomenon which is the subject of this thesis. What distinguished these
companies as a group, what did they contribute to regional and national life, how did they
arise, what did they achieve and why and how did they decline? The overarching question
is of their significance in Australian cultural life and the significance of their failure. Was it
an “opportunity lost”? These questions have not been systematically addressed in any study
and the purpose of this thesis in addressing these issues is to contribute to and invigorate
the public debate on the nature of the national theatre enterprise.
The six companies for examination are Hunter Valley Theatre Company in Newcastle, Q
Theatre in Penrith, Riverina Theatre Company in Wagga Wagga, New England Theatre
Company in Armidale, Murray River Performing Group (MRPG) in Albury/Wodonga and
Theatre South in Wollongong.

The researcher himself was a participant observer in this story as co-founder and Artistic
Director of one of the companies. The methodology for the study is therefore an
interpretive and reflexive one. Qualitative, interpretive and reflexive research allows for
complexities and enables the researcher to explore multiple possibilities and to place him or
herself more visibly in the story, aiming always for interpretation rather than the
representation of the apparent reality.
Pierre Bourdieu defined theory as a temporary construct which takes shape for and by
empirical work. Bourdieu’s own theories provide an appropriate theoretical framework for
this study. Regional Theatre Companies are studied as a distinct agent or sub-field within
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the larger Field of Cultural Production. Competition of agents within a field is an invariant
property of Bourdieu’s Fields and will determine the dominant and dominated classes
within the field. The competition within the Field of Cultural Production is for cultural
capital, which in turn will determine who can impose the legitimate definition of art in each
particular position including theatre. The dominant class so determined will achieve a
position, albeit a dominated one, within the Field of Power in which the struggle is for
political and economic capital. The thesis will demonstrate how the major performance
companies became the dominant agents in the Field of Cultural Production.

This competition for cultural capital takes place in what the thesis identifies as sites of
struggle. Among these most relevant for regional theatre are excellence versus access,
mainstream versus alternative, elite versus popular, metropolitan versus regional, and
global/national versus local/community. The dominant class will be in the former of these
dichotomies and the regional theatre companies will be found in the latter.

There are two visions of an Australian national theatre: one is a vision of an infrastructure
of companies in city and country creating a body of work reflecting and expressing the
pluralist identity of Australian culture; the other is a vision of major enterprises in major
cities creating work of “excellence” and presenting an image of Australian cultural life
internationally. The regional theatre companies of NSW had the capacity to be a significant
part of the former vision.

They found new audience for the theatre, and they found it not only with the traditional
repertoire but also with work that was especially relevant for the diverse strands of the
regional population, and still further with work which expressed, validated, celebrated and
constructed a regional cultural identity. Their work was presented in a style and an
environment suited to the nature of their audience and justifiably described as popular.
They made mistakes, and often floundered and lost direction, and it would be an
exaggeration to claim that they consciously pursued or completely achieved these
objectives. Their story is not of an undeniable achievement but of an opportunity lost.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE THESIS
Regional theatre is both a geographical phenomenon and a concept. Geographically, it is
simply theatre in an area outside of the capital city, whether of a nation or a state;
conceptually it is theatre with particular intentions and qualities arising from its identity as
a geographical entity. Regional theatre in both senses had a very distinctive presence in
NSW in the last quarter of the twentieth century through the activities of regional theatre
companies operative in that period, and sharing similarities in their beginnings, in their
achievements and in their eventual decline. This study seeks to examine, determine, and
analyse this common identity and history, to assess its significance in the cultural history
of the time, and above all to identify its unrealised potential in Australia. Its story is
explored in a context of the developing cultural policies of the period, of the Australian
theatre enterprise as a whole, and of regional theatre internationally, especially in Britain.
This chapter briefly introduces the researcher, the theoretical framework for his research,
and gives a broad outline of the relevant events under study and the contexts within which
these events have significance.

The Researcher
History is constantly re-interpreted. Historical events don’t change but meanings are
deduced depending partly on the particular time in which they are examined, and partly on
the habitus of the particular examiners, who will approach the data with varying degrees of
pre-knowledge and a complex of attitudes depending on previous experience. There is no
escaping these preconceptions, which may be perceived as an obstacle in the pursuit of
meaning. On the other hand, pre-knowledge and experience can also be assets to
interpretation. For example, the role of a participant/observer is a privileged one. S/he has
lived - and realised - meanings of the events as they have changed over time, and now has
an opportunity in reflection to visit them again. However as a researcher, and one no
longer living the events day by day, there is also an opportunity, and a responsibility, to
“objectify” oneself, to create a distance from the events in retrospect, as one is now
distanced in reality. A reflexive methodology is required.
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The following general account of the phenomenon to be studied is that of a participant
observer, the researcher himself, now speaking in the first person. In the 1970s I had been
working and teaching in Canada, and in that country, as well as in visits to the US and the
UK, had been a close observer of a number of regional theatre companies, and briefly a
participant in one. In 1980 I returned to Australia with the set intention of establishing a
regional theatre company in Wollongong to serve the Illawarra region. Along with a
number of other individuals and under the auspices of the University of Wollongong, I
founded a company called Theatre South in 1980 and became its first (and only) Artistic
Director, changing my role to Artistic Coordinator in 1999 and finally resigning in 2002.
The company closed at the end of 2003. I worked with many theatre artists, with a number
of administrators and with a Board of Directors; I had close relationships with other
regional companies, with other agencies and theatre companies in the industry at large, and
with Project Officers of arts funding bodies, the Australia Council and the NSW Ministry
for the Arts. I was in fact a member of the Ministry’s Arts Advisory Council from 1984 to
1986 and in 1986 its Chairperson. I was thus participant and/or observer of the events and
situations which form the main body of this research.

The Story
Live theatre is a part of Australian culture. It has been practised and attended as a form of
entertainment, and occasionally art, by many Australians ever since the first performance
by convicts of The Recruiting Officer in the early colony. It exists in a variety of forms and
circumstances: opera, dance, drama, major professional companies, small professional
companies, commercial enterprises, amateur groups, community theatre, youth theatre,
ethnic theatre, indigenous theatre, performance art and regional companies. It takes place
in a wide range of venues from the iconic Sydney Opera House to Schools of Arts halls in
the country and in all kinds of informal spaces. It is a part of our lifestyle, in the broadest
definition of culture.

However its total audience and its serious practitioners form only a minority of the
population and if its mere existence were its only claim to cultural significance, it would
be no more significant, for example, than any popular code of football. Of course using a
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narrower definition of culture it may be seen as a high art form and therefore considered
essential in a civilised society. That is a proposition much disputed, but often accepted as
justification for government support, at least for prestigious theatre companies such as
Opera Australia and Sydney Theatre Company. But does theatre have, or can it have, a
value and significance not only as an art form but also as an activity contributing to its
society and culture beyond or through its existence as an art form? One example of such
value and significance is provided by regional theatre companies, in particular as a
contributor to a regional cultural identity.

Regional identity is forged out of struggles: with the region’s environment and what it
offers in resources and opportunities; with the region’s history and development in relation
to the nation; with the region’s own diverse groups and demands; and with the
metropolitan entity which will control most political capital in any regional activity.
Among the many cultural factors which can represent, build and sustain a regional
identity, a regional theatre company will be a contributor, although often unrecognised.
Many regional theatre companies themselves do not realise or capitalise on this potential.
MAP ONE: NSW REGIONAL THEATRES

Before 1975 there had been
few attempts at establishing
professional theatre
companies in NSW outside
the city of Sydney, but
between 1976 and 1980 six
were begun, spread around
the state: centred in Wagga
Wagga, Albury/Wodonga,
Wollongong, Newcastle,
Penrith, and Armidale (Map
One)
By the early 1990s the six companies, grown to eight with additions in Lismore and
Orange, were producing between them about thirty plays for adults and fourteen for young
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people annually and playing to audiences all over regional NSW. They had a recognisable
and distinct identity and a solid reputation in the national theatre enterprise and were
funded by state, federal and occasionally local government bodies. They were discovering
playwrights, telling the stories of their communities, and building audiences. Then, as
suddenly as they began, they declined. By 2003, there were only three remaining, and they
were shadows of their previous selves. By 2006, only one was operating as a production
company. The parallels of timing in beginning, flourishing and declining suggest some
general factors in the history of these companies.

The theories of French philosopher/sociologist Pierre Bourdieu provide a theoretical
framework for understanding the story of the rise and fall of regional companies.
Following Bourdieu, it is useful to regard Regional Theatres as forming a distinct Subfield within the Field of Cultural Production. They produced distinctive “regimes of
value”, and they developed distinctive relationships between practitioners, their audiences,
and the various institutions which wield economic and political power over the field. They
struggled to accumulate the cultural capital necessary to sustain their place and distinctive
identity in the field. However regional companies were seldom able to accumulate
sufficient cultural capital to compete with other players in maintaining and developing
political and economic capital. (see Chapter Two for fuller treatment of this theoretical
frame)

The Regional Companies of NSW in the period under discussion were the Riverina
Theatre Company (RTC) in Wagga Wagga, the Hunter Valley Theatre Company (HVTC)
in Newcastle, Theatre South in Wollongong, Q Theatre (Q) in Penrith, the Murray River
Performing Group (MRPG) in Albury/Wodonga, and the New England Theatre Company
(NETC) in Armidale. Two others came later: the North Coast Theatre Company in
Lismore and NOW Theatre in Orange. These companies are described as “regional” both
in the descriptive sense of being based outside the Sydney Metropolitan area and, in the
operational sense of distinctively serving their particular area of the state. They were
essentially professional even though there might be pro-am productions (a combination of
professional and amateur performers) and other reliance on volunteers. They were
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subsidised by government agencies, and their primary function was seasons of theatre for
mature audiences.

One common factor in the life of the regional companies was their dependence on subsidy
from state and federal arts funding bodies. However, the importance of these funding
bodies in later years masks the fact that they played little role at the very beginning. Unlike
the major state companies, the NSW regional companies were not established as a result of
government initiative or with government funding, although such support became critical
to their later survival and they were engaged throughout their lives in a struggle to
maintain it. It was a struggle fought out on the field of public cultural policy between
excellence and access and between metropolitan and regional. (see later “Sites of
Struggle”).

In actual fact, all regional companies owed their beginnings and early development to
other and more local agencies. In the case of New England and Wollongong, it was a
University; in the case of Riverina, it was a College of Advanced Education; in the case of
Albury/Wodonga, it was a group of graduates from the Victorian College of the Arts; in
the case of Q Theatre Penrith, it was a continuation of an existing lunch hour company
based in the Sydney CBD, given support and encouragement by Penrith City Council; and
in the case of Newcastle, it was the Arts Council of NSW and the Joint Coal Board in
Newcastle. These various organisations acted from largely altruistic motives of community
development and welfare. They saw theatre as a “good thing”, as an important part of the
culture of a community. In a sense, they imposed this belief on the communities they
served. Their interest can also be seen as part of a broad social movement in Australia in
the 1970s and early 1980s establishing a variety of community enterprises such as medical
centres, crisis centres, festivals, and community art.

However, contrary to common belief, and contrary also to the myths often promoted by
the companies themselves, the companies were not the result of “grass roots” movements.
Behind the groups or institutions which provided the necessary financial and official
weight to the enterprises, the initial impetus in all cases was an individual or small group
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of individuals already engaged in theatre professionally in some capacity, and not
generally in or of the region. For New England it was the Armidale Project under the
direction of Western Australian director Ray Omodei and the Sydney based Australian
Theatre for Young People; for Wollongong it was the present author, a theatre director
recently returned from Canada and appointed as a lecturer at the University of
Wollongong; for Wagga Wagga it was Terry O’Connell, a visiting professional director
working with amateurs; for Albury/Wodonga it was theatre graduates from Melbourne
loosely led by Robert Perrier; for Penrith, it was a transplanted group of professionals from
Sydney led by well-known actor and director Doreen Warburton, and for Newcastle it was
a theatre administrator Tony Trench and a theatre director, John Tasker, both officials of
the Sydney based Arts Council. This crucial influence of individuals continued throughout
the lives of the companies, normally in the person of an artistic director (AD), and often
created problems for a company when an AD left, or when funding authorities lost faith in
an AD, or when the AD placed his/her career ahead of the company’s role in its
community. The thesis will examine cases of all these problems.

That all these companies had their beginnings within a five year span, that their instigators
were in some form theatre professionals and practitioners, that their initial financial and
administrative support came generally from institutions within the communities and not
government funding at any level, strongly suggest a climate of opinion or belief,
particularly in the arts community, strong and widespread enough to favour the taking of
initiatives outside the metropolitan and mainstream, initiatives imposed on rather than
arising from the host communities. Thus their beginnings reflected a climate of active
interest in the industry and acceptance in the community, rather than initiative by
government.

This climate of opinion was reflected in some media outlets such as The National Times
and especially Theatre Australia. These early years, 1976-81, coincided with the short life
of this national trade magazine and its reviews, articles and editorials supported the
principles of access. The attitude is summed up in a Theatre Australia editorial of 1979:
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Regional companies are a necessary next step in the country’s theatrical
development, not as community theatres touring women’s institutes and
pensioners clubs… but as permanent companies bringing a standard of
excellence in productions as only full time professionals can. (Theatre
Australia March 1979, p.2)

There was an implicit suggestion in these words of a vision of a national theatre as a
network of theatre companies producing Australian work and building new audiences, a
vision reflected in the aspirations of the early ADs of the new regional companies. (See
Chapter Five)

Apart from the special case of the Murray River Performing Group (MRPG), the
companies were modelled on the regional repertory companies of Britain with a repertoire
of new and classical works presented in the conventional mainstream style. However from
the beginning they emphasised Australian work and a desire to find local writers and
produce original and relevant regional work. Their style of presentation, enforced by the
nature of their venues and their resources, put the focus on script and performance rather
than production values, and encouraged an informal ambience and audience involvement.
These features continued throughout their history and formed the basis of a “style” or
“ethos” for regional theatre, which evolved and was tentatively expressed in their
objectives and manifested in their programs and methods.

The administrative structures of the new companies were in line with the common practice
in theatre – an Artistic Director drawn from the mainstream of the theatre industry,
supported by an Administrator, and responsible to a Board of Directors drawn from the
community. Once again the only exception was MRPG, which operated in its early years
as a collective. Most of the companies accepted a brief to tour their region. In New
England Theatre Company’s case touring was in fact their reason d’etre, since their region
did not include a city large enough to support a substantial home season. Most also
assumed a need for some pro-am productions partly to involve the community and partly
to enable casts of more than three or four. Some, Theatre South and NETC in particular,
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began with a serious if secondary commitment to Theatre for Young People or Theatre in
Education. MRPG was the most radical, with a philosophy inspired by their members’
training in Community theatre at the Victorian College of the Arts.

They were all in some measure from the beginning or soon after determined to create new
work arising from their own community: HVTC commissioned work from Newcastlebased established playwright John O’Donoghue; Theatre South commissioned from a new
playwright, Michael Smart, in their second full season; New England had Bob Herbert
residing locally, and later Simon Hopkinson as Artistic Director; MRPG did collective
creations; Riverina under Terry O’Connell created a series of community-based popular
pieces. Without a great deal of theorising or detailed mission statements (the term was
hardly invented then) they evolved pragmatically towards a regional identity to distinguish
themselves from metropolitan companies. Having accepted, almost as a sine qua non a
responsibility to their regional community, they tended, each in their own individual way,
to be focused on audience, on season, and on company rather than on individual projects
and individual artists..

By the 1990s the companies appeared well established. They had developed a recognised
identity as Regional Theatres, they met at least once a year as an informal association,
individual companies undertook co-operative productions and exchanges, and in 1988 they
presented a festival of regional theatre in Penrith, to which all but MRPG contributed.
Regional theatre, shaped on this model of regional companies, seemed to be an accepted
part of the industry, and the companies themselves an accepted part of their communities.
This status was tenuous; they had problems, especially financial, and they were dependent
on subsidy. However funding for some was on an upward trend and they seemed
reasonably secure.

Warning signs soon began to appear, coinciding ironically with these best years. Funding
policies, particularly at the Australia Council, had always privileged certain forms and
certain companies on grounds of “excellence” (see Chapter Three), however much the
current rhetoric might include “access”, and this direction became more pronounced from
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the early to mid-1990s. In addition, other factors such as the growth of regional
Performing Arts Centres and the creation of special touring funds were influencing
developments in Australian theatre generally and presenting competition for audiences and
funding.

The smaller companies were the first to feel the pinch. NOW in Orange never established
a strong presence or reliable funding and lasted only three years. New England Theatre
Company (NETC) and North Coast lost their Australia Council funding in 1992. North
Coast folded while NETC continued operations with support from the Ministry for the
Arts and its strong touring network. In 1994 Hunter Valley began to experience serious
problems. The NSW Ministry for the Arts was reluctant to see the company close and sent
in a consultant, Justin MacDonnell, to make recommendations - but to no avail. Funding
was reduced and the decline continued. Suddenly, whether coincidentally or consequently,
their venue, the Playhouse, was condemned, and the company continued only as a name
until it closed finally in 1996.

The major shifts in Australia Council funding became more critical for the remaining
companies in 1998. Restrictions on available funds at the Australia Council and a change
in policy direction led to a general purge of smaller theatre infrastructures of all kinds
around the nation, and MRPG, Theatre South and the Q lost all their funding from the
Australia Council. The Riverina Theatre Company (RTC) was the only company to retain
support under the new triennial arrangements. The NSW Ministry for the Arts appeared to
be continuing some support and indeed brokered a merger between Q and New England
into a new company called Railway Street. It was well funded by the Ministry, operated
from the old Q theatre, and was given a special brief and funding to tour, especially in the
old New England circuit. It seemed a lifesaving formula for the Q, but events proved it
was the virtual end of a New England regional presence and eventually of the Q as a
mainstream producing company

Ironically during one of its most successful productions in 1999, Theatre South learnt it
had lost state funding. It gained a three year remission with the assistance of a $300,000
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sponsorship from BHP and a partial restoration of a small amount of ministry support, but
eventually closed in 2003. By that year there were only three companies remaining:
Railway Street, RTC, and MRPG (remodelled as Hothouse), but none were operating at
the level of the 1990s and all had been forced to “reinvent” themselves in some form. The
Regional movement as it had existed for the previous quarter century was no more. By
2006, RTC had lost all funding, Railway Street had closed its touring and production
program and only Hothouse remained. There was the usual flurry of attention in local
media at each crisis and failure, but state and national media showed little interest, and
other bodies such as academia and the funding agencies provided little if any analysis and
drew no general conclusions. Each case was treated as a separate incident and given its
own explanation. It is part of the intention of this study to address this neglect.

Changes in funding policy at both state and federal level can be seen as the immediate
cause of this turnaround, and federal initiatives such as Playing Australia and the
proliferation of Performing Arts Centres played their part in facilitating national tours into
regional areas. Furthermore, the regional companies lacked a clear voice and vision to
secure their share of public support and state and national influence. In essence regional
companies were not able to accumulate sufficient cultural capital within the Field of
Cultural Production to compete with other players in maintaining and developing political
and economic capital.

A fuller analysis of the history and achievements of the NSW regional theatres will be
found in Chapter Five, with a complete case study of one of them, Theatre South, in
Chapters Six to Eight.

The Context
There were two contexts within which the events briefly summarised here unfolded. One
was the regional theatre phenomenon as it existed world wide but particularly in English
speaking countries Canada, USA, and the UK; the other was the Australian theatre
industry as it evolved in the last half of the twentieth century.
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Leaving aside until later (Chapter Four) the whole question of the definition and
value of the concept of “region” in the modern state, a question on which there is a
substantial body of literature, there is a long history of theatres identified as regional in
western countries. In Britain this means theatres outside London; in the United States it
means theatre outside New York; and in Canada it generally means theatre outside
Toronto and Vancouver. Such theatres may not always be called regional: in Britain they
may be called Repertory Companies; in the States Community Theatres (a term also used
for amateur groups); or they may simply use the name of their region. Size varies. Many
so-called regional theatres in Britain and North America, such as Birmingham Rep,
Theatre Calgary or Goodman Theatre Chicago, are in very large cities and may have little
in common with the minnows of Australian regional theatre. On the other hand there are
plenty of smaller examples such as Salisbury Playhouse and Stoke-on-Trent in Britain,
Druid in Ireland, Press Theatre in St Catharines, Ontario, or the Providence Theatre in
Connecticut (which gave the world Eugene O’Neill). A comparison of programs and
policies reveals many similar aims and aspirations and their successes reveal the potential
of regional theatre. The thesis will use British companies for a comparative study.

Regional companies may seem little different to major metropolitan companies other than
in location and size. The companies themselves seldom articulated a distinctive ideology.
Nevertheless, an examination of their stated aspirations, their practices and their
achievements does reveal a distinct and recognisable identity. In all countries and in all
cases there are similar aspirations, similar challenges, and similar struggles (Chapters Four
to Eight). These struggles occur within the Field of Cultural Production. Examples include
struggles for audiences and reputation as against major touring companies, and struggles
for sponsorships, credibility, media exposure, and above all for funding.

In fact, the outstanding feature of contemporary Australian theatre from a sociological
point of view is the domination of this issue of subsidy. The watershed period is the 1950s.
In the mid-1940s Australian theatre consisted of commercial enterprises, with a near
monopoly by the J C Williamson company, commonly known as The Firm, and a nationwide plethora of amateur groups. H C Coombs was the instigator of pressure on the then
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Prime Minister to initiate subsidy of the arts in the 1950s, and the visit of Queen Elizabeth
in 1954 was the catalyst for the establishment of the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust
(AETT), which became the first organisation distributing grants to theatre in Australia.
Later there followed the Australia Council for the Arts and later still State Ministries for
the Arts. In spite of doubts raised, and recommendations made, for example, by an
Industries Assistance Commission in 1976, subsidy for the arts took a firm place in
government budgets, albeit never generous enough to satisfy artists and arts organisations.

Subsidy was perceived as vital for the financial security of Australian theatre companies
and since the resource was always scarce several related ideological struggles were fought
over the issue of funding policy. These sites of struggle can be categorised as:


elite versus popular i.e. theatre appealing to an educated and affluent minority
(those who possess the appropriate cultural capital) versus a more accessible, and
affordable theatre, designed for a wider number within a more community-based
audience. In this sense we need to distinguish between a “mass” entertainment such
as television, film and commercial theatre and a form popular (in the sense of
accessible) for a specific audience such as a particular community or a region. It is
worth emphasising here that “elite” is not used in this thesis in any pejorative sense
but merely to identify that particular segment of the theatregoing population or that
particular segment of the art form.



mainstream versus alternative, i.e. that form of theatre generally produced by
major companies and imitated by many smaller ones involving an emphasis on
narrative, dialogue, actor-character identification, conventional theatre spaces and
formations, and similar well-established theatre conventions versus forms of
theatre which depart from one or more of these conventions, e.g. are performed in
unusual places, use more physical means of expression, are less naturalistic, use
transformational techniques of place, time and actor-character modes, and are
regarded as more innovative and/or experimental. This dichotomy like most of the
others is a continuum.
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excellence versus access. These terms feature in most arts policies, usually as twin
aims. Excellence refers to quality and is a problematic concept, seldom defined but
most often referring to mainstream major companies’ productions with strong
production values and casts of established performers. Access has also been
defined in several ways but fundamentally means providing access to the medium
for segments of the population previously or normally not involved. The access
may be exposure to existing forms or opportunities to participate in and/or create
more appropriate forms.



metropolitan versus regional. In NSW and Australia generally this means capital
city versus non-capital city. The contested concept of region will be discussed in
Chapter Four.



national/global versus local. This dichotomy is related to excellence versus access:
on one side the vision of a national theatre as an internationally recognised major
theatre industry and on the other a vision of a national theatre as a nation-wide
network of theatre companies serving regional/community/local needs.

It might be argued that these dichotomies do not necessarily represent “struggles”; they
may exist harmoniously side by side or they may simply be regarded as alternative but not
mutually exclusive forms. This may be so and the “struggles” may not be overt or hostile,
but in the final analysis cultural production depends on resources and those resources are
perceived as limited. An overarching research question of this study is how these struggles
underpin both the achievements and the eventual decline of the position of regional theatre
in NSW.

The latter of the pairs have won the occasional battle but the war has been won to this
time decisively by the former, enshrined in principles such as the “flagship” and in
bodies such as the Major Organisations Fund of The Australia Council. Even when the
principle of access has been clearly articulated in policy documents, the actual funding
allocations privilege certain art forms such as opera and certain companies such as the
various state companies. The elite arts as opera, ballet and mainstream drama have been
privileged above any more popular forms, such as community and regional theatre, and the
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emphasis on national identity and international recognition has severely disadvantaged
regional and local enterprise (Table One).
Table One: Australia Council Funding 1976 to 2005
Year

HVTC

1976

7000

Riverina

Q

MRPG

South

NETC

North

Now

65000

TOTAL

STC

72000

1977

22000

82000

104000

1978

19990

5000

100000

124990

1979

20000

21000

122000

11500

1980

25000

38000

130000

17500

1981

65000

5000

146000

20000

1982

61800

138000

32600

15800

21000

269200

289000

1983

64000

30000

172500

34200

30000

31286

361986

375000

1984

64000

36000

194000

38000

36000

35000

403000

409000

1985

72000

50000

206610

75000

55000

45000

503610

409000

1986

77100

98000

221100

82500

60000

55000

593700

379400

1987

82419

104762

221100

82000

58795

58795

612871

343150

174500
210500
15000

20000

271000

5000

1988

86622

110105

221100

82000

75000

66000

1989

95344

124276

245752

91384

88571

74881

47000

10000

650827

360650

50000

817208

404274

1990

101165

131733

225752

96867

93885

74881

1991

106118

138319

237039

110000

98579

78625

75000

799283

428530

90000

858680

1992

106118

138319

237039

110000

449956

105000

696476

1993

106118

138319

244630

449956

100000

110000

699067

1994

104700

140000

1995

31410

150000

227600

100000

110000

682300

219000

105000

128600

1996

634010

145000

171280

84000

128600

1997

528880

140000

100000

67200

102880

410080

1998

140000

Hothouse

140000

1999

150000

80000

230000

2000

150000

100000

250000

2001

150000

100000

250000

2002

150000

100000

250000

2003

150000

130000

280000

2004

150000

130000

280000

130000

130000

2005

527553
1218083

The Nugent Enquiry and Report was the latest policy initiative to adopt a position
enshrined in the Major Organisation’s Fund and privileging excellence, elitism,
metropolitan and mainstream. One statistic will illustrate this development. In 1991, at the
height of the strength of regional Theatre in NSW, the combined subsidy from the
Australia Council for the seven RTs then operating was $858,680. The Sydney Theatre
Company received a little over half that, $449,956 from the same Theatre Board, a
proportion that could be seen as equitable considering the differences in size and service
provided. Ten years on, in 2002, the only two remaining RTs on the Australia Council’s
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list received a total of $250,000 from the Theatre Board while Sydney Theatre Company
received $1,218,083 from the Major Organisations Fund.

In measuring support for the arts from government and other agencies such as universities,
there has been a tendency to concentrate almost exclusively on direct financial subsidy.
Less visible but equally important was the assistance given through facilities. This too,
sometimes in an unexpected way, disadvantaged regional companies. State companies
were usually housed in major metropolitan venues, for example in Sydney the Sydney
Opera House, the Wharf theatres, the Sydney Theatre in Walsh Bay, and the new Belvoir
Theatre. All of these were either built for the companies by Government or built by the
companies with funding from Government. Since the 1980s, local and state governments
have also funded a considerable number of Performing Arts Centres in NSW in country
and suburban areas: Griffith, Taree, Wollongong, Parramatta, Lismore, Orange, Bathurst.
In other places such as Newcastle, Dubbo and Wagga Wagga, existing venues have been
upgraded to receive visiting productions. On the other hand, all the regional companies in
their beginnings used loaned or hired small venues such as council halls, university
theatres and other found spaces. Most aspired to secure and control their own venues, and
some succeeded: the Q Theatre in Penrith, the Playhouse in Newcastle, the Bridge in
Wollongong, the Playhouse (shared with the University) in Wagga Wagga. These home
theatres were always simpler and cheaper than the Performing Arts Centres, in none of
which was there a resident company, unlike most British experience. In touring, a range of
venues were used: school auditoria, town halls, old movie theatres, clubs, and later, as they
were built, Civic Centres and Performing Arts Centres.

The dichotomy which developed between venue management and performing arts
producers in the suburbs and regions during the 1990s had profound effects on the
structure of Australian theatre. As managers of the new venues gained lobbying power and
demanded product, they became major agents and stakeholders in the field of cultural
production. They formed a strong lobbying group for government support, and they looked
primarily to high profile touring product from the cities. Governments, ostensibly
espousing regional needs, responded to this demand, nationally with the multi-million
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dollar Playing Australia Program, and in the states with more modest touring agencies
such as Arts On Tour in NSW. Although the policies of these bodies recognised alternative
and small company work, there is no doubt that the major beneficiaries of this new
“regional” funding were, ironically, city companies. These companies even developed an
alliance, the Confederation of State Theatres (CAST) to rationalise their offerings and
confirm their dominance. A new emphasis on the concept of an “arts industry”, strongly
expressed in Creative Nation 1994, the first national policy on the arts adopted by a
Government, further strengthened the dominance of the major organisations since it was
easier to make the argument of “industry” based on their activities than on the regional or
community focused smaller companies.

Ironically again, the decline of regional theatre (and other community enterprises)
coincided with renewed expressions of interest by Governments in regional development.
In theatre, this translated, as already mentioned, to funding metropolitan enterprises to tour
the regions, rather than funding activity in the regions themselves. The small size and
roughness of home venues as in Penrith, Wollongong and Newcastle, compared to the
larger and more comfortable performing arts centres, combined with the higher costs of
producing locally rather than importing a finished product, proved a severe handicap to
regional companies. Again individual histories tend to disguise the broader movement.

The Questions
The overriding questions raised in this study are contained in the title, “Opportunity Lost”.
What was the opportunity which was lost, or in other words what was the potential value
of regional theatre both to its regional culture and to the larger picture of a national
culture? And why was the opportunity lost? A complete answer to this second question
needs to look beyond the regional theatres of NSW to the principles behind, and the
effectiveness of, cultural policies, and the influence of government actions, and broader
social movements.

In searching for the answer to these questions, lines of inquiry will be found in the
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contexts already outlined. Does the story of regional theatres elsewhere throw light on the
fate and identity of the companies in the study; what effect did developments in the
national theatre scene have on the regional companies e.g. the proliferation of new
Performing Arts Centres in this period?

Regional theatres have structural qualities, aesthetic profiles, and histories which take their
identity as a group beyond the mere geographical. These features are determined not only
by their distinctive policies and strategies but also by their relation to other parts of the
industry and to the power bases, such as government agencies, on which the arts in general
depend. In short, regional theatre is a distinctive agent or sub-field within the broad field
of cultural production. As such an agent, Regional Theatre needs to be examined in terms
of the “sites of struggle” identified above.

The story of the NSW Regional Theatre Companies is a small episode in the larger story
of Australian public culture It is the very Australian story of an attempt, uncertain and
misdirected at times, to provide for a sector of the broader society a facility and an art not
usually or readily available to them; furthermore to provide it in a content and form,
essentially popular, so that it is distinctive and accessible to the regional audience. Theatre
can matter and in presenting images of relevance and interest to regional audiences,
regional theatre at its best mattered, and its decline is an opportunity lost.

The Structure
Chapter Two will deal with the mechanics of the research. This includes a section on the
available literature relevant or useful in the study and a section on the methodology
including an account of the theoretical frame of reference provided by the theories of
Pierre Bourdieu. A further section will describe the primary sources used in the research,
including interviews, media coverage, documents from companies and funding bodies, and
the extensive archives of the case study company, Theatre South, held by the University of
Wollongong.

Chapter Three will cover the context of the Australian theatre enterprise and public arts
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and cultural policy from the perspective of the sites of struggle outlined above, with
particular reference to excellence v access. It will deconstruct the language of crucial
documents in the story such as Creative Nation of 1994 and the Nugent Report into the
Major Organisations of 1999. It will also draw attention, in keeping with the thesis title of
“Opportunity Lost”, to key moments in the history when critical decisions could have been
made differently and events could have taken a different direction.

Chapter Four will first consider the concept of regionalism as it affects the story of
regional theatre, then examine regional theatre in Britain. Chapter Five will tell in more
detail the beginnings, the achievements and the decline of the regional companies of NSW,
and the lessons they teach of the profile, the principles and the potential of a regional
theatre enterprise.
.
Chapters Six to Eight will provide a detailed case study of one regional company, Theatre
South in Wollongong.. Six will look at the genesis of the company, its aspirations and its
early years, Seven will analyse the work and identify the philosophy revealed in its
programming, and Eight will look at the significant relations of the company with
community, region, and the industry. Overall these chapters will paint a portrait of a
particular regional company and analyse its successes and its shortcomings.

Chapter Nine, the conclusion, will attempt to pull together the threads of the story in terms
of opportunity lost, and bearing in mind the dictum of Nietzsche:

Nietzsche would insist that there were many possible stories and
developments but that these alternatives had to be repressed and forgotten
so that dominant groups could justify the inevitability of their own rise to
power” (Danaher 2000 p.10)
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY

LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature search for this thesis begins with the reasonably fertile fields providing
context for the study: the broad field of Australian cultural policy, the development of
Australian theatre since 1950, and the concept and relevance of regionalism. Less fertile are
the fields of regional theatre. Some interest has been shown in regional theatre in Britain
and a few scholars have paid passing attention to the field in Australia, but very few studies
have been made of NSW regional companies. This is the gap addressed in this thesis. There
is data available for this exercise in primary sources, discussed below. There is also a
methodology appropriate for investigating these issues.

Context – Australian Theatre and Arts Policies
On the story of Australian theatre in general in these years there is more on the literary
history than the theatrical or sociological. Meyrick’s (2002) analysis of the rise and fall of
the Nimrod offers some insights into the struggles within the theatre enterprise as do Kelly
(1998, 2001), Shevtsova (1993), and Fotheringham (1987). Brief histories of most
companies and organisations are found in Parsons (1995) and Brisbane (1997), and there
are some analyses of various metropolitan enterprises in Holloway (1987). Geoffrey Milne
has written widely on developments in the Australian theatre including a criticism of big
company repertoires (Milne 2000), a survey of regional theatres (Milne 2003) and the most
comprehensive and detailed survey of Australian theatre from 1950 to the present (Milne
2004). Prominent critic, publisher of Currency Press, reviewer, and highly regarded
observer of theatre, Katharine Brisbane, has published an anthology of her reviews and
articles on Australian theatre from 1967 to 1985 with a running commentary from a current
perspective. (Brisbane 2005)

On broader questions of public policy and public funding of the arts, there is a substantial
range of literature Much of it predates the growth of the discipline of cultural studies but
certainly the many controversies surrounding public funding has spawned a notable
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expansion of the literature. MacDonnell (1992) has examined the history of federal funding
through the activities and attitudes of successive Arts Ministers. Rowse (1985) looks
behind the decisions for the determining principles and, in another study looks at the early
period in detail (Rowse 2001) while Johansen (2002) provides a case study of how the
leadership of Australia Council Chairpersons has influenced policy development. Craik
(1996) examines various models of arts funding and Guldberg (2000) presents statistics for
the growth of the Arts economy 1968-98. Recent accounts of arts funding and cultural
policy (Gibson 2001, Gibson 2002) analyse it as a construction of identity, with conflicting
aims of industry (economic objectives) and cultural rights (humanistic objectives), and of
excellence and access. Adair (1999) proposes a drastic program of reform of public funding
of the arts. All of these accounts have relevance for the story of regional theatre.

The development of cultural policy and arts funding has also been examined from the point
of view of community arts (Hawkins 1991, Hawkins 1993, Watts 1991, Binns 1991) The
situation of regional theatre has parallels with that of community arts as far as funding is
concerned, since both base their claims on access and equity. Particular moments or events
in the story of arts funding have been analysed: the MacLeay report (Parsons 1987).
Creative Nation (Colebatch 1995, Johnson 1995) the Nugent enquiry (Milne 2000, Kelly
2001, Borghino 1999).

The regional audience must be a significant factor in any study of regional theatre.
There is substantial writing on arts audiences in general and the issues relating to them, but
literature specifically relating to regional audiences is difficult to locate.. Most studies of
audiences begin with Distinction (Bourdieu 1984) the basic tenet of which is that culture
distinguishes people, sets groups apart and creates class distinctions. In Australia Tony
Bennett (1997) undertook a similar quantitative study with findings relevant to arguments
for audience development. A further quantitative study commissioned by the Australia
Council (Costantovna 2001) segmented society and revealed attitudes. Its aim was
recommendations on marketing the arts but the findings have relevance for understanding
regional theatre. Their assertion that there is a large potential popular audience currently
untapped by mainstream theatre is supported by a lateral reading of the usual statistics. For
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example, table three in Bennett (1997, p.96) shows that the higher the level of education the
higher the percentage of theatre goers but the real significance may be that 28.9% of those
attending the theatre had not completed secondary education, but presumably possessed
enough cultural capital to appreciate and desire this art form. Belonging to the welleducated elite is not a necessary pre-requisite. Analysis of these statistics is problematic
but they are at least interesting. As a later study (Banaves 2002) found “there is no arts
audience – only a number of arts audiences” (p.166)

Other studies are pessimistic about finding a popular audience. The strategic implication of
one quantitative study was that.

…it is not worth attempting to reach those who currently do not attend the
performing arts. It would take too much effort…with little likelihood of
success.” (Osborne 1999, p.55)

Subsidised theatre, whenever, wherever, and however it occurs means public money, which
in turn means public cultural policy. It must operate on implicit or explicit assumptions of
the value of theatre in social terms. Such assumptions are most often taken on faith, and it
is indeed difficult to produce quantitative as opposed to anecdotal evidence of the social
value of theatre, especially for theatre which does not overtly carry a social message, and
that is most good theatre. However economists can enumerate the benefits a theatre, or in
some cases more generally the arts, brings to society (Throsby 2001, Hansen 1995) and
Boon and Plastow offer a number of examples of how individual theatre events have had a
major impact on a society (Boon 1998). Why this can be is argued by Shevtsova: “Theatre
is part of the everyday organization of values, customs and so on, by which this or that
group of people lives, and is influenced, if not moulded by that very organization.”
(Shevtsova 1993, p. 1X). Hawkes (2001) also argues the value of arts to communities, but
with a special emphasis on participation.

The controversies and debates occurring in what I called earlier “sites of struggle” carried
significant implications for regional theatres both in understanding their position and
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determining their potential. The overriding conflict in all the sites of struggle was that
between on the one hand a philosophy of funding which recognised a pluralist society and
an arts audience consisting of distinct communities, and on the other hand a concept of a
national theatre pursuing excellence in the high arts and appealing to an elite audience. The
former offered encouragement to regional theatres, the latter assumed the superiority of
large and metropolitan enterprises.

Most funding policies claimed a balance which implied equity between excellence and
access but the literature clearly identifies a struggle: (Rowse 1985, Frow 1986, Hawkins
1993, Shevstova 1993, Fotheringham 1997, Hawkes 2000, Stevenson 2000, Cunningham
2002) and in Britain (Mulgan 1986, Rowse 1994, and Peacock 1994) Most argue for greater
access although the method of achieving access has varied over time from early principles
of increased exposure, to geographical distribution, to community arts, to community
cultural development. Excellence as a concept is assumed and undefined, as Hawkins
discovered:

The time I spent interviewing past and current staff in the Australia Council
…was fascinating, merely because there was one question I could never get
an answer to; ‘Can you tell me what is understood by excellence?’
(Hawkins 1997, p. 69)

The argument of this thesis is that however excellence is conceived in theatre generally,
there is an excellence to be defined and recognised in the best work and achievements of
regional theatres, and that the failure to acknowledge and act on this represents an
opportunity lost. This argument depends in turn on recognising the concept of regionalism
as a meaningful one. On this there is an abundant literature.

Regionalism and Regional Theatres
The concept of region and regionalism has been defined, debated and contested vigorously
in the last twenty years, largely in the context of globalisation. In a seminal work on the
subject Massey has argued strongly for its importance. “In spite of national significance
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there are quite different issues posed by local economy and political dynamics” (1994,
p.117) Regions are seen in different contexts as political, geographic, social, cultural and
economic constructions (Stevenson 2000). For purposes of this study the cultural
construction is most relevant. Harvey (1996) outlines the common development of a region
from economic foundation through to an imagined community of common discourse. Most
writers accept that regional identity is a cultural creation, an “imagined” community.
(Mules 1997, Mercer 1997, Stevenson 1998, Smith 1999) Perhaps Mules puts it best:

People belong to communities not only because it is possible to map
objectively shared cultural characteristics, geographical propinquities, and
common social and economic denominators, but also because people
imagine themselves to be attached to something beyond their limited
experience of everyday life” (1997, p.55.)

The concept so expressed has relevance for Regional Theatres, an essential part of whose
function is contributing to the construction, validation, celebration or criticism of this
identity.

A critical issue in terms of regional identity is the principle of peripheralism, i.e. the
relation to a centre or metropolis, seen as the “other”. (Mules 1997, Stevenson 1998, 2000,
Hawkins 1993, Rowe 1997, Ravenswood 1995, Hoffie 1991, Timms 1998). Regional
Australia has had its culture assigned to it by the metropolis as a function of its peripheral
status, and in many ways, regional Australia contributes its own form of subservience to the
metropolitan centres (Mules 1997, p.1) and regional artists follow an agenda set by the
cosmopolis (Timms 1998). Hoffie (1991) argues that even discourses of diversity and
difference are pre-empted by the centre which retains its hegemony. But not all see
subservience as inevitable:

In a postmodern world communities need no longer define themselves in
terms of opposition to the metropolis. This is a global world” (Mules 1997,
p.62)
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Rowe argues that:

Regional cultures are required to assert their aesthetic competitiveness by
stressing how their own cultural infrastructure and personnel match the
universal standards set by the metropolis and/or by the unique
characteristics of place that condition “peripheral” cultural production”
(1997, p.19)

This was an issue of critical moment for regional theatre companies, who struggled for a
distinctive regional identity but were disadvantaged in terms of cultural, economic and
political capital compared to the larger city companies. As early as 1993, Hawkins was
arguing:

…if the persistent problem of metropolitan dominance in arts support is to
be confronted, then questions of regionalism need to be posed with far
greater force than they have been in the past. (1993, p.160)

Bogle was more optimistic:

Regionalism is a vehicle for enhancing access, empowering the local,
restoring a sense of community and encouraging a holistic approach to art
and culture.” (1988, p.80)

But Harvey points to the dangers of an overemphasis on a regional identity :

a downside of “community” is achieving identity by first defining other
groups as the other … leading to racism, ethnic chauvinism and class
devaluation. The need is for celebration of difference and diversity within
some overreaching unity (1996, p.326)

Ravenswood also puts a negative view of regional culture which she sees as at risk of:
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“a narrowness of outlook” and “both a cause and effect of cultural cringe”
(1995, p. 4)

Identity construction and the significance of place have become an increasingly significant
part of cultural research, including a body of work from cultural geographers. Dowling
(1997) considers it in a context of cultural planning; McLeay (1997) sees the official
construction of national identity as supporting dominant ideologies (school flagpoles and
anthems); Gibson et al (2002) look at the cultural economy, particularly its city-centric
dominance; Rutherford (1990) writes of the cultural politics of difference in a European
context, particularly interesting for contemporary Australia. Most significant for regional
cultural identity is the recognition that cultural identity is a dynamic concept, a process ever
changing and never completed (Hall 1996, Massey 1994). Massey also argues against
essentialism and for the vital principle that “the global is part of what constitutes the local,
the outside is part of the inside”, that “what defines a region is not all included within the
region – it is not a timeless identity” (Massey 1994, p.5)

In Australia the official attitude to regions has a chequered history. It moved “from problem
to policy to problematic, from a negative lack through a positive advantage to a puzzling
uncertainty” (Trotter 2001, p.337) Government policy has moved from the comprehensive
programs of Whitlam through two decades of neglect, to a re-emergence in the mid-1990s.
In the arts this re-emergence was manifested in the growth of country Arts Councils and
their national association, in arts touring programs such as Playing Australia, and in a
building frenzy of Performing Arts centres. (Trotter 2001, p.338) But the programs
remained city-centric, with an emphasis on provision, either of facilities or touring product.
Critics realised the inadequacy of this policy “…the simple logic of provision, i.e.
providing facilities, is inadequate – even if supported by touring” (Mercer 1997, p.9ss)

Later policies of community cultural development offered more dynamic and organic
possibilities privileging a sense of place, belonging, and participation. However, as we shall
see in Chapter Four, these developments ironically did not benefit regional theatre
companies.
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There are lessons to be learned from the literature and longer history of English-speaking
regional theatres elsewhere, especially in Britain. The most comprehensive account of
British regional companies up to 1984 is that of Rowell and Jackson (Rowell 1984).In the
course of their predominantly descriptive account, they analyse many of the struggles, such
as metropolitan versus regional, mainstream versus alternative, and excellence versus
access as they affected British theatre, usually a little earlier than Australia. Their detailed
accounts of certain companies such as Stoke-on-Trent and Salisbury have significant
parallels with the aspirations of NSW regional companies. Davies (1987) covers much the
same story but from a position of alternative and community focussed theatre. Plater (1996)
and Mulgan (1986) argue even more strongly for popular (and regional) as against elitist
theatre:

It (Labour) has failed to break out of the false division between high and
low culture, and has never challenged the power of the tiny metropolitan
elite which views the world of the arts as its own private playground”
(Mulgan 1986, p.9)

A report commissioned by the Arts Council of Great Britain from Boyden and Associates
comprehensively analysed English Regional Theatre with a view to making
recommendations to end what was perceived as a crisis in their fortunes. (Boyden 2000)
The report sees progress since the earliest days of funding with a rise of popular culture,
fringe and political theatre and other developments including policies of access and creative
industries by New Labour, and makes many recommendations for further development.
This particular English study makes a point vitally important for regional theatre:

Focus on regionally or locally distinctive voice should not be expected to
drive a whole year’s programme. A theatre will not risk the disruption of
its quality and energy by spreading it over a full twelve months. In most
theatres it will form the central building block in a programme
constructed from a range of sources. (Boyden 2000, p. 41)
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A PhD thesis by Olivia Turnbull (Turnbull 2004) takes a pessimistic view of the crisis in
England’s regional theatres in the Thatcher years 1979-1997. Her emphasis is on relations
with Government rather than the work of the regional companies but it does give a very
useful and comprehensive account of the period, including some valuable case studies.

There is no doubting the influence of the English companies on Australian developments,
which usually came later, and it is particularly instructive to compare achievements. In
many ways the British experience gives examples of opportunities taken.

Academic accounts and analysis of Australian regional theatre is rare. Fotheringham (1996)
argues the case of “access” as a neglected principle in funding policies and analyses its
effect on community and regional companies in the early 1990s. Webb (1997) edits the
proceedings of a 1996 conference on regional theatre, including a paper by Fotheringham
on regional theatres and cultural policy, one by this researcher surveying the existing state
of the field, and a very useful one by Schirato arguing the application of Bourdieu’s field
theory to the analysis of funding policy. There is one recent exhaustive survey of Australian
theatre since the 1950s (Milne 2004) with two chapters in particular dealing with regional
theatres. He describes but does not analyse their rise and fall. He gives more detail in an
earlier paper (Milne 2001). Katharine Brisbane has published a valuable collection of her
own reviews and articles from 1967 to 1985 with comments from a contemporary
perspective. (Brisbane 2005) There are occasional references in general texts (Kelly
1998), but the subject has not generally attracted theatre academics.

Academic study has too often perhaps been dominated by a literary
approach which views the text in isolation from the conditions of its
creation and performance.”(Boon and Plastow 1998, p.3).

The Australian Drama Studies Association, primarily an Association of drama and theatre
academics, publishes an annual refereed journal, but the articles are seldom on the
sociology of theatre, and there have been none on regional theatre.
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Two theses on regional theatre have provided data on the companies studied. Hooper has
not only given a detailed history of the work of Murray River Performing Group and its
successor HotHouse but has analysed the principles and the work of the Artistic Directorate
of the latter through extensive interviews with participants and stakeholders. (Hooper 2005)
Sharpe’s research on Theatre South was primarily on administration and an analysis of
financial and funding history but contains some useful graphs and statistics garnered from
the archives. (Sharpe 2005)

Primary Sources
Of primary material on the story of the Regional Companies of NSW there is data. It is
found in the archives of the Australia Council and the NSW Ministry for the Arts as well as
those of individual companies. This material includes Annual Reports and Budgets,
Guidelines and Handbooks for applications, submissions from individual companies,
acquittals of funding, media releases, programs and planning documents.. These documents
are subject to the usual cautions (see later section on methodology). Annual reports
particularly tend to be sanitised. Funding bodies’ reports will provide details of successes
and increases but never mention failures or explain cuts in funding. There is also material in
local and metropolitan dailies and weeklies, including articles and critical reviews which
help to trace the artistic developments and achievements of regional companies. Often this
material is the only objective appraisal of work and even the only historical record. There
are also references in publications such as Performing Arts Yearbooks and Currency Press’s
Companion to Australian Theatre. Of special interest is the monthly magazine, Theatre
Australia, which had two lives 1976-1983 and 1987-1989. It devoted space to regional
theatres and especially to the Artistic Directors of regional companies. One Government
commissioned report focuses on regional arts (MacDonnell 1996), and it devotes a
substantial section to theatre. (Its recommendations favourable to the development of the
regional theatre companies were ignored).

This study has attempted a detailed case study of one company, Theatre South, and a
briefer account of the other NSW regional companies. For the latter, the sparse available
literature and primary sources have been supplemented by some more intimate insights
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gained from interviews with a range of participants. For Theatre South, the major primary
source has been the comprehensive archives of the company held in the University of
Wollongong Archives Collection. Attempts have been made, usually successful, to find
documentary sources to support personal recollection. The bibliography includes a
summary of the material found in the archives with appropriate access details.

Unstructured interviews with targeted interviewees filled in gaps and added nuances and
richness not available in public documents. A list of interviewees and their position in
relation to regional companies is given in the bibliography. Interviewees were chosen
because their role in and knowledge of the regional story would provide cross-referencing
of data, additional information and insights from their particular perspective. The
interviews were valuable and only time, geography and availability limited the number.

The story of the regional theatre companies in NSW in the years from 1976 to the present
represents a small episode in the cultural history of Australia but it has significance as part
of a broad struggle between certain principles of cultural development identified in the
thesis as sites of struggle and even more broadly from a socio-economic perspective as a
struggle between global and local. This significance has not been studied. There has been
no sustained attempt to analyse the nature and the operations of NSW regional theatres or
to fit them into the context of Australian theatre. There are no case studies of companies,
and no serious attempt to identify a movement linking the companies, in spite of the many
similarities in their stories. Accordingly there are no answers to the questions of the
potential of regional theatre companies in NSW weighed against their achievements, and no
coherent explanation for their blossoming in the 1980s and their decline in the 1990s. Was
their decline an opportunity lost? The next section of the chapter will outline how the thesis
will address this issue.

METHODOLOGY
As researchers we can never capture the “whole truth” of any aspect of
the social and cultural, rather we can, from our specific vantage point,
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produce a version of the truth, but one which we present modestly for
others to consider. (Gray 2003, p.21)

My ontology is based on a belief in the existence of a limited verifiable social reality. In
terms of this study, the basic occurrence of certain events can be established. Entities called
Theatre Companies were founded in the years between 1976 and 1980, they were
eventually granted amounts of funds by Government sources which led to their being
identified as subsidised companies, and they operated outside the Sydney metropolitan area
which led to their being categorised as regional companies. They mounted and presented
seasons of theatre and undertook other functions such as touring. They entered into
cooperative ventures, they hired artists and other workers, and they commissioned and
presented new work. In the mid-1990s through to 2003, all reduced their level of activity
and many were closed down or merged. Meanwhile other agents within the Field of
Cultural Production such as theatre companies, funding bodies, and venue managements
operated, and empirical evidence is available on their histories also. Data on these events is
available in statistics and documents from funding agencies and individual companies, as
well as media sources.

However such raw data, normally accurate in its dates and figures, may nonetheless be
misleading or ambiguous and does not begin to explain the events or reveal their possible
meaning or meanings. For example, evidence on one company may be available of an
apparently healthy funding allocation, a substantial season of productions, good numbers in
audiences, and favourable reviews from the media, all of which will suggest a successful
year. But the productions may have been large cast and expensive, the audiences may have
been inflated with giveaways and concessions, much of the funding may have been eaten
up with high venue rentals, and suddenly the company is seen to be in a parlous financial
condition. The apparent success is problematic to say the least. The quantitative data needs
to be carefully interpreted and in order to construct meaning from this material, data from
other sources is gathered through qualitative means – interviews, case studies and personal
recollection
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I believe that we can best perceive and examine the world through observation and
reflection, recognising always that:

to be able to see and describe this world as it is you have to
be ready to be always dealing with things that are complicated,
confused, impure, uncertain, all of which runs counter to the
usual idea of intellectual rigour.(Bourdieu 1991)

The intentions, objectives, responsibilities, relationships of agents and the reasons for, and
consequences of, their actions rely on interpretation and are often ambiguous, hidden and/or
contradictory. Qualitative, interpretive and reflexive research allows for such complexity in
enabling the researcher to explore multiple possibilities and to place him or herself more
visibly in the story, aiming always for interpretation rather than the representation of the
apparent reality.

In reflective empirical research the centre of gravity is shifted
from the handling of empirical material towards a consideration
of the perceptual, cognitive, theoretical, linguistic, (inter)textual,
political and cultural circumstances that form the backdrop to, as
well as impregnate the interpretations. (Alvesson 2000 p6)

My methodology will thus be interpretive and reflexive. From the beginning the
interpretation will be influenced and/or determined by a number of pre-existing
circumstances. Most influential is the pre-understanding the researcher inevitably brings to
the particular empirical data. This pre-understanding may be a function of memory, of
experience, of observation or of previous study. The pre-understanding will be specific to
the researcher - and underlines the desirability of a reflexive methodology. This is
particularly necessary if the researcher also brings an ideology, a habitus to use Bourdieu’s
term, or at the least an attitude. This will predispose the researcher to see a meaning in the
data which may not be evident or of interest to another researcher. This does not make that
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perception invalid, if one accepts the position that any given collection of data will be
capable of multiple interpretations.

In the case of this study, the pre-understanding of the researcher comes from a long career
in theatre, associations with regional theatre companies and funding authorities, and
observation of the history of regional companies. As the research assembles data, the
constructions of the researcher will become more visible, and the pre-conceptions will be
tested and either confirmed or abandoned. This can happen only if the methodology is
reflexive and the researcher objectifies himself and rigorously examines the data. The
empirical material may modify, develop, or reshape the interpretation.

Struggles within the field of cultural production are marked by ideologies, power relations,
expressions of privilege, and the dominance of some agents and some forms over others.
Within this study, these are identified as “sites of struggle”. The interpretations of these
struggles in the study will therefore be critical.

THEORETICAL FRAME OF REFERENCE
Theory –a temporary construct which takes shape for and by empirical
work. (Bourdieu)

Finally, interpretation will be made within a theoretical framework. provided in this case by
the theories of Pierre Bourdieu, particularly in The Field of Cultural Production (1993)

Among the hypotheses of this study is the proposition that regional theatres have structural
qualities, aesthetic profiles, and histories which take their identity as a group beyond the
geographical. These features are determined not only by their distinctive policies and
strategies but also by their relation to other parts of the industry and to the power bases,
such as government agencies, on which the arts in general depend. In short, regional theatre
is a distinctive agent or sub-field within the Field of Cultural Production.

A field in Bourdieu’s terms is:
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a separate social universe having its own laws of functioning, its specific
relations of force and power, its dominant and its dominated. (1993, p.163)

Competition among agents in the field determines the dominant and the dominated and is
one invariant property of fields e.g. competing investment strategies in the economic field,
competing claims for subsidy in the field of cultural production. A field accumulates its
own form of capital. Within the Field of Power, this is economic and political capital;
within the Field of Cultural Production, it is symbolic and cultural capital. The struggle in a
field is for this capital.

A further definition given by Bourdieu enlarges our understanding of Field as:

a “space of possibilities”, defining the universe of problems, references,
intellectual benchmarks – a kind of system of common references which
enable agents to be objectively situated in relation to others - a space of
conflict and competition, a structure of probabilities of rewards, games,
profits or sanctions. (1993, p.176)

The Field of Cultural Production encompasses the production, circulation and consumption
of symbolic goods. It accumulates its own forms of capital – academic, cultural, symbolic.
The theory recognises the contributions not only of “creators” but of artistic mediators such
as publishers, critics, academies, theatre companies, venues, and funding bureaucrats – all
stakeholders who can contribute to the authority mentioned below. The structure of the
field includes all the positions taken by producers and agents as well as the relations
between these positions and the position of the field within the broader field of power. As
the study will show the story of Regional Theatre is bound up with its and its member
companies’ relations with other stakeholders within this field.

At stake in the cultural field is the authority to determine who can impose the legitimate
definition of art in each particular position including theatre. This becomes a struggle
between the most “autonomous” or “consecrated” producers and those with less symbolic
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capital. This struggle also determines the dominant class within the field in relation to the
field of power. For theatre this will give the dominant class the most influence on funding
policies, the most appeal to corporate sponsors, the most coverage from the media etc. It is
also a struggle to determine who are the legitimate producers and to delimit those deemed
fit to contribute. A good example of this struggle for legitimacy was the hostile response of
the established theatre in the early days of the community theatre movement.

The boundaries of a field are also grounds of contention. Such boundaries may or may not
be institutionalised, and may not always be acknowledged. They may also shift as
circumstances and definitions change. Elite art forms such as opera, ballet, and state theatre
companies and their supporting agencies will, not necessarily consciously, use the
questions of “legitimacy” and “boundaries” to dominate and exclude other forms and
initiatives and privilege their own. Other agents will struggle to gain legitimacy and stretch
the boundaries.

One key site of struggle within the field of cultural production is identified by Bourdieu as
between the field of limited production (the elite) and the field of mass production. (1993,
p.115) The latter can be construed as “popular” but a useful distinction can be drawn
between “mass” and “popular”, where mass would include the large scale commercial
productions such as musicals and popular would refer more specifically to forms made
accessible to particular communities The latter is clearly more relevant for regional theatre.
Bourdieu also identifies a conflict between “orthodoxy’ and “heresy” which is between
“mainstream” and “alternative”. This distinction has relevance to the decisions on
programming by regional companies. Such decisions may embrace both or either of the
two.

Seen as a distinct “sub-field” or as a “position” within the Field of Cultural production.
Regional Theatre reveals distinct qualities. It has a specific set of social conditions for the
production distribution and consumption of its symbolic goods. It has a variety of
associated agents, many also with a specific regional identity. At the same time the
producers within the field will take “positions”. These positions will be shaped by their
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“dispositions” and vice versa. For example, artistic directors may feel a sense of
“vocation”’ or accept the position as a” temporary refuge” or a “secondary accessory
position,” They may be committed to a policy of regional content and relevance or their
position may simply be a reflection of a more general set of theatrical objectives similar to
other mainstream companies. These differences have seriously affected a number of
regional companies. (See Chapter Five. sections on HVTC, on RTC and on Q)

Of central concern is the role of culture in the reproduction of social
structures - the way in which unequal power relations, unrecognised as
such and thus accepted as legitimate, are embedded in the systems of
classifications used to describe and discuss cultural practices. (Bourdieu
1993, Introduction by Randal Johnson p.2)

Bordieu argues in Distinction that systems of domination find expression in virtually all
areas of cultural practice and symbolic exchange (Bourdieu 1984) They do not create class
divisions but are predisposed to legitimise social differences. Again after Bourdieu, the
Field of Cultural Production exists within a Field of Power. Randal Johnson sums up
Bourdieu’s understanding of the relationship:

…the cultural field exists in a subordinate or dominated position within
the field of power, whose principle of legitimacy is based on possession
of economic or political capital. It is situated within the field of power
because of its possession of a high degree of symbolic forms of capital
(e.g. cultural capital) but in a dominated position because of its relatively
low degree of economic capital (Bourdieu 1993.)

Similarly, within the Cultural Field, agents or sub-fields will possess or accrue varying
degrees of cultural capital which will determine their position within the field and in turn
the degree of economic, and political, capital they will possess within the field of power.

As Bourdieu has argued elsewhere:
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…classes and other antagonistic social collectives are continually engaged
in a struggle to impose the definition of the world that is most congruent
with their particular interests (Bourdieu 1992, p.14)

The dominant forces affecting cultural producers in the field of power are federal, state,
and local government agencies funding arts activities and providing arts facilities.
Influential also from time to time are other government agencies, as well as public and
private institutions such as universities, the media, and sponsoring corporations. As
regional theatre companies discovered and as their history revealed, their fate was critically
dependent on their relationship with these forces, a relationship that was essentially one of
subordination. In the final analysis their decline and eventual failure occurred because of
this subordination in the field. In short, it proved in all cases impossible for Australian
professional regional companies to survive without funding and they never achieved
sufficient capital, cultural, economic, or political, to ensure that funding.

The theoretical framework outlined above is a device for studying the phenomenon that
constitutes the content of the study. It is not necessary to agree with Bourdieu on all points
to find his basic concepts of field, habitus, capital, and dominant and dominated classes
valuable tools in analysing and understanding the story of NSW regional theatres as it
unfolded in the last quarter of the 20th century. To quote Bourdieu again:

The notion of field does not provide ready made answers to all possible
queries…it offers a coherent system of recurrent questions that save us
from the theoretical vacuum of positivist empiricism and from the
empirical void of theoreticist discourse. (Bourdieu 1992, p.110)

We will begin by looking at the broader context of Australian theatre in the period.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONTEXT AUSTRALIAN THEATRE
Regional Theatre Companies, as agents within the field of cultural production, operated in a
context of a national theatre enterprise, and in particular that part of the enterprise which
was dependent on subsidy and heavily influenced by developments in cultural policy. On
the whole the story of contemporary Australian theatre, at least in the economic and
sociological sense, is a story of subsidy. This chapter will examine that story particularly
from the perspective of the sites of struggle, and in particular excellence versus access, a
site which to a large degree encompassed the struggles of metropolitan versus regional,
elite versus popular, and national versus local. Before embarking on this analysis, it will be
useful to examine the fundamental question of what value and significance theatre has in
the cultural life of nations and communities.

Theatre Matters
An underlying assumption of this thesis is that theatre does matter, that regional theatre
matters to the nation, even to the art form, and most clearly to its region. Furthermore, to
confront two popular misconceptions, theatre is an appreciation of life not an escape from
it, and its values cannot be completely replaced by the more recent dramatic media of film
and television. It matters in many different ways.

Perhaps at the most profound personal level it can be an experience of the intangible, what
Peter Brook, in his seminal work The Empty Space, has called the theatre of the invisible:

Many audiences all over the world will answer positively from their own
experience that they have seen the face of the invisible through an experience
on the stage that transcended their experience in life” (Brook 1968, p.48)

The Australian playwright, Stephen Sewell, puts it eloquently:
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While we live creatures, in time and space, we seek our purpose in other
spheres. Art is one. There has never been a time when humans did not make
art, and there has never been a time when art did not provide some of the
reasons we seek to explain why we are here, why we have the right to be
here. Art is not diversion; art makes us real. (Sewell 2004)

This kind of experience will not be encountered by all theatregoers, nor on every theatre
attendance, and is only available of course to those who actually attend the theatre. It may
be also that individuals usually, but not always, need to possess the cultural capital which
will equip them to appreciate the art form at this level. This is an elite audience but it does
not follow that theatre is necessarily and always an elite art form nor that this apparently
elite experience is the only value theatre offers.

The theatre gives us a dramatic performance, repeated each occasion after rehearsal and
preparation, which heightens a particular moment in the life of a character or a society,
which makes accessible that moment to our experience, which can enable us to celebrate,
understand, scrutinise, share that experience, and which can occasionally bring that blaze of
enlightenment and insight referred to by Brook. It can also stir part or all of an audience to
action, supportive, hostile, political, social or just mischievous. As an art form it is unique
in that it is a moment shared immediately by performers and audience, a live experience.
Although the modern audience represents generally passive participants, in a good
performance they share emotionally and intellectually, if rarely physically, the experience
of the performers. That experience can be political, cultural, or as above, spiritual.
Distinctively, for regional theatre it can be related to community identity.

That the experience of theatre need not be confined to an elite is made clear by its relation
to ritual, a universal phenomenon, and to child play, again a phenomenon common to
humanity. Play, ritual and theatre are all manifestations of the same human need to make
explicable the inexplicable, to make accessible the incomprehensible, to make memorable
the significant. They all make use of the same dramatic and theatrical means to achieve
their ends of heightening the actual. Dramatic shape, role-playing, special places and times,
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special action, properties, costumes, masks, special words, chants, song and dance are used
as well as the more intangible elements of conflict, tension, rhythm, harmony, order and
form.

Ritual was born in sacred play; poetry was born in play and nourished on
play; music and dancing were pure play. Words and philosophy found
expression in words and forms deriving from religious contests. The rules of
warfare, the conventions of noble living were built up on play patterns. We
have to conclude, therefore, that civilisation is, in its earliest phases, played.
(Huizinga 1955, p.173)

The possibility of theatre’s political impact is illustrated in a series of essays on the impact
of theatre in post colonial societies (Boon and Plastow 1998). The examples are drawn
from societies under one kind of threat or another, societies where it is a matter of vital
concern to confront an injustice or establish some pride in identity. One example is the
writing of Nigerian playwright Femi Osofisan. In the corrupt military dictatorship of
Nigeria, her play Once Upon Four Robbers powerfully examines a controversial problem
of human rights focused on the execution of robbers. The playwright herself describes the
result:

Each night as the audience disperses it is in tumult….The arguments are
fierce. The government is vilified then defended. There is a plurality of
passionate voices…..Once Upon Four Robbers has achieved its immediate
purpose which is to end the apathetic response to the issue of armed robbery
and public execution. (quoted in Boon and Plastow1998, p.10)

Another remarkable example of the power of theatre for political impact is given in an
anecdote told by Richard Nelson about a production of Mother Courage in Prague in 1969:

Somehow it was conveyed that the character of Mother Courage was being
used to represent Czechoslovakia. A tiny woman had been chosen for the role
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and at the end of the play when she had to drag the wagon away, the stage
rose to create a tremendous rake. The wagon, loaded with real weights, now
had to be dragged up this slope by this small woman. After twenty minutes or
so of real physical effort, she succeeded and the audience in tears now rose
and cheered for their long-suffering nation, and would not leave the theatre.
The production was closed after this one performance.(Nelson 1983, p.90)

Even in the less threatening crises of contemporary Australia, theatre can contribute to
public debate, as with a recent review titled Sedition, satirizing the new anti-terrorist laws,
but in most cases in Australia this kind of issue production will preach to the converted, a
useful exercise but not significantly influential. Occasionally, however, the response can in
turn generate more widespread controversy and possibly move some change in community
attitudes. Such a case was a production of Fortune and Men’s Eyes in 1968 at the Ensemble
Theatre in Sydney. The play dealt with two controversial issues of the time, homosexuality
and prisons. The whole episode is detailed by Katharine Brisbane who ends with the
comment:

The theatre’s role in a public matter like this is a simple one – to raise it and
to find a way of involving people. Its job is not to find solutions. The
argument on prison reform is going on and the arguers are beginning to forget
the play which started it all in favour of more important and more damning
facts closer to home. (Brisbane 2005 p.47, quoting from her own 1968 article)

The power and potential of theatre is recognized by all kinds of governments. Totalitarian,
and even liberal ones, will use it for propaganda, or will suppress it for fear of its influence,
and even democratic governments have engaged in censorship of it. Obviously they have
concluded that its influence is to be respected if not feared.

In another essay in Boon and Plaistow’s anthology, Christopher Innes analyses the social
significance of two playwrights, the Caribbean Derek Walcott and the Canadian Native
Indian Tomson Highway (1998 pp.76-96). These writers were not concerned with
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producing an immediate political result but with the wider vision of creating a national
image and a sense of self worth for their oppressed people. It is almost impossible to
produce evidence of any long term influence of such works but it is reasonable to believe
they may be just as effective as the more politically activist work analysed elsewhere in the
Boon and Plastow examples. The English playwright Tom Stoppard uses an unusual
metaphor to make this point:

What we’re trying to do is write cricket bats, so that when we throw up an
idea and give it a little knock, it might travel…you may perhaps alter people’s
perceptions so that they behave a little differently at that axis of behaviour
where we locate politics or justice…you can build bridges across
incomprehension and chaos…if you get the right ones in the right order you
can nudge the world a little. (Stoppard 1982, pp.53-54)

Most activist theatre, like street theatre, comes under Peter Brook’s definition of “rough
theatre” (1968, p.73) which is not to say that it is necessarily lacking in aesthetic values, but
merely that its production values will be simpler, more immediate, more accessible, in short
more “popular”. Peter Brook analyses a performance of Pygmalion at the regional theatre
of Stoke on Trent which demonstrates that excellence does not reside exclusively with
metropolitan or “big” theatre.

The combination of lively actors, lively building, lively audience brought
out the most sparkling elements of the play. It ‘went’ marvellously. The
audience participated fully. The performance was triumphantly complete.
….If by magic they had been transported to the West End of London and
found themselves surrounded by a London audience in a conventional
London building they would have seemed unconvincing and the audience
would have been unconvinced. However, this does not mean that the
London standard is better or higher than the provincial one. It is more likely
to be the reverse because it is unlikely that anywhere in London that
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evening the theatrical temperature was nearly as high as in Stoke. (1968,
p.144)

Evidence from many examples in the chapters following will demonstrate that Brook’s
point about this English regional company is true elsewhere and that the work of regional
theatre companies can have and does have this kind of impact

In fact it is the aesthetic values as much as the message which makes the impact of any
theatre. Sincerity is no substitute for art, and theatre, whatever its other function, has to be
entertaining in the broadest sense of that misused word. It should provide an experience
that is truthful, moving, pleasing to the mind, the senses and the emotions and the better it
does this, as with any art form, the more convincing and powerful will be its impression.
Jane Plastow defends the examples in her book:

This does not in any sense crudely privilege meaning over aesthetic
sensibility, but rather posits a theatre where function and aesthetic cohabit in
the same performance arena. (1998, p.2)
.
Aside from the values mentioned above and provided by the aesthetics of the experience,
there are more tangible and everyday benefits to communities from the work of arts entities
such as theatre companies. Economist David Throsby, with an eye on cultural policy, lists
them as:

…contribution to public debate; defining cultural identity; stimulus to
creative work; retaining option of usage in future; bequest; educational
services; connection with other cultures; satisfaction of knowing it is there;
economic impact (2001, p.37)

One of the items on this list is central to the social function of theatre in a community,
whether nation or region or smaller unit. That is the second, “defining cultural identity”.
Theatre’s relation to cultural identity goes even further than defining. As with other art
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forms, most obviously with literature and film, it reflects, expresses, celebrates, validates,
enriches, and even constructs identity. These have been functions of theatre throughout
history. Shakespeare is a great and universal artist but his work is also a reflection of the
Elizabethan world and was so valued in his time. Moliere, Chekhov, Brecht, Shaw,
Tennessee Williams, all hold a mirror up to their time and place, but they also contribute to
the construction of that identity. In their own humble sphere, this is the main aspiration and
achievement of good regional theatres. (see further analysis and examples of these benefits
in the next chapter and in the case study Chapters Five to Seven)

Subsidy
Theatre is a collaborative enterprise, not the least in needing an audience. It needs one to
complete the theatrical experience and, more prosaically, it needs one to pay for the
experience. Every professional theatre company is in the economic sense a business, even
though its main priority is the creation of art and entertainment rather than profit. It accrues
money and resources and it spends the same to create its productions. Theatre companies
have two principal sources of income: subsidy and box office. As far as box office is
concerned, there have been occasions in the history of Australian theatre when box office
proved an adequate source to sustain theatre enterprise. In the nineteenth and early
twentieth century popular theatre in the form of spectacles, musicals, melodrama and farce
paid its way; the rural farce, On Our Selection, played to one million people between 1912
and 1916 and has remained the most successful of Australian plays in box office terms
(Parsons 1995, pp. 417-418). Through the first half of the twentieth century the Australian
stage was dominated by the J C Williamson business empire which relied on commercial
successes and big name stars from overseas to win audiences. In more contemporary
theatre, the big musicals from Cameron Macintosh and others make profits, and an
occasional independent production may do well. However no Australian city has anything
equivalent to the commercial theatre of Broadway in the United States or the West End in
London. Contemporary Australian theatre has needed support beyond the box office.

Universities, corporate sponsors, and local government have sometimes been active in
support of theatre companies in Australia, but the major sources of subsidy have been state
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and federal governments. The first recorded instance of government support for the arts is
an unusual, slightly absurd, form of patronage. It occurred in 1818 when Governor
Macquarie gave a poet two official cows for his service to poetry (Coombs 1981, p.217).
This was no doubt a practical and valuable subsidy at the time.

Arts funding is invariably a scarce resource, there are always more needs or demands than
resources can satisfy, and inevitably there is competition for subsidy. There is also a
continual complaint of financial hardship from existing recipients who must walk a fine
line between having insufficient or no capital reserves and having surpluses that weaken
their claims for support. This competition for funding is part of the competition for cultural
capital and can be seen as occurring on a variety of sites: mainstream versus alternative,
elite versus popular, metropolitan versus regional, national versus local, and excellence
versus access. These struggles are part of the most basic policy issue of arts funding, which
in theatre is finding the balance between funding major enterprises as reflections of a
national identity, and funding a broad range of theatrical activity encompassing the many
communities that constitute the contemporary Australia. All these sites of struggle have
relevance for regional theatre and for this thesis, but most central is the last named,
excellence versus access, which encompasses most of the others.

“Excellence”, a never defined, often controversial, but ubiquitous term has been the
dominant concept in Arts Funding in Australia. It seemed an obvious and natural principle
especially in a culture highly competitive in sport, professions, academic achievement and
in entertainment The first objective in the policies detailed in the Australia Council Act is
“to promote excellence in the arts” and as late as the 2005 Annual Report item 1 of the
“vision” is to “enable Australia’s arts and its artists to pursue excellence” (Australia
Council 2005, p. 8).

Excellence, problematic though it may be, becomes the motherhood term for arts funding.
As Donald Horne put it:
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...excellence is of course the motherhood word of arts-support policy.
Everyone is for excellence. No-one says, ‘What I stand for is determined
mediocrity’ (1985, p.7)

From the foundation of the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust in the 1950s through to the
Nugent report in 1999, excellence was assumed to reside with certain art forms - opera,
ballet and traditional drama, and certain companies, such as state theatre companies.
“Excellence” or “The Pursuit of Excellence” runs like a constant refrain through annual
reports, policy statements, media releases, and public defences of arts policies - but is never
defined. When Gay Hawkins interviewed past and current Australia Council staff for her
book on Community Arts, From Nimbin to Mardi Gras, she could never get an answer to
the question, “Can you tell me what is understood by excellence and how it is assessed?” In
a later article, she quotes some answers:

“You know it when you see it”,
“An indefinable quality”,
”Oh if you define it you destroy it.” (1997, p.69)

She concluded that this indefinable quality is precisely where its power lies. Only the
anointed judges can assess it and so its possession lies safely with the dominant holders of
cultural capital, and that means the powerful major art forms and major companies.
Fotheringham, in a 1998 essay provocatively titled Boundary Riders and Claim Jumpers
argues that in the sub-field of Australian Theatre within the Field of Cultural Production:

The vested interests and aesthetic assumptions of those who have power,
however well intentioned they may be, are inevitably reflected in the
categories they create and the judgments they make (1998, p. 22)

Thus excellence as a criterion for funding is a matter of taste and is assumed to be the taste
of a dominant group and a dominant form. It presupposes a singular scale of aesthetic
judgment, and must be problematic in a pluralist society such as contemporary Australia.
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There has been over the years a large body of criticism from alternative theatre practitioners
and from the academic world that questions the concept, but while the rhetoric may
challenge the concept, the power stays with it. As time goes by excellence as a vague
aesthetic criterion is modified, even bolstered, by reference to “national image”,
“international reputation” and “world standards”. In the 1990s the concept of “cultural
industries” brings “financial viability” and “economic contribution” into the equation. All
these criteria privilege the elite art forms and the large metropolitan companies. Access is
intended to restore an equitable balance.

In the parlance of the arts, “access” means opportunity to participate, either as provider or
receiver. Access programs are assumed to be aimed at or for populations which have
limited access to the arts, disadvantaged by geography, economics, culture or education.
The ultimate aims of access are the creation of better citizenship and a more equitable
distribution of resources. In perhaps its earliest form, it meant opportunities for those
perceived as culturally disadvantaged to have access to arts and education so that they
might become better citizens and fuller individuals. This, for example, was the object
behind the Mechanics’ Institutes, modeled on those in Britain and introduced into Australia
in the nineteenth century. This access is akin to welfare and is clearly directed at the
recipients.

Another form of access was classified as provision. This meant the provision of artistic
product to disadvantaged segments of the society as for example a metropolitan company
being encouraged and funded to tour to regional areas. In theatre, this form of access
occurred regularly through the period with Performing Arts Touring programs both state
and federal. The largest was Playing Australia, a multi-million program first introduced in
1992. For regional companies these programs were a mixed blessing. They sometimes
assisted companies to tour more widely in their region but they also, as with Playing
Australia, could bring major companies into regions with unequal advantages in finances
and profile.

Regional theatre, like community theatre and alternative theatre, benefited more from a
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different principle of access, one that recognized the plurality of the theatre enterprise in
Australia and offered support to companies and projects other than the major state
companies. This was a principle of equity and led to a decentralized network of providers
which brought access directly into competition for available funding with the principle of
excellence, which privileged the big metropolitan companies.

The final form of access developed from the community arts movement and was titled
community cultural development. Programs in this movement funded the demand rather
than the supply side of arts creation in that they empowered communities or groups to
create their own art product, usually with the leadership or assistance of professional
facilitators and sometimes in partnership with existing professional companies, such as
regional or community theatre companies. So, for example, Sidetrack Theatre, a
community theatre company in Sydney, produced work in cooperation with the workers at
a railway workshop in Homebush, “Loco”.

The term “cultural democracy” was sometimes used for the access defined in the last two
paragraphs. In a similar vein Donald Horne in his term as Chair of the Australia Council
1985-91 advocated access as cultural rights:

Just as we speak of political rights, civil rights and economic rights, in
modern industrial societies we should perhaps learn to speak of cultural rights
(1988, p.5)

Excellence and access, however expressed, have been the twin pillars of funding
support; funding bodies almost always recognise a principle of access beside that of
excellence, although in practice the level of support will be quite disproportionate. Since
funding for the arts first seriously entered the realm of public policy in the 1950s, the
succeeding fifty-something years have seen a struggle, not always explicit, between the two
principles. It is essentially a struggle between the “haves” and the “have-nots”, between
those who believe that civilization and culture depend upon the excellence found in the
high art forms and arts enterprises that they support, and those who believe in a more
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popular and pluralist culture. As English Regional Director Peter Cheeseman, discussing
the disparity between metropolitan and regional funding, colourfully put it “us living on
skilly so Londoners can have Lobster thermidor, to hell with the whole arrangement. Meat
and two veges all round is the fair way” (1968, p.3)

Round One: from the 1800s to the 1950s. The Battleground is Determined
There was not much controversy in the earliest examples of access exemplified in those
institutions very common in Australian life in the nineteenth and early twentieth century,
the Mechanics’ Institutes and Schools of Arts. Mechanics’ Institutes were introduced in
Britain in 1821 and were initially directed at the artisan class to improve skills in industrial
manufacture especially design. Later the aim was expanded to a more general aim of
“moral and intellectual improvement of the people” (Gibson 2001, pp.16-17). Like the
British models, the Australian Institutes were intended for the benefit of the working
classes, more often agricultural and rural workers and miners than mechanics. The first
Institute was established in Hobart in 1833 but spread across the nation and it was
estimated that there were eventually more than 2000 in existence. (Candy 1994, p.2) Their
objectives and activities are well represented by the Incorporation Act of the Sydney
Mechanics’ School of Arts 1886:

The objects of the said Institution namely the intellectual improvement of its
members and the cultivation of literature, science and art shall be promoted
by the maintenance of a library and reading room the delivery of lectures the
encouragement of social intellectual and physical recreation and by such
other means as the management may from time to time deem advisable. (in
Candy 1994, p.7)

The Institutes’ influence on Australian cultural development is considerable. Their halls
throughout the country were community facilities for cultural activity in lectures, classes,
libraries, amateur theatre, education, and in general the diffusion of culture, especially in
suburbs and country towns. Even today the halls so established are still used for
performance by local and touring groups. The Institutes could be seen as the genesis of
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technical education facilities, of the WEA, of public libraries and of public performance
spaces. They established access as a valid objective for cultural policy.

Through them, the expectation was articulated that providing access to
culture to “the people” was an important role for the colonial governments in
order for the colony to be “civilized” (Gibson 2001, p.22)

Although often established by employers, including even station owners in the country,
there was from the beginning government involvement both in initial grants of land and in
ongoing subsidy. From 1836 until 1957 Colonial and later governments continued to
subsidise these enterprises. What is particularly interesting about these subsidies is that,
unlike most later subsidy, they were directed for the benefit of consumers rather than
producers of cultural goods. Thus this earliest kind of funding as cultural policy was on the
principle of access for recipients and it was on the whole successful. John Laurent and
others have produced ample evidence of the contribution to the social, cultural and
intellectual life of communities over the long period of their lives (Candy 1994). Subsidy
for artists on the other hand had to wait till the second half of the twentieth century,
ironically or coincidentally beginning just when funding for Mechanics’ Institutes ceased.

Another early institution with somewhat similar aims to the Mechanics’ Institutes but more
clearly focused on the arts was the Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts
(CEMA), once again modeled on a similar body in Britain.

To bring art in all its forms to the people, to encourage them, not only to
cultivate an appreciation of all that is beautiful in music, painting, sculpture,
drama, ballet, and so forth, but also to express themselves in some one or
other of the arts and crafts… CEMA is based on the belief that art, in the
widest sense of the word, is not a luxury for the few, but a necessity for all
(from Art Council of Australia NSW Division: A Five Year Record 1942-47.
quoted in Gibson 2001, p.64)
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The CEMA, like the Arts Council that succeeded it, addressed the issue of access on two
fronts – provision and welfare. It promoted tours, primarily of traditional mainstream art
forms, throughout non-metropolitan areas for both adult audiences and schools, and it
encouraged local arts activity, an early kind of community cultural development. Its
emphasis was clearly on the consumers rather than the creators: and while the touring
companies were usually professional metropolitan companies, the CEMA support was on
behalf of the audiences and not the companies. Furthermore its constituency was country
not city. It received some financial support from Government but was sidelined when major
funding became available by first the Elizabethan Theatre Trust, and later the Australian
Council for the Arts. These new bodies had a national or at least metropolitan focus.

Thus a dichotomy was established at an early stage …The ‘national’ and the
‘local’ (and all that these terms have encompassed at different times) were
established as competing rationales for government funding (Gibson 2001,
p.68).

In the post war period there was considerable discourse on the need for a national theatre.
(Parsons 1995, p.394; Rowse 2001) In 1949 Prime Minister Chifley invited leading English
theatre director Tyrone Guthrie to report on Australian theatre reform. Guthrie’s report
recommended training Australian actors in England and touring British productions to
Australia as first steps. These ideas were greeted with little enthusiasm and not taken up.
But through the enthusiasm and influence of Dr H C Coombs, then Governor of the
Commonwealth Bank and a leading Government Advisor, the Australian Elizabethan
Theatre Trust (AETT) was formed in 1954, initially with public donations and matching
government funds. It marked the beginning of subsidised theatre in Australia. Coombs, as
the first director of the Trust, outlined its objectives:

The ultimate aim of the Trust must be to establish a native drama, opera and
ballet which will give professional employment to Australian actors, singers
and dancers, and furnish opportunities for those such as writers, composers
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and artists whose creative work is related to the theatre…(Coombs 1954,
p.283)

Here for the first but not the last time is the clear indication of the major direction of
government funding towards the supply side, the artists and organisations which create and
present the performing arts. Here also is an indication of the privileging of the traditional
high arts of opera, ballet and mainstage drama. Nonetheless, for all the goodwill and good
intentions of this initiative and those that followed, there were voices which recognised the
class nature of the decision:

…there is no doubt that the sector of society which was demanding
subsidised theatre was not at all representative of Australian society at large,
but was a small powerful upper middle class group which hoped to impose its
preferences on Australians in general. (Fotheringham 1997, p.1)

The AETT was successful in establishing opera and ballet companies and state theatre
companies (known in those years as regional companies), as well as touring productions,
and in giving some assistance to other projects. On the other hand, the AETT showed no
interest in the still active commercial theatre, such as J C Williamson’s, which logic
suggested would have been equipped to undertake some role in the development of a
national theatre enterprise. Nor did the Trust offer any support to the amateur theatre, nor to
other professional and semi-professional theatre activity operating beyond the mainstream
as they perceived it. These neglected activities included theatre restaurant, revue and
lunchtime theatre, university companies and theatre for young people (for details see Milne
2004, pp.109-118). One long established company, Doris Fitton’s Independent in Sydney
would have seemed a likely target for support. It was giving employment to Australian
theatre artists and was producing a repertoire not unlike that of the state companies being
promoted by the trust. Apparently it did not satisfy the criteria of professionalism espoused
by the Trust under the influence of predominantly British models and thinking. Funding
support was already taking a very specific and limited direction, mainstream, elite and
metropolitan.
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Other agencies did however contribute to this developmental period of modern Australian
theatre. Universities were active, most influentially the University of NSW, whose
initiatives included the foundation of the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), the
Old Tote Theatre Company, and its offshoot the Jane Street Theatre. State Governments
also were beginning to contribute, with assistance to the AETT and state companies. The
CEMA, which in 1945 changed its name to the Arts Council of Australia, was still active in
touring product to regional areas and by 1948 had autonomous divisions in all states. This
organization was also ignored by the new funding bodies, in what is a clear early example
of the struggle of excellence and access for government funding. Dorothy Helmrich wrote
with some bitterness:

When the Trust and then, later, the Council for the Arts was formed with their
immense government support, I was hoping we would form one big
organization, which would be perhaps a little like the Arts Council of Great
Britain. But it soon became increasingly clear that there was no desire on the
part of the incoming organization to join forces with us at all. In fact we were
often forced to fight for what we felt were our rights. (Quoted in Gibson
2001, p.67)

Thus from the establishment of the Elizabethan Trust in 1954 onwards, major new
professional companies were set up in the states. These new organizations were heavily
influenced by English practice and even personnel (Fotheringham 1997, p.16) In fact,
Tyrone Guthrie’s plan for the training of Australian theatre artists in England, and Hugh
Hunt’s appointment as Director of the Elizabethan Theatre Trust both could be seen as part
of the “cultural cringe” so prevalent at this time.

This early form of subsidy was also class controlled and elitist. Coombs, as Chair of the
Australia Council, was frank.

To some extent of course the arts are elitist. At their best they are the work of
the exceptionally talented, and historically have been enjoyed by relatively
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few.” (Annual Report of the Australia Council for the Arts Dr Coombs chair
1973, p.16)

Coombs had quite specifically recruited members of the professional managerial class on to
the Elizabethan Trust Board and this class set the agenda – the primacy of excellence with
token policies of audience development to promote access and justify the subsidy.(Rowse
2001). The linking of excellence and elitism was established very early, as was the linking
of excellence and major metropolitan (state) companies.

There was some opposition from the arts community.

The Trust had built up a strong establishment image often associated with
artistic coteries that were not always welcomed within the wider artistic
community. The concentration of funds in the high arts of opera and ballet
and their supporting orchestras had met with less than approval. (MacDonnell
1992, p.127)

And there was sometimes opposition even within the Australia Council. When in 1969
Council’s Drama Committee defined its prime responsibility as the pursuit of excellence
through existing companies, namely the main metropolitan organizations, the main body of
Council accepted reluctantly. They felt it was a bit like trying to build the top section of a
pyramid in isolation from its base. (Guldberg 1998, p.89). But in 1971-2, the then minister
Peter Howson unequivocally accepted the principle of excellence:

Why should the government provide money for the arts? The answer I came
up with was that we provide money for the arts in order to provide
excellence. You can either provide money at the top of the pyramid or the
base of the pyramid (in MacDonnell 1992, p.47)

By the end of this establishment period in the late 1950s, excellence was established as the
dominant principle in public arts policy, with access in a very subordinate position.
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Round Two: the 1960s and 1970s. Access fights back.
The Australia Council for the Arts (ACA) established in 1968 adopted the AETT agenda of
funding major companies in each state: the Old Tote in Sydney, the Melbourne Theatre
Company in Melbourne, the National Theatre Company in Perth, the South Australian
Theatre Company in Adelaide and, a little later, the Queensland Theatre Company in
Brisbane. This was the policy engineered by the ubiquitous Dr Coombs and it was in turn
followed by the successor to the ACA, established as a statutory body by Gough Whitlam
in 1975 and renamed the Australia Council (AC). This policy of funding from the top
through “flagship” companies with lesser amounts for smaller companies and special
projects was the foundation principle for government arts subvention from this point on. It
also confirmed those conflicts that I have called sites of struggle. The “flagship” principle
and its concomitants were challenged and modified from time to time and hotly contested
on many occasions but, nonetheless, the current “major organizations” arrangements
remain the cornerstone of funding for the arts today. The principle had its supporters, as
witness Katharine Brisbane in 1968:

…it is only by raising the standards at the top and breaking down the barriers
between the theatres that we can give artistic talents room to express
themselves. And by setting a new standard we will directly raise the prestige
and influence of the whole profession. (Quoted in Brisbane 2005, p.83)

The first serious challenge to the hegemony of the metropolitan-based state companies
came in the 1960s and 1970s, which saw a new variation on the excellence versus access
struggle as alternative theatre companies burgeoned and began to seek their own kind of
access to the available resources. This particular site of struggle is best categorized as
mainstream versus alternative. The alternative argument was largely fuelled by a selfproclaimed nationalism manifested as objections to the dependence on British influence
demonstrated by appointments such as those of Tyrone Guthrie (see above), Hugh Hunt as
head of the AETT, John Sumner at the Melbourne Theatre Company (MTC), Robert
Quentin at NIDA and the Old ToteTheatre Company, Alan Edwards at the Queensland
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Theatre Company (QTC). This influence was seen as leading to domination in state
company repertoires of European drama and traditional form.

The outstanding companies in this alternative movement were the Jane Street Theatre and
later the Nimrod Street Theatre in Sydney and La Mama and the Australian Performing
Group (APG) in Melbourne. The playwrights included David Williamson, Jack Hibberd,
Alexander Buzo, Dorothy Hewett, and John Romeril, all to become significant figures in
Australian drama. One play, The Legend of King O’Malley, by Bob Ellis and Michael
Boddy (1974), heralded a distinctly Australian style, with some debt to English music hall
and melodrama, a blend of farce, revue, melodrama, audience participation, in short a
popular theatre. This style as well as the nationalism of the movement were very important
for the later development of regional theatre, which modelled itself more on these early
alternative theatres than on the mainstream theatres.

By the late 1960s this new wave of alternative companies had accumulated considerable
cultural capital through critical applause and public support and were demanding a share of
the funding cake, claiming the greater national relevance of their work. The new state
ministries offered some hope and there was some feeling that the states might look after the
smaller companies:

And if the Commonwealth is going to subsidise for quality, the state and local
authorities must subsidise the quantity (Brisbane 2005, p.86).

But now as later, state ministries either preferred to go with the strength, or did not wish to
be drawn into commitments to the strident and hungry alternative companies, and they
actually reduced funding.

Nevertheless, as the funding pool increased over the years, the early alternative companies
were succeeded by others in each state: Nimrod, Griffin, and Belvoir in Sydney, Playbox in
Melbourne, La Boite in Brisbane, Hole-in-the Wall in Perth. These companies even became
recipients of recurrent grants, although never to the size of the flagships. They did achieve
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their version of access, but in essence their appeal was also to an elite, although generally
younger and more adventurous than the audiences of the major companies, and the focus of
funding was still on the producers and creators rather than the receivers of the art products.

Support for this latter position came with the Industries Assistance Commission’s (IAC)
report on funding for the performing arts. The IAC’s brief from the Whitlam Government
was to examine “whether assistance should be accorded to the performing arts in Australia
and if so what should be the nature and extent of such assistance” (1976, p.137). The
findings shocked the arts community. The report recommended phasing out direct funding
to companies and making funding available to education, innovation, and communities. It
challenged the notion of the pursuit of excellence, or as the report prefers to call it the
“flagship approach” It points out:

Direct subsidies and other forms of assistance aggregating more than 200% of
box office receipts are already being provided for some live performing
activities and the largest recipients – the national opera and ballet - are
enjoyed by no more than two or three percent of the population. (1976, p.14)

In the Draft which accompanied the main report, it outlined the argument for excellence
before refuting it:

The flagship approach involves three inherent elements of discrimination –
towards a few selected art forms, towards a few favoured companies and
towards live performances. This discrimination, it was argued, is justifiable
on the grounds that these arts bestow the greatest cultural benefits; the
selected companies are the most advanced in the ‘pursuit of excellence’; and
live performance represents the essence of the performing arts by providing a
measure of immediacy…which cannot be achieved otherwise.
But the very nature of culture is such that no particular performing art or
activity can be shown to generate more benefits to the community as a whole
than any other….As is shown later in the report, the ‘pursuit of excellence’ –
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while desirable – is not in itself an automatic justification for public
assistance…The alternative philosophy, which underlies the assistance
measures proposed by the Commission, is that embodied in the IAC Act. It
reflects the community values and broader more even-handed approach being
applied in all sectors of the community. (Draft Report 1976 p.4)

It reads like a recommendation for access.

However, by 1976 the sector represented by the mainstream companies had acquired
sufficient cultural capital to repel this attack on its power. Arts Minister Staley rejected the
central finding:

The Government considers that the promotion of excellence in the arts is of
primary importance and continuation of assistance to the presently subsidized
companies is seen as being consistent with this objective (from Australia
Council correspondence 77/35 quoted in MacDonnell 1992, p.206)
.
Prime Minister Fraser argued in Parliament that art cannot be judged by economic criteria,
an opinion the Report anticipated and to which it responded that it

…does not consider that the ‘slide rule approach of the cost accountant’
should determine the nature of assistance to the performing arts. But nor can
it accept that the ‘revealed truths of the artist’ will lead to a rationale that is
even-handed between recipients and publicly justified in terms of equity to
the population as a whole which provides the assistance and are the recipients
of the artists’ endeavours (1976, p. 29)

Other voices were heard criticizing the accepted wisdom. In 1978 Katharine Brisbane
reversed her earlier position (see above), or more accurately recognized changed
circumstances, and responded favourably to the IAC Report: (Theatre Australia 1979, p.4)
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Arts economists Throsby and Withers also responded favourably to the IAC report,
commenting:

in making its recommendations the IAC was reacting to the present strong
discrimination in favour of certain traditional art forms …deriving more from
the interests of the cultural establishment than from notions of public benefit
(1979, p.287).

In spite of these views, excellence seemed once again to have won this round of the
struggle with the near total rejection of the IAC report On the other hand, the IAC had
several important effects which paved the way for further struggle. One was the rise of
community arts, a second was the development of the arts as industry concept, and a third
was the success of the claims by smaller mainstream companies. As Arts Minister Staley
admitted in an interview in 1978:

Governments are going to have to give a lot of money to the big performing
arts companies but at the same time we have to get away from the idea that
we either give to the bigs or the littles. We have got to give to both. (in
MacDonnell 1992, p.213).

In the late 1970s the battle for access was joined by the new community arts movement,
recognized by the Australia Council’s establishment of the Community Arts Development
Board (CADB) in 1977. There were a number of antecedents for the growth of community
theatres in this period (see Watt 2005, p.155) and the IAC Report put the movement on the
funding agenda. The movement developed a strong lobby with the support of the Academy
and growing expressions of dissatisfaction with the continuing domination of major
companies, including the positioning of Australian Opera and Australian Ballet on line
budgets out of control of the Australia Council. As Gay Hawkins put the case:

Community Arts came when the fundamental elitism of arts funding could no
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longer be ignored, when the rhetoric of excellence and nation came under
challenge with the counter rhetoric of access and participation.. (1993, pxxiv).

There were two quite different kinds of community theatre: professional theatre provided
for a specific community and reflecting its needs and concerns, and theatre created with a
community, basically amateur theatre usually “facilitated” by professional writers and
theatre workers. The former became the dominant interest of the CADB. Many companies
were established and some remarkable pieces of theatre were created in the late 1970s and
1980s by these companies (see Milne 2004, pp.223-231, Fotheringham 1997). The latter
kind, as Community Cultural Development, later became the main concern of the successor
funding agencies to the original CADB. The boundaries between community theatre,
Theatre in Education (TIE) and regional theatre were often blurred. One NSW regional
company, Murray River Performing Group, was established as, and worked for years
primarily as, a community theatre, and others used similar techniques:

One mainstream (sic) company Theatre South in Wollongong, NSW
acknowledged the form in several plays. (Watt 1995, p.156. See also Chapter
Six of this thesis).

In spite of these developments and the support they generated, even Community Theatre at
its most successful received only 8% of Australia Council grants, enough for these
breadline companies to operate but never enough to achieve their aspirations. (Gibson 2001
p.87). The concept of excellence and its vehicle, major mainstream metropolitan
companies, continued to absorb the bulk of funding.

Round Three: The 1980s.

Some Successes for Access

As major companies grew in prestige and strength, as they accumulated cultural capital and
came to dominate the field of cultural production, so they were recognized as players in the
field of power.

…we begin to dole out significant lumps of money from the public purse and
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then lo and behold after some years we look back and find that a whole series
of precedents has been set. We find that the pattern of funding has been
determined and tends to be unchanged because of this precedent (Barry Jones
House of Representatives Debates 22nd May 1980 quoted in MacDonnell
1992, p.239).

Nonetheless the precedent continued to be challenged. In 1981-2 the Australian Labor
Party, then in opposition, conducted a number of wide-ranging meetings with the arts
community to frame a new arts policy. The then leader of the party, Bill Hayden, expressed
the feelings of one part of the gathering:

I have yet to see an explanation from the Government as custodian of the
taxpayer’s money - why about 56% of available grants go to art forms that are
derivative, elitist and irrelevant to the lives of many Australians …nobody
can be blamed for arguing that more of the financing should be spent in
places where it is most needed”( in MacDonnell 1992, p.302).

New Labor policy directions and new Australia Council initiatives questioned the
dominance of major companies and the establishment definitions of excellence. Sometimes
termed the great redistribution debate (Fotheringham 1997, MacDonnell 1992), these new
policies recognized community and regional theatre, community arts generally, and
metropolitan second companies. The first of the new regional companies in NSW began in
1976 and by 1980 there were six in all, in Wagga Wagga, Newcastle, Armidale, Penrith,
Albury/Wodonga and Wollongong. Access was winning some minor victories.

In 1984, the Australia Council put a ceiling on funding for major companies and STC and
MTC lost funding. One consequence was a massive media campaign, what the Sydney
Morning Herald called “an unedifying brawl” (SMH November 8, 1984). Typical of the
establishment outrage was the editorial in the Australian May19-20 1985:

What a growing country approaching its prime really needs is a government
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that continues to fund excellence…If we get diverted now by trying to put
money into community art…then we will be setting back the making of
Australia and may be leaping into rampant amateurism (quoted in Rowse
1985).

Nonetheless, this was a period of hope and achievement for regional companies (see
Chapter Five) and for community theatres and other second tier companies. There was even
support in parliament as from Senator Margaret Reynolds:

It’s high time smaller companies, particularly those in regional areas are
given increased recognition…The cultural life of Australia does not start and
end with the darlings of the Sydney theatrical world. (in MacDonnell 1992
p.359).

Yet another report on the Commonwealth’s role in arts funding was presented by the House
of Representatives Standing Committee on Expenditure in 1986. Called the MacLeay
Report after its Chairman, it basically endorsed the findings of the IAC, but in more
ambivalent terms. Again there was hostile reaction from the mainstream arts community,
one part of which was chronicled in Philip Parsons’ Shooting the Pianist. (Parsons 1987).
The report appeared to come down on the side of access, or what it called cultural
democracy:

…the broad objectives of government arts assistance as increasing cultural
democracy. We define this not as wider access to the so-called high arts, but
rather as access by the community to a diversity of cultural experiences from
which individuals may choose for themselves the cultural activities of most
benefit to themselves at any time (in Parsons 1987, p.27).

It was an argument for provision. but in spite of this and other anti-elitist rhetoric, the report
did the opposite. It recommended a separate fund and triennial funding for the major
organizations but there was no such guarantee of support for smaller companies. It
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underlines the reality of the struggle between access and excellence. The rhetoric was most
often on the side of access, but the major companies had the cultural and political capital to
ensure the continuation of the by now well established pattern of government support.
.
Round 4: Into the 1990s: The triumph of excellence
Creative Nation was the first Commonwealth Cultural Policy in Australia’s history. It
claimed to pursue the “twin goals of democracy and excellence” (Commonwealth 1994,
p.5) but its resolutions affecting the performing arts clearly enabled the privileging of
excellence in the form of Major Organisations.

The Government will establish a Major Organisations Board of the Australia
Council. It will …recognize the special requirements of major performing
arts organizations as significant business enterprises (italics added).
Organisations will be included on the basis of an assessment of their national
significance and financial viability. (1994, p.16).

Note the new focus on cultural industry, a focus which had its critics in the arts and
academic world. Donald Horne, for example, reminded us that “The Council had been
expected to support new work by encouraging artists to take risks not likely to be welcome
on the purely commercial market”. Nowhere in its glossy pages, he went on, is there a word
about the liberal-democratic need for a critical spirit. (Horne 2001, pp.139-140).

There was a resolution to increase funding for individual artists across all art forms but no
reference to assistance for organizations such as theatre companies other than the major
ones, no mention of community art and little of value for community or regional
development.

The vague concept of excellence once again permeated the document. One curious
example: in the Performing Arts section of the policy there was a substantial resolution for
the establishment of a “national centre for training excellence for Australian indigenous
performing arts”. (italics added) The use of excellence here was curious. It seemed an
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unnecessary qualification. Is any training likely to aim at anything else? Or did it reveal a
mindset even here which was suspicious or sceptical of access and of community. It
indicated the imposition of “standards” from outside the community for whom the
enterprise was intended.

The only other resolution for Performing Arts was for “Access to the Performing Arts”
Here the language was again revealing:

…to bring to all Australians high quality theatre, opera, music and dance
through: funding companies of national importance and individual artists of
excellence to develop and present the best performances. (1994, p.21 )

These were unexceptional aims on the surface, but note the constant qualifications: “high
quality”, “national importance”, “excellence”, and “best”? There was no mention of
relevance and appropriateness for communities, and no reference to the needs and wishes of
the intended consumers of all this excellence. This kind of access was a new version of the
old cultural cringe. It was a distribution of metropolitan elite taste to the rest of the
population whether they wanted it or not, on the discredited assumption that mere exposure
would lead to appreciation and benefit. More accurately perhaps, it was distribution to that
small minority outside the metropolitan centres who shared or aspired to the taste of the
metropolitan elite.

The final two paragraphs of this section also contained some dubious claims: (my
comments in italics)

The Government believes that a decentralized approach to professional theatre has
worked well in Australia. Creative Nation offered little of substance to the
decentralized theatre as opposed to the major metropolitan companies.
There is significant co-operation between the main state companies. Indeed
there was, but unfortunately these “flagship” companies, so far from leading
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and supporting the rest of the fleet, would effectively “blow them out of the
funding water” (Fotheringham 1998, p28).
A pilot scheme, supported by Playing Australia, has enabled the
Confederation of State Theatres (CAST) to present works from their own
seasons in Perth, Canberra, and Hobart. No support was offered for resident
companies in these cities.
This initiative has strong support….and it is hoped that companies can extend
these seasons to other cities in the future. It has the potential to lead to the
development of a national network of theatre companies, embracing regional
and local companies – a truly national theatre. This vision of a “national
theatre” would be attractive provided that it recognised local and regional
identity as well as national, a recognition not discernible in Creative Nation.
It also ignored or was ignorant of the existence of such a network prior to
this policy. The Australia Council actually funded over forty theatre
companies other than the major state companies, including regional
companies in NSW, Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia. The
Council began to dismantle much of this network soon after the release of
Creative Nation. (1994, p.22 ).

Creative Nation paid some lip service to multiculturalism but its resolutions did little for
the pluralist society that is contemporary Australia

In an essay provocatively titled “The Pursuit of Excellence?” academic and jazz musician
Bruce Johnson pointed to the limitation of Creative Nation’s concept of national identity:

…. the major criterion of success in Creative Nation is international
recognition. When the idea of ‘excellence’ is clarified it is generally in
conjunction with global recognition. The artistic value of the national arts
touring program Playing Australia is signaled in the ‘world standard’ of its
productions. The test of artistic excellence is that it is acknowledged outside
Australia.” (Johnson 1995, p.10)
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The privileging of nation over community, of excellence over access, of “high” art over
popular in Creative Nation enshrined the hegemony of excellence represented by the major
companies and the traditional art forms into the late 1990s. A year before Creative Nation
Gay Hawkins identified the effects:

The effects of this hegemony are threefold: first, the social origins of
aesthetic discourse are disguised; second, other discourses are devalued and
excluded; and finally, those unable to recognize art, those outside the elite
valuing community, are considered as lacking. (1993, pp.10-11)

Following Creative Nation the Major Organisations were protected and privileged even
further within the Australia Council and correspondingly, the smaller companies declined
in cultural capital and in authority, a decline starkly reflected and exacerbated by the
decline in funding. The new Coalition Government’s cuts to the Australia Council were felt
by this segment of the industry as the Theatre Board implemented in 1997 a new policy of
limited triennial funding and an immediate reduction of the infrastructure organizations
among their clientele. Twenty-one arts organizations lost their funding for 1998, including
several regionals. (Strickland 1997)

At the same time as this reduction in the number of the smaller companies in the industry,
the state companies were expanding, creating what were in effect monopolies, co-operating
in exchanges and joint venture commercial projects, dominating the grants from the multimillion dollar Playing Australia program, and eventually offering season packages to the
new Performing Arts Centres.

By 1999, the major organizations’ command of cultural capital had given them an
unassailable position in the field of cultural production. Borghino could argue:
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…there is too much invested in these flagship performing arts companies for
state and federal governments to walk away now; and there are too many
connections at board level between these companies and government for cuts
to happen. (1999, p.24)

The new site of the now unequal struggle is not so much excellence versus access as it is
the major or elite versus the rest including other metropolitan, regional, community and
alternative companies. At a deeper level it is a struggle between global and national on the
one hand and local and community on the other. As ever, there was considerable rhetoric
from academia and other critics deploring the ascendancy of Major Organisations and the
new emphasis on “cultural industry” as articulated in Creative Nation.

It is these smaller groups which are coming under economic pressure through
the limiting of on-going Australia Council grants to big companies ensconced
within the Major Organisations Fund and the placing of second tier theatre
and dance groups on a discontinuous regime of project grants. (Kelly 1998, p
7).

The things we value most are not generally a part of the metaphor of the
market-place. (Brisbane 2005, p.345).

The ascendancy of the major organizations reached new heights with the Nugent Report.
In December 1998, the Minister for Communications, Information, Technology and the
Arts, Richard Alston, announced a Major Performing Arts Inquiry to “identify options and
make recommendations on actions that can be taken by governments and the sector to
ensure that Australia has a financially healthy, artistically vibrant, and broadly accessible
major performing arts sector”. The inquiry resulted from anxiety about the financial health
of many of the organisations who seemed unable to survive on current funding. The
organisations were promised that the inquiry would not result in reduced funding, a
promise which gives some indication of the influence they exerted and some indication of
the likely findings. In the event the key recommendation was a substantial increase of
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funding of $70,000,000, an increase agreed to by both levels of government and actually
further increased by another $18,000,000. Bonanza!

The Major Organisations at this time were 31 in number, including dance, music, opera and
theatre companies. There were eight theatre companies: Bell Shakespeare NSW, Sydney
Theatre Company NSW, Company B (Belvoir) NSW, Melbourne Theatre Company Vic,
Playbox Vic, State Theatre Company SA, Black Swan WA, Queensland Theatre Company
Q’l’d.

The eventual Report is a forbidding document of 284 pages with an accompanying
discussion paper of 315 pages. It contains 95 recommendations and a plethora of
arguments, statistics and data. There is no space here for a complete deconstruction of the
report but there is enough evidence in the personnel, the language, the final
recommendations and even the quoted statistics to reveal that in the story of the struggle
between excellence and access, this report represents the triumph of the elitist concept of
“excellence”. Following is a selection of problematic issues.

The Inquiry Committee had four members. All had strong credentials in Business and
Finance and all had an impressive record of membership of various Arts Boards. The Chair
herself was Deputy Chair of the Australia Council and Chair of the Major Organisations
Fund of the Australia Council (Nugent 1999b, p.265). Clearly some changes had occurred
in the funding establishment’s thinking since Creative Nation. One of the apparently
unassailable principles of earlier funding - peer assessment - had quietly disappeared as far
as the major organisations were concerned. They were no longer subject to artistic
assessments. In fact, Creative Nation had established the broad criteria in 1994
“Organisations will be included on the basis of an assessment of their national significance
and financial viability.” (1994, p.16).

As Geoffrey Milne observes:
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…the inherently assumed notion that the major organisations are seemingly
here to stay – here for ever – unlike the lower ranked Theatre Fund clients
whose anxious futures are frequently dependent on their own artistic direction
and the ever-changing criteria and categories of the funding bodies. (Milne
2000, p.2-3)

Their qualifications, like the recommendations of the Inquiry, give precedence to business
acumen.

Recommendation 6.2.3: The Major Performing Arts Board should consist of
up to seven members, with five members including the Chair, being
individuals who, while understanding artform issues, bring a broader
perspective on the business challenges facing the companies”. (Nugent
1999b, p.32).

This is eerily close to the original intentions of H C Coombs in the 1950s. Either Coombs
was ahead of his times or nothing has changed in the intervening fifty years. Excellence
may have been redefined, but elitism still rules. The value and artistic relevance of the
organizations is assumed and the concern is for their survival and their health. The main
arguments for their value include economic contribution, image creating, and international
reputation.

The fundamental principles on which the Inquiry’s recommendations are
based are that Australia should have a vibrant major performing arts sector
that enriches Australian life and builds its image as an innovative and
sophisticated nation; that Australia should cost-effectively deliver broad
access to the major performing arts – recognizing that arts are for everyone;
and that Australia should have a financially viable major performing arts
sector that supports artistic vibrancy. (Nugent 1999b, p. ix).
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Even in this preliminary statement there was some revealing language. “Major” for
example remained an ambiguous qualifier. On the one hand it referred simply to the size
and perceived importance of the sector, but on the other it seemed to qualify performing
arts as though major performing arts were a distinct and separate category within the
performing arts in general. In this case there was an implied value judgment justifying the
special consideration of the companies in the sector. “Vibrant” and “vibrancy” seemed to
be the new motherhood terms replacing “excellence”; perhaps fifty years of questioning the
term had robbed it of its credibility. Sophisticated’ was a new and surprising national aim,
related to a somewhat shallow international image; while “cost-effective” and “financially
viable” revealed the economic rationalism behind the whole report. It is hard to escape the
feeling that “broad access” and “arts are for everyone” represented little more than window
dressing or at the best pious hopes. They seemed seriously at odds with the general
emphasis of the report, unless it was thought that touring product to Performing Arts
Centres around the country created arts for everyone. The report’s claims of audiences as
more “sophisticated and demanding” and their argument for this claim seemed seriously at
odds with “arts for everyone”:

Improved education, greater employment in the professions, and a propensity
to travel mean that Australians have a far better idea of what it means to be
world class. Their expectations for entertainment are increasingly set by what
is available in New York, London or Paris, not just by what is available on
the Australian stage. (Nugent 1999b, p. 141).

International reputation and world class standard were aims expressed since the days of the
AETT but never so pervasively as in this report. They were rolled out even as a justification
for assistance to small companies. Recommendation 10.1.2 encouraged major companies to
form alliances and mentor relationships with smaller companies and with festivals (1999b
p.51-52) and this approach is supported because “this is one of the most cost-effective ways
for smaller companies to reach an international market” (1999b, p.52)

Is this a contemporary version of the cultural cringe? What are these international standards
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Australian theatre should reach for? Are they standards of relevance to our national life, or
of profound writing or of emotionally charged performance? Here is the Chair of the
Inquiry’s take on this question, given in an address to the Brisbane Institute:

People are travelling. They have got more discretionary income and they can
go and see the likes of the Chicago Philharmonic or the Berlin Symphony.
You see gee-whiz technology on stage and I bet the bulk of people in this
room have probably been to see Phantom or Cats or Les Miserables, and we
have all wondered at the quite spectacular props and staging of the production
that goes on there. I have just returned from the opening of the Adelaide
Festival and saw there Writing to Vermeer which I can assure you is going to
redefine the staging in this country. He even had rain falling from the ceiling.
It was quite amazing. What all of that does is actually drive up audience
expectations for what they believe they should be able to see out of the
subsidised performing arts sector. (Nugent 2001)

There seems to be some disparity here between what has traditionally been expected of the
subsidised theatre and what is admired in the commercial theatre.

There is an underlying defensive tone in much of the report as though it is anticipating the
objections of elitism and privilege. This can be seen even in some of the statistics. In the
Overview at the very beginning of the report, the statistical summary is really a
comparative one designed to justify support for the major organizations as against the rest
of the industry:

The 31 major performing arts companies that are the subject of this inquiry
make a disproportionate artistic, access and financial contribution to
Australian life. In the subsidised performing arts sector, they represent 17%
of the number of companies and receive 49% of government funding, but
provide 86% of the employment, bring in 79% of the total self-generated
income and reach 71% of the total paying audiences. ((Nugent 1999b, p. ix)
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These statistics are seriously misleading. They do not allow for distortions due to the
massive variation in size between the major and other companies. Three cases make the
point: 71% of paying audience would include the return attendances by the large
subscription numbers of these companies and the long seasons they are able to offer in very
large theatres. A theatregoer in Sydney or Melbourne has many more opportunities to
attend an event than a theatregoer in a second tier city like Wollongong or Newcastle let
alone a country town which may be lucky to get any professional theatre at all, especially
since the demise of the regional network. A more telling figure, if available, would be the
number of individual attendees. The large employment figure of 86% would include the
huge administrative and marketing staffs of major organizations as well as the artists
actually creating the theatre. The proportion of artists to administrative staff is far higher in
smaller companies. The 79% self-generated income would be at least partially explained by
the far higher ticket prices of most major companies, as for example Opera Australia.

In her address to the Brisbane Institute quoted above Helen Nugent shows an awareness of
the existence of other companies when she praises some Queensland companies but points
out that the brief of the Inquiry covered only major organizations. So the buck passes back
to the government through the Minister who commissioned the inquiry.

Geoffrey Milne draws attention to this phenomenon which he labels “slippage”, the
assumption, also made by the media, that the major arts companies represent the
performing arts as a whole.

But it still needs to be stressed that the Nugent Report is a very limited
account of the performing arts as a whole in this country, given the huge
volume of activity that the report does not consider. Left entirely out of the
discussion are all of the theatre companies presently funded by the Australia
Council’s worryingly diminishing Theatre Fund to begin with! Then there are
those who are no longer even in receipt of such support as the increasingly
marginalized Theatre Fund can provide….and then there are the rest. (2000,
p.2).
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Even some of the most highly regarded of smaller companies suffered as the funding
recommendations of the Nugent Report altered the balance between the large and the not so
large. One case in point is the very successful Western Australian regional company from
Fremantle, Deckchair, which had given the national theatre such recent successes as Emma
and Barmaids, both of which had been picked up by major companies around Australia.
Deckchair had received $196,000 in 1994 and was getting almost $50,000 less ($150,000)
by 2004-5. Meanwhile the Sydney Theatre Company had jumped from $449,956 in 1994 to
$1,272,767 in 2004-5. (figures from Australia Council Annual Reports)

The title of the report was “Securing the Future” and what the Major Organisations Board
Directors see as securing the future is found in recommendations which secure the Major
Organisations Board from any action of the Australia Council as a body.

Recommendation 6.3.1 The Commonwealth Government should agree that
the overall level of funding for the Major Organisations Board should be
specifically identified within the Australia Council’s budget appropriation
Recommendation 6.3.2 The Australia Council should agree that it will not
exercise its power to overturn funding decisions made by the Major
Organisations Board, although the Council may suggest to the Major
Organisations Board that a decision should be reviewed. (Nugent 1999b p.33)

The Nugent report and its implications provide a perfect example of Bourdieu’s theories of
the struggle between what he calls “consecrated art” and “newcomers”

Those in dominant positions operate essentially defensive strategies designed
to perpetuate the status quo by maintaining themselves and the principles on
which their dominance is based. The world is as it should be since they are on
top and clearly deserve to be there, excellence consists in being what one
is…The dominant are drawn towards silence, secrecy, and their orthodox
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discourse…is never more than explicit affirmation of self-evident principles,
which go without saying and would be better unsaid (Bourdieu 1993, p.83).

Post Script 1
In 2000, the Australia Council sponsored a series of “vision days” involving some 150
participants from the arts sector. The result was a discussion paper “Planning for the
Future” (Council 2001). It reads a little like the beginning of yet another round in the
struggle, but also like reinventing the wheel. The section on theatre emphasises engaging
with community, understanding different languages and priorities, providing incentives for
production of contemporary Australian work to name but three of some twenty-six issues.
One “need” would bring a wry smile to the regional theatre people who had lost their
funding not too many years earlier. It confirms a lack of corporate memory.

Fund regional theatre companies to engage with and draw on the expertise of
urban theatre companies. (2001, p.53).

A paragraph on Policy and Regulations reads like an implicit criticism of the Major
Organisations policy:

‘Top-down’ policy practices need to give way to more lateral and inclusive
policy approaches. Too much corporate thinking currently drives the agenda.
We do need funding for maintenance of significant organizations, but we also
need funding for creativity and new initiatives. (2001, p.55).

That boat had left the shore!

Post Script 2
In 2006 the Australia Council appointed a new General Manager. The Sydney Morning
Herald of June 6th, 2006 asked a number of prominent figures in the arts what they would
like to request of this change of regime. The old struggle again featured in the replies as the
following samples indicate.
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Lex Marinos, actor, director, and former Deputy Chair of the Australia
Council: The difficulty with the Australia Council as it has evolved over the
past five or 10 years is that the bulk of the money goes to the major
organisations. … the Australia Council should get back to the idea of funding
projects and arts work. I think most of the interesting work at that level is
done outside the major organisations. We've lost regional theatre companies,
community theatre companies and arts work at that level. Giving money to
the major organisations limits the amount of funding that can go to where
more innovative work is. .
Richard Gill, artistic director of Sydney Symphony’s education program and
director of Victorian Opera: My bias is in the field of opera and my interest in
it is that the organisations that work at the highest professional level should
have the highest percentage of the funding. There's sometimes a danger
within the council that equity and balance take over from quality. I think it's
important to fund the people who can do the work; it's not about a fair go. Sad
but true.

Conclusion
This chapter has traced developments in the story of Australian theatre from the point of
view of a struggle between excellence and access, or between the elite and the popular. The
concentration has been on the struggle for funding, crucial because of the importance of
subsidy for the professional theatre in Australia. Although the chapter has focused largely
on Commonwealth funding through the Australia Council, the States have generally
followed that lead. In spite of some early argument that the Australia Council should
concentrate on national and major companies and the states look after the others, this
principle fell by the wayside and it was in fact a Council of all Arts Ministers who not only
accepted the recommendations of the Nugent Report but actually increased the funding
recommendation by $18,000,000.
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This struggle, not always acknowledged as such by the participants, is a struggle for
cultural capital in the Field of Cultural Production that will enable the dominant group to
achieve a share of political and economic capital in the field of power. Clearly the
proponents of excellence, in the limited application it developed, were successful. Funding
bodies purport to seek a balance between the demands of excellence and access but
ultimately, in a field of scarce resources, it becomes a competition. In 1999-2000, in the
sub-field of performing arts, the forces of excellence, represented by the so-called Major
Organisations, had achieved a resounding dominance, unequivocally reflected in the
funding allocations in subsequent years.

It is important to recognize that the domination of major organizations was not inevitable, It
was the result of certain assumptions which became dominant. Most powerful as we have
seen was the concept of excellence which assumed that it resided in certain forms of
theatre, and even in certain kinds of companies, subtly related to size and reputation, and
which equated national development with international recognition. Discourses are
organized around “names”, Sydney Theatre Company, Opera Sustralia and other large
organisations which have cultural capital. The concept of a national theatre and of
excellence is “owned” by these institutions, and by these discourses, which edit out, ignore
or condemn anything that does not fit within the discursive formation. A different
development can however be imagined.

Meanwhile small and medium size companies around Australia were reduced in size and
activity, where they survived at all. The regional theatres of NSW, once eight in number
and thriving in the mid nineties, were first reduced to three, all smaller and “re-invented” to
a position of subordination to the touring majors, and then by 2006 reduced to one.

We now turn to an analysis of the concept of regionalism and the story of regional theatre
in NSW.
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CHAPTER FOUR
REGIONALISM
This chapter will first explore the concept of the region and analyse how it can have
relevance for a theatre enterprise, then examine the story of regional theatre in Britain and
its relevance for Australian development, and finally briefly introduce the NSW Regional
Theatre Companies (RTs). The next chapter will go on to analyse in more detail the leading
examples of RTs in NSW, while the following three chapters will take a single case study
of a regional company in NSW, Theatre South in Wollongong.

Regional theatre is commonly conceived simply as theatre in a region as opposed to theatre
in a metropolitan centre. In Britain the dominant influence in theatre was London but
wherever there was a population sufficient to provide an audience likely to sustain a
theatre, there one might expect to find a theatre company producing its own work possibly
beside a theatre hosting touring metropolitan productions. In the United States similarly the
centre of theatre activity was New York’s Broadway but again most American cities
eventually had resident professional theatre companies. Such companies came to be called
in Britain initially repertory companies and in America initially provincial companies, and
in both places by the 1950s regional companies.
With less tradition of theatregoing, with greater distances between population centres, with
a much smaller population, and a much shorter history, Australia was slow to develop
professional theatre outside the two main population centres of Melbourne and Sydney, and
even slower to develop any outside the five major capitals. At first the state companies
were categorised as RTs but later the term was used only for companies outside the state
capitals, and there were never very many. Those companies, especially those in NSW, are
the principal subjects of this study. The regional companies, however they eventually saw
themselves, were generally perceived simply as theatre companies outside the theatrical
centres of the capital cities, which in the case of NSW, meant Sydney. That they might in
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fact have, or develop, an identity, particular to their regional place, and distinctive from the
metropolitan based theatres, was frequently not realised, even by the companies themselves
and their communities. A one-time Artistic Director of two regional companies in Darwin
and New England and a writer with work performed successfully in both cities and regions
observed:

There is a real difference between the central urban Australian experience
and the experience outside of that. I don’t think we really recognise it
enough nationally. Audiences want to feel reassured by what they see on
stage, and made to feel good about themselves. (Hopkinson Interview
2006).

Only over time, and largely by trial and error, did some of the regional companies forge
such an identity. There was no blueprint available. Unfortunately most of them had closed
before they realised their potential. Opportunity lost.

A concept of “regionalism” recognises an identity arising initially from place, but including
beyond that a sense of a distinctive cultural identity. Terry Smith defines it well:

…a description of a particular set of conditions of cultural creativity, potentiality,
and obligation, in which valuing occurs primarily (but not exclusively) with
reference to place. (2000, p.3).

This identity is constructed out of a complex of relationships, social, economic, political,
cultural as well as spatial. It will be influenced by the natural and built environment as well
as by those “essentialist” components of memory and tradition. Identification with such a
regional identity can provide a powerful element in a sense of self-identity for individuals
or groups, and such was the case with the regional theatres. Usually their very names
identified them with a place. In celebrating their sense of place as part of their identity, they
frequently presented productions which reflected or celebrated past events or personalities
or current issues of their regional community, and such productions were always popular.
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Massey, however, pointed to
….a danger in associations of a ‘sense of place’ with memory stasis
and nostalgia. Place in this formulation was necessarily an
essentialist concept which had within it the temptation of relapsing
into past traditions, of sinking back into….the comfort of Being
instead of forging ahead with the project of Becoming. (Massey
1994, p.119).

Regions are continually changing, and regionalism must be a dynamic concept.
NSW regional companies usually recognised this in their programming. As well as
productions celebrating the past of their regions they also mounted productions reflecting
changes in the region and current issues. Hunter Valley Theatre Company, for example,
produced Essington Lewis – I Am Work, which told the story of Newcastle’s steel industry
and its founder, but also produced The Star Show, which examined a very contemporary
event. Theatre South’s most popular production ever was Windy Gully about a 1902 mine
disaster, but equally significant were Italian Stories and Say Goodbye to the Past which
explored and presented issues of multi-culturalism. The regional companies also
maintained a broader contemporary focus by producing other work from the national and
international repertoire.

Identity then is never a static location, it contains traces of its past
and what it is to become. It is contingent, a provisional full-stop in
the play of differences and the narrative of our own lives.
(Rutherford 1990, p.24).

A recognition and acceptance of this aspect of identity is crucial in a pluralist and
multicultural society still adjusting to new conditions and new arrivals and cultures. It will
form part of the differences between regional theatre companies as well as those between
metropolis and region.. So for example, the migrant component of Newcastle’s population
is primarily English speaking and from the British Isles, whereas the migrant component of
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Wollongong’s population is more recently arrived and is largely of non-English speaking
background. This will have an effect on audience and repertoire. The other more rural
regions may not have a significant number of new cultural influences involving language
difference, but there will be social and economic changes. Identity is constructed through
difference, not in spite of it.

Again, because identity is a dynamic and changing concept, what defines the regional
identity will include influences from outside the region. As Massey points out “the global is
part of what constitutes the local, the outside is part of the inside” (1994, p.5). In this
electronic age of immediate communications, there will be common elements in the
separate identities described above, even while they remain distinctive. This is particularly
relevant for regional theatre companies which are part of a national theatre, and in a sense
even an international art form. At the same time, one of the major obstacles for regional
companies in achieving cultural capital is that they are seldom perceived as a distinctive
branch of the theatre enterprise but rather simply as smaller companies similar but inferior
to the big metropolitan companies. This is the phenomenon known more generally as
“peripheralism”. Even the term “regional” defines the identity as “other”, as peripheral to
some centre of power or authority.

This metropolitan/regional dichotomy provides one of the sites of struggle identified
earlier. In this struggle, a struggle for cultural capital, metropolitan companies have
advantages in many respects. These include access to agents in the field of power such as
funding bodies and other government agencies; support from corporate sponsors; coverage
by major metropolitan and national media outlets; exposure to a broader public; and critical
interest from the academy. Furthermore, in the relatively small field of cultural production,
the individual artists such as actors, directors, and other theatre workers will be drawn to
the high profile sources of employment, which means the metropolitan centres. In NSW,
Sydney, with two thirds of the population of the state, with the centres of state government
and most government departments, with its theatres, its media, its film opportunities, its
larger marketplace, is overwhelmingly dominant in the Field of Cultural Production as well
as the Field of Power. Regional companies not only had to struggle to be acknowledged as
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distinct identities, but in fact had to struggle to get any attention at all. This imbalance made
the development of a truly national theatre with a range, variety and geographical spread of
companies across the nation extremely difficult, as many critics observed:

This dilemma, whereby regional cultures are trapped in a logic of
peripheralism needs to be overcome if the regions of Australia want
to prosper on terms more of their own making. (Mules 1997, p.1).

Even earlier, in 1993, Gay Hawkins recognised the problem:

If the persistent problem of metropolitan dominance in arts support
is to be confronted then questions of regionalism need to be posed
with far greater force than they have been in the past. (1993, p.160).

On the face of it, peripheralism is a negative concept, but it does draw attention to the sense
of difference. It is an assumption of this thesis that there is cultural significance in the fact
that regions do have a different sense of cultural identity to the metropolis and a different
sense of cultural identity to one another. Furthermore, it could easily be argued that a
metropolitan cultural identity is really only an inner city identity – in Sydney within a
boundary of Sydney University, the eastern seaboard and the northern suburbs. The outer
suburbs are also culturally different, a fact being realised by the programmers at Parramatta
Riverside Theatres (Love Interview, 2006)

Much of the contemporary discourse on funding emphasises the importance of the national
and international image created by the arts but a true image of Australian culture will be a
pluralist one made up of smaller fractions. Gay Hawkins puts it well:

…local cultural diversity as essential to the health of the national
culture, as its source of renewal (1993 p. 140).

Theatre is a small national industry and the field of power is dominated by state and
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national agencies, but there are significant regional issues and significant regional
contributions to a national image and culture.

Attention has been drawn above to the dangers of parochialism, but there are benefits from
a sense of regional cultural identity, recognised by many sources, in Australia and Britain.

Through developing and enhancing community identity, material
and cultural well-being will also be improved….increasing the
quality of life… ensuring the existence of a sense of place in
localities (Dowling 1997, p.26).

Personal identification with a delineated space, no matter how large
or small, is a self-defining concept that is implicated in the
construction of social and personal identities. (Stevenson 1998, p.4).

A part of the argument of this thesis is that the contribution by regional companies to
regional culture and identity lies not only in the production program, central though that is,
but also in the many subsidiary activities that make the companies an accepted part of the
community, such as classes, workshops, support for other community groups, community
use of the venue, audience development, programs for children and youth, regional touring,
liaison with educational institutions at all levels, and a role in the economic life. In the next
chapter and in the case study that follows, evidence on this point will be presented from the
programs and processes of NSW regional companies. Meanwhile in the next section, we
will see how the regional theatres of Britain established their regional cultural identity

British Theatre
The British influence on Australian theatre, not always acknowledged, has been
considerable. For most of the history of Australian theatre, the repertoire of plays
performed has not surprisingly been dominated by English dramatic product. In the early
years of professional theatre in Australia and later, young actors, from Leo Mckern to Keith
Michell to John Bell, went to England for experience. Many did not return except for single
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engagements, but it is a measure of the progress of Australian theatre that in recent years
most have returned e.g. John Bell. Already noted in Chapter Three was the influence of
Englishmen in advising and leading the new companies and institutions in the early days of
subsidised theatre, and the subsequent resistance to English influence that motivated the
new alternative companies.

However, in the long run, the most significant influence was on the very nature and
structure of Australian theatre companies. Meyrick has analysed the many influences and
come to this conclusion:

The influence of British theatre in Australia in the three decades
following the end of World War 11 can be summed up simply: the
‘repertory idea’.( 2003, p.46).

The distinguishing features of repertory companies were a permanent professional
company, short run seasons (in many cases the much maligned “weekly rep”), a home
building, a varied repertoire balancing classic and modern plays, later a commitment to
new writing, and a belief in the social and educational value of theatre and the arts. This
repertory movement in British theatre began in imitation of European models and in
reaction to the dominant commercial practices in the c19th i.e. ad hoc companies, long runs,
the star system, and the profit motive. By the beginning of the c20th, the above basic
repertory features became standard for non-commercial theatre companies in the English
speaking world and are found in some form in the aspirations of the new NSW regional
theatres decades later.

The movement began and gathered momentum in the late c19th with a famous declaration
by the critic Matthew Arnold in 1879:

The people will have a theatre, then make it a good one…The theatre
is irresistible, organise the theatre. (quoted in Rowell 1984, p.18)
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The earliest repertory theatres outside of London were in major centres such as
Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool. They had no secure financial foundations and
their repertoires tended to be imitations of the London West End with perhaps an
occasional new work. As the movement spread two strands eventually developed from
Arnold’s call for organisation, one for the establishment of a national theatre (in London)
and the other to extend the repertory idea to towns and cities throughout the country.
George Bernard Shaw advocated “the establishment of local theatres, without which we can
never become a nation of playgoers” (Rowell 1984, p.20). Here is an inkling, before state
subsidy had even begun, of the great debate of excellence versus access, which dominated
the development of cultural policy both in Britain and Australia in the years to come.

Through to the thirties the repertory theatres continued to grow in number, while new
theatres were built and financial vicissitudes were faced and sometimes overcome. In 1940,
during the Second World War, the Conference of Repertory Theatres was founded by a
number of company leaders, demonstrating a growing confidence. Later the name was
changed to the more appropriate Council of Regional Theatres.

The regional theatres were beginning to recognize the value of letting their audiences see
their own stories on stage and hear their own voices. Two examples from outside England
pointed the way. One was the Abbey Theatre in Dublin whose well documented beginnings
represented a determination to resist the dominance of London and English theatre. As an
example of what became a primary motive for regional as well as national theatre, one
commentator on the new Irish plays wrote:

The sight of them on the stage brought me strange and wonderful
news – that the streets of my native Cork might also be full of
unsuspected drama, (quoted in Davies 1987, p. 52).

Similarly, in Scotland the Citizens’ Theatre, a pro-am company creating local material such
as The Gorbals Story seen, they claimed, by over 100,000 people, was attracting a wide,
often working class audience.
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What we try to create is a native theatre, something which is
essentially reflecting the lives of ordinary people of Scotland.
(quoted in Davies, 1987).

As in Australia, the Second World War brought a further awareness of the possibilities of
the arts as a regenerative force and at the end of the war, national arts funding began with
the establishment and incorporation of the Arts Council of Great Britain in 1945. It raised
the hopes of regional companies but, again as in Australia a few years later, the emphasis
was on “excellence” which was thought to reside in the metropolis. Access was seen
primarily as access to metropolitan culture. For example the Glasgow company mentioned
above had its grant withdrawn on the grounds that it did not boast high enough artistic
standards.

Nonetheless the arrival of state funding did provide some kind of a safety net and by 1970
over sixty subsidised building-based regional producing companies were operating in
Britain. (Turnbull 2004, p.4) Some were in the larger centres but there were many in
smaller cities such as Salisbury, Stoke-on-Trent, Coventry and Scarborough, (offering more
appropriate parallels for their later developing Australian counterparts). There was still a
great deal of insecurity in the absence of any national policy for the theatre. The criteria for
grants-in-aid from Government were largely ad hoc and in fact a specific national policy for
drama was not drawn up until 2001. (Turnbull 2004, p.49)

The 1950s and 1960s also saw local authorities showing interest in the arts, primarily in the
construction of new theatre buildings. The first purpose built repertory theatre built since
the war was the beautiful Belgrade Theatre in Coventry named after Coventry’s European
sister city and housing the city’s new repertory company. By 1980 there were forty new
theatres in the regions, as well as many improved older structures.

The pattern for Britain’s regional theatres evolved in this period. They were professional in
seeking high standards of artistic performance and they were generally conservative in their
repertoire. In this they were encouraged by the policy of the Arts Council under its first
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chairman, Maynard Keynes, to prioritise excellence, which meant in practice, as in
Australia, text-based drama for a minority elite. Their conventional structure was one of a
company led by an Artistic Director, supported by an Administrator with the final authority
lying with a Trust or Board of citizens. In the early years there was an ensemble company
of actors, in most cases later abandoned due to financial constraints. Apart from a few
experiments in “true repertory” i.e. holding several productions in rep and playing them on
alternate nights, plays were presented for short runs, three to six weeks on average, and
seldom brought back. They were building based, usually in purpose built spaces. Their
repertoire consisted of classic and modern plays, popular authors being Shakespeare of
course, Shaw, Priestly, Coward, and Galsworthy. Later, Americans such as Miller, O’Neill
and Williams and the newer English playwrights such as Osborne, Pinter, Ayckbourn,
Stoppard and Russell were presented. Many of this last group had their start with and were
attached to regional companies: Willie Russell at Liverpool, Alan Ayckbourn at Stoke-onTrent and Scarborough for example. Most of the Artistic Directors had a commitment to
new work. Admittedly in these respects, these companies were often little different from
the major repertory companies of the metropolis such as The Old Vic and even the
National.

They did vary from metropolitan companies in the strength of their commitment to various
kinds of community service, and they all developed some programs of community cultural
development. Since the 1960s, the influence of Jennie Lee, the first Labour Minister for the
Arts, set an agenda for the arts emphasising social service, with the aims of participation,
access and community provision. This agenda was reinforced by the increasing support
coming from local authorities who, not surprisingly, put a higher value on social service
than the high arts.

One of the clearest manifestations of this emphasis was in services for children and youth.
There was already a movement for drama in education begun by pioneers Peter Slade
(Child Drama, Hodder and Stoughton London 1954) and Brian Way (Development
Through Drama, Longmans London 1967) and teachers were ready to welcome cooperation with theatre companies. Coventry again led the way in 1965 with its Theatre in
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Education team, working directly with students in schools and creating work involving
students in direct participation. The workers in the field were generally known as actorteachers and came from either theatre or education. TIE, as this initiative came to be called,
soon spread throughout the regions and TIE teams, while sometimes attached directly to
school systems, were more frequently subsidiary activities of the regional companies. TIE
spread also to Canada and Australia and was a significant component in the work of new
regional companies in Australia including several in NSW. (see the account of Theatre
South’s youth work in Chapters Six and Eight) Even individual TIE artists came to
Australia as for example Roger Chapman, the leader of the Belgrade team in Coventry, who
emigrated to South Australia and was very influential in the spread of TIE in Australia in
the 1970s and early 1980s. Likewise David Young worked in Western Australia, in NSW
and in Tasmania, and later still the writer David Holman wrote work such as No Worries
for Australian companies.

In other ways local authorities tended to fund theatre for added value rather than from a
commitment to drama as art. They defined “added value” as work that flowed directly to or
from their local communities, the use people of all ages made of the building, and the work
the company took out into the community. The Boyden and Associates report on English
Regional Producing Theatres, in looking at the history of such companies, found that they
all aimed at being “an active community resource rather than a passive vessel for a minority
interest” (2000, p.23). So theatre buildings became venues for art exhibitions, concerts,
lectures, educational programs, youth theatre, classes, workshops, and meeting places both
formal and informal through restaurants and bars. The Boyden Report also found that

A producing theatre is a distinguishing feature in a city. Research
shows it can help significantly with “place making”, kick start
regeneration initiatives, encourage in-bound company location and
make a direct contribution in terms of both employment and of
primary and secondary expenditure within the local economy. (2000,
p.22).
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We shall see that while Australian regional companies made efforts along the same lines,
they were seldom able to convince any level of government to give aid to this side of their
programs. Nor did the national English government in the Thatcher years show much
enthusiasm for the notion.

Just as Australian theatre saw in the late 1960s a resistance to the hegemony of mainstream
theatres with the arrival of alternative initiatives such as La Mama and the Pram Factory in
Melbourne and Nimrod and Jane Street in Sydney, so in England there was the movement
which became known as the “fringe”. It was fuelled by new ideas of what theatre could and
should be, an interest in experimentation in style and form and a desire to reach new and
wider audiences. Much of this kind of work divorced itself from traditional theatre spaces
to play in workplaces, pubs, clubs, community halls and even the streets. Most of these
companies believed in and factored into their work the need for social change.(Itzin 1980).

Many of the repertory theatres took up the interest in alternative theatre forms with the
establishment in their complexes of alternative spaces, usually called studios. There they
would present experimental or documentary style drama, or tryouts of new plays. The
writer saw several such productions in a tour of English theatres in 1975, e.g. The Canal
Show in Birmingham was a dramatised version of some local history, and The Road Show
at Stoke-on-Trent was one of a series of innovative reviews based on local issues.

This kind of work, and indeed a significant part of English theatre practice in the second
half of the twentieth century, owed much to the work of Joan Littlewood’s Theatre
Workshop Company, operating in the working class East End of London from 1953. A
radical company, both politically and artistically, its aims were lively popular theatre, the
development of a working class audience, affordable prices for that audience, a repertoire
of adventurous presentations of classics and radical new writers, a permanent ensemble
acting company, and a style of performance vital, energetic, relevant and Brechtian. It
presented a series of successful productions including Brendan Behan’s The Quare fellow,
Sheilah Delaney’s Taste of Honey, Lional Bart’s Lock Up Your daughters, an original
musical based on Henry Fielding’s Rape Upon Rape, and, most significantly, the ground-
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breaking company-created semi-documentary musical Oh! What a Lovely War. The
company, and particularly the innovative style of the last named production, influenced the
work of regional companies at Stoke-on-Trent, Manchester, Liverpool, Nottingham and
many smaller companies (Rowell 1984 pp. 98-99). In Australia, Doreen Warburton, the
founder and long-serving Artistic Director of Q Theatre Penrith, who began her career as a
member of Joan Littlewood’s company, adopted many of her principles at the Q. The first
production of the Q in Penrith was in fact Lock Up Your Daughters.

The Thatcher years 1979 to 1997 were a difficult time for British theatre and for regional
companies in particular. The political and economic philosophy which became known as
Thatcherism brought to the arts the notion of a cultural industry and all the principles of
economic rationalism. Theatre companies were pressured to adopt a more businesslike
approach and to earn income by means other than subsidy. Programs such as challenge
grants (later introduced into Australia by the Australia Council) matched funding to money
raised from the private sector. The problem here for regional companies was that sponsors
are interested in the returns they get from their sponsorships in public exposure and prestige
and this is more readily available with the large metropolitan companies. It was found in
Britain as in Australia that fund raising efforts often cost more than they raised, as well as
absorbing time and energy consequently not given to production and creative values.
Demands of accountability and administrative efficiency became more onerous. Playwright
Howard Brenton observed:

Theatre companies had to deliver assessments of financial
performance targets and attend brain-melting seminars on subjects
such as “the development of donor constituency’ (quoted in Turnbull
2005, p.167).

The result of these administrative and promotional demands was often a vicious cycle of
needing skilled staff to raise funds and develop audience and being increasingly unable to
afford them. Artistic Directors also faced additional demands:
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Planning a season is the most difficult job for an artistic director.
You are putting your soul down on the stage with the choices you
make. But more and more people demand to know why you are
doing it and what it will be like when you’ve finished. Funders,
sponsors, administrators, boards, councils, your own publicity
people…everyone pushes you into a kind of fruitless endgaming.
(Clair Venables, Artistic Director of Sheffield Crucible Theatre in
1990 quoted in Turnbull 2005 p.184-5).

When all this is allied to severe cutbacks in all funding, the result was a diminution of
programs, the demise of many regional companies and difficulties for all. In 1995 an Arts
Council report argued:

One of the nation’s greatest cultural assets, its provincial theatres,
remains on the brink of an irreversible spiral of decline… repertory
theatres must evolve or die (quoted in Turnbull 2004, p.134).

By 1997, three quarters were proclaiming imminent closure (Turnbull 2004, p.9-10). What
had become clear was that regional theatres in the modern world had become dependent on
funding and that the funding from local authorities for services was inadequate to sustain the
production arm of the operations. It is interesting that almost at the same time Australian
regional companies and other small and medium sized theatres were failing or struggling with
new policies and cuts from the Australia Council. However, many British companies were
strong enough to survive, and help was on its way.

High hopes were held of Blair’s New Labour and after an indecisive start. funds began to be
more available. Lottery proceeds made available for capital grants led to an increase in the
numbers, and improvements in the facilities, of theatres across the country. Regional
companies began to be called Building-based Regional Producing Companies to distinguish
themselves on the one hand from regional alternatives operating as touring enterprises in a
variety of spaces and on the other hand from the regional venues who hosted touring
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companies. The Arts Council increased support for programs, and regional councils
contributed funds most commonly for educational and community programs and for the
maintenance of buildings. Although the number of companies had decreased from the peak in
the 1970s, there were still forty-nine companies across Britain, flourishing sufficiently for an
article in the Guardian on October 20, 2003 to claim that

Hardly daring to believe their words, the judges of a major theatre
awards scheme have proclaimed a new golden age of regional
theatre in Britain (Kennedy 2003).

The Regional Producing Companies were making a considerable contribution to British
Theatre as a national enterprise. In November 1999 over half the shows running in the West
End (19 out of 35) had a direct connection with the subsidised theatre (Boyden 2000)
More significantly, the better levels of funding enabled them to develop individual
contributions. In 1997 Bill Alexander, Artistic Director of the Birmingham Rep argued this
point, and incidentally demonstrated something of what was possible in regional terms:

We all aspire to offer something different to actors and writers,
something that is our unique contribution to the mosaic of British
theatrical life…
For years the Citizens' Theatre in Glasgow produced wonderfully bold
productions of forgotten plays, often continental, adapted in their own
high-camp theatrical style.
For years Peter Cheeseman pioneered the genre of documentary
community theatre in Stoke-on-Trent, marrying music, song and
dramatised research into actual events in the area. Plays such as The
Knotty, a rough and-ready work about a local railway under threat, drew
the surrounding communities together and proved enormously popular.
Leicester is now the home of popular musicals in Britain, from
revivals such as the highly successful Calamity Jane to the
compilation rock-musicals that transfer to the West End.
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Nottingham Playhouse is radical and innovative under Ruth Mackenzie's
regime, with a special relationship to such leading overseas directors as
Silviu Purcarete and Robert Lepage.
Here in Birmingham we offer a commitment to new writing on a scale
unparalleled by any other theatre in the country, aiming to perform 10 new
plays every year, eight in the studio and two on the main stage. (Alexander
1997, p.41).

The early programs of community contribution so encouraged by local government have
grown to be a significant and sometimes equal part of the work of the regional producing
Theatres. The range of these activities is found on their websites. Two examples from
relatively small companies follow:
We are responsible for making sure the Playhouse, its work, resources,
staff, artists and skills are accessible to the whole community through a
variety of vibrant projects both long and short term. We have residencies
in most education settings from primary schools to sixth forms. We also
provide training for graduates and teachers. Creatively, we supervise the
Playhouse’s Youth Theatre, host creative workshops and projects for
young people and adults and also assist in the programming of theatre for
children and young people. (www.salisburyplayhouse.com)
The Watermill is a resource for the surrounding community and
beyond. We take our shows to villages to provide access to
professional theatre in rural areas; we help schools and colleges to
deliver their curriculum; businesses to be more effective; and create
opportunities for local people to be involved in the activities of their
theatre. (www.watermill.org.uk)
The Boyden report of 2000 stressed the aims:
Subsidised buildings have no meaning in the public domain unless they
are driven by a clear sense of artistic and social purpose. A producing
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theatre working closely with and for its local community has the capacity
to deliver significant returns... (quality and innovation, access, education
and the nurturing of the creative industries.) (2000, p.22).

A particularly interesting project in community relations undertaken at the West Yorkshire
Playhouse was written up in a comprehensive report by Dick Downing in 2001. The project
set out to develop a productive relation with the company’s nearest neighbour community,
Ebor Gardens. The first stage of the project involving creative participatory activities was
not particularly successful, but there was a dramatic increase in theatre attendance.
Participants quoted a range of new skills and activities associated with that attendance:

Organising and venturing out on theatre visits, and supporting less
confident friends to join them, developing a habit of planning for future
excursions, discussing informally the relative merits of theatre
productions, were all quoted as beneficial outcomes. It was even claimed
that the visit to the Community Centre to acquire theatre tickets resulted in
a considerable increase in enquiries concerning other Centre
activities.(Downer 2001)

The project pursued a further range of objectives involving members of the company not
only from the Education and Community department but from production and front of
house departments. It demonstrated clearly that if resources are committed to this kind of
project it will stimulate interest and participation from parts of the community previously
inactive, The West Yorkshire Playhouse, one of the largest and most prestigious of the
regional producing companies in Britain, had the resources and will to undertake such a
project and demonstrate what was possible.

The final conclusion of the report was particularly relevant to the aspirations and efforts of
regional companies everywhere. It was a finding that offered some support to the search for
a “popular” audience and particularly to regional companies which need to find new
audiences.
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We have lived so long with the conventional view that only a culturally
aware elite would want to attend theatre that even those committed to
social inclusion can forget the potential attractiveness of theatre for
everyone. There may be some with a subconscious, even conscious,
resistance to the idea of just anyone attending theatre, and others have
come to assume that ‘they’ just wouldn’t want to come – even that it may
be patronising to invite ‘them’. On the other side of this barrier, there are
those who have not been brought up with or introduced to theatre and who
believe that they would not be welcome over the threshold. It would
seem that this cocktail of assumptions has kept a large number of people
away from the experience of theatre. (Downing 2001).

A final example of the achievements of British regional companies is the story of the
Victoria Theatre Stoke-on Trent from 1963 to the present. The inspiration for the company
came from Stephen Joseph, a charismatic director and teacher. He was a passionate
advocate of theatre in the round and of the importance of the playwright. He founded a
theatre company in 1955 to tour northern theatreless towns and in 1963 he and his theatre
manager, Peter Cheeseman, converted a cinema, the Victoria Stoke-on Trent, to become an
intimate theatre-in-the-round. This theatre was the home of the company until it moved in
1986 to a new purpose-built theatre, called the New Vic, in which it continues to operate to
this day. Cheeseman was the first Artistic Director of the company and held the position
until 1998, successfully fighting the only attempt to replace him in 1966.

Local authorities contributed to the running costs of the company. In 1968 their total
contribution was $12,600 as against the Arts Council’s $18000 (Cheeseman 1972). In the
Thatcher years funding dried up and the company was forced to reduce programs and
seasons, but Stoke was one of the companies that survived these austere years. The
company and the new theatre had support from the Lotteries Fund, the Arts Council and
four local authorities. Capital support for buildings purpose-built for regional companies,
and extensive operating support in many forms from local authorities distinguish the
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subsidy profile in Britain from that in Australia and suggest a main reason for the success
of regional theatre in Britain as against its counterparts in Australia. Performing Arts
Centres built in Australia are never built for regional theatre companies but always for
touring productions and local rentals such as Eisteddfods.

Cheeseman held fast to three main principles: ensemble acting from a permanent company,
a concentration on original work and resident playwrights, and creative relationship with
the community. He believed these precepts should be the essential basis for all theatre
companies. It was an adherence to them plus the very special demands and possibilities of
Theatre-in-the-Round which made the Victoria a distinctive company.

He managed to maintain a permanent company for close to twenty years but financial
constraints eventually forced its abandonment, as it did for most if not all the British
regional companies. While the policy held, the ensemble playing gave a distinct quality to
the work of the company especially in their company created documentaries but also in the
more conventional productions.(See Peter Brook’s analysis of a production of Pygmalion in
Chapter Three above).

The commitment to new writing by writers working with the company was a policy
Cheeseman inherited from Stephen Joseph who, for example, had presented Alan
Ayckbourn’s first play, Mr Whatnot, in 1983. The Victoria always had a resident writer
working closely with the company and new work was always a major part of the program
e.g. in the ten year period from 1976 to 1985, 110 new plays were presented
(wwwnewvictheatre.org.uk). Cheeseman saw the problem of winning audiences as an
artistic one primarily and only in the technical sense a managerial one and he believed that
this meant the program should be dominated by original work.

The most original work of Cheeseman was the series of documentaries based on local
issues or histories, which he presented annually, and for which he gained international
renown. He acknowledged the influence of Joan Littlewood in this form but the unique
method of creating the scripts and the lively and ensemble style of presentation were all his
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own .The scripts were drawn entirely from primary sources except for the important
contribution of music and the style of presentation was ensemble, epic, even Brechtian, and
popular. The process is described in detail in a case study by Cheeseman himself of an
early documentary, The Staffordshire Rebels in a 1971 Theatre Quarterly (Cheeseman,
1971b) and again in the introduction to the published version of another documentary The
Knotty (Cheeseman 1970) The form was in essence verbatim theatre and has directly or
indirectly influenced much later work as for example Newcastle’s Aftershocks, many
productions by Theatre South (see Chapter Six), and the recent Hothouse Theatre
production of Embers. It was the documentaries which, in Cheeseman’s own view,
intensified the relationship between the company and the community. And they have been
popular. The Knotty, based on the life and death of a local railway, played eight weeks to
the remarkable total for a small regional of 12000 people. Cheeseman claimed further in
1968:

…this policy has built us an extraordinarily young, lively, no-nonsense
audience, from a wider social bracket than any other I’ve seen, (a claim
supported in part by the current researcher, who attended a performance
during a study tour in 1975). And it has built up attendances from 28% at
the end of the first year to 65% now in our sixth year. (1968)

Cheeseman and the Victoria Theatre, like most British regional companies, had a
commitment to community activities. He claimed:

Here in Stoke the total number of individual services given to the
district by the theatre in the form of talks, demonstrations, drama
sessions, consultations, performances outside the theatre to children
or to adult audiences is nearly equal to the number of performances
given throughout the year in the theatre itself. (1972)

Once again this work has expanded in the New Vic with its well staffed and well-funded
programs organised in Departments of Education and Community and again the
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terminology, the organisation, the activities and commitment are typical of contemporary
English Regional Producing Companies (Boyden 2000, Company websites).

The parallels and, to some extent, influences of the British Regional Companies on
Australian developments are clear. Unfortunately for Australian companies, a number of
factors led to different outcomes. Difference in population size and demographic
distribution was one major factor. London was not as dominant an influence on British
regional companies as Sydney was on NSW counterparts. Although there was conflict
between the metropolis and the regions, British regions always had sufficient cultural
capital to make the struggle more even, and their recovery in this century is largely due to
an influx of funding, the result of a united lobbying effort by the companies themselves.
Many of the British regional centres were more similar in size and activities to Sydney
Theatre Company than to HVTC or Theatre South, but there were many smaller British
companies who served populations closer in size.

The British of course had the huge advantage of a long tradition of theatregoing and an
assured role for theatre in British cultural life. The best British theatrical talent was ready to
work in the regions, many in fact grew through the regional companies, and it was common
for the best of their productions to be transferred to London. This acceptance in turn meant
a more relaxed attitude to funding where the Arts Council was less paternalistic in its
judgement and demands on theatrical enterprise. Most regional companies had a fair
measure of commercial product in their programs and were generally expected to provide a
range of theatrical fare for their audiences rather than forcing the audiences to rely upon
touring from the centre. Perhaps the most significant difference was the degree of local
authority support available to the British companies, which led in turn to community
initiatives integrating the companies more firmly in the life of their regions. No doubt there
were and are problems but many British regional companies are examples of opportunities
taken, by political bodies and communities as well as by the companies themselves. Such
opportunities were not taken by, and indeed in the final analysis not offered to the NSW
regional companies, to whose story we now turn.
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NSW Regional Theatre Companies (RTs)
For the purposes of this study the operative definition of a Regional Theatre Company (RT)
has been a company that operates outside a capital city, is professional, has some degree of
permanency, performs primarily for adult audiences, identifies itself as serving a regional
constituency and is subsidised in some form. It will usually tour its region outside its home
base, it will have a home or usually aspire to have a home venue, even if shared, it will
usually have programs for young people and for community service, and it will of course be
a not for profit organisation, to use the more accurate American term. The companies in
NSW that fitted this definition and the terms of their lives were: Hunter Valley Theatre
Company from 1976 to 1995; Q Theatre in its time at Penrith 1976 to 1998; Railway Street,
Q’s successor from 1998 to 2006, although in some ways it was perceived as a
metropolitan company and in later years became a strange hybrid of commercial and
amateur community; Riverina Theatre Company from 1976 to 2005 when it lost all
funding; New England Theatre Company from 1978 to 1998 when it merged with the Q to
form Railway Street; Murray River Performing Group from 1980 to 1996 when it was
reinvented as Hothouse; Hothouse from 1997 to the present; and Theatre South from 1980
to 2002 when it ceased producing plays. Outside the purview of this thesis are the North
Coast Theatre Company in Lismore, which changed its name several times and was
eventually replaced by Northern Rivers Performing Arts (NORPA) but had such a
chequered life that for reasons of space and time, it has been omitted; Freewheels which
was a long-lasting successful regional company, but almost exclusively TIE; and NOW
theatre in Orange which had a very short life in the mid-1990s.

Government will define regional segments for various purposes such as tourist authorities,
but there is no formal definition for the constituencies of NSW RTs. They will be resident
in a particular town or city but tend to make their own decision on what further, if any,
geographical or cultural area they will regard as part of their region. The decision will be
based on a need to build a viable audience and support base but may include a voluntary
acceptance of responsibility for additional territory. The six companies examined for this
thesis have basic similarities but distinct identities. (See Map One Chapter One p3).
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•

New England Theatre Company (NETC) was fundamentally a touring company.
From its home base in Armidale, it toured a large part of the state including the North West,
the New England and the North Coast. Its constituency was a rural one with a number of
larger towns such as Tamworth and of course the University town of Armidale.

•

The Hunter Valley Theatre Company (HVTC) on the other hand was very much a
Newcastle company, Newcastle being a large steel city and the second city of NSW. The
company did occasional tours up the Hunter Valley.

•

Penrith, the home of Q Theatre (Q), is actually an outer suburb of Sydney. Again
most of its work was for a home audience although a large segment of that audience lived
in the lower Blue Mountains. In its early years Q regularly transferred shows to the Western
city of Orange as well as to the closer Sydney suburb of Bankstown and later mounted
many tours often state wide.

•

In recent years, Railway Street, the entity merged from Q and NETC in 1999, was
funded by the NSW Ministry for the Arts to be the major touring company for country
NSW and toured widely till 2005, as well as offering seasons at the Q Theatre in Penrith.

•

Theatre South was located in the third city of the state, the industrial city of
Wollongong, but from its beginning claimed the South East of the state as its territory and
toured upwards of thirty other venues in this area from time to time.

•

Wagga Wagga, the home of Riverina Theatre Company (RTC), was the centre of
another rural area but the company toured irregularly for most of its life. For a period it
transferred all productions to the nearby city of Griffith.

•

Murray River Performing Group (MRPG) derived its main audience from the twin
border cities of Albury and Wodonga but also toured the Murray River region.

•

Hothouse, the transformed MRPG, developed an extensive touring circuit of small
towns in NSW and Victoria (Parkinson Interview 2006) as well as touring nationally.

The six companies all had their beginnings in a five-year period from 1976 to 1980. There
was in the 1970s a climate of opinion if not a ferment which was conducive to new
theatrical enterprise. It was a period of change and disturbance in Australia. New Prime
Minister Gough Whitlam brought a sense of a new start into politics with the first Labour
Government since the 1940s, and promptly introduced radical changes into the social
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fabric. He gave an impetus to the arts with his own personal interest, with the establishment
of the Australia Council and with increased funding. In theatre, new companies offered
alternatives to the state companies. In Melbourne La Mama, opened in 1967, was a centre
for new Australian writing and experiment, and its first actual company, the Australian
Performing Group, turned professional and moved to the Pram Factory in 1970. In Sydney,
Jane Street, an initiative of the Old Tote Theatre Company, NIDA and the University of
NSW, produced twenty-eight Australian plays between 1966 and 1981, including the
watershed first production of The Legend of King O’Malley. (Parsons 1995, p.305). John
Bell and Ken Horler founded the Nimrod Theatre in 1970. These new companies
discovered and presented the work of a group of young playwrights who earned the title of
“the new wave” and included most of the prominent contemporary playwrights of the last
quarter of the century including David Williamson, John Romeril, Dorothy Hewett, Alex
Buzo, and Jack Hibberd. These years 1976 to 1981 also saw the publication of the national
magazine Theatre Australia, which gave support to new ventures and writing and a sense of
a national theatre enterprise. Among the new ventures were the regional companies.

Except for a relatively short-lived enterprise called the New England Theatre Centre in
Armidale in the fifties, and an equally short-lived Shakespearian Festival in the Southern
Highlands at Bowral in the early 1970s, there had not previously been any serious attempt
to establish a permanent professional theatre company in NSW outside the Sydney
metropolitan area. There were the occasional touring productions from Sydney, and
certainly plenty of amateur groups, but these new regional companies were situated fully in
their particular region and were determinedly professional. They became known as regional
theatres, a description which already existed in the UK, in Canada, and in the USA

The new companies were generally greeted with enthusiasm by the industry although
funding bodies were cautious if not parsimonious with initial grants. Distinguished critic,
Katharine Brisbane, wrote of the establishment of the Hunter Valley Theatre Company in
1976: “HVTC is a prototype experiment which many state and municipal bodies are
watching with interest. It is the first regional theatre to be formed.” (Brisbane 1976, p.5).
John Romeril wrote in the same edition of Theatre Australia “Not just Newcastle but
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Australia needs the HVTC”. The attitude is summed up in the editorial in Theatre Australia
quoted earlier in Chapter One:

Regional companies are a necessary next step in the country’s
theatrical development, not as community theatres touring women’s
institutes and pensioners clubs… but as permanent companies
bringing a standard of excellence in productions as only full time
professionals can.” (Theatre Australia March 1979, p.2).

Already noted in Chapter One is the implicit suggestion in these words of a vision of a
national theatre, a vision reflected in the aspirations of the early Artistic Directors. There
were remarkable similarities in their beginnings and their early aspirations as well as
differences in their tactics and their achievements. Their stories will be examined in some
detail in the following chapters, with brief accounts of all but Theatre
South in Chapter Five and a detailed case study of the latter in Chapters Six to Eight.
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CHAPTER FIVE
NEW SOUTH WALES REGIONAL COMPANIES
Each RT will now be analysed in an attempt to identify the common features in their
establishment, their individual achievements, their crises and lost opportunities, and the
influences on their development, such as particular Artistic Directors and the vagaries of
funding. The assumption being explored is that these common features position the RTs as
a distinct Sub-field within the overall Field of Cultural Production.

Hunter Valley Theatre Company (HVTC)
The NSW branch of the Arts Council of Australia had a charter to tour professional theatre
productions around NSW. In the early nineteen-seventies Tony Trench and John Tasker,
two theatre professionals then working for the Council, proposed as a pilot project the
establishment of a theatre company in a country centre to replace some part of the Arts
Council touring. Their grand vision was for a network of companies around the state
(Trench Interview 2006). They explored Orange as the first possibility because of its ideal
five hundred seat Council Theatre but opposition from amateur groups forced them to look
elsewhere. A personal connection on the Arts Council Board led to interest from the Joint
Coal Board in Newcastle. There was a favourable climate of interest in Newcastle from
parts of the community and from the University. The main obstacle was the lack of a
suitable venue but an offer from the University of Newcastle of rent-free use of its
Arts/Drama theatre was at least a temporary solution, and the project went forward.

Terence Clarke was appointed the first Artistic Director in 1976 and he brought with him
from Sydney a small professional troupe who were the core of the company in the first two
years. The opening production was the recent success by John Romeril, The Floating
World. The company went on to mount a busy season of nine productions, choices which
reflected Clarke’s time with the Sydney alternative company, Nimrod. There were six
mainstage productions, of which two were contemporary international plays, Equus and
Glass Menagerie, while three were established contemporary Australian plays, The
Floating World, Hamlet on Ice, and Bedfellows, chosen from the work of the alternative
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companies and writers of the late 1960s and 1970s. The sixth mainstage play was a new
play set in Newcastle and written by a Newcastle schoolteacher, John O’Donoghue, A
Happy and Holy Occasion. This production was the most successful of the season, leading
Theatre Australia to declare “With this production came the Theatre Company’s true
inauguration with the people of Newcastle” (Theatre Australia Oct-Nov 1976, p.20)
O’Donoghue became a regular contributor to HVTC seasons and this first play became a
modern Australian classic given productions in most capitals. In addition the company put
two short “community” productions on the road, playing in a variety of venues. Both were
recent works by new Australian writers.

Katharine Brisbane, writing in 1977, believed that the company had not won the hearts of
the Hunter community, who were still inclined to see it as a Sydney imposition. In a rather
harsh comparison with Penrith’s Q she cited the HVTC’s community efforts as confined to
performances, albeit in schools, gaols, workplaces etc, whereas the Q company members
had spent years prior to moving to Penrith and the first years there, in providing not only
performances but also services, and in winning friends by one on one contacts. The Q’s
home was also a familiar place (Brisbane 2005, p.265-272).

HVTC had no home and this was perceived as a major problem. The University theatre was
felt to be unsatisfactory, being too far out of town and not accessible, either geographically
or psychologically to the audience the company needed. There was a strong view from the
company, from the founding organisations and from the community that the Hunter Valley
Theatre Company had to have its own theatre (Clarke 1977, pp. 19-20; Trench 1977, pp.1819). The problem was that there was no suitable venue in the city at this time. The search
for an appropriate building led to dissention between the two founder organisations. The
Joint Coal Board favoured the old nine hundred seat Hunter Theatre while the Arts Council
preferred converting an existing old building such as a warehouse, a la Nimrod and the
Cerebus salt factory This disagreement is symbolic of an ideological difference which
arises frequently through the whole history of regional theatre – the struggle of mainstream
and alternative. The Hunter, an inhospitable barn of a theatre, had been leased for the 1977
season and proved totally unsuitable, leading to an exacerbation of the company’s other
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problem, the financial one. A solution was eventually achieved in 1979 when Newcastle
City Council made a section of a building adjacent to the Civic Centre available for a lease
of $75 a month. The Company spent $255,000 creating the Playhouse, an intimate thrust
theatre of one hundred and ninety-nine seats. However, the financial problems remained
and ended the term of the company’s second Artistic Director, Ross McGregor in 1979.

Aarne Neeme, on his appointment as the Artistic Director in 1980, declared his intentions similar to the most common aspirations of the new regional companies:

We aim to establish and consolidate an audience of regular patrons for the
whole range of theatre that modern repertory can offer……we want to
become a vital part of the region, a lively local professional company that
gives identity to and gains identity from the community it serves” (Theatre
Australia April 1980, p.5)

Neeme’s programming did put emphasis on the classics, perhaps a result of his long and
successful career in mainstream theatre. He presented a first season of nine productions,
including Moliere, Shakespeare, Brecht, Ayckbourn, two Australian works, a Christmas
show and an original work written by Peter Matheson and John McCallum, telling one of
the community’s own stories, a sensational contemporary incident involving a fire and riot
at a popular old hotel, the Star. The resultant show, titled simply The Star Show, was a
popular success earning a favourable review by Katharine Brisbane in Theatre Australia.

Such occasions are a celebration of a sense of community of shared
experience and memory. Such is one of the finest qualities of the theatre,
giving it a local habitation and a name (Theatre Australia January 1981,
p.48)

One member of the company’s administration at the time remembers it vividly:
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To actually take that riot at a time when the city was just stunned and
Newcastle had made headlines around the world from the riot and actually
turn it into a piece of theatre and play it to audiences and have that theatre
full was a fantastic thing. (Newman Interview 2005).

In 1981 Neeme directed what became the signature work of the company’s artistic life, a
new play by John O’Donoghue on the founder of BHP and Newcastle’s industrial life,
titled Essington Lewis – I am Work. Given successful seasons in 1981 and 1982, picked up
by major companies elsewhere and revived again in Newcastle in the 1990s, this was a
powerful epic play given its due in the HVTC production. Katherine Brisbane’s review
recognised its significance as a regional work:

O’Donoghue, a Newcastle man born and bred, has given recognition to the
locality of the HVTC…Newcastle can believe, after six years of struggle,
that the Hunter Valley Theatre Company is here to stay…They (the acting
ensemble) have set down roots in their theatre and play with the
confidence of complete familiarity. (1981, p.28)

This acting ensemble assembled by Neeme was perhaps his greatest achievement in
Newcastle. All three early Artistic Directors, Terence Clarke (1976-77), Ross McGregor
(1978-79) and Neeme (1980-82) tried to build an ensemble of actors. Clarke brought in a
team of Sydney professionals and mixed in his casts with local amateurs. This earned some
criticism from the community, criticism which Neeme avoided by finding and developing
local professionals, many of whom became significant figures in the industry e.g. Jonathan
Biggins, Alan McFadden, John Doyle (aka Roy Slaven), Vic Rooney, Julie Hudspeth and
David Wood. Neeme quotes Tyrone Guthrie’s paradox that a parochial attitude lies not in
regarding local geese as swans but the opposite, in regarding local swans as geese.(Neeme
Interview 2006)

Neeme’s final season showed the usual diversity, including a big musical, West Side Story,
a return season of Essington Lewis, and two more local content pieces - another
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O’Donoghue play, The Field They Buried Peter Pan, and a company created celebration of
Newcastle women, Choice Ladies, to coincide with international women’s year. It is
significant that Theatre South also created a piece on community women in the same year
(see section on Change in the Weather in Chapter Six).

From the beginning RTs were sensitive to notions placing their work in subordinate
positions to metropolitan companies. In a review of the HVTC production of Travelling
North John McCallum wrote of one version of this attitude:

It annoys me when people refer to companies like the HVTC as training
grounds for young actors for the main city theatres. This is theatrical
imperialism and big city snobbishness at its worst. As John Clark pointed
out recently, regional companies rooted in their communities make new
demands on their actors…..and if these demands are met then there can be
an energy and freshness about regional theatre which transcends the big
city theatrical politics.” (Theatre Australia July 1980, p.32)

1982 was a period of severe economic downturn in Newcastle. Financial shortfalls again
plagued the third year of Neeme’s incumbency and he resigned at the end of the season. His
brief three year tenure proved some propositions about regional theatre in Australia:
•

That a repertoire including classics, modern work, Australian plays, and new work
could be presented by an Australian regional company in high quality productions.

•

That it was possible in the right circumstances to build a permanent company of
mostly local professionals who would work together as an ensemble.

•

That new work telling local stories and responding to local issues would draw good
houses, in fact be the best box office of all.

•

That a concerted effort to win community support could pay dividends. Neeme’s
relations with the University and local amateur groups in particular were strong. He
was even invited back years later to do a production for one of them. (Newman
Interview 2004).
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•

That in the then conventional company structure the appointment of the right kind
of Artistic Director was crucial.

•

That a major problem facing any attempt to build a regional company would be
finances and funding.

A modest amount of faith by the Board, and rescue funding from one or other of the
funding bodies, may have enabled Neeme to go on to confirm what he saw as an
opportunity to build a strong distinctive company. An opportunity lost.

After Neeme’s departure, there was an interregnum period of uncertainty including a
couple of unsuccessful productions and one brief appointment and subsequent resignation.
Then Brent McGregor was appointed and began a term of ten years. He was already
resident in the city having been Artistic Director of the successful TIE company,
Freewheels. He worked hard and successfully to consolidate HVTC’s financial and
administrative position. The repertoire remained a conventional mix but with a special
emphasis on Australian work. For example, the 1984 season was an all Australian season,
with “steady but not spectacular box office” (McGregor Interview 2006). His major box
office success and the big financial windfall came from a production of Noel Coward’s
Private Lives with guest stars Helen Morse, then at the height of her reputation, and Nick
Enright. Perhaps this underlined a situation, generally unpalatable to Australian funding
bodies, that commercial theatre could have a place in a regional repertoire. McGregor
himself expressed some chagrin, mixed with his delight, at the box office success of Noel
Coward.

McGregor continued the policy of using local artists although he did not achieve an acting
ensemble. He described his aim as:

A great desire to dig into the community and draw the talents of actors,
stage managers and technicians into the company to form a strong network
and safety net for the company. (McGregor Interview 2006).
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McGregor was also committed to new writing. Vicki Newman, who worked with the
company over a number of years and with several Artistic Directors, said of this:
.
During Brent’s time was the only time I’ve seen where every script that
came in was read and sent back out (Newman Interview 2004).

A number of scripts were commissioned from local and Sydney writers such as David
Allen, Steve Abbot, and Jan Cornell. The Castanets, a local cabaret company collaborated
on the story of a famous local identity, Mission Molly Morgan.

McGregor was a prominent member of the Regional Theatre Association and brokered a
number of co-productions and exchanges. His production of Escape to a Better Place was
the HVTC contribution to the 1988 Regional Theatre Festival.

Perhaps the most remarkable event during the McGregor years was the production of
Aftershocks (Brown 1993), admittedly not directly a HVTC enterprise. This was an
initiative of the Newcastle Workers’ Cultural Action Committee, of which McGregor was
chairman, and was co-directed by McGregor and supported by HVTC. The script was
created by Paul Brown as a verbatim piece based on interviews with people directly
affected by the collapse of the Workers’ Club in the Newcastle earthquake of 1989. The
Newcastle season of the play in 1991 gained a great deal of publicity and recognition, so
much so that major Sydney and Melbourne companies mounted their own productions. An
interesting example of how a regional work can be deprived of an opportunity for cultural
capital by a metropolitan bias is found in the Sydney production of Aftershocks.
Fotheringham pointed out that in this process:

The contributions of the local company and actors have been
backgrounded to favour the more famous Sydney and Melbourne actors
and directors who have now worked on it, and in the published script,
Currency chose for its cover the phrase “Oh, there’s been a bloody
earthquake that’s come all the way from Sydney” and credits the script to
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Paul Brown and the Workers’ Cultural Action Committee (omitting
Newcastle)…..Consequently the word “Newcastle” does not appear on the
cover , but the word Sydney does” (1987, p.45).

It could be argued that all this is a matter of image and that regional arts in fact gained
cultural capital by the implied compliment of metropolitan interest. Perhaps. A more
interesting perception of this transfer is the varying responses of audiences and critics.
It is worth looking at the play in more detail to explore these differences.

As a verbatim script, the story was created from the personal experience of many
interviewees, all survivors of the earthquake. The concentration was on the workers at the
Newcastle Workers’ Club, the building most heavily impacted by the earthquake. Sixteen
of their voices form the narrative of the play. The strict verbatim form gives a sense of
immediacy and authenticity. For the original Newcastle audiences this is an essential appeal
of the performances and there would be many points of reference and shocks of recognition
in the language, the emotions and the local places and context.

When the play was presented in Sydney the experience was less intimate and more
distanced. The “voices” of the narrative became “characters”. Universal rather than
personal significance was found in the courage, endurance, tragedy, bewilderment, humour,
and all the other facets of the experience being presented. This was to be expected and is
true of most theatre that moves, as one hopes it will, from its creative source. Critics
variously responded. Angela Bennie saw the club as a stereotype, Frank Gauntlet related
the characters to the club he remembered from his English background, there were
references to ‘ordinary people in extraordinary circumstances’ (Reviews quoted in
Makeham 1998, p.179). Makeham does not believe “that the play has always to be
inscribed with, or read in, humanist/universalist terms when produced outside Newcastle.”
(1998, p.180) This is a case where, for example, a Wollongong audience’s response may
have been closer to the immediate experience of Newcastle – an argument for the
collegiality of RTs.
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Aftershocks demonstrated that metropolitan remounts of original regional productions
would produce different, if not necessarily invalid, interpretations. Furthermore, actual
regional productions transferred to the city would also produce different audience
responses. Other notable examples of these two phenomena included No Names No Pack
Drill by Armidale writer Bob Herbert originating with the New England Theatre Company
and later produced by Sydney Theatre Company for a successful season at the Sydney
Opera House; Tonight We Anchor at Twofold Bay by Katherine Thomson, Trumpets and
Raspberries and Wendy Richardson’s Windy Gully, all from Theatre South and transferred
for Sydney seasons, the first two to STC’s Wharf Theatre, and the third to New Theatre;
Barmaids again by Katherine Thomson and Emma by Graham Pitts produced by Deckchair
Theatre in Fremantle and later produced by many metropolitan companies; Property of the
Clan by Nick Enright produced by Freewheels TIE in Newcastle and later renamed
Blackrock for a production by STC, and Lipstick Dreams, originally written and produced
for the NETC and later performed all over Australia. What these examples demonstrate
further is that audience specific voices should be heard and can be appreciated, if in
different ways, by other audiences. These voices will not be heard if a region depends
entirely on touring product.

Boyden makes the point with reference to English regional work:

A dependence on available touring product imposes an homogeneity on
programs which dilutes locally distinctive identities (2000, p.19).

The last Artistic Director of HVTC was Kingston Anderson. His tenure was a difficult one.
He came with a good reputation as a NIDA Directing graduate and a successful director of
the Australian Playwright’s Conference, and his record as a stage director at HVTC was a
good one. One cause of difficulty was his stated aspiration to make HVTC Newcastle’s
Sydney Theatre Company. Accordingly his productions were expensive and often large cast
as with a Midsummer Nights Dream in 1994, and he had hired several well-paid support
staff beyond the usual austere staffing of the McGregor era. A financial advisor who had
been associated with the company for many years remembered in an interview that there
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were no reports from the Administrator to the Board for six months, and finances became
chaotic (Newman Interview 2006). She also felt that Anderson had little feeling for
community. His quarrels with the Board over programming were well reported in the press.
The picture in terms of responsibility is confusing and as the company began to fail,
recriminations were expressed on all sides. (Sydney Morning Herald Dec 1, 1994). The
Ministry for the Arts tried to resolve the issues and after Anderson’s resignation, sent in a
consultant to propose solutions. But it was to no avail. The company under a newly
appointed Manager mounted a further short season but HVTC came to a stuttering end.

It is possible that the underlying cause for this debacle lies with the choice of Artistic
Director. Whatever qualities Anderson had as a Director, or even in administration, he may
not have been the right choice for a regional company of the type and size of HVTC at this
time. Perhaps HVTC needed to be Newcastle’s Hunter Valley Theatre Company rather than
Newcastle’s Sydney Theatre Company. As Brent McGregor put it “Kingston made the
fundamental mistake of thinking he could run a STC with big casts in Newcastle in a small
theatre” (McGregor Interview 2006). Bourdieu argues in his Outline of a Theory of
Practice that practices are the result of two histories: the history of the positions they
occupy and the history of their dispositions. (Bourdieu 1961, Chapter Two). In the end of
HVTC there was an artistic disposition on Anderson’s part at odds with the “position”
occupied by the company, established by the successful regimes of Neeme and McGregor.

As late as 2001, there was still resentment in Newcastle at the loss of their regional
company. Some blame was placed at the City Council’s door. Rod Ansell, a local actor who
had performed with HVTC expressed it in an article in the Newcastle Herald:

Beginning in 1988, Newcastle City Council began a series of bizarre
actions which have ultimately left Newcastle without any fully
professional theatre and left us as bystanders in the flow of national theatre
culture….:
The Civic Theatre remains operating sporadically at present with pricing
so prohibitive that barely a Novocastrian is ever seen on its stage. It loses
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the council many hundreds of thousands of dollars per year and more often
than not the Civic bars are not open after shows and public and artists
alike are shoved out onto the deathly quiet streets of inner Newcastle
(2001).

HVTC had evolved from its shaky early years through the terms of ADs Neeme and
McGregor into a successful company strongly rooted in its community It was contributing
through its work to a sense of regional identity and contributing to the national theatre
enterprise through its discovery and encouragement of new writers, new work, and a
regional voice. But as “access” was losing the struggle with “excellence” (See Chapter
Three) so HVTC found itself in the mid-1990s with insufficient cultural capital to gain the
support it needed to cope with the crises of the Anderson years. There was sympathy and
expressions of regret from the industry and funding agencies but not the leadership, advice
and financial support needed. Opportunity lost.

Q Theatre (Q)
Q Theatre began in 1963 as an initiative of Doreen Warburton and a group of established
actors, and as an actors’ company presenting lunch hour theatre in the AMP Theatrette at
Circular Quay Sydney. It was clearly a Sydney company and earned critical praise and
public support for its innovative programs in the heart of the city. But its interest and
ambitions were broader. Only two years later, in 1965, the company took a program of
three of their short plays on an extensive tour of NSW, Queensland, South Australia and the
Northern territory, covering 18,000 miles in six months, the longest tour in Australasian
theatre history (Q Theatre 1984, p.NP). The company continued this outreach initiative
with transfers to other city and country venues in later years, especially regularly to the
western city of Orange and Sydney’s western suburbs of Parramatta and Bankstown. As
well as performances, the company was giving ten week workshops and making
community connections in the west. The company became a familiar institution in the area.
These years of preparation culminated in 1977 with the company’s move to the outer
western region of Sydney, the City of Penrith.
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The Council of the City of Penrith made available for the company the old Railway
Institute Building, which, with the help of volunteers, was converted to an intimate little
thrust theatre of one hundred and twenty-six. The Q Theatre opened in its new home in
March, 1977 with a production of the bawdy musical Lock Up Your Daughters. The choice
of opening play demonstrated both the leadership of Doreen Warburton and the influence
on her and the Q, of her years with Joan Littlewood’s Theatre Workshop in the East End of
London. The Q adopted principles of ensemble playing, of making their theatre reasonably
priced and accessible for their new regional audience, of being part of the community
which had given them their home, and of offering theatre of quality and integrity.

A dream of a theatre of passion and ideas, that cares deeply about the
human condition and the future of our children. A theatre that is insatiable
in its seeking for knowledge and understanding. (A word from our
Managing Artistic Director in Q Theatre1984)

Now the Q had become a regional theatre. Although the region was also part of the
metropolis, Penrith had a distinct sense of its own identity and it was, in the 1970s, rather
more remote than it became later with the massive developments of Western Sydney. It
drew its audience from the region with a useful supplement as time went by from the lower
Blue Mountains which were becoming bedroom suburbs for the city. Doreen Warburton
was very conscious of this regional identity. She insisted in these early days that her core
actors settled in the area.

We have to, it’s part of the commitment. People have to see us shopping in
the supermarket if we are going to belong (quoted in Brisbane 2005,
p.269).

The Theatre, small and rough in many ways, was to be a community place.

Everyone knows the Railway Institute in Penrith. People used to play pool
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there and go to dances. One man said to me, ‘I haven’t been there since I
was a bodgie.’ So when we were converting it people walking by would
come to see what we were doing. The Council gave us the building – they
weren’t going to give us any money for the conversion until they saw us
working our guts out. In the end they got excited too. (quoted in Brisbane
2005, p.269).

Commitment to the community and especially its youth was expressed early in three
projects advanced with the collaboration of young people. The first was in 1978 and took
the form of a rock musical, St Marys’ Kid. It was presented in Penrith and then transferred
to the Mayfair Theatre in Sydney. So successful was the project that the following year the
same team created another rock musical with young people, Paradise Regained. In 1985
the company undertook another community project, Zilch, this time on homelessness and
involving participation of young people without homes, Doreen Warburton believed it
significantly altered the lives of those involved. This regional company was undertaking
community cultural development projects at a very early stage of the concept.

The reputation of the company’s work was shown in 1979 when the Q was invited to
contribute to the special season at the Opera House preceding the establishment of the
Sydney Theatre Company in 1980. The production was Shaw’s The Devil’ Disciple.
Workshop members swelled the cast to thirty-five and St Mary’s District Band provided
appropriate music. Katharine Brisbane’s Review for The Australian commented on the
spirit of the production:

What I found most interesting about the evening was the way the
production transferred to the city the collective spirit of the Q Theatre:
unpretentious, well-executed, placing emphasis on the skills of the actors
and giving an uncomplicated, unsophisticated rendering of the play.
(quoted in Q Theatre 1984, p.NP)
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The repertoire in these early years in Penrith owed something to the recent English
repertoire with plays like What the Butler Saw and Entertaining Mr Sloane by Joe Orton,
The Entertainer by John Osborne, A Day in the Death of Joe Egg by Peter Nichols, and
Absurd Person Singular by Alan Ayckbourn. Also in the first two years in Penrith were the
Australian plays What If You Died Tomorrow by David Williamson, A Hard God by Peter
Kenna, and Flash Jim Vaux by Ron Blair. This repertoire was mainstream but with a
radical edge. Original work became more frequent later and even in its early years the
company had a number of writers in residence and produced some of their work e.g Martin
Sharman.

The one hundred twenty-six seat Q1 theatre rapidly proved too small for the growing
audience and in 1982 with substantial community support the Q opened its new two
hundred seventy-three seat Q2 Theatre, built back to back with Q1, which continued to be
used for smaller productions. A review by H G Kippax of the opening production captures
the achievement and the hope for the future represented by the new theatre:

….the focus, the new theatre, is agreeably tangible evidence of faith
rewarded by accomplishment of a high order of social and cultural
significance. As such, the Q, based in Penrith but touring east and west, is
a model for regional development. For behind the building of the theatre is
the building of an audience. (Quoted in Q Theatre 1984, p.NP ).

The company developed a pattern of work over the years and steadily built audience and
subscribers. It was the best funded of the RTs through the 1980s and the highest profile, not
surprising considering its proximity to Sydney and the consistently high quality of its work.
Two comments from Theatre Australia testify to the quality and the reputation of the
company.

The Q’s production of Happy End is perhaps the best theatre I’ve seen in a
long time (January 1981, p.48).
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The Q never patronises its audience, rather they present a repertoire that is
worthy of the major companies in the capital cities…..The Q knows its
audience – it works with the community and listens to its needs.
(November 1981).

The company’s subscription seasons grew to consist of five to six plays annually, of which
approximately one third were British, one third Australian and one third classics, musicals
and occasionally other international works (Milne 2004, p.206). There were also regular
workshop productions, an annual melodrama at Bankstown until 1983, transfers to other
Sydney theatres such as the Seymour Centre, and a number of substantial country tours.

Q commissioned many new plays, had many writers in residence, and presented a number
of remarkable new works. Among these was a lively musical about the eccentric Sydney
identity, Bee Miles, Better Known as Bee. This work had its first season in 1984 and was
remounted in 1992. For the bicentennial year in 1988, Q offered a piece of local colonial
history in Anne Harvey’s True Patriots All.

The Company, and Doreen Warburton in particular, were active members of the informal
association of regional theatres in the 1980s, and in 1988 hosted the first, and as it turned
out, only Festival of Regional Theatre. All the RTs except MRPG sent productions. At the
end of 1988, Doreen Warburton retired from the Q. Her reasons were personal, but she had
been stressed over relations with funding bodies for some years (personal recollection).
Indeed the company had had no increases from the Theatre Board since 1985 and was at
this time “on notice” from the Theatre Board. She had been the Artistic Director of the Q
since 1963 and for the previous eight years at Penrith. Her contribution to Australian
theatre was outstanding and had been recognised with an OBE in 1979 and the Sydney
Critic Circle’s Award for “the most significant contribution to theatre” in the same year.
The Q Theatre under her leadership had been a “flagship” for regional theatre and in her
last year at the Q she was still earning critical acclaim for her directing and the Q was still
fulfilling its brief as a regional company. She continued to work in the profession as a
respected actor. At fifty-eight years of age she represented for regional theatre an
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opportunity lost and perhaps lost only because the movement did not have enough cultural
capital to influence the sources of political and economic power.

In an interview for the Sydney Morning Herald she assumed modest credit for the success
of the Q, another case of the potential an RT can offer.
We have theatre here in Penrith where no-one thought it would survive.
We have people coming here who never went to the theatre before. And
our being here has given confidence to a lot of young people who have
trained and learned and worked here. (Evans 1989a).
Her successor was Egil Kipste. Kipste seemed a surprising choice. He had served as
Associate Director to Richard Cotterell at the Nimrod and he seemed very much a city
man. Bob Evans commented in the same article:
Having accepted the position he then had to define for himself what his
artistic policy was going to be. Kipste identifies himself with the
intellectual European tradition of theatre, which perhaps surprisingly, is
one of the qualities which appealed to Doreen Warburton and the board of
the Q Theatre. (Evans 1989a).
In fact Kipste lasted less than a year and resigned after disputes with the Board over artistic
policy. Bob Evans again reported on the issue
Bulters (Chair of the Board) did concede that there was difference of
opinion between Kipste and the board as to what the Q's artistic policy
ought to be. "Perhaps Egil sees the Q more as a city type of theatre,"
Bulters said, "while we see it as more of a theatre of the west - a
traditional theatre because of where it is located." (Evans 1989b).
Kipste was succeeded by Helmut Bakaitis, who had extensive experience as director, actor
and writer and who had been AD of the Queensland regional company, New Moon. He led
the company for a further eight years, with a mix of programming not significantly
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different to Warburton’s time. There was some interesting new work. Particularly pertinent
for the regional company was Ned Manning’s Kenny’s Coming Home, described as a
“football musical” a segment of which was also performed in 1992 at the palatial Panthers
Club, home of the Penrith football club. Leading playwright Nick Enright offered new
work to the Q with Good Works in 1992 and The Quartet from Rigoletto in 1995. The
company was involved in a number of exchanges and co-productions, especially with other
RTs and in 1994 made a significant contribution, financially and in production, to the short
lived State Theatre Company project (see later this chapter). Funding levels did not
significantly recover and in 1997 the Australia Council ceased funding altogether. The
NSW Ministry was concerned again at losing this important company and eventually
brokered a merger between the Q and the equally-struggling New England Theatre
Company to form a new entity, Railway Street Theatre Company, with the Director of
NETC, Mary-Ann Gifford becoming the AD of the new company.

One can read too much into a name but it is significant that there was no consideration to a
name reflecting the region. In a review of the company’s first production, critic James
Waites, a long time observer of the regional theatre movement noted this fact:

… someone had the genius of calling it the Railway Street Theatre
Company. There were reasons, but there's not much ring to it. Certainly
not the ring of cash registers. Community organisations should be seen to
come from somewhere. Generics, in my opinion, take us in exactly the
opposite direction. (Waites 1998)

The point was reinforced by the choice of opening production.
Then someone decides to launch this new company with a production of
They're Playing Our Song. Hello? A nondescript American middle-of-theroad romance-comedy. Names might dingle a few bells: script by Neil
Simon, music by Marvin Hamlisch and lyrics by Carole Bayer Sager.
They're Playing Our Song premiered in New York in 1979. ….It is an
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uninspiring start to a new company. Indeed, I can't think of a more timid
and undefining choice. (Waites 1998)
In funding the new company, the Ministry designated it as the state’s major touring
company, not only for the old New England company territory but also for country NSW at
large. It was funded accordingly with twice the funds of the other remaining RTs. This
policy ignored the recommendation of the Ministry’s own Review of Regional Arts
Development in NSW (MacDonnell 1996) that all the RTs be funded to become the
“providers” of theatre in regional areas. Railway Street did attempt to follow its brief for
several years touring three Shakespeare productions, two modern Australian classics,
Summer of the Seventeenth Doll and Away, and an innovative production of Spring
Awakening, with High School actors playing the boys. They could not however begin to
cover the whole state and in any case the touring ceased when Gifford resigned. The
Company did some original work including Favourite Names for Boys, actually set in
Penrith, and after the initial shaky start the Sydney critics generally praised the high
standard of the work.
By the beginning of 2000 the company was struggling financially in spite of generous
funding by the state, generous at least compared to other RTs. Gifford in a press interview
placed most blame with the Australia Council:
Gifford says Railway Street's current shortfall is equivalent to the support
the companies once received from the Australia Council. The Federal
Government pledged an extra $45 million to Australia's major performing
arts companies in September, in response to the Major Performing Arts
Inquiry. But the beneficiaries of this boost were large companies such as
Opera Australia and Sydney Theatre Company. Railway Street received
no extra funds. ``I think the message is loud and clear,'' Gifford says.
``The only people that deserve theatre, or care about theatre, or are
allowed to see theatre are people that live in the cities….We have been
struggling ever since we formed. It's just got to a point where we can't go
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on. A lot of regional theatre companies have closed and we are struggling.
Are we just going to let them disappear?'' (Gotting 2000)
Gifford was identifying her company’s losing role in the struggle of excellence versus
access, and metropolitan versus regional. Yet Railway Street was doing well compared to
the other barely surviving RTs. It had accrued considerable cultural capital, partly by the
initial commitment the State had made to the merger, partly through steady support from
the media and partly through its favourable position as part of the metropolis.
At the end of 2001, Penrith City Council provided a rescue package of $40,000 and other
subsidy kept the company going in its existing form until 2003. at which time Gifford
resigned and the company continued without an Artistic Director. Meanwhile the State and
Penrith Council were funding a new theatre for Penrith and a new merger, this time
between the new Q Theatre and the Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre. The Centre
would manage both theatres and Railway Street would present a season in the new Q. Some
of the Board saw this as the virtual end of the Q.
Railway Street from this time became essentially a community theatre company presenting
community projects and touring product into its theatre. Many of the projects were
imaginative and successful but the long decline of the Q since the departure of Doreen
Warburton was complete, in spite of the flashes of success under Helmut Bakaitis and
Mary-Ann Gifford.

Riverina Theatre Company (RTC)
RTC’s beginnings fitted the pattern of regional theatre development. There was a strong
desire in the community for a professional company, fuelled by the Riverina College of
Advanced Education (RCAE) and a very strong School of Arts organisation. (Sutherland
1983). The professional inspiration came from Terry O’Connell, at this stage at the
beginning of his career and seconded from NIDA to direct a couple of amateur productions
in Wagga.Wagga. O’Connell was appointed the first Artistic Director of the curiously
named Riverina Trucking Company and presented its opening production, Hamlet on Ice,
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in August 1976. This first play was an outrageous burlesque created originally as a Nimrod
Christmas show. The form was a popular one and the production proved a hit with Wagga
audiences. The choice set a pattern for the company of unusual, often popular, and
alternative style work. The company produced two more works in 1976, made a profit on
the year and became professional, or at least part professional in 1977. Under O’Connell’s
leadership there was a resident designer, a core of professional actors, community actors for
the large cast musicals and an impressive team of volunteers for other functions of the new
company. The community were possibly more supportive for this company than any other
of the new RTs.

O’Connell’s programming was also the most varied and innovative of any of the RTs. He
maintained professional standards but used an energetic presentation and plenty of music in
a company style that suited his budding local professionals. In his two and a half year term
from August 1976 to the end of 1978, the company mounted twenty productions from big
community musicals to late night cabaret to Shakespeare and David Williamson. His
musicals were on the radical end of the spectrum with Rocky Horror Show, Jesus Christ
Superstar, and Diamond Studs, an Australian premiere of an obscure American work. The
last named was first presented in 1977, and revived for a tour of the region in 1978. There
were five group devised pieces, several of them late night shows and all on local issues or
telling local stories, with titles like The People’s Show, Babes of 53, and one for the women
of the company, Sisters. Particularly community-relevant and popular was Miss R
Litchfield’s Riverina Follies, a comedy review created with stories gathered from the
community. The funding bodies approved the work and the company secured its first grants
in 1978 with $20,000 from the Australia Council and $15,000 from the State.

O’Connell’s successors in these foundation years, Damien Jameson in 1979, and Peter
Barclay in 1980-81, continued the alternative/mainstream programming policy with the
emphasis on Australian and new work, although Jameson’s term was troubled. Local critic
Adrian Wintle described the early years for Theatre Australia:
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RTC had a brilliant beginning with Terry O’Connell, a rocky road under
Damien Jameson and a rebirth of enthusiasm with their third AD Peter
Barclay. (April 1980, p.13).

Barclay expressed his intentions:
Besides maintaining our in house activities we want to move into the streets and
capture the imagination of the local community (Theatre Australia March 1980,
p.7)

Barclay and O’Connell were recruited in 1981 as co-artistic directors of a new regional
company, New Moon, intended to serve four Queensland regional centres. They were
succeeded by Colin Schumacher (1981-3), who continued his predecessors’ policies with
big community musicals, new Australian plays and some original work. He in turn was
succeeded by Margaret Davis (1984-86). By this time, the Riverina Theatre Company, as it
was now called, was well established in the industry and with the funding bodies. Its
programming had settled down to regular seasons of four to five plays chosen from the
alternative end of the mainstream spectrum (a Belvoir of the bush, as one board member
categorised it) plus a big community musical again usually rock or radical as for example
Rocky Horror Show in 1978 and 1981, Grease in 1980, Tommy in 1982, Starbuck in 1983,
and Beach Blanket Tempest in 1986. The emphasis was strongly on Australian content and
there were often new or commissioned works. There were still the occasional late night
shows, as well as TIE programs, play readings and community services.

The company had initially been given premises on the old campus of the RCAE and offered
its early productions in a make-shift one hundred and twelve seat theatre. In 1986, with the
assistance of capital funding from the NSW Ministry for the Arts, and in partnership with
the RCAE, the company moved into a new well-equipped thrust stage theatre, the Riverina
Playhouse. However, the company did have problems in the late 1980s. Milne put the
causes as:
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…frequent turnover of artistic directors, increasing costs, static subsidy
and the loss of a permanent acting company (2004, p.330)

As time passed and the company developed it had become more professional, relied less on
volunteers, and cast more often from Sydney, except for the special community shows. In
fact, in 1990 the artistic director, Des James, was only part time and rehearsed the plays in
Sydney with Sydney actors before opening in Wagga Wagga.

RTC was fortunate to have in the local press a well-credentialled and perceptive critic in
Adrian Wintle who regularly reviewed the work. His reviews as well as the occasional
visits from Canberra and Sydney critics, as for example an enthusiastic review by Angela
Bennie of Margaret Davis’ direction of Brecht’s Threepenny Opera, strongly suggest that
the sequence of short-term Artistic Directors had generally maintained the high standards
established by Terry O’Connell. But it is true that they were all “drop-ins” to the city for
the brief terms of their appointments and there was less locally generated work.

RTC was struggling to maintain its identity as a regional company and the policies and
processes to make it work. The stories of the next three ADs illustrate this. They were Scott
Alderdyce 1987-88, Des James 1989-91, John Saunders 1991-1996. Alderdyce was a
graduate of the Victorian College of the Arts. He brought with him other graduates who
became a core company. He supplemented his core with community actors to create four
productions a year mostly pro/am. Cashie Canning who worked in an administrative
capacity with the company through these years believed that Alderdyce’s time was a
“really vibrant time with the RTC” (Canning Interview 2006) He had a strong sense of
community and country life (he grew up in the nearby town of Deniliquin), he created work
for schools, locally written and on local issues, and he had writers and musicians in
residence. In 1988 the company created a new work, Patterson’s Curse, which was the
company’s contribution to the 1988 Regional Drama Festival. Unfortunately this was not a
success critically or at the box office. Alderdyce moved on at the end of 1988.
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Des James, possibly under pressure from the Australia Council, abandoned pro/am
productions although he retained, or renewed, the policy of large cast community
productions, for which he brought in other directors. James was a part time appointment
and did not move permanently into the community (Canning Interview 2006). He cast his
productions from Sydney and bought in productions mostly from other RTs. This was a
significantly different model than that of Alderdyce but apparently better pleased the
funding bodies as there was an increase in funding in these years. The AC funding
remained static from 1986 to 1988 at $221,100 but increased to $245,752 in 1989 (Table1
Chapter One P.14).

In 1991 John Saunders was appointed and he became the longest serving AD with a term of
six years. His first proposed production Boss of the Pool had to be abandoned for financial
reasons. It was the end of the year and he decided to replace it with a community
production of Cabaret. It proved to be a good move. The show was a success and enabled
Saunders to win quick acceptance in the community. Furthermore the production was seen
by the Ministry’s Drama Project Officer, Margot Woodward, who was impressed both with
the production and the community involvement. (Woodward Interview 2006). Saunders
continued to mount regular seasons and found a balance between the need for professional
standards and the demands for community involvement. He worked hard to build
community support, directing the community productions himself and taking them to a new
level with such projects as the very popular Shakespeare in the park. He revived the
practice of using local actors as professionals, incidentally launching several careers,
collaborated in promoting youth theatre, and made himself a recognised member of the
community. Subscription lists in his time grew to a respectable 1000, with an additional
200 for the transfers to Griffith and the same for a short-lived program of transfers to
Albury. He amortised costs in programming with a series of co-productions with other RTs.
The co-productiions with Theatre South were particularly successful where both companies
had artistic input to the creative process as well as sharing costs. He commissioned a
number of successful works such as Happy Families by Simon Hopkinson and Helen
O’Connor, which became a co-production with Theatre South and toured widely, including
a season at the Q. Saunders was a stalwart in the Association of Regional Theatres. Cashie
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Canning believes that “the co-operation that was achieved by the RTs at that time was
“fantastic” and that that model worked. It gave productions a much longer life” (Canning
Interview 2006).

Saunders was succeeded by David Fenton. Fenton was a clever and imaginative director as
proven by his first production, Popular Mechanicals, a co-production of RTC, Theatre
South and New England Theatre Company. Originally produced at Belvoir Theatre it was
essentially a clown show and burlesque with a nod to Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s
Dream mechanicals. On the one hand it seemed like a piece of genuinely popular theatre,
on the other its special appeal was to the kind of sophisticated audience found at Sydney’s
Belvoir. Curiously after critical acclaim in Sydney the original production failed in
Melbourne. Similarly with the regional production, it was loved by much of its audience
but the box office tended to be disappointing. From the Riverina’s point of view, it was a
Sydney production. The whole cast and crew came from Sydney with the exception of one
Theatre South actress and one Theatre South Stage Manager. It was rehearsed in Sydney
and played Wagga Wagga and Wollongong as well as touring the New England and
finishing with a season at the Q. It was as Fenton said in the program note “A play that I
have hoarded a secret desire to direct for over ten years,” a comment which suggests the
accuracy of Cashie Canning’s belief that “the program that Fenton put together was just
“too much David’s program and not enough Riverina’s program”. (Canning Interview
2006). He pleased the funding bodies with two projects, a new play by Noel Tovey, an
Aboriginal writer from Sydney and another new script developed but not produced by an
Italo-Australian writer also from Sydney.

With the purge of infrastructure companies by the Australia Council in 1998, RTC became
the only RT receiving funding from the national body. It kept this status not because of any
significant difference from the RTs who were cut but because it was eligible for funding
from the regional arts assistance fund, which disqualified communities of more than
100,000 population. Theatre South, Q, and any initiative in Newcastle were thus not
eligible.
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In 2000, Mary McMenamin replaced Fenton. The Board at Riverina had always been more
proactive than the Boards of other RTs, and Tony Trench, a long-time resident and onetime administrator believes that they chose directors of promise in the belief that a regional
post would be a career step. Accordingly they offered only short term contracts (Trench
Interview 2006). Saunders had been a successful exception, and now with the appointment
of Mary McMenamin in 2000 they seem to have taken a new direction. McMenamin had
had a career in community theatre and came to RTC from the regional community theatre
company, Mainstreet, in South Australia. She brought also a knowledge of funding
principles gained from recent time on the Theatre Board of the Australia Council. The
company began to rely more heavily on co-productions and buy-ins for its main program
while pursuing a number of community cultural development projects, but was finding it a
struggle financially.

In these years the Wagga Wagga Civic Theatre, like most Performing Arts Centres around
the country, began to take advantage of Playing Australia touring funding to bring in major
productions from capital cities. In an effort to assist the flagging RTC, a scheme was
devised to offer a joint subscription season. It was even suggested at one point by the
Ministry that RTC might become the resident company in the renovated Civic Centre and
manage the two theatres – the Playhouse and the Civic Centre (Watts Interview 2007). The
Wagga Wagga Council was making entrepreneurial funds available to the centre and the
Arts Council wanted to see Wagga Wagga attracting national companies. The RTC Board
rejected this proposal but were facing difficulties even in recruiting Board members.

However, when McMenamin left in 2002, the Board appointed a young Melbourne director
Nick Clark as AD. It proved once again to be an unfortunate appointment. Clark wanted an
independent program and withdrew from the joint subscription scheme, but he apparently
did not feel much affinity for the Wagga community and once again he seems to have
chosen his program to please himself rather than the regional audience
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Meanwhile the RTC was losing audience and was having serious financial problems. Clark
eventually resigned and the company in 2005 lost all funding. The ABC news of October 5,
2005 reported a Board Member’s frustration, echoing again the theme of opportunity lost:
Mr Goodlass says the Australia Council has forced other regional
playhouses to the wall, despite its claim that it supports country
performing arts. "There is so little regional theatre funded by the Australia
Council these days," he said. "If we exclude Hothouse in AlburyWodonga, … there aren't any other regional companies in New South
Wales and they've steadily, as it were, chopped them all off and let them
go without funding." (Goodlass 2005).
RTC continued as a skeleton organization with an arrangement with Sturt University which
handed the Riverina Playhouse completely to the University It was a sad ending for a
company that had served its community well for almost thirty years. Its ending was part of
the story of the last years of many of the RTs who could not find a way to cope with the
changes in the theatrical enterprise and the steady decline in funding support.

New England Theatre Company (NETC)
In 1977 the Sydney based young people’s company, the Australian Theatre for Young
People (ATYP), launched the Armidale project, designed to bring theatre for young people
and for the general public to the New England region. ATYP had experience in touring
country areas with TYP and the company under Diana Sharpe’s leadership was keen to
explore the potential of regional development. (Sharpe 1976, pp.46-47). The company,
consisting of a Director (Raymond Omedei), a company manager and six actors, all hired in
Sydney, took up residence in Armidale in March 1977, offering two TYP pieces and a
small cast version of The White Devil. They returned in 1978 with an Othello and another
two TYP pieces. In a short review in Theatre Australia in July 1977 Dennis Biggins
believed that “The company is certainly offering the Armidale region fine professional
theatre” (p. 4). A dispute between actors and management which involved Actors Equity
and a court case brought the project to an unfortunate close and in 1979 ATYP, which was
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an affiliate of the Old Tote, was caught up in the demise of that institution and began a new
life as a successful Youth Theatre.

The Armidale Project had depended on support from the New England University and in
particular an arts development officer working closely with the NSW Arts Council, Anna
Glover. In 1980 she established the Travelling Playhouse as a regional professional theatre
based in Armidale and touring the region. She gained Australia Council and State
Government funding in 1980 and built a substantial touring circuit which grew to
encompass a wide area of North West NSW and several towns on the North Coast. Her
success was based on a careful nurturing of local presenters, Arts Council branches and
schools, as well as the University. The company quite early changed its name to The New
England Theatre Company (NETC). The first Artistic Director was Murray Foy who
remained in the position and in the community for eight years. The repertoire of the
company was fairly centre of the road mainstream, accessible and attractive to the country
audiences of the touring circuit, but there was a good proportion of Australian work among
the four or five productions per season and in fact the first adult production was of a new
play by a local writer, Bob Herbert, No Names No Pack Drill. The play set the pattern for
the company with a short season in the Arts Theatre on the University campus followed by
a tour of the major centres of the region.

In 1988 Simon Hopkinson became Artistic Director. He had immigrated from England after
experience as a Stage Manager in provincial repertory companies. He spent a period as TIE
Director and writer and as a director with the Melbourne Theatre Company. In an interview
in September 2006 he admitted being impressed by the new philosophy in the air in the
mid-1970s of community arts and the notion that arts should be integral to and grow out of
the community. (Hopkinson Interview 2006). He professed a “zeal to take culture to the
bush” and embraced an opportunity to work with and eventually become Artistic Director
of the Darwin Theatre Company. There he created a number of works based on community
experience starting with a project three months after the disastrous cyclone Tracy. It was a
comedy about post Tracy bureaucracy written, in effect, as events unfolded. The show sold
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out on word of mouth after opening night. He believes that what worked for this play was a
belief he learned from John Sumner at the Melbourne Theatre Company:

I don’t think you can expect theatre to have social purpose. All you can
expect is that it shows us we are not alone (Hopkinson Interview 2006).

Another of his successful original works at Darwin was Buffalos Can’t Fly, which he
described as a play about territory dreaming. It had a success at the1981 Adelaide
Australian Theatre Festival and later had productions in Sydney and Melbourne.

Hopkinson was only at NETC for a year but it was an interesting year from the perspective
of regional theatre. He began his term with a production of Michael Gow’s Top of the
World, a complex and difficult work. Hopkinson claims he was driven to it on the
insistence of the Australia Council Theatre Board who were critical of the NETC repertoire
and demanded a new Australian play (Hopkinson Interview 2006). Hopkinson himself felt
it was a bad choice for the country audiences of the circuit. It was a case, not the only one
in the history of regional theatre, of a funding committee with no trust in a regional
company’s knowledge of its audience, enforcing some doctrinaire principle from a
metropolitan perspective. Hopkinson did one original work in The Wreck of the Lockhart
but he had two strong desires for later in the year. One was to create a play especially for
the specific audience of the country towns and the other was to use the opportunity of a
regional production to ready a new work for further exposure to a larger audience. The
latter was a common occurrence he had observed in English regional theatre. He satisfied
both aims with Lipstick Dreams which he wrote in collaboration with Helen O’Connor.
This play was a huge popular success on the New England circuit, represented NETC at the
1988 Regional Theatre Festival, and was picked up by the touring organisation Performing
Lines for a national tour. It is regularly performed by professional and amateur companies.
He had proved his point.

Anna Glover continued to run NETC to the same formula of mainstage and TYP work. The
mainstage work consisted of a mostly conservative repertoire laced with Australian work
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and the occasional new play such as the musical Starmaker by Jim Graham, directed by the
then AD Gary Downs in 1990. The major difference between NETC and the other RTs was
that NETC, in spite of the short opening season in Armidale, was a touring company, both
with the mainstage and the TYP work. This fact influenced repertoire, size of casts,
administrative structures and the whole identity of the company. It was Anna Glover’s
considerable achievement that this touring circuit covered such a large part of Northern
NSW and that it remained loyal and sustainable for so long. While funding increased
slightly each year until 1991, it was never generous enough to keep pace with increasing
costs and any significant development. The company supplemented its program with buyins from other RTs. Theatre South for example toured its TYP piece Five Times Dizzy in
1994 and at short notice filled a gap in the NETC season with Fossils in 1995. Its comedy
and its themes of relations between parents and teenagers struck a chord with the country
audiences and it had a considerable success. Anna Glover reluctantly brought NETC into
the State Theatre Company project of 1994 but expressed strong reservations about the play
and the production of Choice. Her judgment was to prove accurate and the play earned
unfavourable reviews and mediocre audiences.

In 1995 Richard Buckham was appointed AD and soon after this Anna Glover retired. The
University continued to support the company and the NSW Ministry for the Arts continued
funding but finances were tight. Co-productions with Theatre South which Buckham
directed helped ease the pressure and Barmaids and Sanctuary in 1995 were successful for
both companies. The latter enjoyed a season on transfer to Perth. Theatre South also
cooperated with a season in the Bridge of the NETC production of Radiance. Later the
company had co-productions with RTC, Q, and the Sydney company Griffin.
Buckham left to join the ABC and under his successor Mary-Anne Gifford the company
was only saved from complete demise by the merger with Q into Railway Street Theatre
Company. However, Railway Street’s touring of the New England circuit was neither as
comprehensive nor as regionally-conscious as the NETC so that the regional identity
carefully built by Anna Glover and the earlier companies was lost. The tour manager for the
first Railway Street tour of the New England, Penny Watts, found media and some
audience suspicious and even hostile about the loss of “their” company.
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They were incredibly proud of the NETC and quite upset and a bit bitter
about the fact that the company had left their region and they didn’t
completely trust us (Watts Interview 2007).

Railway Street did not have the personnel, nor possibly the expertise and the commitment
to do the energising and organising of Arts Councils that was done by Anna Glover. The
merger, which seemed like a clever and economically sound way to save two companies,
was conceived without any real appreciation of what a regional company can mean to a
community and to its touring circuit. NETC was lost in the deal and Railway Street never
really made a success of its state touring brief. At the risk of labouring the point, this is
another episode in the site of struggle identified as metropolitan versus regional, and, as
usual, the regional was the loser.

Murray River Performing Group (MRPG) and Hothouse
MRPG had its beginnings in an initiative by three graduates of the Victorian College of the
Arts, adopting the principles of their training under Peter Oyston in Community Theatre.
Oyston encouraged his students:

to seek out places lacking theatre and drama experiences rather than
duplicating the NIDA practice of training actors for existing mainstream
theatres and for film and television work (interview 1986 quoted in Milne
2003, p.274).

Albury-Wodonga, twin cities on the NSW and Victorian border, was one target chosen.
Oyston gained support from the Albury Wodonga Development Commission and a team
from the College gave a series of performances in pubs and clubs and workshops in
schools. Robert Perrier, the unofficial leader of the group, and his two colleagues spent the
following year gaining further community support and seeking funding. MRPG was
launched in 1979 with funding from three sources: the Theatre Board of the Australia
Council, and the NSW and Victorian Ministries.(Hooper 2005, p. 9). Once again a regional
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company had its start through the work of an outside professional force acting in a climate
of community support and with funding from outside the community. MRPG began with
two significant advantages: the support of two state governments and a congruence with the
ideals of the new Australia Council’s Community Arts Board. Its community arts ideals
made it clearly different from the more mainstream aims of other RTs. On the other hand
the essential aim of the MRPG was very close to that driving the best of regional theatre in
Britain and in NSW. Those who pursued a regional identity would have agreed with the
arguments of Robert Perrier expressed in a “Note: Theatre of Identity” in Theatre Australia
in 1979.

How do we preserve the ability to discover who we are in a cultural
environment which measures success on the principle that all roads lead to
London…or in Australia to Sydney or Melbourne? Firstly we believe it is
done by creating a content, form, and style which specifically relates to the
community in which we live. For us this means extending beyond
traditional theatre audiences and therefore dealing creatively with the
suspicions which most Australians, probably legitimately, feel about the
theatre. Secondly, it is achieved through direct involvement of the
community in celebrations of past and contemporary struggles of the
region. (Perrrier 1979, p.4).

The company worked as a collective with six full time actors, an administrator, an artistic
coordinator and a production manager. They worked at building relations with the
community in a variety of ways (Hooper 2005, p.10). Their production strategies were for
group created pieces, using popular presentation styles such as cabaret, review, clowning,
and performing in non-traditional venues and found spaces. Their first production, A Big
Hand for the Limbs, remained in the repertoire for a year and played in a variety of venues.
It was the first of many group created pieces reflecting a distinct feature of the company’s
philosophy. Hooper quotes the first administrator John Paxinos:
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The MRPG wanted to do everything – writing, clowning etc. There were
no “no go areas”…the guiding principle of the company was to do
something new…in any given community there exists any number of valid
stories. The theory was “why can’t people in regional areas be treated the
same as people in cities?” We didn't want to bring in stuff - we wanted to
create stuff there. (2005, p.10-11).

This principle, along with non-traditional venues, a popular style, and community
involvement were the principles of community theatre which permeated their work in these
early years. Other RTs would follow some part of them some of the time but within a more
conventional framework. MRPG also undertook a number of projects akin to community
cultural development. The most original and successful of these, begun in 1979, was the
Flying Fruit Fly Circus (FFFC), a brainchild of the company’s dominant personality,
Robert Perrier. The FFFC was a company of school-age performers, recruited from the
local schools, and trained in circus techniques. They became famous nationally and
internationally, toured to Canada, Great Britain and China, and eventually became an
independent company, with Perrier their first Artistic Director. (Parsons 1995, p.232).

One of the distinctive features of MRPG work made possible by the simplicity and
flexibility of their productions and the continuity of their ensemble was that they were able
to keep shows in repertoire over a period of time, sometimes years, and bring them back
whenever there was a demand or a potential new audience. This could be a valuable asset
and a distinctive feature of regional companies but a lack of resources made it an infrequent
occurrence for RTs.

The MRPG continued in the early years to create their original productions, alongside
community work, clown shows and street theatre. The Riverboat Show met a taste in theatre
restaurant and Crystal Dewdrops utilised a musician-in-residence to create a musical
cabaret. By 1982 some of the company were feeling the limitations of group created work
and opted to produce two scripted works both consistent with the company’s politics and
style. One was the popular Dario Fo comedy about a housewives’ strike, Can’t Pay Won’t
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Pay and the other was the premiere of Jack Hibberd’s Liquid Amber . They also did
scripted work by local writers, such as journalist Tony Wright’s play about Italian prisoners
of war in the region, Strange Incarcerations, and Around the Bend, an adaptation of the
book by John Hepworth and John Hindle about rafting down the Murray.

By 1985 the company was being funded by two state governments and the Australia
Council, and had dramatically increased its personnel to twenty-six full time staff and
seventeen part time and casual employees. This number included the FFFC company, who
were still part of MRPG (Hooper 2005, p.17). But the strain of this large operation was
beginning to tell and a crisis arose after a heavy loss sustained by a FFFC season in
Sydney. Furthermore the Australia Council was critical of the emphasis on the Galah Bar, a
pub comedy venue, and felt the company was losing sight of its objectives. In 1987 the
Circus became an independent company and Perrier left the MRPG to become the FFFC
Artistic Director.

In spite of the upheavals of this period, the company under the direction of Therese Collie
produced a very successful piece called Lillies of the Paddock by Andrea Lemon. James
Waites praised it in New Theatre Australia:

…combines a serious, but engaging, fictive scenario. With documentary
material acquired through interview, added to this lots of music…an
outstanding example of how community theatre in a regional setting can
work…a rural story (September-October 1987).

Yet another initiative of 1987 was the development of a large scale, outdoor, community
participation show, eventually produced as The Murray River Story, written by Paul Brown
and directed by Neil Greenaway. Paul Brown later was the designated writer for
Aftershocks, another verbatim piece produced in Newcastle in 1989. The Murray River
Story became the model for a succession of similar productions. From the point of view of
a regional identity, these projects were an advance on the community productions such as
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those at the RTC in that they were built from the experiences and memories of the
community.

Again in 1989, The Promised Land, a story of immigration and settlement was staged in
typical MRPG style in Albury railway station. In a short review in New Theatre Australia,
the unnamed critic felt that this work “touched locals in a way this company likes to”
(May-June 1989, p.30) The review was more critical of the production, claiming “the
writing and direction too uneven”, always a hazard in work created under the conditions of
community theatre.

Louise Permezel became the new Artistic Director of the company in 1988 and began to
change the direction of the company. In an article she wrote for New Theatre Australia she
pointed out that community theatre was ten years old and was changing; that there were
two ways of working: producing theatre for the community and producing theatre by the
community; that the latter was expensive and community theatres were including other
projects. She went on:

What is exciting today is that we are coupling this pursuit with a new and
successful focus on the craft of theatre-making (September-October 1988).

Under some pressure from funding bodies Permezel also moved the company significantly
away from the collective towards a more hierarchical structure with redefinitions of job
descriptions, salary delineations and an annual employment review process. The annual
program became more settled with the large scale community show, a commissioned script
on a local theme, existing scripts and the comedy-shows, all still performed in non-theatre
spaces. (Hooper 2005, p.22). MRPG at this point had come to resemble more closely the
structure and programs of other RTs. The one advantage they were able to maintain was a
small permanent acting ensemble although financial constraints forced a reduction in
number eventually to only two.

In 1992 Susan McClements became AD. She expressed her aims as to:
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maintain the ensemble, make theatre in non-traditional spaces and
continue the connection of the company to the community. (interview in
Hooper 2005, p.24).

She had a background in youth theatre and began a series of programs for family audiences.
A particularly successful project was developed over two years and mounted in
collaboration with the FFFD. Written by noted TYP writer Richard Tulloch, The Incredible
Adventures of Jackpot Jessie was invited to the Out Of The Box Festival in Brisbane in
1995.

The company faced further problems in the mid-1990s but most serious was an ongoing
decline of support and confidence from funding bodies. Community theatre was losing
favour with the Theatre Board of the Australia Council, Correspondence from the Drama
Committee in 1995 quoted in Hooper indicates this loss of confidence:

the need to balance accessibility, relevance and quality will always be the
main challenge for a regional company…the proposed program did not
give the [Drama] Committee confidence that the MRPG had successfully
achieved that balance, and there was a strong feeling that MRPG is
underestimating its audience’s capacity to respond to more adventurous
work. (Hooper 2005,p.26).

The reference to “more adventurous work” may reflect the funding shift towards a greater
emphasis on excellence at the expense of access. There may have been some evidence of
declining standards and audiences for MRPG but it may well be that some sympathetic
support from the funding bodies would have enabled the company to recover. Their critical
loss of funding was due as much to changing policies and priorities in funding.

The impending loss of funding and danger of closure concentrated the minds of the MRPG
company members and the Board. Two important initiatives occurred. Firstly, a SWOT
study was commissioned from a consultant and he met with three groups of stakeholders:
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company members, Board, and community representatives. The results of this study were
summed up in a list of “Recommended Actions”:

The MRPG should
1. Identify established productions with a track record of success
which would appeal to the more traditional theatre audience
2. Address the writing, design and performance of
productions designed for school and younger audiences
3. Improve its marketing, promotions and advertising efforts.
4. Improve the quality of productions such as the Cabaret shows
5. Investigate the options for a more permanent performance space.
(in Hooper 2005 p.37)

In the words of Company Manager, Charles Parkinson, the audience had expressed their
wish: “We want to see the kind of theatre we would see in Sydney and see it in a decent
theatre.” (Parkinson Interview 2006). This may be a reaction to the recent decline in quality
or to the dominance of community theatre in the company’s programs including the
cabarets and community pieces. At the same time the success of many earlier productions,
and the box office success of plays based on regional life, not only at MRPG, but also in
the other RTs, suggests the danger of throwing the baby out with the bathwater. Certainly
Waterworks in the first Hothouse season, and Equation in 1998 were familiar territory and
in 2004 the company produced a classic piece of professional community based theatre, the
very successful Embers. Nonetheless the programming of the company was distinctly
different from this time and the company was renamed Hothouse

The other initiative of 1996 was a concentrated brainstorming by company members led by
two outside consultants on the structure of artistic leadership. This discussion was
instigated by the persistent difficulty the company had in finding acceptable candidates for
the position of Artistic Director. The group looked at alternatives and thought laterally
about how to use the strengths of the company and how to make the weaknesses an
advantage. One strength was the location of the company on the border of NSW and
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Victoria. One weakness was isolation from the centres of theatrical activity. Artists enjoyed
coming to the company for short terms but not to make long term commitments. The idea
was explored of a team of prominent artists rather than an individual to direct the
company’s artistic life, to use the border advantage to attract theatre artists from Sydney
and Melbourne, and to deal with the isolation by limiting their involvement to a few
meetings per year and participation in individual projects. The Artistic Directorate was
conceived.

The Directorate was to consist of twelve members, four from Melbourne, four from Sydney
and four local. They were to be recognised and successful artists in the industry, capable of
leading in artistic projects and of representing the company in formal and informal industry
forums, and especially with funding bodies. Coup appointments to the first directorate
included Roger Hodgman, Artistic Director of the Melbourne Theatre Company, Marion
Potts, a resident director with the Sydney Theatre Company, and Lex Marinos, Chair of the
Australia Council Community Cultural Development Fund. Over time the size of the
Directorate became expensive and unwieldy and in 2001, the number was reduced to seven,
including the Artistic Manager, Charles Parkinson. Similarly the local component was
reduced over time. The Board expressed no difficulty with this but the Directorate itself felt
the need of another local voice as well as the Artistic Manager. In a complex but efficient
plan of involvement, directors were responsible for programming seasons, planning
development work and making individual creative contributions to the execution of the
program. With some adjustments and in spite of occasional problems the system worked to
the satisfaction of all stakeholders right up to the present as attested by a series of
interviews conducted by Hooper (Hooper 2005 pp 98-107).

The Directorate signalled a new model of regional theatre, concerned still with “belonging”
to its region but aspiring to a wider role, not concerned with giving opportunities to local
artists, but vitally concerned with creating new and exciting work, concerned still to offer a
season to its subscribers and community but willing to do this by supplementing a small
production program with co-productions and buy-ins. In an offering letter to one of the
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original members of the Artistic Directorate, Parkinson stated the aspirations and explained
the new name of the company:
\
Our aim is to turn the company into a vital and exciting addition to
Australian Theatre. In the next few years it is envisaged that MRPG will
make use of its geographical isolation and its position between Sydney
and Melbourne to become a hothouse for new play development. (quoted
in Hopper 2005 p. 51).

In keeping with this hothouse aim, one of the innovative and successful initiatives of the
company was a residency called A Month in the Country described on the website as:

…an ongoing residential program that brings creative teams of writers,
actors, directors, designers, and other performing artists from across the
country to Albury Wodonga during the creative development stage of a
myriad of different projects.(www.hothousetheatre.com.au)

A large farmhouse and adjacent studio is made available free of charge as well as some
support for travel and living expenses. Again this is a national resource, for which
HotHouse has raised funds from Albury City Council, the Myer Foundation and Arts NSW.

More of a local community resource is another successful initiative titled The Biting Dog
Theatre Festival. Begun in 1998, this annual event brings together young artists from
schools and youth theatres to showcase their work in twenty minute performances as well
as feedback from professionals, workshops and other activities.

The Company’s touring repeated the principles of their programming, with both a national
and a regional component. They frequently toured nationally, even deliberately factoring
the possibility of national touring into their project selections. (Parkinson Interview 2006)
Co-productions with major companies also offered them the advantage of exposure to
metropolitan audiences and metropolitan reviews. They believe that “it is vital that the
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regional voice is heard on the metropolitan stage” (www.hothousetheatre.com.au.) They
were also conscious of the need to accrue cultural capital, and co-productions and touring
as well as their high profile Directorate had that significant fringe benefit.

But besides this national touring was their Regional Touring Program. They established a
circuit that encompassed the Riverina and the South Coast in NSW as well as Northern
Victoria. Their Small Towns Touring program took them into small towns whose only
venue might be an inadequate local hall, but the company designed a touring unit of
curtains, lights and sound to cope with any space. They toured to over seventy towns in this
program. HotHouse was consistently achieving in its regional touring what New England
and Theatre South had seldom found the resources to achieve fully and what Railway Street
had also been unable to sustain. They were proving it was possible, although still fraught
with obstacles particularly in touring to the PACs and in getting Playing Australia funding.
Parkinson was forthright about this problem:

The whole national touring model is completely dominated by presenters.
Producers have no say in it which is why we get so much poor product. It
is entirely based on what the presenters think they can sell. There is little
understanding of what a regional company can mean to a town. Having a
company based in a regional town adds to the social collateral of the town
in a very difficult to measure way (Parkinson Interview 2006)

For performances in its home base, the company did follow the finding of the 1996
consultative process which identified an audience desire for a home theatre. They took over
a disused butter factory, and converted it into a one hundred and sixty-seven seat theatre
called the Butter Factory. The theatre was in Wodonga but strategically positioned between
the two cities. This became the home theatre although some performances were offered in
the larger Albury Performing Arts Centre.

Seasons at the Butter Factory were usually two weeks long, which gave a potential
audience of 2,672, representing two weeks times eight performances times the theatre
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capacity. Full houses were not uncommon and capacities frequently reached ninety per
cent. A statistical measure was researched by Hooper and shows home audience growth
from 1997 where a season of three productions drew just under 4000, to 2003 where a
season of five productions drew just under 12000. a healthy growth. At the same time these
figures and the figure of six hundred subscribers (Parkinson Interview 2006) are no higher
and in fact usually lower than the audiences achieved by other RTs in their time. The
considerable achievement of HotHouse lies more in their national initiatives and their
touring than in developing a home audience or providing a regional voice.
\
The company became more than simply a hothouse for new play development, although
certainly new play development was a key part of the programme. The regular five-play
season would usually consist of one new work developed over a carefully scheduled three
year period, at least one other HotHouse production and three other buy-ins or coproductions. There was a heavy emphasis on Australian work and apart from a couple of
Shakespeares including a large-cast pro-am outdoor Midsummer Night’s Dream coproduced with Flying Fruit Fly, and a co-production with other RTs of Summer of the
Seventeenth Doll, the emphasis was on contemporary work. Within these parameters there
was a remarkable variety of work and a long list of co-producing companies from
Melbourne Theatre Company to Zeal.

After Waterworks in 1997 and Equations in 1999, there does not seem to be any production
distinctively of the region in content. The Company did not see this as a priority, an attitude
encouraged by the findings of the 1996 consultation and reinforced by interviewees
Parkinson and Decent, both Directorate members.

We think of ourselves as a national company which just happens to be
based in Albury….We are more interested in plays with universal themes.
(Parkinson Interview 2006)
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…a nationally significant company that happens to be in
Albury…Hothouse consciously programs for variety. Not all work has to
have regional resonance.(Decent Interview 2006)

On the face of it, this is a departure from the kind of thinking found elsewhere in this thesis,
but in 2005 HotHouse did present a quintessential piece of regional theatre – both in
content and style. This was a verbatim piece built from the words and experiences of the
victims of the 2003 Victorian bushfires. Titled Embers, and developed over a three
year period in association with the Upper Hume Community Health Service and coproduced with the Sydney Theatre Company, the production played seasons in Albury, at
the Wharf in Sydney and in a substantial regional tour, including towns affected by the
bushfire. Playwright Campion Decent who crafted the script describes the production:

At its heart, while it’s a play about bushfires, it’s about struggle,
overcoming adversity. There are universals that are about community
resilience.. And at the end it’s an interesting story. (quoted in Iaccarino
2006 p.S21).

Maeliosa Stafford, the Director, emphasizes the integrity:

There’s a real emotional truth coming through the whole thing. Every
word is true, it happened, which gives it some kind of integrity (quoted in
Iaccarino 2006 p.S21).

This project is in the tradition of regional and community-based theatre that goes back to
Littlewood and Cheeseman in Britain and Aftershocks, The Star Show, Tonight We Anchor
in Twofold bay, Windy Gully, Lillies of the Paddock, earlier work by MRPG and others. As
Decent said:
Embers confirmed the power in people hearing their own stories. It creates
an extraordinary exchange between audience and performer, a great sense
of community ownership (Decent Interview 2006)
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The show was a box office and critical success, but surprisingly, where earlier RTs might
see this kind of project as central to their function as a reflector and constructer of regional
identity, Hothouse, in keeping with its a main thrust of being national, sees it as a one-off
which would be repeated only if another idea emerges from the Artistic Directorate. Highly
successful as Hothouse is proving, and admirable as its work is, it is a regional company of
a very special kind and not one appropriate to all regional areas, nor a model likely to lead
to the kind of regional infrastructure which was the true potential of the NSW regional
companies that are the subject of this thesis.

NSW Regional Theatre Association
As can be seen in the above account, the RTs of NSW had much in common, a recognition
of which brought them together in individual relationships and in an informal association.
They shared problems, ideas, aspirations, and on occasions resources and productions.
Between them they virtually covered the whole of non-metropolitan NSW. Their relations
were generally friendly and co-operative. Unfortunately, their association was never
formalised and the absence of any kind of secretariat allied to the pressures of their
individual programs prevented them from developing a strong lobbying voice.

They first met as a body in a meeting in 1981, in Sydney, organised by the Project Officer
for the Cultural Affairs Division of the Premier’s Department, the forerunner of the
Ministry for the Arts (Goodwin 1981). Present were Mike Goodwin, the convenor; Aarne
Neeme, HVTC; Doreen Warburton, Q Theatre; Anna Glover, NETC; Colin Schumacher,
RTC; and Des Davis, Theatre South. From this time the companies met as a loose
association every year, usually twice, till 2001, by which year their number was clearly
shrinking. Each meeting was hosted by a particular company which acted as a secretariat
for the year between meetings, arranged the agenda, invited guests such as funding officers,
Arts Council staff, Actors’ Equity officials, or any other appropriate party, kept the minutes
and pursued any determined action. Each meeting would decide on the venue and therefore
the convenor for the next meeting.
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One of the earliest forms of practical co-operation was sharing productions. A company
could extend the offerings in its season and give its audience variety by bringing in another
regional production, and conversely give its own productions further life by taking them
into another region. For Theatre South, the earliest, and not entirely successful import, was
of a Nomads, Lismore, production of Mass Appeal in 1985, while the first “export” was a
1987 short season of The Perfectionist in Wagga Wagga. At an Association meeting in
1986 the companies determined to extend this activity into an ambitious Bicentennial
project, titled Theatre-on-the Move.

Each RT would tour a production into another region and all the productions would come
together in a Regional Theatre Festival hosted by the Q and held in venues around Penrith
in October, 1988. The project was funded by the NSW Bicentennial Council. $70,000 was
granted to Q to organize the Festival and to disburse costs to the other companies and other
companies also received smaller grants for individual tours. (NWUA Minutes Nov 1987,
p.1).

A substantial amount of touring of the state took place in the months prior to the Festival:
New England extended its regular circuit to include towns in Western NSW and the North
Coast with a tour of Lipstick Dreams; HVTC toured Escape from a Better Place to
Wollongong for a three week season; Q toured Dags to Wollongong for a two week season;
RTC toured parts of its region although its proposed tour to Armidale was cancelled;
Theatre South’s proposed season in Armidale was likewise cancelled but it did include two
regional productions in its subscription season and toured its own region.

The companies eventually brought their work to Penrith with mixed success. The Festival
idea certainly garnered some metropolitan press coverage (e.g. Portus 1987) and some
cultural capital within the industry. It opened with some fanfare and a successful
performance of Lipstick Dreams but an accident to an actor in that production caused a
cancellation of a later performance which unfortunately was a critical evening of the
Festival. The Q’s proposed cabaret performances by their studio did not eventuate and a
later report by an Australia Council assessor found the standard of work uneven. That
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report is worth quoting at length as an informed response to regional work, keeping in mind
that the Festival, like the RTs themselves, was not generously funded and it was a costly
and often inconvenient obligation for some RTs to make the effort:

Lipstick Dreams, Escape From a Better Place, Slacky Flat impress me as
good theatre – and good regional theatre. In terms of content, Slacky Flat
is the only one of these three directed specifically to its local audience,
Certainly there were lines that didn’t generate the same response at Penrith
as they had in Wollongong. But Slacky Flat travelled well – it was good
theatre. Although Lipstick Dreams contains local reference, the Blue
Heaven hairdressing salon could be in any suburb or town; its concerns
(particularly those to do with women’s lives) are by no means confined to
Northern New South Wales. And both the theme and the content of
Escape From a Better Place are universal. I’m not debating the local
content issue. On the contrary, I’m attempting to indicate that the degree
of local content has not been significant in my assessment of theatrical
worth.
And I couldn’t support either Snooze or Patterson’s Curse, in any context.
Scripts were poor, direction was poor and, although there were capable
actors in Patterson’s Curse, in both productions performance standards
were low. Such is Life raises a rather different issue. It’s not that this
production was irredeemable bad. The question it raised for me though
was, “why do it?” Why offer audiences who don’t have much opportunity
to see theatre such a theatrically unexciting piece...The Regional Theatre
Festival was a checkered experience but I’m glad I went. (NWUA
Assessment 1988).

This assessment by an unnamed observer highlights the strengths and the potentials of
regional theatre as well as the difficulties and the failures, often arising from inadequate
resources and special circumstances not dissimilar to the inconsistencies of any theatre. The
assessor also comments elsewhere on the lost opportunity of a forum. The forum became
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mired in a discussion of funding and difficulties and the rare opportunity to examine the
function and principles of regional theatre as a distinct movement was lost. The participants
both from the city and from regions were still perceiving regional theatre as simply theatre
outside Sydney.

One aspect of the whole Festival experience was extremely exasperating for the regional
ADs and administrators. After the various grants for the project were announced by the
Bicentennial Council, they added a condition that the finances and procedures of the
Festival and its tours would be “overseen” by the Australian Elizabethan Trust for a fee
amounting to ten per cent of all grants. The Minutes of a Regional Theatre Companies
meeting in September 1987 recorded “fairly strong opposition to this, but had to accept it as
a fait accompli” (NWUA Minutes September 29/30 1987) The annoyance was not only the
sudden loss of ten per cent of an already scarce financial resource and the duplication of
administration but the insulting inference that the AETT would be more reliable and
trustworthy than the Regional Association. It was very clear evidence of the struggle
between metropolitan and regional and the perception of metropolitan institutions of
regional competence. A simple inquiry to the Ministry of the Arts or the Australia Council
would have revealed that RTs had been handling far greater sums and longer touring for
over a decade. The Bicentennial Council’s Officer who first addressed a Regional meeting
proudly announced the intention to reach all NSW towns with a piece of theatre but was
challenged to name one that didn’t already receive visits from one or other of the RTs. He
clearly had not done his homework (personal recollection). Ironically, it was not long after
this that the AETT went into liquidation.

Unfortunately, despite continuing co-operation between the regional companies the Festival
was not repeated. There was no mechanism for financing or administering such an event
without some outside funding. All RTs faced an annual struggle with scarce resources and
such an event seemed like a luxury.

The continuing outcomes of the regular meetings and follow up contacts between
individual companies were co-productions and exchanges. These would enable a company
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to present more productions in a season and also to share the costs of a production. More
intangibly they would broaden the company leaders’ vision of potential directions and
processes – a sharing of experience. As time went by and resources became even more
stretched these collaborations became more common and involved more companies.

The highpoint of such co-operation was reached in 1994 with a project bravely and
provocatively called the State Theatre Project. Q Theatre, Theatre South, HVTC, RTC and
NETC took part in the project. The plan was to co-produce a new play and present it for
seasons in all the regions. Director was to be Kingston Anderson of HVTC, designers were
to be provided and production undertaken at the Q, administration was to be the
responsibility of Theatre South and touring was to be arranged by RTC and NETC. All
costs as well as income from all performances was to be shared. The play chosen was a new
play by Melbourne writer Ron Elisha. The project was launched in Sydney by NSW Arts
Minister Peter Collins amid general enthusiasm, and in spite of some tensions among
personnel and some financial anxiety, opened at the Q and duly played all its committed
season. Pamela Payne reviewed it at Theatre South under the banner “Sorry ‘Choice’ for
Project” and her review sums up the failure of the project

The NSW State Theatre Project, launched earlier this year, is a splendid
concept: regional theatre companies sharing their skills and resources to
mount theatre that can tour a regional circuit…..There’s great potential in
this project – high calibre theatre reaching large and eager regional
audiences; the vastly increased stage life of a particular production, It
makes good practical and artistic success. Or it should. And hopefully in
the future it will. But there’s one ugly question that, in the initial flurry of
enthusiasm, was perhaps never asked. ‘What if the tourng production is a
turkey?” And this, alas, is what has happened. This first production,
Choice….is emphatically a turkey – with a lot of travelling still to do.
(1994).

It seemed more likely that the failure to repeat the concept was a function of timing. In the
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years immediately following this production, the regional movement began to unravel.
HVTC folded, and the others began to suffer funding cuts.

Conclusion
The above has been a brief survey of the story of the NSW Regional Theatres, designed to
highlight their individual achievments, their common difficulties, and the opportunities that
were lost. What is clear is that faced with the problem of shrinking funding they were each
in their time unable to find a solution, unable to muster the cultural capital to win that extra
support that their dilemnas required, unable to compete adequately in the sites of struggle
that appeared to determine the future of Australian theatre. In spite of their regional
association, they never developed a corporate identity which may have given them some
access to social and political capital. That they represented anything other than a group of
small, finally unsuccessful little theatre companies outside Sydney was not recognised even
by themselves. The evidence of what they did achieve, why their failure was an opportunity
lost, and how it could have been different will be more fully analysed in the final chapter
but meanwhile it is time to look at the major case study of the thesis, Theatre South, with a
cautious reminder that the writer of this thesis was very much a participant in that story.
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CHAPTER SIX
THEATRE SOUTH – THE FOUNDATION YEARS
Preshow
From 1980 to 2002 Theatre South produced and presented plays in the Illawarra region of
the state of NSW. The company was funded for most of its life both federally and by the
state, had sporadic but sometimes valuable support from local government and in its
identity, aspirations, achievements and eventual fate provides a useful case study for
regional theatre. It began a little later than the other NSW regional companies, in 1980, and
presented its last production in 2002, before finally closing its doors in 2003. The archives
of the company, in fairly complete form, are housed at the University of Wollongong,
where they are readily accessible. There is ample documentation of the company’s progress
as a producer of theatre events in company documents as well as reviews and articles in the
local, metropolitan Sydney and occasionally national press. As a leading member of the
Regional Theatre Association, it was a recognised part of the industry. Most importantly for
the purposes of this thesis, its progress demonstrated a growing awareness of the potential
of a regional identity and of how that identity could be expressed. This chapter analyses
early years of the company, when the groundwork was laid; subsequent chapters will trace
its development, its achievements and expression of identity as a regional enterprise.

Like most regional theatres in Australia, Theatre South came to a region with little or no
history of professional theatre and a poor record in the arts generally. In a Sydney Morning
Herald snapshot of Wollongong in 1977, published under the heading “Wollongong the
not-so-brave”, journalist Lenore Nicklin wrote:

The city is still without an art gallery, still without a good library, the ABC
concerts are less and less well attended, Musica Viva gets audiences of eight
and the travelling film festival has said ‘never again’…and the University is
full of BHP trainees studying science part-time. Wollongong is clubland”
(Nicklin 1977).
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It was a harsh view, not without its share of Sydney “cappuccino” class condescension,
but with enough truth to stir a defensive reaction from the city.

Nothing much had changed by 1980 when Theatre South began its life. The only theatre
seen in the city up to this time was a very occasional tour from Sydney and spasmodic
performances from a number of amateur groups, the largest of which specialised in musical
comedy twice a year. There was one small struggling community theatre, Bread and
Circus, and several theatre restaurants. The City Council’s cultural support was confined to
the badly housed library, a growing art gallery and one underfunded community arts
officer. There was apparently some talk of a Performing Arts Centre for the city but, as was
the case with such aspirations in any town or city, it remained vague and visionary.

Wollongong in 1980 was a city of 223,950, the third city of NSW situated some 60
kilometres south of Sydney, and the centre of a region, the South Coast and Illawarra,
which altogether numbered over 380,000 (ABS 1980). Wollongong itself, and nearby
Shellharbour, were fundamentally working class, the dominant employer being BHP Steel.
The workforce was male, generally unskilled, predominantly immigrant and often nonEnglish speaking, with over 100 different ethnic groups. There was little work for women
in the city, and even those opportunities which were available during the Second World
War had evaporated when the men returned. The rest of the region, along the coast and in
the southern highlands, consisted of small to medium- sized towns and rural areas, equally
disadvantaged in obvious cultural terms and certainly not looking to Wollongong for
leadership in this or any other direction. It did not seem the most promising soil in which to
plant a regional theatre company of the kind that Theatre South aspired to be, and yet
Theatre South was able to establish itself and to survive and in many ways flourish for
twenty-three years.

By the time Theatre South ceased operations in 2003, Wollongong and its region had
grown to almost half a million people. BHP had become Bluescope Steel and while still a
major employer had become a much smaller enterprise, significant but considerably less
dominant in Wollongong itself. Its workforce in general was better educated and more
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highly skilled. The University was now the second largest employer and the city had
encouraged new service industries especially tourism. Despite the closure of most of the
clothing factories, the female workforce participation rate in Wollongong was now similar
to the rest of NSW (Kelly 1997, p.186). The immigrant population was now primarily
second or third generation except for the new Asian and Muslim arrivals. The face of the
city had changed with new suburbs, a redeveloped city centre and foreshore, and a Civic
Centre Precinct of government offices, Regional Art Gallery and Performing Arts Centre.
The region at large had also developed, with a greater emphasis on service industries such
as tourism and with some new cultural facilities including small theatres for example in
Mittagong and Milton, many new galleries, a network of active Arts Councils, several
regional arts officers, a touring circuit for the performing arts, and small “colonies” of
artists in towns such as Berry, Bermagui, and Braidwood – not to speak of better
restaurants and coffee shops. All this development makes the demise of the region’s only
professional theatre company the more surprising.

Back in 1980 the University of Wollongong was the one institution with some firm plans
for theatrical development, but only for facilities and even then only for the relatively long
term. It had applied to the Commonwealth in the 1976-78 triennium for funds

…towards the cost of a performing arts centre…the grant to be applied to
those parts of the centre with a direct academic use; these should include a
small theatre of about 350 seats and the associated dressing rooms, workshops
and studio (NWUA: Birt 1978).

Another unsuccessful application was made for the 1979-81 triennium. The project,
somewhat modified, eventually reached fruition with the Hope Theatre in 1991, by which
time Theatre South was resident in its own theatre. It is clear however that whatever theatre
enterprise was contemplated, either by the University or the City, it was in the form of real
estate not people, a building not a theatre company. This bias remained with Wollongong
Council right through the period of Theatre South to 2003 and we will see that their main
interest in Theatre South was as a hirer, not even a tenant, of the eventual Performing Arts
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Centre. Even at the end the only part of Theatre South the City Council made any real
attempt to save was the company’s venue, the Bridge Theatre.

Another player in these early explorations was Diana Sharpe of the Australian Theatre for
Young People (ATYP). The ATYP had earlier introduced an Armidale Project (see Chapter
Five) and wished to follow up with a Wollongong Project. In 1976 and 1977, Diana Sharpe
held a series of talks with University and City dignitaries and put a proposal to the
University and the City Council as well as circulating it to other interested parties.
(NWUA: Sharpe 1977). She received positive feedback and offers of support especially
from the University (NWUA: Birt 1977) and City Council (NWUA: Arkell 1977) The
ATYP proposal was for a small resident team focusing initially on theatre for schools and
providing a resource for the community.

Unfortunately, the ATYP lost its funding and its patron with the collapse in 1979 of the Old
Tote Theatre Company. The Wollongong Project lapsed, and whatever aspirations were
held by parties in the region, they did not generate any further activity. The ATYP initiative
had however demonstrated a level of local interest, and the success of other RTs at this time
did suggest Wollongong might be a suitable location for an initiative. But as with the other
RTs (see Chapter Five), no serious initiative was taken by any person or organisation
within the region to pursue the idea of a regional theatre company, even in the limited form
proposed by Diana Sharpe. There were few, if any, experienced theatre professionals,
whether actors, directors, designers or technicians, leave alone producers or administrators,
who chose to live in a region where there was no immediate prospect of work. Nor was
there yet in the city any training institution beyond eisteddfod style voice and drama
teachers, nor any performing arts venue. Funding bodies such as the Australia Council and
the Cultural Arts Division of the NSW Premier’s Department had shown little desire to be
proactive in the establishment of regional companies and they had at first shown reluctance
to risk funds continuing to support such companies as was seen in the difficulties of Hunter
Valley Theatre Company in its early years. (Clarke 1977). By 1980 their regional and
community theatre funding policy would provide some seed funding but they did not take
any initiative to establish companies or to develop any network. For all the regional
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companies in this period, it was the arrival of outside individuals which provided the
initiative. Such individuals were able to take advantage in the first instance of a
sympathetic climate for the movement in the industry at large and in the communities
which hosted the companies. Only later would the initiative gain funding from the two
funding bodies. Wollongong in 1980 followed this pattern.

So it was that a proposal put to the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wollongong in
February 1980 by a newly appointed lecturer in Drama met with approval and support
(NWUA:Birt 1980). The proposal was for “an autonomous body with strong associations
with the University, amounting perhaps to an ‘in-residence’ status.” The long term goals
were simply stated:

“a) a theatre season of high quality professional theatre, b) theatre for young
people – both in theatre and school touring, c) a resource centre… and d) a
resource and research instrument for the University (a relationship similar to
that between a hospital and a medical school) (NWUA: Davis 1980)

By May, the proposal had been fleshed out into a comprehensive twelve page document. It
was revealed to the University community at large through articles in June 1980 in
Campus News, the University newsletter, and was also presented to Wollongong City
Council with a request for a founding sponsorship of $3000 (NWUA Davis Plan 1980). The
first section labelled “The Case” claimed that “Every community needs theatre as part of its
cultural life “(NWUA: Campus News, p.1) but staked a claim for “a popular theatre” with
the argument that “a significant proportion of the community can enjoy and be enriched by
live theatre”. (p. 9). Audience development was seen as a major aim and the potential
audience as a regional audience: “…theatre must offer appeal, challenge and relevance to
the Illawarra audience – multi-ethnic, working class, professional, rural and whatever” and
a “touring circuit to include Kiama, Nowra, Mittagong, Bowral, and Moss Vale and
possibly Picton, Thirroul, Shellharbour, Campbelltown and even Sydney…..on occasions”
(p.9). “The Case” argues for a professional company providing employment for artists and
theatre workers, on the grounds that only a professional company will have the flexibility,
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skills, and resources to achieve the complex objectives, and that “the high quality work of a
professional company can be a source of pride and prestige to a community” and “can also
carry that pride and prestige elsewhere”. (p.9)

The second section of “The Case” outlines objectives, some of which such as a festival
season and residence in the Performing Arts Centre fell by the wayside. Others – a theatre
season in Wollongong and on tour, theatre for young people, a resource centre for the
community, development of talent, and association with institutions such as the University,
all remained with varying emphasis part of the company’s operations for its lifetime. In the
sites of struggle in Australian theatre and public policy, Theatre South through this
document by its first Director, had stated its position. In the sites of struggle, it would be
for access, for popular, for regional, and for local. At this time, there was little awareness of
how critical these struggles were to be for the next twenty-three years.

Curtain Up: The Pilot Season
The choice of vehicle for the opening production of a new theatre company, especially one
with the aspirations of Theatre South, was important in establishing the credentials of the
new enterprise. It needed to be distinctive enough to suggest a new identity, but at the same
time have some relevance to, or acknowledgment of, a regional presence. The Con Man
satisfied these criteria. It had the cachet of being based on a masterpiece of world theatre in
Moliere’s Tartuffe, but a local identification provided firstly by placing the story in
Jamberoo, a village just south of Wollongong, and secondly by the use of the Australian
idiom. It was adapted by a local writer and academic, Maurie Scott, while the cast and crew
were a mix of guests and local professionals, as well as some local amateurs. Above all, it
made possible, as described by the Sydney Morning Herald critic, “A witty, enjoyable and
highly professional production” (Courcier 1980) A fringe benefit of the choice was
acknowledgement of the role of the University and in particular the Department of English
in the company’s establishment. An academic from the University of New South Wales
wrote of the work: “The University of Wollongong and Theatre South have set a pattern of
theatre production and scholarly research that must be envied by other universities and
production companies” (NWUA: The Con Man 1980).
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The production opened on July 2nd, 1980 in the Technical College Auditorium. This venue,
at this time the only space in the city resembling a performing arts theatre, was made
available by the Technical College which had also loaned assistance with set construction.
The central role of Archie was played by well-known Sydney actor John Clayton. The other
visiting professionals also from Sydney were ex local John Warnock and Lorrie
Cruikshank, and the local professionals were Geoff Morrell, Gordon Streek, Faye
Montgomery and a very young Anthony Warlow (Warlow later became a national star of
Opera and Musicals). The cast was completed with three well-known local amateurs and
David Vance, a staff member of the University, who became the Musical Director for the
company. Designer, lighting designer and stage manager were imported from Sydney
although the Designer, Bill Pritchard, moved to Wollongong and became resident designer
and production manager of the company for its first four years. Other off-stage personnel
were recruited locally. A local folk group, the North Bulli Bush Band provided pre-show
and intermission music, and the front-of-house staff (volunteers and students) dressed in
colonial gear and served refreshments (which were, in the absence of a licence, nonalcoholic). University and city dignitaries, sponsors from local business, reviewers from
Sydney and local media, came on complimentary tickets, and the paying public provided
the rest of a good house. It was a community “event”, well publicised and well supported.
Later in the season representatives of state and federal arts funding bodies attended and
were suitably impressed, as proved by recommendations for funding in 1981. Word of
mouth must have worked as audiences grew through the season to close the fifteen
performance season with full houses on the last two nights.

Two local reviews in the Illawarra Mercury indicated that not everyone was pleased. Chris
Kremmer acknowledged the quality of the production but was scathing on the play,
“Talent’s there but plot cons no one” (Kremmer 1980). The other local reviewer, Vince
Rees, was less ambivalent. Under the sub-heading “Disastrous Start for Emerging Theatre
South”, he used language such as “fails”, “unconvincing”, “lacks reality”, “unfunny”,
“incohesive styles”, “grinding along”, “miscast”. He summed up, “No one can quarrel with
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the fact that Wollongong needs a professional company, but Theatre South, while a positive
step in the right direction, hardly fulfilled expectations with its first play” (Rees 1980)

Deconstruction of the language and tone of the Kremmer review reveals the scepticism
bordering on hostility which was an early obstacle in the community at large. The tone was
ironic, almost grudging, (italics added)

For some months Theatre South has been promising Wollongong its most
polished and professional theatre venture – a company that would usher in a
new era for entertainment in the Illawarra. This they have done, albeit, by the
skin of their teeth. (Kremmer 1980)

He commented on the irony of the title The Con Man, and noted that it opened on the
anniversary of Ned Kelly’s capture, a singularly irrelevant coincidence, but carrying the
implication that the company was some kind of “con” job. He lampooned the choice of play
before eventually late in the review admitting that “Theatre South has been saved by an
outstanding and hard-working group of actors,” and that “the production work is
undoubtedly the most sophisticated seen in Wollongong”. He suggested the company
couldn’t fall back on weak excuses like ‘Wollongong isn’t ready for good theatre” without
offering any evidence that they contemplated that or any other “excuse”, and referred
finally to “an unsteady start for the new company.”(Kremmer 1980)

These opinions may have been valid, but doubt was cast on them by the favourable
responses of two metropolitan reviewers. Bill Courcier in the Sydney Morning Herald
opened with “It is a rare pleasure to welcome the arrival of a brand new modern
professional theatre,” with “an imaginative adaptation of Moliere’s Tartuffe.” He praised
the acting and directing and described Bill Pritchard’s set as “with the possible exception of
Travelling North, the simplest and most satisfying of recent times” He summed up, “The
Con Man is a witty, enjoyable and highly professional production in an attractive
comfortable theatre” (Courcier 1980). Barry O’Connor in Theatre Australia agreed that it
was a “clever and witty adaptation”, described the design as “truly magnificent”, felt that
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“Des Davis directs a fine company of actors with pace and vigour”, and concluded “This
was an excellent production” (O’Connor 1980)

A further dissenting voice came locally with a letter to the editor of the Illawarra Mercury
from Daniel Moody, then a Wollongong resident but earlier music critic and arts editor for
The Australian. Mr Moody wrote, “I don’t know of a professional company in Australia
that needn’t feel satisfied with work of this standard.” He was less than impressed with the
two Mercury critics,

There is a difference between criticism and iconoclasm. Next time you cry
havoc and send punk-rock enthusiasts to cover matters in which they have no
competence, reflect that you harm both the Mercury’s reputation and your
readers’ chance of enjoying an established professional theatre company”
(Moody 1980).

The balance of opinion seemed to indicate that the work was comparable to metropolitan
standards, which, unfortunately or otherwise, determined at this time the acquisition of
cultural capital and consequently industry acceptance, community recognition and funding.
The whole episode indicated one difficulty facing regional companies. Media and
community could be supportive but might also reveal a kind of parochial philistinism. They
may see local geese as swans or they may see local swans as geese.

The other project in the pilot season was a piece of theatre for young people, Story Go
Round, to be performed in theatres but for school audiences in school hours. The choice
here was for a piece to be performed by the core of professionals on contract to the
company: Montgomery, Cruikshank, Warnock, Streek and Morrell. Again the company
wanted something original, relevant and appealing to the target audience. The choice was
for a collection of folk tales around the theme of the tricky rascal. Stories chosen were from
five different cultures (a nod to multiculturalism) and the style of performance was one
loosely titled story theatre. The actors simultaneously told and enacted the stories. This
style became part of the house style developed by the company for many mainstage
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productions. A supplement was available for participating teachers, giving them
information and ideas on which to base work for the students prior to and after the
performance. It was theatre in education and education in theatre as well as being
entertaining. It was further to establish Theatre South’s claim to regionalism by touring to
four venues after the Wollongong performance. The houses in Nowra, Mittagong,
Shellharbour and Campbelltown were actually larger than those in Wollongong. A planned
season in Sydney at the Seymour centre was later abandoned for financial reasons.

This pilot season had served its purpose in indicating that there was potential for a regional
company centred in Wollongong. A summary of achievements of the first season submitted
to the Vice-Chancellor (NWUA Davis 1980 ) made the following points: audience numbers
had fallen a little short of projections but were adjudged a satisfactory beginning; both
productions had been well received, apart from those two Mercury reviews; the mix of
professional and amateur performers had worked well; the venue had proved satisfactory, at
least for the short term; community interest and involvement was demonstrated by the
financial grant of $4,000 from the City Council (NWUA: Berthold 1981) and the list of
sponsors and credits in the program; and, most importantly, representatives of both funding
bodies had attended and had indicated support for 1981. The only negative was a financial
one, foreshadowing a perennial problem, and the University would need to continue
support. The University did agree to continue support (NWUA: Meek 1980) and planning
proceeded for a season of three adult plays and two TYP projects in 1981.However the pilot
season had highlighted a number of issues which were to prove significant and sometimes
crucial in the company’s further development. They were all issues common in the
development of regional theatre elsewhere.

The first of these was personnel. A dilemma facing regional companies lay in the question
of hiring regionally. On the one hand it seemed desirable that a regional company should
hire in the region, but on the other hand a mainstream company needed professional actors
and production staff, and the region would have a limited supply of these, since consistent
professional work is only really available in capital cities. Local amateurs might sometimes
be candidates but in a period of expanding educational opportunities, they could seldom
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compete in quality for roles with actors with three or more years of training and full time
experience. Furthermore they often did not realise it would mean giving up their day job for
a very precarious living. There was not in these early years much pressure either from the
community at large or the funding bodies to hire locally, but most of the regional artistic
directors believed that personnel living in the region were necessary for a regional identity.
One solution, adopted by the early Hunter Valley Theatre Company (HVTC), was to hire a
team of established actors and others in an ensemble company to fill most and sometimes
all roles and positions, and bring them into the region on long term contracts,
supplementing them where necessary with locals in minor roles and positions. From the
beginning however the HVTC paid the locals, essentially still amateurs, at the award rate
and financial constraints forced the abandonment of the permanent ensemble, which in any
case earned some criticism for being Sydney dominated. Murray River Performing Group
also had an ensemble company but this was a function of their founding by a group of
graduating students from the Victorian College of the Arts, and was an inevitable
concomitant of their chosen identity as a Community Theatre Company. Their regionalism
clearly came from their content not from their personnel. The Q had its beginnings as a
Sydney company and had a core of actors committed to the company so that even when it
moved to Penrith, on the outer fringe of Sydney those actors were available in reasonable
proximity, even if not on permanent contracts. Riverina Theatre Company’s distance from
Capital cities gave them problems in the long term but in these early years they used locals
more than any other RT, especially in their big community musicals. The real question,
which has always been an issue for RTs, is the degree to which regional identity is provided
by the people presenting the product or by the product itself and its relation to the audience.
This issue was one of the reasons, or excuses, given for the eventual loss of support from
the Ministry of the Arts for Theatre South.

Theatre South’s solution, which lasted for three years, was to have a permanent company,
permanent at least for as long each year as finances would allow, and use the same
personnel for the mainstage and Theatre for Young People (TYP) work. The program was
structured so that the company would tour the TYP program to schools between and
sometimes during the mainstage seasons. The company members, if not from the region,
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would live in the region for the length of their contract and possibly beyond, thus partially
satisfying the regional imperative. There were thirteen members in the 1981 company, the
Artistic Director, five actors, five production staff and two in administration. Of the five
actors, Faye Montgomery, Geoff Morrell, and Gordon Streek were already local residents,
and of the other eight regular company members, four were local and four came from
elsewhere. Other personnel were recruited as volunteers or hired as need arose. This policy
worked well for a few years but was really made possible by the remarkable calibre of the
first permanent company, who were willing to perform in the TYP as well as the mainstage
and all of whom went on to further success in the industry.

An even more important issue arising from the pilot season was that of identifying,
reaching and developing audience. The assumption on which the theatre was acting at this
time was that there was a theatregoing audience which would provide a core audience and a
further potential audience which could be reached by publicity and accessible theatre to
supplement the core and grow steadily as the theatre’s reputation and profile grew.

The program is designed to build on the existing theatre audience with
reasonably accessible productions, while simultaneously endeavouring to
reach out to new audiences and develop more regional material. (NWUA:
Artistic Director 1981).

The core theatergoing audience is equivalent to the dedicated or “elite” theatre patrons
discussed in Chapter Three but such patrons as Wollongong could boast in 1980 would be
accustomed to the drive for one or two hours up the highway to Sydney and would possibly
need convincing that a local product would satisfy them. In any case there were unlikely to
be enough of them to sustain a permanent professional company. Hence the recognised
need to find new audience. This suited well with the company’s objective of popular
theatre, although at this stage the term was not defined and the means were equally vague.
The company began with the optimistic hope that “a five to seven percent target would be a
worthwhile and achievable target for the operation” (NWUA: Davis Plan 1980). Five to
seven percent of the Wollongong population in 1980 would have meant an audience of
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between 10,000 and 14,000, a number never remotely achieved. However in 1980 the
company did not see a future of total dependence on subsidy and set about devising
strategies to increase audience. Broadly the strategies at this time were to develop “home”
audiences in Wollongong by careful programming, aggressive marketing, and community
involvement, to develop “away” audiences through touring the region and eventually
perhaps transferring some shows to Sydney, and, although this part of the policy was not
much articulated, to offer a variety in the program that would draw a wider audience. This
policy began to be implemented in the 1982 season.

A third issue was that of community acceptance and support. There were many positive
signs other than audience satisfaction. The University continued its backing not only
financially but in the attitudes of staff. The Head of one department, English, wrote to the
vice-chancellor “I consider it a quite remarkable achievement for a newly arrived lecturer
to have assembled a professional theatre company and staged two productions within six
months of his arrival here” (NWUA: Jones 1980). She was particularly impressed with the
work for young audiences: “In my view the provision of children’s theatre of this quality in
Wollongong is a most valuable and important community service which can only bring
credit to the University.” Evidence of institutional acceptance came with further support
from City Council with a modest grant of $4000, a group of sponsors from the business
community, and the provision by Illawarra County Council of space in the down town PDS
building for rehearsals, office and potentially a small theatre. Technical College Students
and staff offered all kinds of assistance from building and painting sets in their workshops
to providing ushers, boosters and audience.

The media remained somewhat ambivalent. WIN TV gave a sponsorship providing free
television advertisements and some news coverage, as did 2WL local radio, while the
Illawarra Mercury assisted with a four page supplement in March. However the hostility
reflected in the two Mercury reviews of 1980 continued in an article published under the
sub-heading “Who is Theatre South?” (Bradbury 1981). Bradbury began by claiming
“Theatre South failed last year.” He had done his homework, but only into the Mercury
files where he found the two negative reviews on The Con Man. The sceptical tone and
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misleading slant continued through the article with quotes out of context and a negative
spin on events: the modest support of the University was spun into “the loss will be felt by
the taxpayer”; “professional” as applied to the company was put into quotation marks; and
the company’s use of amateurs and students as volunteers was claimed to negate the
professional quality of the company. This article appeared to reflect once again the attitude
of that segment of any community who were hostile to the arts, and especially to funded
activity in which they were not interested.

A fourth issue was venue. The Technical College Theatre was clearly a makeshift solution.
Apart from its intrinsic inadequacies for professional theatre and the hard work required to
give it ambience, the requirements of a professional theatre company often clashed with the
culture of a technical tertiary education institution. To start with the ‘Tech’ was closed at
nights and weekends just when a theatre company was most active. Good relations with
security were needed, and security men’s natural predilection was to distrust anything out
of the ordinary, as the following (anecdotal) exchange indicates:

“Actors? Yeah, so what are you doing here?”
“We are putting on a play called “The Con Man.”
“Con man eh? Which one’s the con man?”
“Look, the audience will be here soon.”
“You mean there are more of you.”
“Only about 300.”
“Any more con men?” (Davis 2002, p.10).

Eventually the regular security staff got to know the company and things went more
smoothly – mostly. On one memorable night in 1981 security could not be found to open
the building. Eventually a torch appeared followed by a strange face. He was a replacement
officer, and he knew nothing about the company (and less about theatre). He was very
suspicious and took some persuading. The arrival of some respectable looking audience
eventually convinced him he was not dealing with a gang of burglars. The show went up
late. On another occasion, the maintenance department needed to lay some drains and quite
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sensibly chose the weekend to dig up the road leading to the theatre. A full house was due
in less than an hour and there was a desperate search for planks and torches so the audience
could get in safely. (Davis 2002, p.10).

Action: The First Full Season
Against this background the company launched its first full season. The foreword to the
first program made public the aspirations of the company, to be a coherent entity and to be
part of the community:

The word ‘company’ is a key word in our work. It carries not only the sense
of a group of talents working collectively to create theatre art for the
enjoyment of an audience. It also carries a sense of permanency – a sense that
this entity of Theatre South is a part of the community just as theatre is an
essential part of the cultural and community life of a society. (NWUA:
Travelling North 1981).

In a less public statement, for the funding bodies and the Directors of the Company, the
Artistic Director gave the clearest statement yet of the company’s mission, and the rationale
for its program:

A regional company should offer its audiences, through the medium of
theatre, images of themselves – images which will entertain, enlighten and
enlarge. The images should sometimes be of that part of us which is regional,
sometimes of that part of us which is Australian, and sometimes of that part of
us which is universal. Accordingly a repertoire will include new plays written
locally, and Australian and international plays expressing shared
concerns.(NWUA: Davis 1981 p.1).

Apart from “new plays written locally”, this program could pass for a rather simplistic
statement of intention for any theatre company. Clearly the company began with a sense of
being regional but if “new plays written locally” suggests a concentration on the regional
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writer rather than the regional audience, the planned first production for the new season, “a
new play on a local hero by John Romeril” (NWUA: Davis 1981, p.3) suggests an aim of
relevant local stories. John Romeril was a prominent Melbourne playwright at that time
resident at the University of Wollongong. This proposal did not eventuate and it was not till
the following season of 1982 that regional stories by regional writers entered the repertoire
with Change in the Weather and Diggers Darling.

The statement goes on to note some constraints and difficulties. The first issue is decision
making; later came more general problems:

The choice of actual plays is governed by the collective capacity and interest
of the available company and the estimated readiness of the audience.
….hopefully both company and audience become larger and, as time goes by,
more of the company membership is drawn from its own community……In a
more concrete sense the problems are often those of simple survival, of
recovering from the inevitable failures of judgment and luck, of building a
creative harmony among the disparate elements which make up a company, of
satisfying or compensating all manner of supporters, sponsors, clients, and
influences.(NWUA: Davis 1981, p.2).

At this stage there seemed little awareness of what became the major obstacle to achieving
the company’s aims, the scarce resources arising from an inadequate income base and more
particularly the failure to secure adequate funding. The principle of gaining cultural capital
was seen in personal and local rather than political and national terms.

The eventual choice of main season plays reflected both the aims and the constraints of a
new and precarious company with limited resources. A shortfall in funding forced the
cancellation of the Romeril project which was seen as the most risky in box office terms.
The remaining projects, Travelling North, Might As Well Talk to Yourself, and Playboy of
the Western World had recognisable merit and integrity, were deemed accessible for the
regional audience, were within the grasp of the company’s facilities, and offered an
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opportunity to build the company’s reputation and profile in the community. They were
clearly chosen to appeal to the existing “theatregoers” who were believed to constitute the
core audience, but might be accessible enough to draw some new audience. The
University’s interest was secured particularly by the third offering as an acknowledged
classic, an appropriate vehicle for research by English students and including an
opportunity for students in small roles and offstage responsibilities. Might As Well Talk to
Yourself was a musical version of Alan Ayckbourn’s Confusions and with music and lyrics
by locals David Vance and Carmel Pass made a gesture to local creativity, while Travelling
North was David Williamson’s latest play and, as with all previous Williamson plays,
promised box office success. However, the surprise of the season in terms of box office was
Playboy which played to excellent houses and received a glowing, although still partly
grudging, review from another Mercury critic ( Donnolley 1981). All three productions
exceeded their audience targets with Travelling North 2584, Might as Well Talk 2264, and
Playboy 2250. The last surprising result may be put down to the strong Irish community in
Wollongong rather than audience expectations of Playboy bunnies.

The Company made a beginning in this year towards fulfilling its other objectives. Its
Theatre for Young People Program began with two plays for primary schools, First People
and Norse Saga, the former for years Kindergarten to three and the latter for years four to
six. They were performed in schools in the round i.e. the audience in a circle around the
performance, in a form introduced by Des Davis and Faye Montgomery from their
Canadian experience. The form is known as the participation play and gives the student
audience “roles” to play, which contribute to the story without altering its development. So
in Norse Saga the students were Norsemen, who sailed on their boats, coloured mats with
one student holding up the sail, and learnt a simple and rousing Norse song. They became
the Norse community in their new home and at the climax of the play had to pass judgment
on their leader for an act of violence against another citizen. They contribute as actors
rather than writers, but the form provides students with a much fuller and more memorable
experience. Teachers were given supplements with suggestions for lead-up and follow-up
work. The performances were conceived as education in theatre as well as theatre in
education and each production was lively, colourful, and entertaining. The company
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archives contain many responses from schools and teachers attesting the popularity of the
program. (NWUA: School responses 1980-88).

Touring the region was an aim of Theatre South from its inception. School touring, begun
in 1980 with Story Go Round, led the way in this objective with a two week tour of the
region by Norse Saga and First People. The company made its first tentative effort with a
mainstage show with Might as Well Talk to Yourself. This first mainstage tour was to one
venue only, the Clubbe Hall in Mittagong. A volunteer local teacher’s aide took on the
promotion and delivered two excellent audiences.

This early success raised hopes of building substantial audience through touring the region,
hopes that were only occasionally realised over the years, although the lesson of local
promotion by energetic volunteers did prove to be the key to success in country touring.
This first initiative proved that success happened when a community or its representative
took ownership of the event or the company for its sojourn in the town. Unfortunately, the
Company never acquired the resources necessary to pursue consistently the development of
the regional network. Support from funding bodies privileged individual projects over
which they maintained a degree of control. Later a metropolitan body, Arts on Tour, was
given funding for an organisational infrastructure but their efforts were mainly directed to
touring metropolitan companies. Here is an example of a site of struggle in which again the
regional companies lacked the cultural capital to compete effectively. Chapter Eight will
explore this issue further.

The company also began in a tentative way fulfilling its objective of community
involvement beyond its performance program. Members of the company formed a small
alternative company under the direction of Geoff Morrell called “Eureka”, which presented
in various alternative venues such as the Art Gallery and the University “Drama Hut” a
couple of experimental programs for small audiences; the Production Manager and Stage
Manager gave assistance to the University’s premiere production of a children’s opera by
Anne Boyd, called The Little Mermaid; the company presented for a University audience a
collage of scenes and songs from Brecht; and three of the actors joined the teaching staff of
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the Illawarra Drama School, a Wollongong based after-school enterprise offering
avocational training to adults and youth in the community.

Gathering Momentum: 1982
The 1982 season confirmed some of the developments of 1981 and opened several new
initiatives. It could be regarded as the last of the foundation years. There was optimism that
the issue of venue would be resolved in this year; the company was incorporated; the
regional clientele for mainstage was extended successfully to Nowra and Cooma; the TYP
program was expanded; and two original works carried the thinking on repertoire forward.
At the same time financial constraints continued and audience numbers actually declined
from the highs of the opening season. These developments were recorded by the Artistic
Director in Reports to the Board in June and September (NWUA: Reports 1982a, 1982b).

The solution to the venue problem seemed closer when a partnership developed with the
influential Illawarra County Council (ICC) whose General Manager, Max Syers, became
Chairman of a Fund Raising Committee to raise funds for a theatre to be built in downtown
Wollongong within the disused premises known as the PDS. The building belonged to the
ICC and was already being used by the company for rehearsals and as a production facility,
although the offices of the Company were still in rooms at the University. The project was
under way by June as the Artistic Director reported:

Working plans are now being drawn up by the Architect, fund-raising has
commenced and we await confidently news of the Premier’s Department
funding for the project. If necessary, a loan for construction may be arranged
through the Illawarra County council. $22,000 worth of lighting equipment
has already been purchased by the University of Wollongong as its
contribution to the theatre. ….A feature of the theatre will be the remarkable
mural by Rodney Monk now taking colour on the north wall. (NWUA: Davis
1982a).
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A major development by City Council and Kern Corporation halted these plans as the site
became a parking lot for the new Gateway Shopping Centre complex. However some funds
had been raised and the failure did have some positive consequences in providing
arguments for the later development of the company’s own theatre, the Bridge.

More successful was the expansion of the performances in schools program which gave one
hundred and eighty-one performances in sixty-four schools to a total audience of 23,530
(NWUA: Davis 1982b). Two further plays were added to the repertoire, The Newcomer by
Geoff Morrell about early Irish immigration for Years three to six, and Earth Song by Faye
Montgomery, on an environmental theme for the younger children. The program toured the
region and reached an estimated ninety-six per cent of schools in Wollongong and the
region. A large volume of student responses in the form of artwork and letters were
received and are held in the archives of Theatre South at Wollongong University. The
significance of this work is expressed in the Artistic Director’s report:

The immediate significance of this is the contribution we are making to
education in the region – education not only in Theatre Art but in other areas
of the curriculum through content – literature, music, social studies, history
and in the more intangible areas of values. The long term significance is the
development of our future audience. If we can keep up this present level of
activity and expand into Children’s Theatre in our new theatre we must in time
make a major impact on the acceptance of live theatre in the region. (NWUA:
Davis 1982b, p.2).

In 1982 the company again embarked on a cautious and limited main stage season of three
productions: Can’t Pay, Won’t Pay, Diggers Darling, and The Glass Menagerie. The
company could not afford guest artists in this season but the plays chosen could be cast
from the permanent company with the addition of two community actors in the second
production. In fact in the final production, there was no role for foundation company
member Gordon Streek and he resigned from the company in some disaffection.
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The success of Ayckbourn’s Might As Well talk to Yourself in 1981 encouraged the
company to believe that Wollongong audiences might have a taste for intelligent farce.
Dario Fo, the subversive Italian playwright, had written Can’t Pay, Won’t Pay a comic
satire in which women “go on strike”, refusing to pay supermarket prices and walking off
with the groceries. Their ideologically constrained left-wing husbands disapprove of such
unorganised action and the resultant confusions create an hilarious series of misadventures
and misunderstandings. The permanent company of 1982 was a perfect fit for the cast of
five. The value of community, and especially the University links, was demonstrated by the
fresh translation provided by Wollongong University Professor Vincent Cincotta. Can’t
Pay Won’t Pay opened the season, but the box office was a disappointment. It played to a
mere 1134, well short of the numbers for the productions in the first season. The reasons for
this falling away were three: the first was what has been called in theatre “the second
season syndrome” where the enthusiasm generated by the novelty of the first season settles
down; the second was a flow on effect from the economic downturn in Australia from 1981
to 1983; third and most important however was the choice of play. In the first season the
choices had been more comfortable and mainstream whereas Can’t Pay, Won’t Pay is a
radical, edgy, working class piece, and the company had not yet developed that kind of
audience. Certainly it was not the quality of the production that kept audiences away, as the
following assessment from an Australia Council of the Arts assessor indicates:

A well paced professionally acted play in which the actors worked well with
and off each other. The direction achieved a crispness which brought the play
over well (NWUA: Theatre Board Assessment 1982).

At this time Theatre South had acquired sufficient cultural capital, at least in the state, to be
offered funds to tour the region. The Premier himself wrote:

One of the most important initiatives of my Government’s arts program has
been to assist in the development of regional theatre companies. This
assistance has been matched by the commitment and hard work of the
companies and I take this opportunity to offer my congratulations on your
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company’s achievements. In keeping with Government policy of providing
country people with improved access to the arts, I would be pleased if your
company would consider the possibility of touring a production within your
region in the near future. (NWUA: Wran 1981).

With the assistance of a grant a tour was mounted to three centres: Nowra , Mittagong and
Cooma, the last named a good five hours drive from Wollongong. The company moved
into each town for several days performing the school shows by day, giving some
workshops, and playing Can’t Pay in the evenings: three performances in Nowra and
Cooma and two performances in Mittagong. Some sense of the enthusiasm and response of
the regional audiences is given in the media coverage contained in the Company archives.
This kind of response suggested that such short term in-residence touring was appropriate
for developing the sense of ownership by the region. Longer periods “in residence” on tour
are desirable but expensive and the opportunity was only affordable when funding allowed.

It had been from the beginning an objective of the company to provide somewhere for
writers and would be playwrights to come with ideas and proposals, They can and do of
course submit their work to metropolitan companies, but where the submission has local
relevance and content, the writer is likely to get a more interested hearing from a regional
company. An interested hearing does not mean a production and one unfortunate and
inevitable consequence of an open door policy is that there will be disappointed and often
disgruntled would-be playwrights in the community. They can harm a reputation as the
company discovered in its late years when such voices gave evidence before a consultant
reporting to the Ministry and accused the company of giving insufficient opportunities to
local talent. On the other hand there were many successful productions that emerged from
such submissions. Such a production was Diggers Darling in 1982.

In 1981 the company had done a reading of a new play by a young Shellharbour
schoolteacher called Michael Smart. This play, which had a large cast, was deemed
unsuitable for full production but later the writer suggested there was a good story in the
invention of the Owen gun. It didn’t seem like a fruitful topic but Smart followed up his
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unusual idea with a draft script. It told how the gun was a critical factor in the World War
11 defence of Australia, how it was invented by a Wollongong man Evelyn Owen, how it
was sold with great difficulty to an Australian army dominated by British ideas, how it was
eventually manufactured in the local Lysaght works by a labour force of Wollongong
women, and how in the view of the “diggers’ it won the war in New Guinea. Diggers
Darling was a very Australian story and a very Wollongong story. The writer and the
company collected background from surviving members of the Owen family, the factory
women including the local legend Sally Bowen, and diggers who told stories of the gun.
Members of the Owen family saw the show on tour in Mittagong and wrote in appreciation:

I think you paid a great tribute to my cousin Evelyn who we feel did not have
a fair deal in what he achieved. Apart from the humour – which was so good
– you did get the message across and I congratulated the writer on his very
able effort. (NWUA: Owen 1982)

Along with the story, a style of telling it emerged – again a kind of story theatre, with
transformations of time place and actors, of whom there were only seven to play a host of
characters, historical and fictional. The production was eventually presented in August
1982. Total audience numbers were boosted by some full houses of High School students,
and, at 3047, were the best of the year and remained among the best of the company’s
history. The lesson was not lost on the Company’s Directors. The Artistic Director’s report
to the Board on September 6th summed it up:

After a near capacity opening night, aided by the Friends of the University
and a splendid reception, there was the usual falling off in the second week
and build to the final week – this time nearly 300% on week two….word of
mouth in this play was even more vital than usual….We can count this whole
enterprise as our most significant yet. The development and presentation of
material from our own community life and history must be the most vital part
of our work. (NWUA: Davis 1982b, p.1).
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The claim in the last sentence aligns this production clearly with the objectives of the
company vis a vis its role as a regional company.

Soon after Diggers Darling the company supported another local content piece, this time
created by the women in the company. A feature of the work of Theatre South was the
influence of women creative artists and four women in particular made a significant impact:
Wendy Richardson as writer, Katherine Thomson as writer and actor, Carmel Pass as
writer, researcher, and administrator, and Faye Montgomery as Associate Director, actor,
and writer of work for young people. Their full influence will be seen later in the account of
individual projects, but in 1982 three of them combined in a project which was part of a
state wide Women and Arts Festival. Katherine Thomson, with the support of the
Company, applied for a grant to research, write and produce a piece of theatre based on
working women in the Illawarra. She was aided by Carmel Pass and Faye Montgomery.
She described the project, which was titled Change in the Weather.

We interviewed 80 women in all – some one to one, others in groups. We
must have talked to hundreds of people (from the Unions, the Women’s
Centre, women’s groups, factories.) getting appointments, films, names,
literature. We spent two months in all, collecting material and having sessions
pooling and sorting it. (NWUA: Thomson 1982).

The result was a lively, hard-hitting, sometimes moving, sometimes funny script performed
by the two actors and with some clever lyrics and music by Carmel Pass.

20 or so women of different nationalities and occupations weave through
dozens of scenes…the short scenes were linked by a “True Confessions”
narration… “The young girl’s wide innocent eyes raised heavenward. ‘What!’
She exclaimed, ‘Me? Me!, Get paid for sewing. Get paid for doing what I
love.’ A-shimmer with delightful exuberance, she ran, skipped and ran and
skipped to Diamond’s clothing factory, anxious to live up to that title,
‘Machinist.’ (NWUA: Thomson 1982).
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Although supported by the company and staffed by company members, the production was
produced by the women and seen as a subsidiary activity to the main work of the company,
which at that time was rehearsing Glass Menagerie. It was presented with minimal
production values for a short season in the small alternative venue of the old Wollongong
Art Gallery and several other informal spaces. While loved and enjoyed, it was regarded by
the Artistic Director and the company as a fringe activity:

This kind of “fringe” activity within the company is an important part of our
brief and will I hope generate even more activity in the new theatre. (NWUA:
Davis 1982b, p.4).

However, this was a more important production for the company than was realised at the
time or than the term “fringe” would suggest. It was actually a model of what should be the
essential purpose of a regional company. It told in an entertaining way stories of relevance
and even intense concern to a large segment of the community, validating and revealing
their experience; it gave an opportunity for the company to build relations with an
influential body in the life of this region, i.e., the labour movement; it reinforced the
company’s credentials as an important resource in the cultural life of the community; and it
incidentally gave an opportunity for a company member to discover a talent that led to a
career as one of Australia’s best contemporary playwrights. Its form also presaged that
adopted in Katherine Thomson’s more famous later work such as Barmaids as well as the
distinctive style developed in Theatre South.

As the Company came to discover its potential identity as a regional company, similar
projects were given fuller productions and a place in the mainstream program. For example,
at the other end of the company’s life, almost twenty years later, Italian Stories, created in a
not dissimilar way, having a not dissimilar form, and telling the stories of another specific
segment of the community, became one of the company’s most popular and successful
productions at all levels. Such work was long past being regarded as a “fringe” activity. It
reinforced the point made with the earlier production of Diggers Darling that the key role
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of a regional company was to celebrate, reflect, dramatise the history, the lives and the
concerns of its community

The Curtain Falls on Act One
By the end of 1982, the company had produced seven mainstage plays, five pieces of
Theatre for Young People (TYP), and one special event (Change in the Weather). Three of
the mainstage productions and all of the TYP had toured into the region. In addition it had
conducted a number of play readings and workshops, participated in a training program
(The Illawarra Drama School) and established partnerships or relationships with major
regional institutions: the University of Wollongong, The Illawarra County Council, the
Regional Offices of Education, both public and Catholic, the Wollongong City Council, the
Technical College, the South Coast Labour Council, the Illawarra Mercury, Win TV, radio
station 2WL and a number or regional Arts Councils. The company was established, albeit
precariously, as part of the Illawarra community and culture, as part of the state’s theatre
industry, as a reputable producer of quality theatre, as a contributor to the cultural
development of young people and as a regional identity in at least a part of the overall
region. It had developed a constitution, which established it as an incorporated company
with a Board of Directors, independent of the University but with significant if informal
ties to it. It was developing a growing state reputation, partly through modest funding from
the State Ministry for the Arts and the Theatre Board of the Australia Council for the Arts,
and partly from favourable reviews of productions in metropolitan media.

The range of activity demonstrated the potential of a regional company. The smaller size of
its constituency compared to a metropolitan company had several consequences. Where a
metropolitan company could specialize, as for example the Griffin Theatre with Australian
product or the Bell Shakespeare with the Bard, a regional company had many audiences
and needed to diversify. Again the smaller constituency enabled and encouraged the
company to establish more direct relationships with various parts of the community,
whether political entities like local councils, or media outlets, or educational authorities at
all levels, or the outer parts of its region. It could become, and already Theatre South was
becoming, a recognised and accepted contributor to community life in its region. In
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programming, it was already obvious that expressing the community’s own interests and
concerns would be a most significant part of its role.

At the same time the regional company is part of the wider state and national community
and the wider industry, although this had not yet become a major concern. Metropolitan
versus regional, national versus local as sites of struggle had not become serious issues for
the company in these early years. Funding bodies while by no means over generous, were
recognizing regional companies and the State Division of Cultural Affairs, forerunner of
the Ministry for the Arts was particularly supportive, as shown by the Premier’s
encouragement of regional touring. Metropolitan and even national media had given the
fledgling company news and reviews. Nor had the excellence versus access site of struggle
yet affected the company, as funding policies were recognising access in this period with
new policies for regional and community support.

There were reservations amongst the generally good news. The company was experiencing
financial problems as box office income had not reached the targets set in the establishment
documents; funding never satisfied expectations; Wollongong City Council in particular
was parsimonious in its support; and while small business was generous, no major sponsors
had been attracted. The company was not able to offer year round contracts to anyone and
resources were well short of ambitions. The issue of a home and a venue remained
unresolved, and further disappointment on the PDS project was imminent.

Nonetheless the company had achieved much and most importantly was developing a
philosophy behind its programming, the key elements of which were provided by the
success of the regionally motivated productions Diggers Darling and Change in the
Weather, and by the equal success of the TYP program. The next chapter will turn to an
examination of the work of the company and its repertoire in the succeeding twenty years.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THEATRE SOUTH AND THE WORK
The essential work of a theatre company is the creation and presentation of pieces of
theatre. If a regional company is to be distinctive, the distinction should be found first of all
in its programming: what productions does it undertake; what principles lie behind its
choice of projects; how do these principles develop and change over time; where does it
find and who are its creative artists; how does it organise its productions into seasons for
presentation to audiences; who is the audience or more exactly who are the audiences it
tries to reach; does it develop a distinctive style of performance; where does it present its
works. In many cases the answers to these questions may not differ greatly from other
theatre companies, but in their totality they should present a distinctive regional profile.
This chapter will examine Theatre South from this perspective as a case study of how one
Regional Company has addressed these issues in its pursuit of a regional identity.

The Season
Plays are presented in seasons, a critical term in understanding the nature of a theatre
company. “Season” is used both in the sense of the “run” of a particular piece, and the
presentation of a number of pieces over a period of time. The former sense is especially apt
for commercial theatre where each piece is produced independently by a producer,
individual or group, with the performance company assembled only for that particular
production. It is also applicable to some subsidised theatre where a project, mounted ad hoc
by an individual or group, is funded and undertaken by a company again assembled for that
project only. In Australia such project funding frequently competed with company
(infrastructure) funding and funding bodies developed policies determining the balance and
priority between the two. In the late 1990s major metropolitan companies continued to
receive general grant funding (funding for the total operation) while other companies
competed for the few remaining general grants and for the project funding, for which they
were also competing with individual artists. These policies proved critical for the smaller
theatre companies such as RTs which had substantial infrastructure cost as well as
individual project costs. Such policies played their part in the decline of regional theatre
generally and of Theatre South in particular.
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The second sense of “season” is familiar to company structures fitting the term repertory
theatre i.e. companies having a repertoire. Properly speaking the term repertoire implies the
possibility of repeating performances of a production in separate seasons. In “true”
repertory the company would have several productions ready for performance at any one
time and play them in some form of sequence. The great historical examples of such
companies are the Elizabethan companies in Shakespeare’s time. Beckerman’s analysis of
the Elizabethan repertory system is a good starting point for examining the significance of
repertory for theatre companies:

To know what the Elizabethan repertory system was and how it operated
requires the answers to certain basic questions: How many performances
was a play likely to receive? In what sequence were these performances
given? How long did a play remain in repertory? How long were the
rehearsal periods for new plays? How many roles did an actor have to
command at one time? Where were new plays first presented? In essence,
all these questions can be contained in one all-embracing question: How
did an acting company market its wares?” (Beckerman 1962, pp.1-2).

He cites one remarkable example from Henslowe’s diary of the Admiral’s Men in which
the company gave eleven performances of ten different plays in two weeks. This kind of
intensity was made necessary or desirable by a congruence of factors not found in
contemporary theatre. With audience capacities of between two and three thousand people
and a relatively small population, the public theatres required a frequent change of bill to
keep attendance at an economically viable level. On the other hand the paucity of other
forms of drama meant that audiences would be willing to see plays more than once and
plays could be brought back into the repertoire as long as their popularity lasted. They
could also be returned at short notice if events or circumstances made them newly relevant
or popular. Furthermore, the conventions of Elizabethan staging made quick turnarounds
easy, and the existence of permanent acting companies made it possible to keep a large
repertoire available.
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Conditions were much different for small contemporary companies like the RTs. They did
not have permanent acting companies and they had much smaller theatres. Audience
capacities in whatever theatres Theatre South used were much smaller, for example 300 at
the Technical College and 150 at their own theatre, the Bridge, later. Thus the standard
modus operandi for Theatre South and for other RTs was seasons of three to four weeks to
accommodate audiences, and production and presentation of one work at a time.

Few members of modern audiences would attend a production more than once in any
season, but plays with special appeal may be successfully remounted in later seasons. Five
plays in Theatre South’s twenty-three year history had return seasons: Might as Well Talk
to Yourself (2), Windy Gully (3), Barmaids (3), Italian Stories (3) and Tonight We Anchor
in Twofold Bay (2) (see Appendix A). It is notable that three of these were regional stories
and it can be a strength of a regional company that it can build a repertoire of regional
product which it can remount on demand. Many productions for young audiences had
return seasons, because there was new young audience coming along all the time.
Repertoire availability of this kind normally requires a permanent company, preferably with
some continuity of acting ensemble, premises with storage capacity, grounding in the
community, reliable resources and time. Theatre South had only a precarious hold on these
resources for most of its life, a factor which prevented what could have been a more
valuable feature of its role as a regional company.

It is not surprising that repertory companies on the Elizabethan model are rare today, partly
because of the cost and partly because there is no real advantage for companies housed in
reasonable sized theatres with a sizable population and a stable audience. Festival
companies such as Stratford on Avon and Stratford Ontario continue the tradition because
their audiences are largely tourists who can see several shows during a visit. Touring
companies and Theatre for Young People (TYP) companies playing in schools may also
find it expedient to have several productions available. However, for most companies,
including RTs, “marketing their wares” is less expensively done by producing and
presenting one play at a time, although one play may be touring while the next one is in the
home theatre (in 1992 Theatre South had Dags playing in Canberra, Conjugal Rites
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playing in Parramatta, and Diving for Pearls rehearsing in Wollongong.) So for these
companies a season meant a body of work produced and presented one at a time over a
period, most commonly a calendar year. For most subsidised companies such seasons are
predetermined and announced in one form or another even earlier than the beginning of the
season itself.

Pre-determining and announcing seasons has both advantages and disadvantages. In terms
of “marketing their wares”, advance notice of a season offers promotional opportunities,
especially in attracting regular patrons who may like to plan their year. Subscription selling
assures a company an audience base, and advance bookings may help cash flow. However
subscriptions are invariably heavily discounted and the principle works best when there is a
scarcity of seats or a guarantee for subscribers of the best seats. For small companies the
advantages are more problematic.

Small companies operating on narrow financial margins will sometimes run low on funds
before the end of a pre-determined season and have to choose between the loss of
credibility that comes from cancellation of an announced project and the danger of
exceeding the budget. On five occasions in the financially fraught 1990s, Theatre South
faced such problems, in 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 and 1999. In 1994 and 1997, the
cancellations were embarrassing for the company and the only consolation for subscribers
was a replacement ticket for the following year. The 1997 cancellation was particularly
damaging as the cancelled Old Flame was a new play with the topical Olympic theme and
promised to be a highlight. Unfortunately an offer to reschedule it to the following season
was refused by the writers, who were understandably angry at the cancellation.

The advantage that can accrue from flexibility can be seen even in the makeshift solutions
found in the forced cancellations of 1992, 1993 and 1999. In 1992, soon after the
cancellation of the final play in the season, an adaptation by John Senczuk of Elizabeth
Jolley’s novel Sugar Mother, an offer came from the Sydney Opera House to contribute to
a proposed season of regional theatre in February of the following year, with costs covered
by the Opera House Trust. Theatre South’s offer of Sugar Mother was accepted by the
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Trust and the funds provided enabled the company to plan a production both at the Opera
House and in Wollongong for the beginning of 1993. The company actually rather cheekily
claimed to be having an out-of-town tryout at the Opera House. This work, performing in
the iconic centre of Sydney’s cultural world, gained the company cultural capital in the
industry and at home, especially when favourably reviewed by the Sydney critics.

Elizabeth Jolley’s characteristic gentle but intense literacy is very skillfully
translated to the stage in this adaptation……Director Des Davis and
Designer Senczuk have combined well to bring us a work that is obstinately
more prose than drama – but nevertheless constitutes a delightful night’s
theatre. (Healey 1993).

In 1993 Barmaids was withdrawn due to unavailability of rights, and a last minute change
to the advertised season hopefully announced a “Spring Surprise”. Similarly in 1999,
funding shortfalls forced a late cancellation and the as yet undetermined replacement was
advertised as “Surprise Surprise??” Ironically, these misfortunes turned into strengths as the
opportunities opened up by the two “surprises” resulted in two particularly valuable
initiatives.

In the first case the company was offered a buy-in in the shape of the aboriginal musical
Bran Nue Dae. This was a big and expensive production on tour from Black Swan in Perth,
but it presented an opportunity to show Wollongong audiences an important production.
With some assistance from the University, the company took the risk with a week long
season at the University’s Hope Theatre. The show had a sell out season and showed a
small profit. Audiences came not only from Wollongong but from the South Coast and
even Sydney. Several large parties came from South Coast indigenous communities.
Theatre South’s sponsorship of this production was a good example of the kind of
community service that a regional company could offer. As the then Prime Minister, Paul
Keating, wrote in a program note:

It is a landmark show. A landmark in Australian musical theatre. A
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landmark in Aboriginal theatre. And, no less significantly, a landmark on
the road to a relationship between Aboriginal and non-aboriginal which is
more like it should be – one which is fair and equal, but more than that, one
built on a sense of shared experience. (Black Swan, Bran Nue Dae Program
1993).

In the second case, in 1999, the company was able to obtain assistance from a Community
Federation fund to produce a trilogy of new plays by Wendy Richardson over three years.
The first of these, The Season of Emily Jane, became the “Surprise Surprise” and played to
appreciative and good houses. These productions would not have occurred without the
forced cancellation of the announced season. If there were no pre-announced or predetermined seasons the company would more often have been able to take advantage of
opportunities that arose after the beginning of the season.

For the smaller subsidised theatre companies the strongest pressure to plan seasons in detail
came from funding bodies. They have a not unreasonable desire to check that their criteria
are being observed, and so they want to know well ahead what companies are planning.
Companies must submit detailed programs and budgets as far ahead as the May previous to
the year of the grant. In the 1980s the plays presented in the plan tended to be accepted as
notional and variations which maintained the general spirit were accepted with a tacit
recognition that circumstances could necessitate change such as rights proving unavailable,
opportunities presenting themselves as with new plays, a commissioned work not coming
to fruition, or current year results altering the financial situation one way or another. There
was a feeling among RTs at this time that funding bodies gave them a fair measure of trust.
Gradually, into the 1990s, the funding bodies became more paternalistic and demanded
more accurate detail in planning. The major organisations and other companies with the
security of triennial funding could cope with this demand more comfortably, since the
security of funding for three years removed most of the pressure on any one year.
All these pressures and considerations created a climate which elevated “the season”,
rightly or wrongly, to a status in the minds of Artistic Directors and Boards out of
proportion to the real needs and potential of regional companies. Furthermore the financial
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difficulties which plagued all of the RTs were exacerbated by this perceived need to
predetermine and publicly announce a complete season. The companies and their
communities may have been better served by a greater concentration on other aims. An
example is the Theatre South season of 1997.

In this year the company offered a season of six mainstage plays: Popular Mechanicals,
Bouncers, Sleuth, Long Gone Lonesome Cowgirls, Alma and Ivy, Molly and Merle, and Old
Flame, a long season especially in the year following a twenty-five percent cut from the
Australia Council, and declining favour with both the Australia Council and the NSW
Ministry for the Arts. At a meeting of Theatre South Chairperson Jane Westbrook and Des
Davis with the Theatre Committee of the NSW Arts Advisory Council in February,
members of the committee expressed some concerns about Theatre South’s programming.
While generally supportive, they felt the company was attempting too much and that it
should focus on “what you’re doing best” (NWUA: Westbrook 1997). The advice proved
prophetic, but the season was already under way and its rationale had seemed reasonable to
the Artistic Director and the Board.

The rationale was an attempt to deal with the ongoing financial problem by building new
audience and cutting costs, while maintaining the same level of activity. Bouncers and
Sleuth were semi-commercial vehicles with small casts and potential audience appeal. In
the event they were the best box office of the season but still represented a loss, when
infrastructure costs were factored in. Two productions, Popular Mechanicals and Old
Flame, were to be offered at the Illawarra Performing Arts Centre (IPAC). The foreword to
the season brochure explained:

For the future, we are forging a new relationship with the Illawarra
Performing Arts Centre. ….We are not abandoning the Bridge, but the
larger theatres are better suited to larger cast productions. And there is also
the possibility of finding some new audience. (NWUA: Theatre South
Season Brochure, 1997, Foreword by Des Davis).
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Popular Mechanicals was a three-way co-production with New England Theatre Company
and Riverina Theatre Company, although direction and management came from Riverina.
The production toured widely but unfortunately did not draw good audiences at IPAC. In
form it seemed like the kind of broad farce that would have popular appeal but in fact it was
still elite theatre depending for its comedy on some knowledge of Shakespeare.

Nor did the following four productions at the Bridge draw good audiences. IPAC under the
new direction of James Buick was beginning to take advantage of Playing Australia
funding by bringing in productions from major companies with high profile actors. Such
productions represented competition for box office for Theatre South, an ominous sign for
the future. In any case, even Wendy Richardson’s latest play, Alma and Ivy, Molly and
Maude did not do as well as her earlier works, in spite of strong performances from the two
actors “robust, cheerful theatre, performed with conviction and versatility” (Payne 1997).
This review was published in the same week as the company heard that it had lost its
Australia Council funding for 1998. Reviewer Pamela Payne prophetically commented:

…are we looking at a theatrical environment where local audiences will
have to make do with the big city touring shows? Where a wealth of
opportunity will be denied playwrights as well as actors, directors,
designers? Where audiences will have no immediate and culturally specific
focus? It’s a bleak thought. And, in the context of Alma and Ivy, Molly and
Merle, it’s a mystifying thought. (Payne 1997).

By October the company was feeling the effects of a mediocre box office season and the
larger cast required by the final production Old Flame became unaffordable. Old Flame
was a new play by Penelope Nelson and John Senczuk in the setting of the lead up to the
Melbourne Olympics of 1956, topical in view if the upcoming Sydney Olympics. It had had
a reading and promised to be a popular choice. However it had a larger cast than usual for
Theatre South and in the financial climate of the year the company simply could not afford
the project. The writers were unwilling to accept a postponent till the following season and
the project was aborted.
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With hindsight the company would clearly have been wiser to mount a smaller season
focussing especially on the two new plays, “what you’re doing best”. Certainly the
placement of the two most important productions of the year at the end of the season had
two disastrous effects: not only the cancellation of the potentially prestigious production of
Old Flame, but also the fact that their seasons came after the funding meetings determining
the next year’s funding and the earlier Sleuth and Bouncers were not appealing choices in
the eyes of funding bodies. So succumbing to the pressure to offer a full season led to a
poor impression on funding authorities and a serious blow to the company’s aspirations. An
invitation to present Long Gone Lonesome Cowboys at the Griffin in Sydney was small
compensation, in spite of excellent reviews from Sydney critics. It also came late in the
year so made no impact on the funding decisions.

1997 then was a season which demonstrated the disadvantages of the predetermined season,
but hindsight could not alter the fact that the predetermined season was the standard
organisational unit right through the history of Theatre South, just as it was for most
subsidised theatre companies. Established companies tended to work to something close to
a formula. Geoffrey Milne, in commenting on the new wave of Australian playwrights in
the 1970s, has pointed out:

Even the state companies were reacting to the new wave by moving towards
a repertoire policy based on a formula of roughly one-third classics, onethird modern overseas writing and one-third Australian drama which would
dominate that sector in the 1980s (Milne 2003, p.273).

This notion of a “balanced” season dominated the thinking of most subsidised companies,
large or small. Theatre South worked towards a particular balance, while still retaining the
concept of the season. Plays for any given season would be chosen broadly from the same
three categories but for Theatre South the first two categories became less important over
time and were missing altogether from many seasons, while original work became the main
component of the Australian Drama category and, for purposes of this analysis, will be
treated as a separate category. The percentages over the life of Theatre South were ten per
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cent classics, sixteen per cent modern overseas, thirty-five per cent existing Australian,
thirty-eight per cent original work (Appendix One). These figures do not include works
presented by Theatre South but produced by other companies. There were fourteen of these,
mostly existing Australian. Nor does it include the special work for young people which
will be discussed in the next chapter. The most revealing statistic for the regional
movement is that of the thirty-eight original pieces, twenty-two were regional stories. This
means that almost one quarter of the work created by Theatre South for its adult audiences
was on regional subjects, specifically created for the regional audience. This is a telling
statistic for the value of regional theatre.

The influence of each of these categories and the productions within them will now be
discussed individually.

Repertoire – 1. Classics
The early British and American regional companies built their seasons around the classics.
In Britain especially a long tradition of theatregoing and a great gallery of classic
playwrights stretching from Shakespeare to Shaw (both of whom were almost obligatory
names in any season) made this a natural direction. Later in their development new plays
were also important and the companies began to give an emphasis to the stories and writers
of their own region.

The State companies in Australia in their earliest years also favoured the classics as well as
recent British and American writers destined to be classics such as Harold Pinter,
Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller. With the new wave of Australian playwrights in the
1970s Australian drama began to feature in their seasons - especially the steady sequence of
hits from popular Australian playwright, David Williamson - but the state companies, with
their eye on the middle-class subscriber base, were never very adventurous with new plays.
Australian RTs began their lives much later and tended from the beginning to place less
emphasis on the traditional British repertoire. In its twenty four active years Theatre South
presented one hundred and thirteen plays of which only ten could be defined as classics. Of
these, four were by Shakespeare, an unusually small percentage for a more or less
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mainstream theatre company. The answer is partly that RTs were not really mainstream in
the usual sense, partly that the regions did not have a conventional theatregoing public, and
partly that, particularly in the later years, companies such as Bell Shakespeare were touring
prestigious productions of the bard. Theatre South’s productions of Shakespeare were
usually done for special reasons, appropriate to the aims of a regional company.

The first , Richard 111 in 1992, was a co-production with the University of Wollongong,
and was staged in the open air on a platform in the University grounds in a quasiElizabethan style.

This is a production in which a small group of actors tell the story of
Richard 111 with all its tension, drama, and humour, in as clear and
impactful a way as possible. To achieve this aim they have themselves, a
stage, a few simple props and costume, a few musicians, a short rehearsal
period, Shakespeare’s words and the imagination of the audience…..it
seemed an interesting and appropriate way, especially for a small company
essaying, in association with a School of Creative Arts, its first Shakespeare.
(NWUA: Program Richard 111 1992).

The informality and originality of the production was in keeping with the style that the
company had developed of story telling rather than theatrical art. It was a style that also
suited the resources available to the company. That it was Shakespeare and that it took
place on a University campus acted against drawing a popular audience, although it is
likely that it may have made Shakespeare seem more accessible to the audience that came,
and especially the school parties. Likewise, Twelfth Night was done in the following year in
the Bridge Theatre, again with a relatively simple staging representing a beach, blessedly
soft sand for some fighting and tumbling, with a platform along the back. Again the set, the
costumes, and the informal style were appropriate to the venue and the company.

The other two productions of Shakespeare, done in the final years of the company, had
unusual motives. In 2001, Theatre South, now operating without general grant funding, was
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searching for new ways to generate income, without sacrificing its identity. Using its long
established relationship with schools both local and elsewhere, and again using simple,
elegant, and touring-friendly staging principles, the company mounted a production of
Macbeth primarily for High School matinee audiences in Wollongong and in Sydney, but
with evening public performances at the IPAC and at two Sydney venues, as well as a short
regional tour. It played to 11,772 students and adults, 70 per cent houses, and earned
$32,000 profit (NWUA: Macbeth Report 2001). A survey of eighty-seven teachers
generated a unanimously positive response including:

Am very happy you have started touring Shakespeare, it’s hard to find a
company that does it well with students in mind. Kerry Drake Narooma
High School.
I and all my 90 year 10 students loved it. This was their first experience in
the theatre Yvonne Robinson, Hunters Hill High.
A great production. My students still discuss it after three months. Margaret
Foster, Hornsby Girls High (NWUA: Post Production Report 2001).

As so often happens in the frustrating world of Box Office, the production of Hamlet in the
following year was less successful, and there is no easy explanation. It was the last year of
the company and perhaps the promotion was not as thorough. In any case there was no
further opportunity to pursue this particular initiative, which on the evidence of the
Macbeth had promise of offering an income flow as well as delivering a useful service to
young people.

Of the other classics offered, the surprising success of Playboy of the Western World in
1981 suggested an audience in Wollongong’s Irish community and another Irish classic,
Juno and the Paycock, was mounted in 1988, again with less success than its predecessor.
These productions, as with Mother Courage in 1989 and The Cherry Orchard in 1991,
were co-productions with the University and did offer fringe benefits to the community as
well as study vehicles for students. An extract from The Cherry Orchard also contributed to
the opening of the University’s Hope Theatre.
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Mother Courage with its emphasis on ordinary people damaged by war, and its powerful
theme of “war as business by other means” was a suitable choice for this working class and
often radical city. It was very much a local production with a cast and crew consisting, with
the exception of one guest artist, of local professionals supported in the smaller roles and
production responsibilities by students from the University’s faculty of Creative Arts. The
creative team consisted of the regular members of Theatre South including Director Des
Davis, and staff from the School of Creative Arts. The production was given an enthusiastic
review from a major metropolitan reviewer. It is worth quoting at length as evidence of the
quality of work which can be achieved by a regional company:

This is a great play and it has been done wonderful justice in Wollongong…
Senczuk’s set is a striking example of the transcendence of imagination over
the constraint of limited money…The director positions and moves his large
cast with precision and insight in Senczuk’s wonderful arena and we are
given some memorable performances. …Lisa Scott Murphy is so fine in the
only truly tragic role in the play….she is a powerful counterpoise to the
cynical vigour of Faye Montgomery’s Courage….All through her
(Montgomery’s) performance, despite her numberless crises and failures, the
aura of opportunistic cynicism never leaves her. Her voice has all the
earthiness of Lotte Lenya, and – at the opposite end of the axis to Katrina –
she is Everywoman, the archetype of the struggling abused little people who
fill this play and are the real victims of the war… I could go on almost
endlessly about the delight and discernment of this production which is both
original in its style yet true to Brecht’s ideal of distanced emotion.(Carmody
1989).

The Time is not yet Right by Louis Esson spans the classic and the Australian categories.
Another co-production with the Faculty of Creative Arts, this production played in the
Hope Theatre to disappointing audiences. The box office fate of this production was an
early lesson in finding an audience and is reinforced by the story of Esson’s own
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experience. At about the time when he wrote the play, fired by a visit to Ireland and
meetings with Yeats, he was advocating a new Australian drama based on Australian
stories and an Australian voice. His little theatre group of artists and intellectuals embraced
the cause and played their attempts to very select and small audiences. At the same time,
apparently unremarked by Esson, the most popular play in Australian theatre history
(Parsons 1995, p.417) was playing to packed houses in downtown Melbourne. This was a
more authentic folk comedy based on the work of Steele Rudd, On Our Selection. Here is
an early contrast between elite and popular, the one gaining cultural capital through the
elite status of its proponents, the other winning large-scale popular support in a commercial
field. On Our Selection was revived in a new adaptation by George Whaley in 1978 and
successfully performed in venues around the nation, usually by subsidised companies.
Theatre South presented it in 1983 and it was one of the company’s best box office
attractions, playing to a then record audience of 3530. The contrast between this box office
and that of the later production of The Time is Not Yet Right highlights again the position of
a regional company in the choice between “popular” and “elite”. Ironically, the production
of On Our Selection at the Belvoir was enjoyed by that theatre’s elite audience and the play
has now secured the status of an Australian classic.

Repertoire – 2. Contemporary Overseas
Theatre South presented sixteen plays from the contemporary overseas drama, once again a
much smaller percentage of the total repertoire than was the case with metropolitan
companies. The interesting feature of this category was the spread. Twelve of these
productions were done in the 1980s, only three in the 1990s and one in 2001.This was the
result of a definite move away from the standard balance of repertoire towards a more
specific Australian and regional focus. Furthermore the choice of plays in this category fell
into two distinct classes: those chosen because of a perceived relevance and interest for a
particular audience, and those chosen for their potential for a profit and to fill out a
“season”. In another irony of the box office phenomenon, those chosen for perceived
commercial appeal often failed to pay their way and in fact seldom did as well as those
chosen for more admirable motives. The desperate endeavour in 1997 to win audience in
this way with productions of box office successes from elsewhere in Sleuth, Bouncers and
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Popular Mechanicals was not successful, proving once again box office success elsewhere
did not necessarily mean box office success in Wollongong. Of course box office is not a
major measure of success for subsidised as opposed to commercial theatre, but it can assist
a company’s financial welfare as in the big musical productions undertaken by Sydney
Theatre Company. However, where productions such as Bouncers and Sleuth fail to pay
their way, they must be regarded as poor choices.

In 1986, the first full season in the new Bridge Theatre, there had been clearly a desire to
offer a full program for the year and to win audience for the new venue. A six play season
was offered, two from the Australian repertoire and four from the modern overseas
category. Of these four, two were chosen for relevance, Factory Girls and Trumpets and
Raspberries, and two for box office, Same Time Next Year and The Two of Us, both
successes overseas, the former in New York, the latter in London. While Same Time Next
Year had reasonable box office due to the casting of two TV names in Jeff Kevin and
Christine Amor, the only saving grace of The Two of Us was that it was a co-production
with Nomads Theatre from the North Coast and toured widely in the north and north west
of the state.

Factory Girls by Frank McGuiness was an Australian premiere of a play by a noted Irish
playwright, telling the story of five women workers against a background of redundancies,
a sit-in strike, and gender discrimination. The play was accessible and entertaining for a
Wollongong audience. In the intimate space of the Bridge there was complete audience
involvement, as seen by the following anecdote. The women were preparing to barricade
themselves in:

Katherine Thomson struggled to move what seemed like a heavy
cupboard. A bloke in the audience jumped up to help, “That’s too heavy
for a woman”. He learnt something about theatrical illusion. (Davis 2002)

The Illawarra Mercury reviewer recognised the relevance and the entertainment:
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Frank McGuinness…has found an entertaining way to bring the trials of the
working class to the stage, to make people think about politics in the
workplace, about the daily drudge for a wage to feed and shelter a person or
a family and about the unity which is and always has been the strength of
the working class…..If it (Theatre South) can maintain the standard of The
Factory Girls throughout this season it will be a theatre company the city has
every right to be proud of. (Willis 1986)

Although Can’t Pay Won’t Pay in 1982 had not enjoyed good box office, the Company
believed a Dario Fo political farce would be a good choice for the season and may indicate
whether the company had won new audience in the succeeding years. So in 1986, the
company gave the NSW premiere performance of Trumpets and Raspberries, in which a
feisty Italian wife gets the better of establishment institutions of industry, medicine, police
and marriage. Here was a political farce which should be made to order for working class
Wollongong, with its large Italo-Australian workforce. Critic Bob Evans noted this as well
as enjoying the production:

Theatre South has a policy of including plays which are subtly angled to the
specific life of that city. Their last production was Factory Girls by Irish
playwright Frank McGuinness….it (Trumpets and Raspberries) is a
production of great mirth and clarity. There is much to enjoy and not a little
to think about. (Evans 1986)

The production was a success and was invited to the Sydney Festival in the following year.

In these years, the search for plays of relevance as well as appeal for a Wollongong
audience led to choices like the above. Another was Educating Rita in 1985, a play about a
working class girl seeking and finding a new self-identity through education. As time went
by this kind of relevance was found in new Australian work such as Katherine Thomson’s
Diving for Pearls and more significantly in work created within the company or on
commission. Later choices from the world canon were influenced by more pragmatic
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reasons such as potential box office or ease of mounting. So there was a sequence of two
handers: Educating Rita in 1985, Same Time Next Year and The Two Of Us in 1986, The
Mystery of Irma Vep in 1988 (incidentally an Australian premiere of an American success)
Conjugal Rites in 1992 (an Australian premiere of a New Zealand hit), Sleuth in 1997. The
determining factor here was the perceived but unfortunate pressure to present a season,
allied with the inability to afford larger casts. The company discovered that the
infrastructure costs, especially in running a venue, meant that even these productions often
ran at a loss. With hindsight and as the company became more focussed on its important
aims, it may have been wiser and a more appropriate use of vital subsidy to ignore the
pressure for full and subscription motivated seasons and to concentrate on what could be
afforded, and more importantly what constituted the company’s main objectives as a
regional company. A Review to Date presented to the Board in 1988 expressed the
direction at this time:

The truth seems to be that we have not one but a number of potential
audiences. The present paucity of committed and regular theatregoers is
evidenced by the small number of subscribers while the special interest
occasional segments are evidenced by wide variations in audience numbers
and the constant flow of first timers. Perhaps we should see ourselves as a
resource serving a variety of needs for a wide range of the community rather
than a minority art form with a distinct but small following. (NWUA:
Review to Date 1988).

In 1984 the company had made a brave attempt to reach one large segment of a potential
audience, lovers of rock music, especially of an earlier period represented by The Who. The
company invited a group of guest artists: director, Colin Schumacher; designer, Richard
Roberts; musical director, Alan McFadden; and choreographer, Peter Blackburn; to lead a
local team of performers in the rock musical Tommy. The large cast consisted of members
of the acting company of the year plus young local singers and dancers and musicians,
some professional as in the band, some amateur as in the young dance chorus. The
production was specially mounted for a two week season in the Port Kembla Leagues Club
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auditorium, where the designer, Richard Roberts, created a set resembling a huge pinball
machine. The show was the most spectacular mounted by the company before or since and
drew a record audience of 4800. However the production was so costly that even that
audience was insufficient to turn a profit.

A sidelight of this production, and one emphasising the parochial pride which was a feature
of the city’s print media, was the furore caused by the Sydney Morning Herald review.
Reviewer Prue Charlton mixed praise for the production with some throwaway comments
on Wollongong and Port Kembla (my bold):

Tommy has always had a hard time finding an audience. And given that any
theatre in Wollongong has a hard time finding an audience…….Since I
am predisposed to think kindly of Theatre South which does so much good
in that god-forsaken part of the country…..With so much going against
it, it is remarkable that this production manages to be so good……….you
should find this show an enjoyable night out. Let’s face it: in Port Kembla
you haven’t got too many alternatives. (Charlton 1984).

An Illawarra Mercury columnist (Dikkenberg 1984) took Charlton to task with phrases like
“dipped her pen in vitriol”, generally revealing both hostility to theatre and a parochial
indignation at this attack on his city. The Mayor and the Tourist Association Director also
weighed in. Theatre South was grateful for the publicity.

The Illawarra Mercury’s reviewer was prepared to make a criticism of the city:

Theatre South’s production of the rock opera Tommy more than anything
puts an indisputable case for a performing arts centre in Wollongong.
(Hooper 1984).
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Whatever influence Theatre South had on the eventual decision to build such a centre, it
remains a paradox that the company did not find a home there and had difficulty in
presenting their case to Council at meetings in the very same year.

In terms of the development of a regional identity and a regional role for the company this
account of those parts of a program encompassing the international theatre repertoire
opened up a key issue. What responsibility should a regional company accept to give its
audience an experience of this broad repertoire and should funding authorities recognise
this responsibility. This recognition seems to be given more generously in British regional
theatre (see Chapter Four) but tends to be denied in Australia, where there is a dependence
on better funded metropolitan touring. In its later years as shown above Theatre South
placed less emphasis on this part of its potential programming but maintained some projects
in special circumstances as with Macbeth and Hamlet. This issue will be discussed more
fully in the final chapter.

Repertoire – 3. Contemporary Australian
Visiting companies on tour were rare in Wollongong and Theatre South offered the only
opportunity for Wollongong audiences to see the new wave of Australian playwrights. It
seemed in keeping with the brief of a regional company to present them. The company at
the beginning and for years to come expected to build a core audience of regular
theatregoers who would provide an income flow to enable the company not only to present
this new canon of Australian drama but also to stretch its repertoire with new and
innovative work. What time revealed was that such a regular theatregoing audience, similar
to those in the metropolitan centres, would take more years to develop than was given to
Theatre South. Fortunately time also revealed that there was a substantial audience for
regional stories by regional writers such as Wendy Richardson and that there was an
audience for certain carefully chosen pieces from the Australian canon e.g. Barmaids.
However, in 1981 this was not yet apparent,

The history of productions of David Williamson plays by Theatre South illustrates this
point. In Australian theatre generally, David Williamson has been the most popular
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playwright among contemporary writers and his plays were always good box office. Not
surprisingly, Travelling North, his most recent play at the time, was chosen to be the first
production in Theatre South’s first full season in 1981. Again in 1983, the new Williamson
play The Perfectionist seemed an obvious choice. Its ideas of open marriage were
contemporary, one might almost say trendy, and a well known guest lead in Julie McGregor
guaranteed respectable audiences. Yet it proved less popular with Theatre South audiences
than the same year’s On Our Selection, a result peculiar to Wollongong. This reinforced the
view that there were in Wollongong fewer regular theatregoers, those who went to the
theatre as part of an established lifestyle, those identified in Bourdieu’s seminal work
Distinction, those who might, without necessarily derogatory connotations, be identified as
“elite”. Regional theatre was drawing what might tentatively at this stage be called a
popular audience who came to the theatre to see those productions which might hold
special appeal through familiarity of content or accessibility of entertainment as with On
Our Selection.

Again, in 1987, a production of Williamson’s Emerald City, while doing satisfactory
business, was not as popular at the Box Office as the local story Windy Gully or even Song
to Sing O, the one-man musical starring local product Anthony Warlow in the early stages
of his highly successful career. These results were shifting the thinking of the company.
Although Williamson continued to produce box office successes for metropolitan
companies every year, Theatre South did only two more Williamson plays and both were
special situations. Sanctuary in 1995 was a two-hander and also a co-production with New
England Theatre Company, and a return of The Perfectionist in 1998 was a co-production
with Eureka Theatre Company of Canberra. Both productions had substantial interstate and
regional tours. Williamson could always draw good houses in cities, perhaps because of the
aforementioned “elite” factor, (“Sanctuary” toured to Perth) and in one-night stands in the
smaller towns of the region. But even though the thinking was shifting and the repertoire
beginning to show a different emphasis in the late 1980s, Theatre South had not abandoned
the ambition of winning an “elite” as well as a popular audience, or perhaps somehow
merging the two.
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The effort was again made in the 1984 season. Theatre South repertoire has had a good
proportion of women writers and plays with strong women’s roles. Thirty-three per cent of
the established Australian plays and over fifty per cent of the new work in its repertoire
were created by women writers. In 1984 the company produced two of the finest plays
written by women in this period, Vocations by Alma de Groen and Man from Mukinupin by
Dorothy Hewett. Alma de Groen’s play had two strong female characters played by Faye
Montgomery and Katherine Thomson. Prue Charlton praised the production while Colin
Menzies in the Sun-Herald praised the two actresses and nominated the production as the
best regional theatre of the year. (Charlton 1984b, Menzies 1984,). The company felt that
both these productions were worth showing to Wollongong audiences, but again the box
office, while respectable, did not reach the numbers of Tommy in the same year or On Our
Selection in the previous year. Again it seemed, even as the Company became established
in the community’s mind, that audiences, while continuing to support the company, were
not becoming regular theatre goers. They were being selective and their selections were
based on criteria dissimilar to metropolitan audiences.

Nonetheless at this early stage the company appeared to believe that audiences would grow
for all productions, and persevered with seasons dominated now by Australian work but
increasingly also by new and regional work.

As the Bridge becomes known for the warm, comfortable, exciting space
that it is and provided we maintain the quality of our work, we should see
our audiences grow. Furthermore we can now plan more confidently,
promote more aggressively, and use the theatre to attract new audiences.
(NWUA: Annual Report 1985, p.8).

So Wollongong, and sometimes touring audiences, were given the opportunity to see plays
by the best Australian playwrights, As well as the aforementioned Williamson’s, there were
Alex Buzo’s Rooted in 1986, Ray Lawler’s Kid Stakes in 1989, Andrew Bovell’s After
Dinner and Nick Enright’s Daylight Saving in 1990. Peta Murray’s Wallflowering and Ron
Blair’s Christian Brother in 1991. Debra Oswald’s Dags and Katherine Thomson’s Diving
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for Pearls in 1992, the same writer’s Barmaids in 1995, and Louis Nowra’s Radiance in
1996. In most cases the box office in these productions fell below the hopes and
expectations held in the company’s beginnings.

The exception was Barmaids which actually had three seasons in all in 1995 and 1996. It
proved the point that when a production is a hit, the audience grows exponentially.
Audience numbers for Barmaids were 2537, the best since Slacky Flat in 1988. Barmaids
was certainly aided by the performances from two well-known actors, Carole Skinner and
Lorna Leslie, but the company came to the conclusion that the answer lay rather in the
same reason for the success of some of the original work such as Windy Gully and Vroom
Vroom, in that the stories and characters were totally accessible to the Wollongong
audiences. In a sense, most of the other Australian plays were still appealing to an elite, the
educated and sophisticated class which gave plays their reputation and cultural capital in
the cities. But the characters in Barmaids were working class women and the Wollongong
audiences recognised them immediately. A similar recognition had occurred with
Thomson’s Diving for Pearls, which appeared to be set in Wollongong, and which was
arguably a more substantial work, but it was the exuberance and total familiarity of the
barmaids which brought in a truly popular audience.

Theatre South’s seasons were reflecting the ongoing dichotomies in the wider Australian
theatre identified earlier as “sites of struggle”. In its continuing search for regional identity
and regional audiences, Theatre South was coming down more firmly on the side of access
and popular. In the choices from the Australian repertoire the success of Barmaids pointed
the way. In each of the following years the company produced plays that presented working
class women in comedies with clear relevance to a regional community.

The first in 1996 was Lipstick Dreams, a comedy about hairdressers in a country town. The
play was originally written by Simon Hopkinson and Helen O’Connor for the New England
Theatre Company, of which Hopkinson was then Artistic Director. It had been produced by
that company in 1988 for the Regional Theatre festival in Penrith. In the Theatre South
production another all women cast of Mariette Rups-Donnelley, Faye Montgomery, Jacqui
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Linke and Isabella Guitierrez gave exuberant performances to solid audiences, not as large
as for Barmaids but enough to confirm the wisdom of the direction. A regional tour of
Lipstick was even more successful. Country town audiences recognised the hairdressers. As
Simon Hopkinson claimed:

There’s a salon like the Blue Haven in every country town. It’s not the latest
fashion but they have almost perfected the blue rinse. At its best theatre
articulates something which people haven’t seen before, something about
them. We’ve just toured to Tenterfield where a lady came up to me and said
“The four women in this play live in this town” (quoted in Portus 1988)

The second play in this series was Long Gone Lonesome Cowgirls originally produced by
Brisbane’s La Boite company in 1996. This time the setting was a small town in
Queensland in the seventies, but again the two women, played by Amy Longhurst and Sara
Grenfell, and their problems with partners were recognisable and appealing. The production
had the added appeal of country music, a common obsession of the two characters, with
Patsy Cline being the factor that brought the two women together. A successful transfer to
the Stables Theatre in Sydney indicated that metropolitan audiences could relate to this
kind of popular drama, a point actually made earlier by the success of Barmaids at Belvoir
Street. One Sydney critic was aware of the company:

Wollongong’s only professional theatre company, Theatre South, has
produced some great shows over the years. We in Sydney don’t hear too
much about them so, in an enterprising move, the company has brought its
latest, successful show - Long Gone Lonesome Cowgirls – to the big smoke.
The definitive Aussie battler, Theatre South survives on a shoestring, with
minimal to zero support from the funding authorities, depending on the year.
Yet it commissions and presents an impressive number of new Australian
works and always offers valued entertainment to its audience. Not every
show is a raging hit but every now and then they hit a bullseye. (Waites
1997).
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The third play in this series was particularly interesting. The play was Emma by Graham
Pitts based on the biography of Emma Ciccatosto, and first presented by the regional
company Deckchair Theatre in Fremantle WA. Once again it is the story of an ordinary
working woman told by a small cast, in this case two women and one man. The woman is
an Italo-Australian and her story is told in an innovative style, not dissimilar to much of
Theatre South’s own original work. The playwright describes it:

Emma is not realistic. Act one is set in Emma’s kitchen , as she prepares
food for a wedding reception. Act two is the reception. Throughout both acts
she is visited by, and converses with people from her past. She also at times
speaks directly to her audiences as do her “ghosts”. The action of the play,
transcending Emma’s kitchen and the reception hall, also takes place in the
Italian province of Abruzzi, on board a ship, Fremantle wharves, the small
West Australian town of Waroona, Fremantle etc etc. (NWUA: Emma
Program 1998).

The production was an outstanding success, swelled by new audience from the Illawarra
Italo-Australian community, another lesson for the future. It reinforced the community
image of the company with the integrated use of two local Italian women’s choirs and by
serving pasta from a local supplier before the show and at intermission.

Theatre South produced one more established Australian work before its closure in 2002.
Milo, a serious comedy about hobby versus traditional farming, was chosen for its
relevance to the regional audience and produced in 2001. It was written by Ned Manning
and directed by Aarne Neeme, both members of the new Theatre South Artistic Directorate.
It had a short season in Wollongong but a substantial and mostly successful tour of regional
towns. Ned Manning himself went to one regional performance and wrote an article for the
Sydney Morning Herald:

…in towns like Crookwell, Braidwood, Cooma and Gunning, it drew the
biggest audiences Theatre South has ever known in these venues. Boorowa
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and Murrumburrah-Harden have never experienced professional theatre
within their own communities. As much as I might dream, the fact is these
audiences have not been drawn to the theatre to see my latest work. They
have come in numbers to see a play written about them, produced by a
regional company that has their best interests at heart. (Manning 2001)

This may be a romanticised view but reflects the ideals and intentions of the company.
Manning concludes his article:

NSW is a big state. There is no longer a theatre company in Newcastle. In
Armidale, the New England Theatre Company was amalgamated with the
Penrith Q to form Railway Street. The Q was once a proud producer of
Australian work. But Railway Street can no longer take such risks. West of
the Great Dividing Range only Hothouse Theatre in Albury Wodonga and
the Riverina Theatre Company in Wagga survive….That Theatre South
remains one of the last regional theatre companies operating in NSW is a
pity. That it is serving the community so well is a triumph. (Manning 2001)

Milo was the last play toured by Theatre South in its region.

Repertoire – 4. Original
From the beginning to the end, the presentation of new work was a component of Theatre
South’s mission. In the earliest set of objectives it was admittedly given an almost
incidental reference, partly because the concern of the document was securing support to
ensure the successful foundation of the company, but also because a full rationale for
regional theatre was not developed. Objective one was a pragmatic statement of the core
activity as it was then perceived:

1. A Theatre Season – high quality productions of appeal to the people of
this region performed for a main season in Wollongong and touring other
centres in the region. (NWUA: Davis 1980)
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And then in Objective five comes the mention of original work, at this point conceived as
opportunities for writers rather than content for audiences, and assumed to be for regional
writers and other regional artists.

5. Creation of opportunities for playwrights, actors, directors, designers,
technicians from the region or resident in the region. (NWUA: Davis 1980)

Almost from the success of the company’s first original work, the concern became audience
and product and the emphasis was on relevance and the region. Furthermore new work was
seen as the most significant component in the program. By 2001 this was clearly expressed
in a strategic plan drawn up in a vain effort to have funding restored but describing what
the company had been attempting since the early 1980s.

To produce and present an annual program reflecting, expressing,
celebrating, validating, enriching the experience of its diverse community –
its common humanity, its specific interests and concerns, its history and its
potential. The theatre pieces realising this vision may be drawn from the
dramatic repertoire of the past or present, but will most often be new work
chosen from submissions, or commissioned and created by the
company. (my bold) (NWUA: Strategic Plan 2001.)

That this objective was pursued is reflected in the statistics of new work. In its twenty-three
year production history, Theatre South presented thirty-eight premieres of Australian work
by twenty-eight different writers, adaptors or collaborators, and eight composers. (See
Appendix One) Of these various creative artists, twenty-seven were resident in the region at
least at the time of writing. Evidence of the quality of the writing is found firstly in popular
appreciation as shown at the box office where the locally created work consistently drew
bigger audiences than other work, secondly in critical response as shown in metropolitan
reviews, and thirdly in the success of many of the creators in later careers.
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That this aim rapidly became paramount reflected clearly in the role played in the company
by Carmel Pass. Among the many women who have played significant roles in the story of
Theatre South, Carmel Pass is a special case. Born in Wollongong, a long time resident and
a graduate of the University of Wollongong, she came to the company in its first year as a
research assistant to the Artistic Director on a grant from the University. In that role she
acted as a literary advisor on all productions, providing assistance to directors and
designers, preparing material for programs and press releases, liaising with University
departments, and most significantly creating contributions to productions. She
demonstrated a Noel Coward like facility for lyrics, in the first instance for Might as Well
Talk to Yourself in 1981. In 1982, she was part of the all-female team creating Change in
the Weather, and in 1983 she wrote the adaptation of Lysistrata which became, with a neat
Australian pun, The Birds Have Flown (the original alternative title by Aristophanes was
The Flight of the Swallows). She collaborated again with composer David Vance providing
the lyrics to his music for this play with music. When the University grant had run its
course, Carmel joined the company with the title of Assistant to the Artistic Director, a
position she filled until 1986. She collaborated with David Vance again on Wonderful
Wollongong in 1984 and Even More Wonderful Wollongong in 1985. In 1988 a revised
version of the former was commissioned as the opening production in the Illawarra
Performing Arts Centre under the title Convict Girls.

Of all this work, Wonderful Wollongong was perhaps the most representative. It was the
sesquicentenary of Wollongong’s gazettal as a city, 1984, and Theatre South was
commissioned by the Sesquicentenary Committee to create an event to celebrate the
occasion. An idea was borrowed from a Melbourne Pram Factory production which had in
turn been borrowed from a 19th century melodrama called Marvellous Melbourne.
Wonderful Wollongong was a kind of revue built around Wollongong’s past and present –
songs about the Illawarra short horn cow (Illawarra’s Queen), about the Mt Kembla mine
disaster, and about the perils of commuting, with guest appearances by local ethnic groups
and local celebrities, including the then mayor, who indirectly gave the show its title. The
whole was built around a core story written by Carmel Pass about convict days, with Bulli
Jack the bushranger, convict girls and the notorious Illawarra flogger. The performances
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were given in a big coloured marquee in McCabe Park in downtown Wollongong.
Unfortunately the potential excitement of this event was dampened by downpours before
the opening and a power failure on another night. Two metropolitan reviewers attended and
recognised something of rhe significance of the event:

Wonderful Wollongong is Theatre South’s contribution to Wollongong’s
150th anniversary celebrations. It’s hard not to overlook the fact that after
150 years, Wollongong still lacks a permanent theatre – whatever that city is
celebrating this year, theatre isn’t high on its list…With its historical
flavour, its local references and excellent music by David Vance and Paul
Coombes, Wonderful Wollongong is just the thing for this occasion,
providing the people of Wollongong with a show that is uniquely their own,
Theatre South and Wollongong are to be congratulated (Charlton 1984c).

Theatre South has written its own celebration of its district with Wonderful
Wollongong, a largely musical event, woven around an old-fashioned
melodrama and staged in a circus tent in defiance of terrible weather and
poor lighting…..Wonderful Wollongong is a lively fun-filled evening…
Miss Pass has a way with lyrics that might well take her into musical
comedy or revue and the company perform with a suitable gusto which on
the night I attended increasingly involved the audience. (Barnes 1984).

The production made an impact on the community. A full page article in the Illawarra
Mercury highlighting the problems of 1984’s economic downturn, interspersed its news of
layoffs and difficulties with a more positive view expressed by Carmel Pass’s lyrics for the
title song of the Theatre South production:

Wonderful Wollongong, near to our hearts,
No matter how far we roam.
We’ll all have our sinus
To always remind us,
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And we’ll always call Wollongong (Wonderful Wollongong)
We’ll still call Wollongong home (in Gilchrist 1984).

Another facet of telling regional stories came in 1985 in Eden, a town on the far south coast
of New South Wales. Its history included whaling and fishing, timber and farming, and
reached back to the early 19th century. It has had and still has more than its share of
controversy. It was the furthest part of Theatre South’s region, a perfect choice for a “folk”
story outside Wollongong. To avoid a focus on economic and work issues, the company
wanted a woman to do the initial research and after the success of her Change in the
Weather, Katherine Thomson was a natural choice. She was sent in advance to gather
material and she conducted about one hundred and fifty interviews in an intense period of
work. Later the company joined her for a six week residency (the project was funded by the
Community Arts Board of the Australia Council). She had already written a first draft of a
play, which was eventually titled Tonight We Anchor in Twofold Bay. Des Davis described
the process in an article in the Illawarra Mercury eighteen years later:

We rehearsed in a hall overlooking the bay, swam with the dolphins,
mingled at the Fisherman’s Club, and joined the social life of the town. We
even went to a real bush dance (down a bush track and in a small hall),
danced to a piano played by a sprightly seventy-year-old who gave us many
stories, and ate heaps of trifle brought by the ladies (a novel version of
“plates”). We met timber-cutters, fishermen, cannery workers, the folk at the
Killer Whale Museum, and descendants of the whaling families. It was a
sweet time. Residents dropped in all the time to watch rehearsals and
“correct” us on details And the performances in the hall of the Fisherman’s
Club; The four performances sold out. We calculated over a third of the
town’s population saw the show, including the originals for the characters in
the show. They laughed at their own jokes and one old fisherman cried at
his own story. From this year on Eden felt they “owned” Theatre South and
we toured there regularly. (Davis 2003)
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A good account of the impact of this program on the community of Eden was given by
reporter Sally McInerney in an article at the time in Good Weekend, the Sydney Morning
Herald’s weekend magazine:

There were bursts of laughter around the room as local events and characters
were recognised. Florrie and Tom Bobbin saw their own youthful courtship
celebrated and could not stop beaming. Emma Pitchforth, then called Peggy
Henderson, saw her younger self venturing into the enormous outside world.
The long ago drowning of Jack Davidson and his two children still brought
tears because once everyone knew or was a Davidson……Andrew James,
one of the six actors, met a character he had just been playing: “I was quite
apprehensive at first but he was so pleased and excited that he insisted on
telling me all the anecdotes I’d just told on stage”…. “I was worried at first”
she (Elma Pitchforth) said, smiling, “I thought I might have seen myself sent
up on stage. But there’s been a terrific response…some people are walking
taller, some have stars in their eyes. It’s brought the whole town together.”
(McInerney 1985)

The play was however more than a documentary. National Times critic, James Waites,
travelled to Eden for the opening night, an instance of the widespread interest in regional
theatre at this time. He praised the production and noted the deeper significance of this kind
of work:

In many ways theatre is the last of the traditional community art forms – not
just in its labour intensiveness and ability to bring people together in an age
where even movie houses are threatened….It’s also about how the theatre
can focus the social and psychic energies of a community in a public place,
reveal the nature of a group to itself, discuss its problems, pay tribute to its
achievements…It can go far beyond building a new village pump of course.
Political, social, even the divine order of the universe can be
embraced….Wollongong’s Theatre South doesn’t quite enter the cosmic,
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but many of the other factors are generously embraced in its latest venture.
(Waites 1985).

The Sun-Herald critic, Mick Barnes, saw it in Wollongong and had some reservations:

All round it is a commendable piece of community theatre. That said I have
some reservations….My feeling is that the further it gets from the South
Coast the less relevance it has to an audience. (Barnes 1985).

He saw it again in the Sydney season in 1986:

Now that Twofold Bay has finally dropped anchor at Sydney Theatre
Company’s headquarters at The Wharf it not only shows the flag very
creditably in the city for a small and enterprising regional company, but also
shows emphatically what regional companies should be about. Given
sufficient time this production has been moulded from a rawly rural event to
something of easy charm that entertains, not just as a series of anecdotes, but
as a rich montage of community life. Although it is set firmly by the sea,
anyone of country upbringing will identify with the events and the people.
(Barnes 1986).

Further proof of the quality of the production came from Sydney’s doyen of critics, H G
Kippax:

This is an admirable example of regional drama…….Des Davis has brought
the script – and about 100 years of the ups and downs of the Eden fishing,
farming and lumbering community – to vivid theatrical life with a versatile
set, haunting music, and spankingly paced performances from an
accomplished cast of six……the play is full of sounds – the sea, the high
wind behind the bushfire, seagulls, dogs, foghorns, pub brawls, tinkling
pianos, gossip, argument, reminiscence. Eden so evoked quickly gets under
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the skin. Such involvement is the very stuff of theatre – the reason why
theatre is the most social of the arts. (Kippax 1986).

By early 1985, Theatre South had created four original works with strong community
content and participation. Now it was about to open its own theatre, the Bridge, and was in
the position to open it with an original work by a Wollongong playwright. The work was
particularly appropriate for multicultural Wollongong, being by a young Macedonian born
Australian, Blagoja (Bill) Neskovski. He explains his work in a program note:

Say Goodbye to the Past” is a semi-autobiographical play. I have dealt with
a situation I am very familiar with as indeed are many migrant men in my
generation. I also believe that many Australians will identify with many
aspects of the play… I was attracted to the idea of making Dimce and
Ilinka actors for a special reason. I wanted to show that not all migrants are
villagers who know nothing better than to grow chillies and garlic, but in
fact there are quite a number of educated city folk who migrate (and they
too grow chillies and garlic) (NWUA: Neskovski 1985).

Neskovski was only twenty-one when he wrote Say Goodbye to the Past. He had studied
drama at High School with Michael Smart, the author of Diggers Darling, and had
graduated from Wollongong University’s School of Creative Arts. He was part of a local
Macedonian Theatre group who were supported by Theatre South and gave several
performances at the Bridge. Later he was for twenty weeks writer in residence at Theatre
South on an Australia Council grant and worked also as an actor for the company in several
productions. He was briefly part of the new Nimrod Company at the Seymour Centre. He
had one play, Full House, workshopped at the National Playwrights’ Conference. Another,
Conqueror Cole, was produced by the Macedonian Theatre of Illawarra, directed initially
by Neskovski himself in Macedonian and performed in Wollongong, Sydney, Melbourne
and Macedonia. A later production in English played on tour at the Bridge in 1991. Say
Goodbye to the Past was produced by Griffin Theatre in 1989 with Anna Volska playing
the mother. The three plays were published in 1990 (Neskovski 1990). His short career was
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full of potential, but sadly he died of leukaemia at the young age of 25. Theatre South
launched two writing careers in 1985: Katherine Thomson’s went on to major success,
Blagoja Neskovski’s ended tragically.

Theatre South produced one more community piece in 1985, a sequel to Wonderful
Wollongong titled Even More Wonderful Wollongong. Its core was a melodrama written by
the ubiquitous Carmel Pass. Passion at the Plate Mill was surprisingly the only production
by Theatre South even marginally about the steelworks until the unsuccessful Steel Streets
in the company’s last productive year. An attempt to promote a Festival of Steel at the
works came agonisingly close in 2002, but was eventually abandoned by the steelworks
themselves on security and safety issues.

The next local content work, produced by the company, in 1987, was the most successful in
the company’s history. Its genesis was in the 1984 production of Wonderful Wollongong in
a serious moment with a moving poem by Wendy Richardson set to haunting music by
David Vance and capturing the poignancy of the Mt Kembla mine disaster of 1902.

Deep in the mountainside / Ninety- six miners died / Loud were the cries /
Smoke filled the skies / of Windy Gully. (Richardson 1989)

Richardson was asked to do further research to facilitate a company-created documentary,
and as with Katherine Thomson before her, she proved that she was in fact a playwright.
What emerged was an evocative and original script that became Windy Gully.

Mt Kembla is a coal mining village just outside the city of Wollongong. Richardson’s
program note puts the disaster in context:
At 2.00pm on Thursday 31st July 1902, the Mt Kembla mine exploded
killing ninety-six men and boys. This event remains the largest land disaster
since European settlement. When the public outcry died down the village
did what it had always done. Within a week the school re-opened and within
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seven weeks the pit whistle called those who were left, back to work. The
quarterly cavil or draw for places took place and, in many cases, new
partners went to the face together. Miners’ wives took up the time-honoured
ritual of scrubbing their husband’s backs on Friday night using traditional
round zinc tubs and bag towels. Outsiders challenged the local champions at
iron quoits and the Windy Gully Working Man’s Club dispensed its
particular brand of cheer.
Mount Kembla pit, like the Working Man’s Club, is closed now. The round
zinc tubs have disappeared and they no longer play iron quoits behind the
pub. But the mass graves in Windy Gully remain the same. Its exact location
has been lost to living memory. There is no certainty as to how many are
buried there or who they are. It remains a mute reminder of the struggle
between men who risked their money and men who risked their lives.
(NWUA: Richardson 1987).

Wendy Richardson, herself a resident of Mt Kembla, was fascinated both by the many tales
to come from the disaster itself, and by the rich community life of the village. The story is
of the fictional Markwell family, told against a backdrop of real incidents, actual persons of
the time, and the realities of the explosion and of village life. The play opens with the
funeral of Andy Markwell and flashes back to the years before the disaster, with scenes of
village life played out against the background of the impending disaster. The climax of the
play is the explosion and the disaster scene itself, told and enacted by the cast with the aid
of sound and lights.

The play opened in 1987, played to full houses for an extended season, returned in 1989 for
another successful season and a tour of Queensland and NSW mining towns sponsored by
the Miners’ Federation, a season in Sydney, and in 2000, yet another sell-out season at the
Bridge. There was no doubting its popularity with audiences but more surprisingly it won
enthusiastic reviews from the hard to please metropolitan reviewers,
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In skirting the polemics Richardson has intensified the human drama. The
sheer warmth of her characters takes over and when disaster finally strikes –
graphically played in mime to reverberating explosions – the effect is all the
more telling. (Barnes 1987).
On Martin Wales’ spare, rough-cut set, song, story-telling, direct address
and dramatised incident interweave and overlap. Although Richardson
creates what is apparently an unvarnished tale of the people, there is, in fact,
a good deal of technical complexity in the writing. Des Davis’ direction
trusts the text, lets it speak, authentically and powerfully, for itself. (Payne
1989).
It’s a story gently told. There’s no didacticism. There’s hardly even anger in
it – but plenty of laughter. It isn’t sophisticated theatre. It looks a bit like a
travelling tent show – which essentially it is….And in Davis’ energetic and
fast-paced production, it tells its story simply and directly to generate a
warm sense of humanity, full of courage and strength and pride and
resilience and humour which in the end cannot fail to touch all but the
stoniest of hearts.(Hoad 1989).
This is a moving experience. It is a sad and skilful distillation of life into the
insight of art……Music is also important in this play…it is theatre whose
musical larding is as apt as it is clear-sighted and potently unsentimental,
Windy Gully is a heart-rending experience of the kind that brings tears to
the eyes.(Carmody 1989).
\
After the success of Windy Gully, Wendy Richardson went on to write ten more plays for
Theatre South, becoming in effect resident playwright for the company. In fact she wrote
plays and scripts for so many community groups and occasions, from a taped story guide to
the Bulli Miner’s Cottage to a script for a re-enactment of Bass and Flinders landing at
Towradgi, to plays for church groups, schools and a disabled theatre group, that she could
be called the city’s resident playwright, or the title she preferred “storyteller to the tribe”.
For a person who started her playwriting career at the age of fifty-seven, she became a
prolific creator of dramatic scripts. In searching local stories for its repertoire, Theatre
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South had again discovered a playwright, and one who found in the company of her region
a vehicle on which she could build a career, in a mutually productive relationship not
uncommon in institutional theatre companies.

Slacky Flat, 1988, told the story of the MacPherson family who find shelter in a site of
temporary dwellings during the depression of the 1930s. In Richardson’s words, it is “about
those who help and those who hinder community togetherness” (NWUA Slacky Flat 1988).
While not quite as successful as Windy Gully it was the best box office of the year and also
received accolades from metropolitan critics.

Women facing a national crisis was again the theme of Richardson’s next play, Lights Out
Nellie Martin, which premiered at the Bridge Theatre in 1990. Once again, the production
was popular with audiences and critics:

Lights out Nellie Martin is a strong memorable account of how Illawarra
people survived the war years. If you see one play this year, let it be this one
(Everton 1990).
It is delivered with grit humour and integrity by all three performers: Faye
Montgomery as Nellie Martin; Mariette Rups-Donnelly as her daughter-inlaw Madeline; and Alinta Carroll as her teenage niece, Alice....a production
that is warm, moving and often highly comic. (Payne 1990).

In the introduction to the published edition of the play, John Senczuk captures the universal
quality that lies beneath the apparently mundane lives in Richardson’s work.

It is ultimately the cycle of life that preoccupies Richardson’s determined
and solitary women. The Illawarra (‘the high place and the sea’)
environment they live in, literally and figuratively, is influenced by the
ocean, the moon, and the tides. Death reaffirms life just as the tide
accompanies the attitudinal shifts of the community. She consistently
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manages to capture her action at that moment of stillness, that hiatus, just
before the ebb. (Richardson 1997, p.8 Foreword by John Senczuk).

This description is certainly apt for Richardson’s next play, The Last Voyage of the GracieAnn, produced at the Bridge in 1993, with the distinguished Australian actor Ron Haddrick
playing opposite Faye Montgomery in the lead. This play is set in the 1990s and
Richardson researched it through interviews with fishing families along the coast as well as
newspaper archives. The socio-economic context of the play is a crisis faced by the fishing
industry on the coast and in particular the small fishermen, their brave struggles against the
sea and all her moods, family restrictions, legislation and rising costs in an extremely
competitive industry, but it was as drama that critic Bob Evans reviewed it:

The tone remains elegiac….But it is an extremely funny play with moments
of quiet poignancy. Its humour is fuelled by Richardson’s bright-eyed
observation of character and situation, rendered in lively dialogue and
sparkling performances led by Haddrick and Montgomery under Des Davis’
direction. (Evans 1993).

Although Evans’ review mentioned the comedy, in essence the play was more akin to
tragedy, albeit with a new life dawning for some of the characters at the end. Nonetheless
one particularly funny scene inspired the Artistic Director to commission a comedy from
the writer. Richardson responded with That Christmas in 75, built around the conjunction
of four backyards in the working class suburb of Unanderra. Backyard gates replaced doors
in this very Australian farce, set once again in a time of crisis, the dismissal of the Whitlam
government. The author explained:

I’ve always liked Unanderra. I’ve shopped there now for nearly thirty years
and I’ve wanted to write a play that explored the Australian backyard and
the shed culture. Since I’ve always written plays with a “battler loyalty”
Unanderra’s housing commission area in the 70s seemed an obvious
choice… That Christmas in 75 is a story told through the eyes of working
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class Thelma Anderson, nearly 80, waiting for another hip replacement, who
admits Unanderra is hardly postcard material. She is our guide to the
neighbourhood and through her we meet the Greek family, the Italian
family, and the British family who surround the Anderson backyard.
(NWUA: That Christmas in 75 1995.).

Good reviews from the metropolitan critics attested once again to the quality of the writing
and the Company’s production standards.(Portus 1995, Waites 1995)

In an interesting format Theatre South presented in 1996 a season of six one act plays,
shown in rotating combinations three plays a night. Included were plays by Alan
Ayckbourn, Tennessee Williams, Tom Stoppard as well as Australian works by Timothy
Daly and Elizabeth Coleman. The most popular of the series, not surprisingly given the
reputation she had developed locally, was a new piece from Wendy Richardson, a
monologue by a character actually featured in the stories of Thelma in That Christmas in
75. Vida is a reluctant guest at the Golden Leaves nursing home. Local critic Denise
Everton recognised the work of two women, important to this regional dramatic enterprise:

Wendy Richardson has the knack of highlighting the familiar and making
people think even as they laugh. Vida is a perfect example. Sassy but
poignant, Vida deftly probes many of the issues of age. Faye Montgomery
offers another stunning performance, drawing laughs with a superb sense of
timing. (Everton 1996).

Wendy Richardson, as she developed as a playwright, had shown a real affinity for the
monologue, and audiences had responded to the monologues within plays as in Lights Out
Nellie Martin and That Christmas of 75 , the long monologue of Alma in the Flesh and
Blood project (see later) and the one-act Vida. For her next project she added three other
monologues to Alma, added some common concerns that brought the characters together
briefly in pairs, and offered Alma and Ivy, Molly and Merle to the company for inclusion in
the 1997 season. Reviewer Pamela Payne described the production:
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One after another, at different times on the same day, Richardson offers
snapshots of her characters: Alma ( Faye Montgomery), a kindly care-worn
school cleaner; Ivy (Gillian Hyde), a homeless woman, irascibly
independent and colourfully eccentric; Molly (Montgomery), who
supervises the local opportunity shop and dreams of owning her own little
place with her own clientele and a ‘bit of décor’; Merle (Hyde), of the
Ready-To- Go Takeaway, generous and candid. …this is robust, cheerful
theatre performed with conviction and versatility. (Payne 1997).

A regional company can provide a regional voice in national celebrations. For the
Anniversary of Federation celebrations leading up to and during 2000-1, Theatre South
adopted an idea of Wendy Richardson’s to produce a trilogy tracing the long life of one
Illawarra woman against the background of the 20th century. The author explains:

I had been writing for Theatre South since 1987 and, in the process of
researching six plays, I had met many remarkable women whose stories
spanned the greater part of the twentieth century. They were strong women
who endured, survived, and even went on to triumph. They were mostly
single and certainly single-minded, feisty, generous and involved in their
communities. It seemed that a trilogy would do justice to the story of such as
these. (NWUA: This Other Eden 2001).

With the assistance of a grant from the Federation Committee, Richardson began to write
the three plays, one to be performed in each of the years 1999, 2000, 2001. Financial
constraints on the company were severe in these years and Richardson helped by writing
the first and second plays for a small cast of three women. The third play in the series may
or may not be written but will in any case be too late for a production by Theatre South.
The Season of Emily Jane premiered in 1999. It was set in several locations in Wollongong
and in Eden. Emily Jane’s story is told against a background of an early twentieth century
during which Australia was still in the aftermath of colonial status and very much a part of
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the British Empire. She learns to question patriotism in the horrors of the First World War
and struggles with her family in the depression. The regional background, elegiac writing
and fine performances from Faye Montgomery, Gillian Hyde and Clodagh Crowe brought
in good audiences

2000 was a critical year for Theatre South. All funding had been withdrawn and the
company was about to close when BHP made a literally last minute rescue with an offer of
a three year sponsorship of $100,000 a year. The Ministry had given a “final” grant of
$40,000 for a short season. The decision was made to hold the second play of the trilogy
until the following year and replace it with a return season of the company’s most
successful, and in many ways its signature production, Windy Gully. As a Richardson play
it satisfied the Community Federation sponsors, it would remind all parties of the
company’s value and would earn some much needed income. It was done as in the
beginning of the company as a community production with one guest, Doug Scroope,
originally from Wollongong, three regular company professionals in Andrew James, Faye
Montgomery and Lainie Grugan, four community actors and three young trainees. A
handsome twenty year commemorative program, a message of support from the Mayor, the
pre-show serving for the audience of shepherd’s pie (mentioned in the play) all helped
make the production an “event” and ensured good audiences and an extended season. As
the Mayor, George Harrison, with unconscious irony said:

Now in “Windy Gully” we can see what Theatre South gives to the
Illawarra. In the City of Innovation we need more plays from Theatre South
and Wendy Richardson so that as a city we can culturally grow. I wish
Theatre South well for many years to come. (NWUA:Windy Gully 2000).

The second play of the proposed trilogy was produced in 2001, titled This Other Eden. It
takes Emily Jane’s story from the end of the Second World War to the late fifties. Again all
roles were played by three actors, this time Ann Burbrook, Barbara Stephens and Faye
Montgomery with guest director Margie McRae. Community involvement came with the
period songs provided by an on stage choir from the Illawarra Choral Society The play was
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popular with audiences but the company’s problems and a season coinciding with
September 11 resulted in a smaller than usual box office.

Wendy Richardson’s last play for Theatre South was presented in 2002 as part of a season
of two long one-acters under the title Steel Streets. Soft Target tells the story of a
Mangerton woman forced to relocate to the working class suburb of Cringila in the shadow
of the steelworks. It was performed by two actors who had worked together on Richardson
plays for fifteen years, Faye Montgomery and Andrew James. Again the woman and her
visitors can be recognised as representatives of Wollongong in the 21st century. Soft Target
was part of a script development project in 2001. The other two pieces were Kitchen by a
new young Wollongong playwright, Vanessa Badham, which went on to the Edinburgh
festival in 2002 and Dante’s Inferno by well-known community playwright P P Cranney.
Dante’s Inferno provided the other half of the Steel Streets project and is the story of an exsteelworker in mid-life crisis.

The history of theatre gives many examples of productive working relationships between
writer and theatre company. One thinks of Chekhov and the Moscow Art Theatre, of Brecht
and the Berliner Ensemble. In Australian regional theatre there has been John O’Donoghue
and the Hunter Valley Theatre Company and Wendy Richardson and Theatre South.

The creative connection forged between Theatre South and Wollongong
playwright Wendy Richardson has been good for the writer, her theatre and
its audiences… Richardson’s sense of community – the places, the people
and their stories – is clearly present in these plays. (Evans 1993)

The writer herself described her work in simple terms:

I’m a teller of tales. I weave them out of what I hear and observe – and some
of them are true…I write about ordinary women who never consider
themselves courageous or outstanding and who have led such extraordinary
lives. (Richardson 1997 Cover note)
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But there is more than this to her work:

Superficially, Wendy’s plays seem to be simply slice-of-life realism. They
are, however, constantly innovative in structure, style, and in the use of
other theatrical and literary devices. ...like many fine writers her people,
incidents and occasions transcend the banal, revealing the extraordinary.
Behind the portraits of ordinary lives run the universal issues, the
fundamental themes, as Ionesco puts it, “of love, death and astonishment”.
((Richardson 1997 Foreword by Des Davis, p.6).

This bond between writer, company and community expresses as well as anything the value
and potential of regional theatre. Wendy Richardson may not become a household name in
Australian theatre, and would never have become a playwright if she had had to depend
upon metropolitan companies for performance of her work, but for her region and its
regional company, she was a valued resource and a contributor to its sense of identity, and
for herself she forged a highly respected and unexpected career.

Another kind of community story is that which celebrates a local hero. The 1982 Diggers
Darling had told the story of an unlikely local hero, the inventor of a gun. In 1991 another
unlikely hero provided the inspiration for a musical, this time world motor cycle champion
Wayne Gardner. But if the context of Vroom Vroom was motor cycle racing, the essential
story was about young people growing up in Wollongong in the 1960s. The sixties theme
was pervasive in the evocative book and lyrics by Melvyn Morrow and in the rock and roll
musical score by local composers Jim McCallum and Paul Coombes who had worked for
the company in earlier successes Wonderful Wollongong and Convict Girls. Community
involvement was fostered in the search for three young boys to alternate in the role of the
young Wayne. The show was among the most successful box office hits in the company’s
history and its financial success was aided by the company’s biggest ever sponsorship,
$12,000 from Cameron Macintosh.
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Another kind of community story arose from Australia’s multi-culturalism. Wollongong is
a multi-ethnic city. Theatre South had expressed a consciousness of this fact and had
wrestled with ways to reflect this part of the city’s identity, beginning with its first play for
young people in 1980 which told folk tales from a variety of cultures. It opened its new
theatre in 1985 with a new play by a young Macedonian-Australian playwright. In its tent
show Wonderful Wollongong it allowed a spot in each night’s performance for a
contribution from an ethnic group in the community. One night there was a short
Vietnamese play, another a Scottish dance, another a German oompah band, another a
Spanish group and so on. In later years the Bridge was made available for visiting
productions in Macedonian, Arabic, Turkish, and Italian languages.

Wollongong, like Australia at large, has in recent decades accepted, not always
enthusiastically, significant waves of immigration from the previously unwelcome Asian
communities. Theatre South had sought ways to explore some of the issues related to this
phenomenon and incidentally to win some audience from this community. In 1992, Peter
Copeman, a graduate director from NIDA, resident in Wollongong, and a graduate student
at the University, approached the company with an original idea. He had experience in
Vietnam and proposed a story-line of a bitter-sweet romance between the son of a Vietnam
veteran and the daughter of a Vietnamese refugee family, highlighting the tensions between
the two families and the two cultures. The interesting theatrical ingredient in the project
was to be a blending of narrative realism with the use of traditional Vietnamese water
puppets. The use of the puppets required a pool, a considerable logistic problem in the
small Bridge Theatre. The solution came with the aid of a sponsorship from a local pool
company (and some temporary heating) Copeman himself describes the innovative
dramatic use of the pool:

The story is played out in five locations. First is a neutral pool for the
prologue and epilogue, introducing the water puppetry convention and
framing the entire play as a story told by Chu Tu, the traditional master of
ceremonies in water puppet performances. The second is a duck pool in a
quiet corner of the University,….third is a poolside terrace in the backyard
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of the Ordman home….The fourth comprises the rice paddies of Vietnam as
conjured up in a flashback….Last is a courtyard at Phoung’s house, in
which she has attempted to create a small corner of Vietnam in Australia.
(Copeman 1994).

Critic John McCallum reviewed the production and the convention favourably:

It is a wonderful device allowing some provocative connections to be
made between the comforts of suburban Australia and the imported
horrors of war. (McCallum 1992).

The other major difficulty of the play was casting the young Vietnamese girl, who had to
speak Vietnamese for the bi-lingual elements in the play. Eventually the part was played by
a young High School student from the local Vietnamese community, with her youthful
charm compensating for her lack of experience. The casting helped gain support for the
project from the Vietnamese community. Also involved were the Vietnamese Veterans’
Counselling Service and University drama students who learned to manipulate the puppets.
The production was the most successful box-office attraction of the 1992 season, proving
once again the drawing power of community related stories.

A later Vietnamese related project in 1998 illustrated the difficulties involving performing
for some ethnic communities. This was a production by the University of Wollongong
faculty of Creative Arts of Cho Doi, a play by a visiting Vietnamese scholar and writer.
Theatre South gave some support to the project which nonetheless played to poor houses in
the Bridge. The project had no involvement from the local Vietnamese community and
almost no members of that community attended. This was probably due to a political
difference between the conservative local community, who were mostly refugees from the
south, and the tone of the play which was revolutionary. On the other hand the writer was
much feted by the NSW Ministry for the Arts and the media, and the production had a short
and modestly successful Sydney season at the Belvoir.
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1994 was the Year of the Family. Theatre South went into partnership with Carnivale and
the ABC in an innovative project aiming to celebrate cultural diversity in the arts by
creating six short theatrical monologues involving six different writers and six different
actors from six different ethnic backgrounds with all plays developed around the theme of
family. The result was titled Flesh and Blood and premiered at the Maritime Museum in
Sydney in January 1994. The writers and their cultural bases were: Merlinda Bobis,
Philipinno; Brian Castro, Chinese; Cathy Craigie, Aboriginal; Rivka Hartman, Jewish;
Angelo Loukakis, Greek; and Wendy Richardson, Anglo-Australian. The response by
Sydney audiences was positive. Bob Evans’ review summed it up:

As a piece, the compilation slowly developed into a fascinating snapshot
of the family taken from different cultural perspectives……Even with
the flaws, these six add up to some fine writing, enhanced by strong
performances and a fruitful collaboration between Carnivale, Theatre
South and ABC Radio, which plans to broadcast the plays on ABC FM
in March. They deserve a life beyond the festival. (Evans 1994).

The subscription series which followed “Flesh and Blood” provided a good example of the
degree to which the company had become committed to new work and the range of such
work. Choice was a major co-production, Dream Machine by Geoffrey Sykes was an
episodic dramatic biography, Time Gentlemen by John Senczuk was a musical, and The
African Queen was an adaptation by David McCubbin of the Forrester novel. The other two
productions were More Than a Sentimental Bloke, a revival by John Derum of his popular
one-man show and Cargo an Eastern States preview of a Western Australian play by David
Britton. This was an all Australian season, including four original works. Regional theatre
was proving a standard bearer for Australian theatre.
1994 was the 100th anniversary of the first manned flight in Australia by Lawrence
Hargrave in Stanwell Park, a suburb of Wollongong. Geoffrey Sykes’ telling of the story in
Dream Machine seemed doubly appropriate a year after Paul Keating had set up a
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Republican Advisory Committee and the question of an Australian republic was building
momentum. As the playwright commented in his program notes:

Dream Machine is a play set in what has been called the “Golden Age of
Australia” between Federation in 1900 and the First World War. The
play documents a strong sense of the birth of the new century and a new
national identity, as well as discovery and experimentation of the first
flying machines in this country. (NWUA: Dream Machine, 1994).
Critic Pamela Payne noted in a review:
It is also a lament – for the dream that scudded from the skies. The race
for flight was triumphant – and just in time for World War 1. ‘For the
first time in history the sky has become a domain of terror’ (Payne
1994).

That a piece of entertaining theatre could also present relevant and pertinent images for an
audience was demonstrated by this play:

Artists, inventors, discoverers, visionaries suffer the fate of Cassandra.
They see the truth and the future – and no one believes them, at least not
until it is too late. They are admired, praised, honoured, revered – and
ultimately ignored. They are not “practical” and not sufficiently
“realistic”……Why is it the voices of authority in our society are the
politicians, the lawyers, the businessmen and media magnates? As
Barton says in the play, where are the scientists and artists? Are they
ever to be, like Hargrave, mere images on our dollar bill? (NWUA:
Dream Machine, 1994).

Nineteenth century Australia and the interest in a republic provided the setting for another
original work in 1994, this time a musical, with book and lyrics by John Senczuk, and
music by Paul Coombes. Theatre South had been presenting musicals or plays with music
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since 1981, all but two of them Australian, and most original, with local lyricists and
composers Carmel Pass, David Vance, Mel Morrow, Paul Coombes and Jim McCallum.
Pamela Payne again:

Time Gentlemen is a rumbustious, new Australian musical – a bit downon-the-farm, a bit larrikin swagger-and-wink, a bit sickle-moon
sentimental, all beguiling entertainment.(Payne 1994b).

The inspiration for Time Gentlemen came from a minor Elizabethan play, A New Way To
Pay Old Debts. In fact a rich source of projects for a regional company is adaptation from
other forms of fiction or indeed plays from other cultures or periods. John Senczuk himself
had adapted the earlier Sugar Mother. Other adaptations produced by the company included
The Con Man from Moliere’s Tartuffe, The Birds have Flown from Aristophanes’
Lysistrata , Tom Jones from the Henry Fielding novel, Christmas Carol from Dickens, The
Glugs of Gosh from CJ Dennis’ poem, and The African Queen from the novel. This source
of material is readily accessible and gives the company an opportunity to introduce known
material in the form of theatre. The house style frequently used in the intimate and informal
surrounds of the Bridge Theatre was a story telling style of direct address, epic narrative,
and transformations of time, place, and character. This style particularly lends itself to
adaptations from other literary sources.

Theatre South produced a limited number of original plays by authors not resident in the
region and not dealing with regional stories. The company began a productive association
with one such author in 1995 when it produced an original theatre in education piece called
Multiple Choice. The play was commissioned by TAFE and written by Simon Hopkinson.
In the same year Happy Families, written by Hopkinson and Helen O’Connor was
produced as a co-production with Riverina Theatre Company. The following year Happy
Families had a season at the Q theatre and in the same year Theatre South produced
Lipstick Dreams by the same writers. The successful season in Wollongong and on tour of
Lipstick prompted the company to commission a sequel. The resultant work, Wedding
Games was produced in 1999.
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Clem Gorman was an established playwright, who had written a significant milestone in
Australian theatre in Manual of Trench Warfare, when he came to teach at Wollongong
University. Theatre South was pleased to produce his new play, The Male Line. It is the
story of Clem’s grandfather who lived in the first half of the twentieth century, made a
fortune, bribed politicians, and went to gaol. Clem’s vision for the play suited the kind of
theatre Theatre South had been presenting since Diggers darling in 1981. In Clem’s own
words:

While writing it, I began to realise it was an epic, so I began to study
Brecht, who more or less invented modern epic drama. I studied the
ancient epic poets and used their ideas as the basis for the construction
of this play. At the same time I began to distance the story from that of
my grandfather, adding or deleting sections to make this a more general
story of a pioneering period in our history. Also, I had to fill in gaps in
my grandfather’s story, using myth and imagination. I have always
wanted to create a seamless play which would flow without having fixed
scenes to slow down the action. With the help of …the team at Theatre
South…I have been able to achieve that with this play….I doubt whether
a better realisation of this play would have been possible. (NWUA: Male
Line, 1998).

In the same year, the company began a process which led to one of the most successful
projects in the company’s history, ironically in the same year as the Ministry for the Arts
announced the withdrawal of all funding. All the developments of focus and principle
discovered by Theatre South in the previous twenty years came together in Italian Stories.

The Italo-Australian community in the Illawarra is the oldest and largest ethnic group in the
city. The company had made early attempts with the two Dario Fo plays to attract some
part of the community, and had also brought in a bi-lingual company, Doppio Teatro, on
tour from Adelaide with an Italian language piece. But it was not until Emma in 1998 that
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the company established any real connection with the Italo-Australian community. Emma
became part of a new thrust in the company towards greater interaction with the
community.

This thrust was stimulated by a special grant of $30,000 from the Community Cultural
Development Fund and the Theatre Board of the Australia Council to employ a community
cultural development worker to plan and develop a long term community development
programs for the company. Berenice Carrington was appointed and began a number of
initiatives. An Aboriginal connection was developed through an Aboriginal Artist in
Residence, resulting in an unusual event. Kamp Koori, a show built around a talented
young Aboriginal drag performer and telling the story of his struggle against two
prejudices. Similarly a major project on domestic violence and youth at risk was developed
in association with a residency by Big h’Art, a Tasmanian youth company directed by local
writer and resident Scott Rankin.

Emma was an existing script that had had performances all round Australia. It was given a
production by Theatre South, described above, but beyond that it was used to develop a
closer relationship with the Italian community. With the success of Emma as
encouragement, the company applied for and secured a grant in the New Work category
from the Community Cultural Development Fund for the development of the project. The
project was described as:

Working with the Illawarra Italo-Australian community on the creation
of a multi-media project giving voice to the experience of the third
generation of that community, i.e. those whose life experience is
Australian but whose heritage is Italian. (Davis 1998, p.1).

As with Emma an advisory committee from the community was set up. They provided
sources of possible interviewees and some actual names, suggested lines of questioning,
discussed themes and structure for the script, and proposed sponsorship and promotional
strategies. A researcher, Tania Mastroianni, was hired to conduct the bulk of the interviews,
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while others were done by the Director to help him get a feel for the material. David di
Santi assembled a three piece folk band, L’Emigrante, to provide music, a blend of
traditional, folk and some contemporary. A note in the first program described the process
of creating the performance and the result:

Italian Stories is verbatim theatre. Every experience and story – every
word – are those of one of the more than thirty interviewees whose
stories were recorded in over forty hours of tapes by researcher Tania
Mastroianni… There has been a process of selection and editing, firstly
under a reference group of Italo-Australians of the same generation, and
later by the actors (three of them also Italo-Australians) and the Director.
(NWUA: Italian Stories 1999)

The first season of the production played nineteen performances to excellent houses.. In
2000 it was returned for another two-week season in Wollongong and a tour of the south
east, where it was received with enthusiasm even in towns with small Italian populations. It
was invited for a tour of Tasmania in 2001, playing six venues around the island over two
weeks. It returned for a third season in Wollongong, this time as part of the subscription
season at the Illawarra Performing Arts Centre, where it played to houses better than most
of the touring product in the Centre. Critics from the Sydney Morning Herald and The
Australian made the trip down from Sydney to see a performance in the first season. The
reviews were both very positive,

Within its fabric of distinct and blurring customs and near forgotten
rituals lie essential truths about the human race: the need to belong, to be
nested and loved, and – gauging from the amalgam of tales culled from
30 interviews by researcher Tania Mastroianni – the strength and
resilience of character required to combat change….it remains a spirited
and enjoyable production which wears a tolerant heart on its sleeve and,
in grappling with real life issues, steers clear of didactic and “neatly
compartmentalised” resolutions. (Hallett 1999).
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Italian Stories deals with the experiences of the second generation – the
migrants’ children, who live in two cultures. It takes as its epigraph one
of the interviewee’s statements, a familiar idea but still powerful: I say
“I’m Australian”. And they say, “No, really, what are you?”….Even
group-devised theatre, in which the performers tell their own stories,
does not have the same access to the experiences, ideas, and feelings of
people who will never want to perform but have things to say……This
is a terrific production. (McCallum 1999).

Held in the archives of Theatre South are letters from audience members, many by the
interviewees whose stories make up the script. They provide some evidence of the impact
of the play and of the value of community involvement in the work of a regional theatre.

We were so delighted. You captured the spirit of the times and
circumstances so very well.
It was wonderful to see a member of the community working with the
professional actors
I enjoyed it so much. It was wonderful to hear and see parts of my life
unfold before my very eyes, …You have succeeded in capturing the
emotions, energy and excitement of our lives.
My thanks and gratitude to Theatre South for putting on an extraordinary
piece of theatre, and for giving members of the community an
opportunity to put their experiences down on paper and represented.
By presenting such a piece of theatre, where the stories are real, the
words are real, it makes us realise that this is a common experience and
we are not alone in how we view the world, treading a line between two
cultures.
The whole experience has been like a special gift, an acknowledgment
of both good and bad experiences associated with the heart-wrenching
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(strappare – a tearing away) journey from one country to
another.(NWUA: Responses 1999).

Italian Stories also represented a culmination of the “house style” Theatre South had been
developing since the beginning. It was in the early participation plays for young people, in
most of the adaptations, in Katherine Thomson’s Change in the Weather and Barmaids, in
the Wonderful Wollongongs, in the Wendy Richardson plays, even in Mother Courage and
in some respects was an inevitable concomitant of all the plays presented in the home
theatre of the Bridge. It was recognised in many of the reviews quoted earlier in this
chapter. It was an informal, intimate, story-telling style achieved by a number of
circumstances and techniques: direct address to the audience, occasionally by a narrator but
more often by characters; narrative carried forward by actors speaking as characters in the
third person and narrating and enacting simultaneously; occasional participation by the
audience or individual members; transformations of time and place not by elaborate
technical devices but in full view of an audience whose imagination is enlisted in the
action; similar transformation of character wherein one actor plays many roles not by
attempting to delude the audience by changing make-up etc but by again enlisting their
imagination; the use of music and song to carry the story forward and to comment on the
action, usually with more informal and simple styles of music such as single instruments,
folk and original songs, or familiar popular period pieces. Italian Stories used all these
devices and audiences had no difficulty in accepting them, with the Theatre’s old standby,
suspension of disbelief. The style owed something to Elizabethan theatre, something to
Brecht, something to theatre for young people, something to Canada’s Theatre Passe
Murraile and Britain’s Peter Cheeseman, influences brought to the company by Davis and
Montgomery, and most of all something to the company’s home theatre.

The Bridge Theatre not only lent itself to this style, in a sense it demanded it. The space
was semi-circular with audience seating tiered on three sides. With only 150 seats no
audience member was more than five rows from the actors; there was no backstage space
for changes of scenery; stage lighting instruments were visible; entrances and exits by
characters could be made through the audience and frequently were. All these conditions
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are common to this kind of theatre and it is notable that most of the RTs worked in this kind
of space (Milne 2001, p.280).

The analysis of this regional company’s work in theatre has demonstrated the many ways
the company’s production work has contributed to its community, expressing, celebrating,
evaluating and even constructing its identity. But one fundamental reality that must be kept
in mind is that the primary purpose of theatre from the audience perspective is
entertainment. That the company provided this is evidenced by a number of factors. The
first is that audiences kept coming. The growth in audience numbers for any given
production had not reached those early expectations but the seasons of some productions at
the end of the company’s life, such as Emma, Italian Stories, the third season of Windy
Gully and even the Macbeth of 2001 proved that the general public would support, as they
had always done, the right kind of project. The second evidence lies in the reviews the
company received, many of which have been quoted above. In its whole history, the
company received very few bad reviews. There were the early Mercury reviews dealt with
in the previous chapter, some negative reviews of Conjugal Rites which criticised the play
while praising the production, one damning Macbeth with faint praise, and of course the
occasional reservation about some aspect of a production. But from the first metropolitan
reviews of The Con Man and Travelling North to the praise of Italian Stories, the
overwhelming response of reviewers had been favourable to the entertainment quality of
the company’s work and appreciative of the serious side of its achievements. The third
evidence lies in the responses of individual audience members, not only the special cases
such as the audience in Eden for Tonight We Anchor in Twofold Bay, or the members of the
Italo-Australian community quoted above, or the teachers appreciating performances for
schools, but also the frequent letters to the company or to the local media, all found in the
archives. The final evidence is anecdotal from this participant observer and it is the
pervasive laughter in comedies such as Might As Well Talk To Yourself, Trumpets and
Raspberries and On Our Selection. the whole hearted audience participation in Barmaids
and Wonderful Wollongong and Emma, the rapt attention to the drama of the Mt Kembla
mine explosion in Windy Gully or the flight down the rapids of The African Queen, the
applause at the end of shows, and the buzz at intermission and after the show in the foyer.
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Theatre South was very much of its region and its community and the following chapter
will address the ways other than performances that this was so.

CHAPTER EIGHT
THEATRE SOUTH - STAKEHOLDERS
As an agent in the Field of Cultural Production and ancillary to its pursuit of its principal
aim described in the previous chapter of producing and presenting theatre, a theatre
company will develop relationships and assume responsibilities with other agencies,
institutions and groups, all of which become to a greater or lesser extent stakeholders in the
company. These relationships will have a variety of results: some will contribute to the
regional identity of the company and be part of the contribution the company makes to its
constituency beyond the production of plays, others will influence the company’s pursuit of
cultural capital, either positively or negatively. All will build the profile of the company in
some way at local, state or national level. Theatre South’s relationships with these other
stakeholders will be examined in this chapter under three headings: the host community of
Wollongong, the wider region served by the company, and the theatre industry in Australia.

COMMUNITY
Theatre South’s community was first of all the city of Wollongong in which it had its
home. The relation with that community included the audiences for Theatre South’s work,
the special services for young people, the city’s institutions, governing and cultural, and the
diverse sub-cultures, ethnic and other, which made up the wider community.
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The most obvious and central relationship of a regional company is to its audience. Chapter
Six in discussing the Wollongong audience made mention of a class of society identified as
theatregoers: that segment of the population, well educated and reasonably affluent, whose
tastes might include books, dining out, wine, art films and theatregoing. This was the core
audience the early programs of the company aimed at, although from the beginning the
company realised that Wollongong was unlikely to contain enough of this class to sustain a
company and in any case had ideological aspirations to find new audience. Moreover,
proximity to Sydney, the centre of which is really no more than an hour and a half away,
meant that many existing theatregoers were likely to prefer an excursion to major
metropolitan theatres than to what they might perceive as the inferior qualities of a local
product or venue.

The company recognised that it would have to convince these existing theatregoers of the
quality of its work as well as developing a largely new audience. High quality professional
standards supported by regular metropolitan reviews and metropolitan transfers such as
Sugar Mother at the Opera House, Long Gone Lonesome Cowgirls to the Stables, and
Tonight We Anchor at Twofold Bay and Trumpets and Raspberries to the Wharf, went a
long way to achieving the former. Anecdotal evidence from audience attendance strongly
suggests that theatregoers who attended Sydney theatres were also attending Theatre South.
The simplicity, informality, and suburban location of the company’s Bridge Theatre were
appealing to many, although an obstacle for others, who were happier with the touring
product at the plusher Illawarra Performing Arts Centre when that eventually opened.

New audience was won as evidenced by the box office success of the company’s original
work which regularly outdrew the kinds of shows supported by metropolitan audiences.
Wendy Richardson was more popular in Wollongong than the country’s most successful
playwright, David Williamson. Theatre South had some advantages in this respect.
Publicity and promotion were cheaper and easier to access by a resident company in a
regional centre. More significantly a new audience was being attracted by programs and
projects chosen for their relevance and interest for them. They could hear their own voices
and recognise their own experience in original work like Diggers Darling ,Vroom Vroom,
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Italian Stories and the Wendy Richardson plays, in other Australian work such as Emma
and Lipstick Dreams and even in overseas work such as Factory Girls and Trumpets and
Raspberries. Furthermore the “house style” of the company and the ambience of its theatre,
familiar, informal and casual, evolved with the company’s relationship to its region. Key
members of the working company were permanent residents of the city and, as seen in the
analysis of work in the previous chapter, the company had vigorously pursued the aim of
being of the region and not merely in the region.

In its home city the company offered its first subscriptions in 1983 and its last in 2002.
Box office figures available in the archives are incomplete but annual reports and the
available documents indicate that the subscription list never exceeded 600 although
attendance at individual productions averaged about 1600 and reached as high as 4000.
(NWUA Annual reports Series 11, Box Office Reconciliations Series 12) The company
drew the conclusion early that it had several audiences even within its home city, and that
they in effect came to particular productions not simply to “the theatre”. Along with a
faithful core of subscribers there was extra audience for particular product. Repertoire
responded to and reflected this principle. Some younger audience were attracted to
productions such as the raunchy Slice of Saturday Night and Bouncers as well as the
teenage angst of Dags and Fossils; High School audiences were similarly attracted to these
shows as well as attending plays set for study such as those by Shakespeare; an older
popular and possibly more working class audience was attracted by word of mouth,
particularly to comedies such as Barmaids, Can’t Pay Won’t Pay, Trumpets and
Raspberries and Lipstick Dreams; a more conservative and possibly more theatrically
informed audience came to classics like Glass Menagerie as well as the Williamson plays
and commercial product such as Sleuth and Conjugal Rites. Sometimes a particular ethnic
community might be attracted (and occasionally targeted) as with several Irish plays, the
work by the local Macedonian playwright Neskovski, or the Vietnamese content and style
of Hearts and Minds. Most significantly and most distinctively, audiences came to see their
own or familiar stories as with Wonderful Wollongong, with Italian Stories and Emma, with
all the Wendy Richardson plays and with the Wayne Gardner inspired Vroom Vroom. There
were also the regular works for young audiences.
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One important effect of this phenomenon was that a much higher percentage of the
population attended the theatre over time than was indicated by the attendances at
individual events. Much of the community may profess acceptance and even ownership
without regular attendance. Anecdotal evidence from members of the company provided
many examples of individuals claiming to be patrons of the theatre but on questioning
admitting not to have been for as long as some years! It is difficult to estimate the
percentage of the population who attended over the long period, nor to estimate the level of
support from the population in general, but some indication was given by the outrage in the
community when funding was cut completely in 1999 and the company faced closure. The
depth of this feeling was reflected in letters to the Company and the Ministry from
organisations and individuals and most notably in the Illawarra Mercury which on
December 1st, 1999 devoted the whole front page to the controversy and followed the main
story on following pages and in subsequent issues.

A potential new audience was found in the significant immigrant component in
Wollongong’s population. Wollongong is a diverse community ethnically, from the waves
of immigration of Italians and Greeks in the fifties and sixties, to the many European
groups brought out by the possibilities of work in the steelworks, to the later Arab, Asian,
South American and African immigrants. Theatre South tried to attract them to the regular
season, with limited success in the case of first generation migrants, but with more success
with second and third generations. Meanwhile the company offered over the years many
projects with special appeal for particular ethnic groups. Such projects, described in the
previous chapter, were Hearts and Minds,(Vietnamese), Emma and Italian Stories (Italian),
Say Goodbye to the Past and Conqueror Cole (Macedonian), Five Times Dizzy (Greek),
Flesh and Blood (various). The company also hosted performances in other languages: e.g.
The Journey (Greek and Italian), New Scenes (Turkish), Odyssey (Greek and English),
Filling the Silence and Ricordi (Italian), several productions in Macedonian, and one
Arabic play.
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Relations with the Macedonian/Australian community offer a good example of this interest
by a regional company. This relationship developed partly through the playwright, Bill
Neskovski, who wrote and worked for the company in the 1980s and whose play, Say
Goodbye to the Past, opened the Bridge Theatre, partly through two other theatre workers
who worked in stage management and production in this period, and partly through the
amateur Macedonian Theatre Group which performed in the theatre under the patronage of
Theatre South over several years.

In the 1990s as indigenous artists made a significant impact on Australian theatre and as the
reconciliation movement gained momentum, the company searched for initiatives in this
direction. The hosting of Bran Nue Dae, the production of Kamp Koori and the Aboriginal
artist in residence have been mentioned. Sally Riley, an Aboriginal graduate from the
University of Wollongong joined the company in 1993 as a stage manager/actress, left to
do a NIDA Directing course, returned to the company to direct Flesh and Blood, moved
successfully into film making, returned again to produce on the company’s behalf the
staging of a National Reconciliation Conference in Wollongong, and was a member of the
Company’s Artistic Directorate in 1999. In 2000 the company negotiated a residency by the
Aboriginal and Islander Dance Company but unfortunately the funding application failed.

Other community groups and activities were assisted with advice, use of the venue, or
production assistance and included: several productions by All Together, an abled/disabled
drama group; several productions by a drama group from the Women’s Centre; several
performances by various choirs; Playgrounds, an annual High Schools Drama Festival; a
bi-centennial preview production of Pipers Promise, a children’s musical with music by
Andrew Ford, produced in collaboration with the Faculty of Creative Arts of the University
and performed at IPAC; a youth at risk project in collaboration with Big hArt; and
innumerable workshops and performances by High Schools. The company also hired out or
more frequently freely loaned costumes, lighting and sound equipment, properties and even
set pieces.
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The core production program of Theatre South was never large enough to keep the theatre
open every week year round, nor was there enough audience in the city to keep the theatre
full even if it could offer productions with the same saturation as a major city company can
do. In any case as a regional company and one including Theatre for Young People and
touring in its program, there were many weeks and days within weeks when the company
did not use the theatre for its central purpose. This offered the opportunity to fulfil another
function for the community – to present other events and entertainments and to host other
organisations. At various times over the years Theatre South had offered seasons of jazz, of
opera and classical music recitals, of folk music, of show music, of children’s theatre, of
play readings, of theatresports, and several fund raising revues.

All of these activities, reaching new audiences and offering community services, were
indicative of the complex role that a regional company can play in a community.
Unfortunately, Australian companies, unlike many of their English counterparts, were
inadequately resourced to pursue these objectives systematically and to formalise a
structure for this kind of provision. They were not assessed or encouraged for this kind of
comprehensive identity and were funded only for limited purposes and individual projects.

Nonetheless, while the central function of the company remained the production and
presentation of professional theatre performances, the contribution to the cultural life of the
community did stretch beyond this. The range of subsidiary activities outlined above was a
value-added asset for the community, not available from touring companies and not often
offered by metropolitan companies. It was made possible by the permanency of the regional
company with a core staff resident in the theatre and the community. It was also made
possible by the ownership of a facility not only for performance but also for rehearsal,
production, storage and hire.

Chapter Six related the difficulties of Theatre South in its early years in finding a
satisfactory venue. The attempt to build a theatre inside the old building known as the PDS
in downtown Wollongong was thwarted when Kern Developments wanted a parking station
to attach to its new gateway complex and the city was a partner in this development.
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Theatre South was to lose not only a potential theatre but also their production, rehearsal,
and administration space. The Council offered them a choice of several small community
halls. The company chose Coniston, occupied the building and spent $300,000 converting
part of it into a one hundred and fifty seat thrust stage and auditorium. The other part of the
building towards the rear became the foyer and bar, while a section at the front of the
building became the office. The Bridge Theatre, named for the street and the nearby bridge
over the railway line, opened in July, 1985. The name of the theatre was deliberately
chosen to differentiate the venue from the company because from the beginning the
intention was for the theatre to be available for other activities. There was plenty of
community support in all this conversion, mostly in kind from businesses, Technical and
Further Education (TAFE), Illawarra Electricity and the University, but not much cash
beyond a small grant from the Ministry and a seat-selling campaign. The company, as was
often the case with Australian regional companies, and not often the case with the major
companies in the capital cities, was largely responsible for funding its own facility. The
shortfall of funds for the project and an overrun of building costs left the Company with a
capital debt that haunted it for the next twenty years. Urgent correspondence, demands for
debt management plans, and dire warnings from both the Australia Council and the
Ministry about the company’s financial situation came annually to the company (NWUA,
Funding Reports Series 13). Many promises from funding officers and on one occasion
from a minister came to nothing until the last years of the company, in 1999, when Premier
Bob Carr gave a one-off grant of $80,000 to pay off the overdraft. But with little operating
funding for the following years, it was too late to save the company.

Over the years the company, with support from the University, and to a lesser extent from
other institutions such as TAFE, Illawarra Electricity and City Council, made many
additions to the Bridge including a workshop, and many improvements including heating,
lighting and sound equipment, and landscaping, to turn the old community hall into an
efficient and comfortable, if not sumptuous, small theatre. It grew to be a recognised,
familiar, and popular part of the cultural life of the community, perhaps more so as its
physical changes and development were seen by the city as they happened, experienced by
the audiences, and reflected in the media.
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The unnamed author of a note (probably Carmel Pass) in the Company’s newsletter, Bridge
in Brief, summed up what the possession of a home theatre meant for the company – and
incidentally part of what a home theatre can mean to any small company:

After five years of saying “when we get our own theatre…” it has
happened, and it has made a great difference in our theatre lives. It has
meant that, for most of the time, all parts of the company are together under
the one roof. It means that our designer can design sets for one space rather
than for three or four through the year, and our lighting designer doesn’t
have to move all the lights from one venue to another every time we open a
show. Translated into audience terms, having a home means having a place
which our audience can identify with us. It means that our theatre can
contain a record of our past productions and what’s playing later in the
season. It means that people can enjoy coming to “The Bridge” and
knowing where they’ll sit to get the view they’ll like. (NWUA Bridge in
Brief 1986).

The City had initially made the Coniston Hall available to the company on a $1 a year
lease, with the company taking responsibility for rates, insurance and maintenance, but in
1997, the City made its first big gesture of support for the company by transferring
ownership of the Bridge to the company at a sale price of $1. The complex with all its
improvements was valued at $350,000, and as an asset at least made the company’s bank
loans more secure. A clause in the sale contract gave the City first option to repurchase the
property for $1 in the event of Theatre South closing. This happened in 2003.

There was concern expressed by the City, by the Ministry, and by many other individuals,
mostly from the amateur theatre, about the future of the Bridge when Theatre South closed.
High hopes and optimistic plans were expressed for its future use as a community resource.
Ann Burbrook, Company manger in the last year of the company, participated in forums
conducted by a Ministry-funded consultant:
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in our consultations with our members of the community last year it kept
coming up again and again that the thing people valued was the venue…the
intention is to provide the region’s thespians with an opportunity to present
work in a creative space…it’s time for the arts in the Illawarra to take
charge of their own destiny and this is a way of going, ‘here you are guys,
here you go’.” (Adie 2003).

Unfortunately, “the region’s thespians”, mostly amateur groups, who were so vocal in
wanting the facility, did not have the drive or organisation to take the responsibility on.
City Council also made brave promises but was unable to deliver. Wollongong
City Council director of city services Mike Hyde said on the same occasion:

“….Wollongong City Council, certainly from my perspective, will be
looking to ensure that this remains an open and vibrant place that the
community can feel is part of the Illawarra” (Adie 2003).

To this date (April, 2007) the building remains disused and unoccupied, just as the city
remains without a professional theatre company.

The city however does have a large and imposing Illawarra Performing Arts Centre (IPAC).
A Bicentennial Grant from the State Government, an equal contribution from the City, and
several years of planning resulted in the opening of the Centre in 1988. During the years of
planning the Directors of Theatre South made many ineffectual efforts to persuade the
Council to make Theatre South a resident company in the Centre. These efforts were not
helped by the attitude of the Theatre Consultant employed to advise on the project. Tom
Brown, a one time Director of NIDA and another of the many Englishmen attracted to
Australia in the 1950s and 1960s, apparently could not conceive of a serious professional
theatre company outside of the capital. While always courteous and apparently supportive
his final report on usage mentioned Theatre South only once, and then as a potential hirer
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of the smaller theatre for a limited part of the year. One Sydney critic and observer of
regional developments commented:

Theatre South was given such short shrift during the construction of the
Wollongong complex, they set out in the same time to build their own
modest but very workable and attractive venue in nearby Coniston.
Nevertheless when it came to a gala opening, guess who had to be called in
to put on a show.” (Waites 1988, p.2).

The Bridge Theatre served the company well. When the emphasis in theatre is on a
building, the significance of audience and of the conditions of performance can be
overlooked. Consider a touring play presented by a major company in a large regional
touring venue such as IPAC for three performances. Consider then another presented by a
regional company such as Theatre South in their own smaller venue for a three week
season, In the first case the audience may see a polished production with large scale
production values and a cast of greater reputation, all components that may or may not
contribute to an enjoyable performance. In the latter case, however, the audience will be
participants. The personnel in the company will be resident amongst them, even if in some
cases only for the duration of the production; the atmosphere will be familiar, casual,
informal; the smaller theatre will create a more intimate atmosphere; the audience will
know the theatre – perhaps their children attended classes there or presented their school
play, perhaps they have attended a concert, or a state of origin celebration, or some special
event there. They may feel, without even recognising it, a sense of ownership. This is after
all their theatre company. And on another occasion they saw a play there relating to their
own community life or history. Most importantly, they know it is a professional company
and that its work will have its own kind of excellence, different but not necessarily inferior
to the touring company. If they are regular theatregoers, they will be glad they can have
both kinds of theatre in their town or city. If the touring activity is a rare event then it will
draw a good audience for its short season. The home event will have the benefit of a regular
following and a longer season and will draw better.
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Theatre South had an uneasy relationship with IPAC. The first Director set up a resident
amateur musical company but brought in very little professional work and was not
interested in any relationship with Theatre South. The second had only a short tenure but
the third, Chris Tooher, took two significant initiatives. He began to access funding
programs such as Playing Australia to bring in professional productions, and at the same
time opened a dialogue with Theatre South. Some exploratory discussions were held
towards cooperative arrangements and in 2001 Italian Stories was remounted to be a part of
IPAC’s subscription season. What seemed like a promising development was short-lived as
Tooher moved on and his successor did not pursue the relationship. In any case Theatre
South by this time had lost nearly all its funding and seemed doomed.

The Company developed more mutually beneficial relationships with other institutions in
the Illawarra including the City Council, Illawarra Electricity, TAFE, the Education
Department, Catholic Education, the Illawarra Mercury, Win TV, BHP and Bluescope
Steel, and sundry corporations whose names dot the programs over the years.

Wollongong University is worth a longer treatment. The University was vitally important in
the establishment and early years of the company: it handled finances until the company
was incorporated and provided seed money for the first two years; the Vice-Chancellor Ken
McKinnon was Chair for many years and there were always University representatives on
the Board; it provided useful in-kind assistance – a vehicle, improvements to the Bridge,
contributions by staff from many departments; through the 1980s, the Artistic Director’s
salary was paid by the University as a lecturer in the English Department. With the
establishment of a School and later a Faculty of Creative Arts, a valuable synchronicity was
begun. Theatre professionals teaching there, such as actor/director Jeff Kevin,
designer/director John Senczuk. lighting designer Ian McGrath, composer/musical director
David Vance and playwright Clem Gorman gave the company a source of creative
assistance very important for the quality of the company’s work.

The relationship was mutually beneficial. The Faculty used Theatre South’s facilities,
borrowed costumes and equipment, and used Theatre South staff as teachers from time to
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time. Most importantly, the co-operation made possible a number of larger cast productions
by the use of students in small acting and production roles, a valuable first experience of
professional theatre for them.

The development and the variety of Theatre South’s programs for young people (Table 2 p.
240) is an example of how a regional company can serve one segment of its constituency
and how it can respond to changing circumstances over time. It is also an example of how
changes are forced not so much by the beliefs of the company but by external factors such
as funding. The work might win some capital in the field of education and in the region, but
this recognition had no discernable influence on funding bodies.

Theatre for Young People was in fact one of the principal objectives of Theatre South from
its beginnings (Davis 1980b) and remained so to its end. The objective was pursued in two
ways, through performances in schools and through performances in theatres for school
audiences. The strong commitment to this work came from the beliefs and experience of
the co-founders of the company, Faye Montgomery and Des Davis. They had founded a
successful specialist company for young audiences in Canada in 1971, had directed its
fortunes until their return to Australia in 1980. The company, Carousel Players, continued
to be one of Canada’s leading theatres for young audiences –(www.carouselplayers.com )
Des Davis had published a book based on this experience in 1981 (Davis 1981c)

The pilot season for Theatre South had included a work for young audiences and the
seasons of 1981-2 included productions touring into schools (briefly described in Chapter
Six) In the years 1981-1983 the company, under the name Seagull, produced six plays for
primary school audiences giving four hundred and thirty-seven performances to a total
audience of almost 55,000 young people. The performances were given to schools in the
Illawarra, down the south coast as far as Eden, along the southern highlands as far as
Cooma and inland to Campbelltown, Camden and Picton. An estimate by the Associate
Director claimed the productions reached about ninety-seven per cent of the school students
in the region between years one to six. (NWUA Montgomery Report 1983). All six
productions were in the form generally known as the participation play, a form not much
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Table Two: Theatre South Productions for Young Audiences 1980 to 2002
1980
1981
1982

1983

1984

1985
1986
1987

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999
2000
2001
2002

PRODUCTION
Story go round
First People, Norse Saga
First People, Norse Saga,
Newcomers, Earth Song
Theatre Works
Newcomers Earth Song,
Under the Coolibah Tree,
Gold
No Strings Attached,
Myths and Mirrors
Inside Outside Upside
Down
Pressure Points

TYPE
In theatre
Participation
Participation
Participation
In schools
Participation

Newcomers, First people

Participation

67

Golden Valley
Coolibah Tree, On the
Coal
Hating Alison Ashley
Ashley 2nd Production,
Five Times Dizzy
Dizzy 2nd Production
Ashley 3rd Production
Dags
Dizzy 3rd Production,
Fossils
Dizzy 4th Production
Fossils 2nd Production
Ashley 4th Production
Dizzy 5th Production
Earth Song,
MultipleChoice
Ashley 5th Production,
Lucy in the Leap Year,
Multiple 2nd Production
Carlos the Cane Toad
Fossils 3rd Production,
Multiple 3rd Production
Selby the Talking Dog
Dizzy 6th Production
Fossils 4th Production,
Lockie Leonard
Scumbuster
Ashley 6th Production
Fossils 5th Production
Dizzy 7th Production
Ashley 7th Production

In theatre

11

Participation
In-Theatre

Participation
In schools
In schools
In theatre
In schools

Participation
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In schools
In theatre
In theatre
In schools
In theatre
In theatre
In schools
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre
In theatre

PERFS
12
63
71
110
28
33
120
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

51
n/a
n/a
n/a

VENUES/TOUR
Tech Theatre Macquarie Fields Nowra Mittagong S’harbour
Wollongong, Bowral,Mittagong
Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Illawarra, Sydney
Illawarra, Sydney
W’gong Tent, Tour
Illawarra, Sydney
Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Picton,Bowral,Moruya,Merim,Cooma,Wagga,Coota,Ulla,
Nowra

100
n/a

Illawarra, South Coast, Highlands
Bridge
Bridge, Sydney, Melbourne
Bridge
Bridge,Canberra, Sydney
Illawarra, Southeast, Victoria, Sydney
Sydney, Southeast, Canberra
Illawarra, Canberra, Geelong, Melbourne, Sydney,
Illawarra
Illawarra,Sydney(6 venues) New England
Illawarra, Sydney
Illawarra, Melbourne, Sydney,
Bunbury, Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney (5 venues)
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

79
80
n/a
80
n/a
31
n/a
n/a

40
n/a
47
60
35
38
n/a

Illawarra, Sydney
Illawarra, Sydney
Illawarra, Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra
Illawarra,Gosford, Camden, Sydney, Western NSW
Sydney Opera House, Wollongong, Sydney
Illawarra, Sydney, Camden, Canberra,
Illawarra, Sydney

14 productions,10 Plays, 7 original
31 productions13 Plays 9 original
TOTAL 45 productions of 23 plays, 16 original works

used by Australian TIE companies, but favoured by Theatre South as the best form for
primary age audiences. It is described fully in Theatre for Young People:
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The participation play is a fully structured play with clearly delineated
characters and situations whose developments and outcomes are given in
the play. However, the play demands or offers, as an essential part of its
form, participation by the children present on the occasion. Such
participation is necessary for the full effect of the play and for its full
appreciation by the audience, but does not significantly alter the course of
its unfolding. (Davis 1981b p.130).

Of the six plays performed in this period, only the first was an existing script. This was
Norse Saga, described in Chapter Six. The others were all adapted or written by company
members. They were First People, Earth Song, and Under the Coolibah Tree written by
Faye Montgomery and Newcomers and Gold written by Geoff Morrell. Their content was
folk tales, myths, animals and history, and the issues and values were the environment,
relationships, adapting to change, celebrating difference. The issues were gentler but more
universal than those of the issue-based projects popular with many TIE teams, influenced
by the English model. (O’Toole 1976). They were simple scripts relying on story theatre
techniques, action and music, and involvement by the audience. Contrary to what one might
expect, the level of belief in this story world is actually higher than in a normal distanced
play.

The Theatre South archives contain many letters and drawings from students from
Kindergarten to Year Six demonstrating the enjoyment and learning that this program
provided (NWUA Series 15 Boxes 1 & 2). Responses from educators and teachers give a
more considered view of the program.
On Tuesday, 2nd April 1981 your production Norse Saga was viewed by
representatives of the Department of Education. General consensus was that
the production was of high standard and eminently suitable for primary
school children. Particular note was made of the involvement and
participation by the children and the manner in which the actors and
actresses worked with school children even when events stirred them to a
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considerable degree of enthusiasm. (B S Gillett, Director of Education,
South Coast Region).

In early 1984, the Associate Director of the company sent a circular to all regional primary
principals:

With considerable sadness, we have to announce the closing down of our
Seagull program for 1984. Since its formation in 1981 Seagull has given
over 500 performances of six separate and original participation plays.
Your school has been one of our clients. Our work has been enthusiastically
received by teachers and students and we believe we have established
excellent rapport with school throughout our region.
The income we generate through the charge to children is not sufficient to
cover the costs of the program. We do not believe children should be asked
to pay more, we cannot cut costs any more without seriously sacrificing
quality, so we must depend on our subsidies. Unfortunately, our funding for
1984 from the Australia Council has fallen short of our needs and we have
no choice but to close the program. (NWUA Montgomery 1984).

In an appeal to the Australia Council, the President of the South Coast Primary Principals’
Council put the case for a regional theatre’s role in this work.

This council represents the 187 primary schools within the South Coast
Region of the NSW Department of Education. Over half of these schools
have enjoyed the high quality performances of “Seagull” for the past three
years, and are dismayed that it cannot function due to reduced funding.
…. It would be appreciated if the Australia Council, in making its
deliberations for 1985 funding, were to give due credence to the way in
which the pupils of our Region are being disadvantaged by having no
touring company visiting their schools. (NWUA McIliquham 1983).
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Appeals were in vain and the company sought alternatives to continue its commitment to
young audiences. Michael Smart, who had written Diggers Darling and who was a High
School Drama teacher, came to the company with another proposal for an in school project
for High Schools. It seemed an opportunity to stay in the TYP area with a different focus.
An ABC Producer also became interested in the project for a Drama in Education program.
Michael, a Director and two actors would workshop ideas provided by students on the issue
of peer pressure. Working sometimes with Year 11 Drama students and sometimes with
students from Year Seven, whose stories were to provide the content and whose peers were
to be the audience, ideas were developed and then put into script form by Michael. The
show was titled No Strings Attached and was eventually offered to Years seven and eight in
High Schools. Its incidents included first day at school, smoking, school excursions, the
school social, parents and so on. All roles were played by the two actors, Michael Coe and
Sher Guhl. The ABC documentary on the process and the performance was shown
regularly on educational TV programs under the title Pressure Points. A further season was
mounted by the company in 1985 under the same title as the ABC documentary. The show
was well received in schools but the archives contain little further information about it.

The company made one last attempt to revive the Participation play in the seasons of 198788. It was made possible in 1987 by a substantial grant from the Commonwealth
Employment Program to hire additional staff including unemployed actors. First People
and Newcomers were remounted with modest Box Office results although responses from
students and teachers were as enthusiastic as ever. Similarly in 1988 two productions were
mounted, Under the Coolibah Tree and a new work On the Coal. The latter was written by
Wendy Richardson and inspired by her success with Windy Gully. The participation was
particularly interesting as the children learned some of the processes of early coal mining..
1988 was the Bicentennial year and the plethora of activities for schools seriously affected
bookings for these productions. The NSW Department of Cultural Activities offered some
support but an application for project funding to the Australia Council for the work was
refused. It was made clear to the Directors that the Council did not see Theatre South as
having a role in this field and their preferred recipients for funding were the established
Sydney companies Toe Truck, Sidetrack and Theatre of the Deaf. The token regional TIE
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company was Freewheels in Newcastle. This was the last attempt by Theatre South to
service Primary School audiences in schools. They were to try a new approach in 1989.

The company had presented the occasional production in theatre aimed at children or at
families: Story-go-Round in 1980, Inside Outside Upside Down in 1984, Puppy Love (a
buy-in from Melbourne) in 1985 and Golden Valley in 1987. The last named opened the
Zenith, a new theatre in Chatswood on the morning of January 1st,1988, thereby being
probably the first theatrical production in Australia’s third century. All of these productions
were disappointing at the Box Office, although school matinees showed promise. There
seemed to be a potential audience in schools for matinees in theatres in school time. The
decision was made to include a production of the successful adaptation of the popular book
for young readers Hating Alison Ashley in the 1989 season.

The first production of Hating Alison Ashley in 1989 was directed by Jeff Kevin and played
primarily for adult and family audiences. It had a very successful season and persuaded the
company that this was a suitable new path to meet their commitment to theatre for young
people. That the adaptation was based on a very popular novel for young readers was a
major selling point with teachers and students. In the following year the production was
offered in theatres in school time for school audiences. It played at the Bridge and toured to
Sydney and Melbourne. Many performances including the complete week long season at
the Seymour Centre were sold out, and the idea became part of the company’s work from
then on.

The Theatre South archives record seven seasons of Hating Alison Ashley, the last in 2002.
All productions included seasons in Wollongong and all productions after the first toured to
selected parts of the region, and to theatres in and around Sydney. Most productions toured
to Melbourne and a few to other parts of NSW including Gosford and Newcastle. The
archives do not include box office details or precise tour venues but two seasons claim
audience numbers at 20,000 and 30,000. The estimated total number of performances is
over 500 and the estimated total audience is over 200,000. In terms of audience numbers
and box office income, Hating Alison Ashley can be regarded as the most successful
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production in the company’s history. Its regional significance was not as profound as the
adult productions such as Twofold Bay, Windy Gully, and Italian Stories, and its
educational value, while undeniable, was probably not as clear as in the participation
programs, but it was self-supporting and gave the company a niche market in the industry.
Reviews of work for young people are generally hard to get but Carmody (1989c) and
McKone (1996) praised different productions.

Theatre South deserves applause for this production....All is presented
without sentimentality and for the young audience the play fulfils the
proper role of good drama: to be an honest reflection of experience. Highly
recommended (McKone 1996)

Five Times Dizzy followed a similar path, playing a short try-out season at the Bridge in
1990 and a longer season including touring the year after. It was also an adaptation of a
popular novel for young readers. This time the adaptation was done in house by the Artistic
Director working closely with the novel’s author, Nadia Wheatley. It is the story of a young
girl’s struggle to find happiness for her grandmother, who speaks no English and feels
useless and lost in this new land. As Pamela Payne’s Sydney Morning Herald review put it:

Mareka’s quest for her goat propels this play’s narrative. It’s a lively urban
tale of generosity and determination. Along the way, it raises issues of
racial interaction and co-operation, as well as responsibility and kindness
towards the aged. But this play never patronises nor preaches to its young
audience. Its ideas are revealed through its themes. And it’s great fun.
(Payne 1991).

Five Times Dizzy, like Hating Alison Ashley, had seven seasons, the last in 2001, and
retained its popularity throughout. It played Wollongong every time, at the IPAC, at the
University’s Hope Theatre, and at the Bridge, it played throughout the region, it played at
eight venues in and around Sydney, it played at four venues in Melbourne, it played
Geelong and Ballarat, it played Newcastle and other parts of NSW country, it played the
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Sydney Opera House, the Adelaide Festival Centre, and the Theatre Royal Perth. Again
statistical records are incomplete but the existing figures suggest approximately four
hundred performances for a total audience of about 150,000. As a fringe benefit of this
production, just as the book attracted young people to the play, so the reverse happened.
Nadia Wheatley told the company as early as 1991 that book sales went up as soon as the
season began.

A regional company belongs to and serves its region, but there are reasons why the success
and widespread touring of Five Times Dizzy and Hating Alison Ashley proved important for
Theatre South as a regional company, apart from their obvious contribution to education
and youth development. One reason was that diversification spread the infrastructure costs
over more projects, in short the TYP touring made a contribution to income and made
feasible the offering of work for young people to the more limited audiences accessible in
the region itself. Another reason has to do with cultural capital. The breadth and scope of
the productions acquired capital within home city, the region and the industry generally in
spreading the name and reputation of the company. That they did not appear to gain any
cultural capital with funding bodies is a function of the limited focus of those bodies on
individual artists rather than audience, on “excellence” rather than access, and on
metropolitan rather than regional.

In the years after the breakthrough with these two productions, Theatre South mounted a
number of original productions in the presentation format of school matinees in theatres.
Three were also adaptations from popular young peoples’ literature: Lucy in the Leap Year
another by Nadia Wheatley, this time adapted by Wheatley herself and produced in 1996;
Selby the Talking Dog by Duncan Ball based on the character from his popular series and
produced in 1997 for younger audiences; and Lockie Leonard Scumbuster, adapted by
Garry Fry from the novel by Tim Winton and produced in 1997. Lucy in the Leap Year won
an Awgie (Australian Writers’ Guild award) for best children’s play of 1996. All these
productions toured to Sydney and Melbourne as well as seasons in the region, but had only
one season each and did not reach the box office levels of Five Times Dizzy and Hating
Alison Ashley. Two other productions in this genre deserve a little more space.
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In 1993 the company secured a playwright in residence grant for Manny Aston, whose
main project was to be a new play for the Junior High School audience, to play either in
schools or in theatres. He had researched through workshops a project on peer pressure
titled If Johnny Jumped Off the Harbour Bridge, and had it performed in workshop form by
a class of young people. He developed this project into a new play with the emphasis on
parent-teenager relationships to be performed by three actors, each playing a teenager and
the parents of the other two characters. Its trial season was given in a local high school and
after some rewriting it went into the company’s repertoire under the title Fossils. The play
had five seasons, from 1993 to 2000, performing primarily for years seven to ten but also
reaching other audience. Its humour and its relevance made it popular with anyone who had
been a teenager and/or a parent. It had two public seasons at the Bridge. In 1994, New
England Theatre Company had a production scheduled for a tour of their region suddenly
cancelled and Theatre South answered their cry for help with their production of Fossils
which, partially modified for older audiences, had a successful tour of the New England
region. The script was published by Currency Press in 1995 and placed on the NSW
Education Department’s Higher School Certificate Drama’s Syllabus in 1997 for four
years. In 1998 the company performed a special short season at The Sydney Opera House
as part of the Benelong Program for young people at the invitation and to the satisfaction of
the program’s Director:

My compliments to you and the company for a very professional and well
received season of Fossils. I was delighted both by the quality of the work
and the way the play was enthusiastically enjoyed by what is after all a very
demanding audience demographic. (Davidson 1998).

By 1996 the TYP program was well developed and through these years and through the rest
of the 1990s the company had at least three productions on the road annually. In 1996 The
Adventures of Carlos the Cane Toad joined the repertoire. It was seen as filling a gap with
a production aimed at kindergarten to year four. It was a colourful show with a most
unusual hero. A strong creative team was assembled: Faye Montgomery wrote the original
script, Paul Coombes, a local composer, wrote and recorded the catchy and simple tunes for
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the young audience, John Senczuk designed some remarkable costumes, ,imaginatively
way beyond the usual animal suits, Michael Coe did likewise for the set, John O’Connell
originally from Wollongong and now choreographer for such movies as Strictly Ballroom
and Moulin Rouge was commissioned to do the choreography and a strong cast was
assembled. After a season in Wollongong and Sydney, the company was invited to perform
at the Out of the Box Festival in Brisbane and, in the company’s first and only international
foray, at the Kawasaki Puppet Festival in Japan. Kawasaki by a happy coincidence is a
sister city of Wollongong. Unfortunately, when the play’s turn for a second season came in
1999, the company was at the beginning of the funding cuts, and Carlos was a casualty.

Another initiative in the 1990s involved partnerships with certain public service institutions
to create plays which helped to “sell” their services. So projects were undertaken for the
Milk Board and for the RTA on road safety. The most successful was Multiple Choice, a
play commissioned by TAFE from Simon Hopkinson, and a production and season
likewise underwritten by TAFE. It played seasons in High Schools around the state in
1996, 1997, and 1998. These projects were part of a continuing effort by the company, like
other RTs, to find markets to diversify its offerings to the community and to the industry,
and to decrease the dependence on increasingly unreliable public funding.

This work for young audiences was a significant part of the community involvement of this
regional company, contributing significantly to education, not only in an artistic form, but
also through its content and its values, to the more general education of young people. Its
themes were of such issues as acceptance of difference, family and peer relations, the
environment, resilience and resourcefulness, courage in adversity, inter-generational
respect, co-operation and above all individual initiative and imagination. That it was not
resourced sufficiently to achieve its full potential and to have a secure and continuous life
was another opportunity lost in the story of regional theatre.

Theatre South took on other initiatives for youth. Studio classes in Drama were offered at
the Bridge from 1989 to the end, an annual Festival of High School plays was hosted from
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1990 to 1998, Technical workshops were provided for drama classes, and loans and advice
were given to schools.

REGION
The second set of relationships of this regional company were those with agencies in the
wider region of the company’s
constituency. Regional companies were
generally found with a “residence” in the
largest town or city in the region, but
with a responsibility and a profile in a
surrounding region. For Theatre South,
this region was South Eastern NSW:
along the South Coast to Eden, along the
Please see print copy for Map

Southern Tablelands, and south to
Goulburn, Cooma and Bombala (Map 2)

The definition of region for RTs was
often arbitrary and could be extended to
include areas which requested or
responded to tours and services,
especially if there was no other company
servicing them. So from time to time,
Theatre South developed tours and relations with western cities from Bathurst to Dubbo,
and with closer towns and cities such as Campbelltown and Picton. The major function in
these relationships was touring productions, but also included were services such as advice
on venues, assistance to local presenters, and workshops and assistance for groups such as
amateur theatre companies. Again the central concern of this study is to examine how this
relationship shaped and contributed to the regional identity of the company.

Nowhere in the story of Australian theatre are the sites of struggle between excellence and
access and between metropolitan and regional more clear than in the struggle of a regional
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company in a non-metropolitan city to serve its hinterland towns and districts. Theatre
South engaged in the struggle more completely than other RTs, and it provides an
instructive case study of the potential occasionally achieved and of the opportunities lost.

The concept of region for Theatre South, as indeed for any regional company whose
constituency is dominated by one city, was admittedly problematic. One can argue a sense
of regional identity for Wollongong and Shellharbour; they have a distinct history as a
predominantly working class community with roots in coal mining and later steel
manufacturing. The influx of immigrant workers for the latter industry in particular gave
this part of the region a multicultural identity, and other dominant cultural influences such
as the beach and sport have influenced the development of a distinct working class profile
reflected most strongly in the district’s major newspaper, the Illawarra Mercury, and in a
pervasive club culture. Modifying this dominant image are later cultural influences and
institutions such as the University, new tourist and service industries, an impressive
regional Art gallery, a Performing Arts Centre and in a modest but definite way the regional
professional theatre company.

However, this Wollongong/Shellharbour urban complex is very different to the rest of what
Theatre South came to regard as its “region”, a predominantly rural culture with a number
of modestly-sized towns. The region had evolved during the life of Theatre South, with a
growth of service industries such as tourism and a subsequent development of cultural
sophistication, a development both supportive of and benefiting from a relationship with
Theatre South.

From the first statement of intentions (NWUA Davis 1980b), and in spite of some years
where financial constraints prevented touring, Theatre South maintained a commitment to
this region. At first it saw this commitment in terms of tours, taking its productions to the
smaller towns in the region. In this respect the company made a total of thirty-two tours
over the twenty years from 1982 to 2002. (Table Three, p. 251)
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Table Three: Theatre South Touring 1982 to 2001
YEAR
1982

PRODUCTION
Can’t Pay, Won’t Pay

VENUES
Nowra, Mittagong, Cooma

OTHER OFFERINGS

1983

Might As Well Talk

Campbelltown, Nowra, Cooma, Bombala, Bega,
Moruya, Narooma
Bate. bay, Narooma, Cooma, Mittagong
Sutherland,Cootamundra,Wagga, Southwest
Nowra, Moruya, Narooma, Merimbula, Mittagong,
Sutherland, Gosford, Maitland, Hay, Balranald,
Orange, Mudgee
Ulladulla, Bate Bay, Moruya, Narooma, Eden,
Burrawang, Mittagong, Cooma, Hay Griffith,
Bombala, Temora, Cootamundra
Eden, Bombala, Moruya, Kiama, Ulladulla
South Coast, Highlands, Southwest
Camden, North Coast
South Coast, Bowral, Picton, Goulburn, Braidwood,
Cooma, Wagga, Cootamundra,
South Coast, Bombala, Canberra, Penrith
Mining towns Queensland, Newcastle, Singleton,
Cessnock, Sydney
South Australia, Victoria, Wagga
Newcastle, Echuca, Griffith
Parramatta, Mittagong
Canberra, Seymour, Parramatta
Canberra, Sutherland, Seymour, Parramatta,
Canberra,Camden, Zenith
Riverina, New England, Penrith
New England
South Coast, Glen Street, New England
South Coast, New England, Perth
South Coast, Cooma, Bowral, Bombala,
Murrumburrah, Cowra, Parramatta.
South coast, Highlands
South coast, Highlands
South coast, Highlands, Sydney
South Coast, Highlands, Canberra, Sydney
South Coast, Highlands, Southwest, Parramatta.
Mittagong, Bega, Eden, Milton, Queanbeyan, Cooma
Bombala, S’harbour, Narooma, Camden, P’matta
Sydney, Queanbeyan, Moruya, Mittagong
South Coast, Highlands, Southwest, Parramatta
Tasmania – 6 venues

TYP (Primary Schools)

Perfectionist
1984

Vocations

Man from Mukinupin

1985
1986
1987

Twofold Bay
Educating Rita
The Two of Us
Emerald City

1988
1989

Slacky Flat
Windy Gully

1990
1991
1992

Daylight Saving
Wallflowering
Richard111
Conjugal Rites
Dags

1994

Choice
Fossils
Barmaids
Sanctuary
Lipstick Dreams

1995
1996
1997

1998
1999
2000
2001

Bouncers
Sleuth
Long Gone Lonesome
Perfectionist
Wedding Games
Italian Stories
Macbeth
Milo
Italian Stories

Theatreworks (High
Schools)

Inside Outside; Pressure
Points

TYP (Primary Schools)
Golden valley

South Coast: When fully developed South Coast would normally include Nowra, Milton or Ulladulla, Bateman’s
Bay, Moruya, Narooma, Bega, Eden and occasionally Bermagui, Berry, and Shellharbour
Highlands: When fully developed Highlands would normally include Mittagong, Bowral, Goulburn, Braidwood
and occasionally Marulan, Captains Flat, Picton and Crookwell.
Southwest could include Yass, Cootamundra, Temora, Murrumburrah/Harden, Gunning, Boorowa, Cooma, Bombala,
Queanbeyan, Cowra.and even occasionally as far west as Hay, Balranald, and Mildura.

The first tour in 1982 went to three towns: Nowra, Cooma and Mittagong and the last major
tour, Milo in 2001, reached sixteen. At various times tours included twenty-six centres
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within the south east region, as well as some thirty other centres throughout country NSW.
Most centres within the region received more than one production annually.
In spite of this volume of activity and its popularity in the region, Theatre South’s
identification as a regional company within the industry did not depend on service to any
community outside the home city. In this respect, it was like the HVTC in Newcastle the Q
in Penrith, the MRPG in Albury and the RTC in Wagga. In fact the RTs, even Theatre
South, and excepting NETC, did not themselves regard regional touring as a critical part of
their brief, in terms of attracting funding. Some toured only spasmodically.

Funding bodies periodically showed some interest in service to the areas of regions outside
the regional companies’ bases, but such funding as occurred was always project oriented
and one-off. Such special funding initiatives, most notably the Performing Arts Touring
Fund of the Ministry set up in the 1990s, inspired increased activity, but the extra costs of
touring and the chronic shortage of resources meant that ambitions for touring a region
could never be met fully. The Federal Playing Australia program, introduced in 1994,
funded touring projects but was mostly instrumental in sending metropolitan productions
only to the larger centres and was thus actually in competition with the existing RTs.
Likewise, Arts on Tour, established in NSW in 1990, provided competition for funds and
touring opportunities rather than support for RTs. (McDonnell 1996, p.56).

Nonetheless, Theatre South maintained a commitment to its region of southeast NSW. In
this area of the state, there was no other professional company, the nearest being the RTC
in Wagga. Most tours depended on local presenters so each tour was likely to have different
recipients. Some towns such as Mittagong, Narooma, Bega, Eden, Milton and Cooma were
almost always among the hosts, others such as Berry, Moruya and Bateman’s Bay were less
regular. The two largest towns in the region, Goulburn and Nowra, were the least regular
hosts, probably due to the existence in each of a strong and territorial little theatre group.
While the company tended to give special consideration to towns clearly part of the region,
it regularly offered to include centres outside the region: to Wagga and other southwest
towns, even as far as Hay and Mildura; to the west Lithgow, Bathurst, Orange, Dubbo, and
Cowra; and on at least two occasions, co-operation with other RTs led to tours far afield, to
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New England and northwest towns with Barmaids and Fossils, and to the North Coast with
The Two of Us. Apart from a sense of service to the region, the extensive touring enabled
the company to extend the life of productions, and on most occasions to earn a little more
income from a production. There is no evidence that this extensive touring earned any
cultural capital for the companies in the industry or with the funding bodies. Furthermore,
identification as a regional company seemed to have more to do with being other than
Sydney than serving an area beyond the RT’s home city.

Not all productions presented in Wollongong were selected for touring. The popular
productions telling Wollongong’s own stories and those distinctly working class stories
such as Factory Girls and Diving for Pearls would have been unlikely to draw audiences in
the very different cultures of country towns. An attempted tour of Wendy Richardson’s
story of the depression years, Slacky Flat, proved this point painfully in 1988, with very
poorly attended performances in south coast towns. Lipstick Dreams and its sequel
Wedding Games, on the other hand, had very successful tours in 1996 and 1999
respectively. Ministry officials were critical of this script, but the response in tour circuits
was very positive. The locale of both plays, a country hairdressing salon, and the female
characters were familiar to country audiences. Similarly, Milo in 2001 presented dilemmas
faced by farming communities and struck a chord with country audiences as recorded by
the earlier quoted article by writer Ned Manning. (Manning 2001).

That well educated and reasonably affluent segment of the population, previously identified
as “theatregoers”, had representatives in all towns, many of them refugees from the city or
at least university educated. There were enough to give good audiences for the one-night
stands of regional touring. As with their metropolitan counterparts, they particularly liked
Williamson, and three of the most successful tours were The Perfectionist in 1983, Emerald
City in 1987 and The Perfectionist again in 1998. More significant successes, and those
with more potential to bring in new audience, were the plays with more relevance and more
popular appeal to the regional towns, such as Lipstick Dreams, Wedding Games, Long
Gone Lonesome Cowgirls, Barmaids, and, with its themes related to farming, Milo.
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The one-night stand ribbon tours were the standard form for touring. The earliest tours,
Mittagong in 1981, Cooma and Nowra in 1982, played two or three nights. In 1984 and
1987 tours were billed as “Travelling Festivals” or “Residencies” and a stay of two or more
days would include performances of the adult play in the evenings, Man from Mukinupin in
1984 and Emerald City in 1987, and performances of TYP shows for schools during the
day as well as workshops for schools or groups. Touring involved extra expenses and these
extended stays became less frequent later as funding for touring was never adequate enough
to allow it. Theatre South did establish client relationships with their touring venues and
offered additional services. Company members consulted with Milton, Mittagong, and
Bateman’s Bay on renovations of older buildings to create new performance spaces, gave
workshops in Cooma, Picton, Bowral, Merimbula, Ulladulla, gave technical and other
advice to amateur groups, and attended Arts Council meetings.

Hopes were raised for a better deal for regional touring in 1996 when the NSW Ministry for
the Arts commissioned a review of regional arts development in NSW. Justin MacDonnell,
an experienced arts administrator and consultant undertook the review and presented his
report in December 1996. It was a comprehensive document of ninety-three pages and eight
appendices, compiled after study of Ministry policies and correspondence, face to face
consultations across the state and many submissions. (MacDonnell 1996, p.2). Many of his
findings had direct relevance for regional theatre companies. He early puts the case for
regional entities as against metropolitan:

Where a paid artsworker or group of artsworkers, be they a RADO
(Regional Arts Development Officer), regional gallery, museum, theatre
company or a community arts officer are deployed in regional
circumstances, they immediately become a cultural resource in a way that
their equivalents rarely do in the city. The demands on a person or activity
are much broader. They are called upon to give advice, support and energy
to a range of activities and to undertake roles of cultural or other types of
leadership in communities to a degree which is rarely seen and even more
rarely assessed and resourced ( p18).
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He devotes a section to Regional Theatre Companies (he uses the abbreviation RTCs) and
their network (pp.51-53) He begins with one of the thrusts of this thesis:

Regrettably, through under-resourcing and other problems, qua network, it
has yet to achieve anything like its full potential. (p.51).

He notes the touring activity:

Three of the RTCs, the New England Theatre Company, Theatre South
and Freewheels Youth Theatre Company tour extensively in their region
and beyond…..In most cases, their work also includes presentations for
children and young people as well as for adults. This is an area that is not
currently dealt with by any of the established touring mechanisms and only
beginning to be supported by the various touring funds. (p.51).

He describes the significance of regional theatre in NSW in terms supporting the claims of
this research:

Regional Theatre in NSW has come to mean more than simply theatre
outside the Sydney metropolitan area. It has created a genuinely regional
voice through work which is original in its content or its presentation and
which expresses or reflects or examines regional life. (p.52).

His proposals for touring also reflect the vision of the regional theatres. He bases his
eventual recommendations on a well reasoned argument supporting the applications
repeatedly made on behalf of its region by Theatre South.

The population of NSW outside the Sydney/Newcastle/Wollongong axis is
found in a very large number of small cities and towns. If the proposed
Regional Arts Program is to thrive, an alternative or at least a supplement to
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the big company tour of a few centres is needed. The logical enterprises to
undertake this task are the smaller flexible RTCs (Regional Theatre
Companies) which could tour regularly and offer services which establish a
“client” relationship with the community…..Sadly RTCs have not
materially benefited from the recent creation of Playing Australia or Arts on
Tour Yet of all the models so far tried, as a group RTCs are the most
potentially able to provide networked theatre touring services throughout
the State. (p.53).

His final recommendation on this subject promised much for regional theatres.

[Recommendation 17] that the ministry work with the Regional Theatre
Companies to develop a strategy for a pattern of service to the entire state
by more extensive and regular touring from their respective home bases
based on an agreed increment in resources for this purpose. (p.53).

This comprehensive review of regional arts development had clearly and persuasively come
down on the side of access for the non-metropolitan parts of NSW, and had also come
down on the side of regionally initiated touring rather than the centralised decision making
represented by metropolitan based organisations like Arts on Tour. Unfortunately, his
findings on this issue were ignored.

In spite of the discouraging reception to the McDonnell report, Theatre South was still
trying to develop its touring further right up to the end. A document from 1999, prepared
for the new Artistic Directorate established in the same year and entitled “Some statistics”
puts the company’s case vis a vis funding:

We undertook our first regional tour in 1982 and have done twenty-six
since then, some state wide, some just south coast. The last was the most
comprehensive. We have also given advice and workshops to many
regional bodies…..We were very active and at times the leader in the
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Regional Theatre movement until 1997. That close association in NSW
began to fall apart with changes in Australia Council policy and the demise
of some companies. The Ministry which had boasted about its regional
network up to this time had obviously now abandoned it. Railway Street
with $380,000 in funding this year is now hailed as the provider of touring
product for the whole state. The MacDonnell report has been ignored on
this issue and this state’s theatre industry is becoming more Sydney-centric
in terms of decision making and professional input. (Theatre South 1999b).

By 2001 it was obvious that the funding bodies were no longer prepared to support
seriously a regional theatre touring circuit or even the regional theatre network as it had
existed. John McCallum, the critic and theatre academic, was harshly critical:

Regional theatre has been abandoned by federal and state funding bodies in
favour of support for provincial tours by Sydney based companies. It’s like
a local re-run of the old imperialist attitudes of the 1950s, when Tyrone
Guthrie recommended that the way to encourage Australian theatre was to
import English theatre, so that the colonies could see how it should be done.
One day, when the last regional company has folded, we’ll regret such
short-sightedness. (The Australian June 7th, 2001).

One regional event undertaken by Theatre South deserves some special treatment.
It was a one-off project, and it was too expensive to be repeated without special funding,
but it represents the most valuable form of a residency in a rural area, a residency in which
a piece of theatre is created which tells a story of that particular community. It was Tonight
We Anchor In Twofold Bay described already from the perspective of repertoire in Chapter
Seven.

To reiterate the genesis of this work, it was based on stories told by the people of Eden to a
researcher/writer in Katherine Thomson and then workshopped by the company in
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residence into a theatrical event. The words of the play came from the stories with editing
and occasional additions by the writer and all the events were authentic.

The underlying theme of the play was a universal one, the familiar rural tension between
continuity and change – the powerful appeal of home and belonging and the desire for
adventure and new challenges. This is most clear in the case of the only character who
continues right through the script and who was based on a remarkable old lady, since
deceased, who was a descendant of the famous whaling family, the Davidsons. For the
people of Eden it was the familiar stories, familiar characters and ambience of the play
which gave it its appeal and it was definitely a celebration. For those outside the Eden
community it was as the critic H.G. Kippax recognised, the evocation of a community.

The process of the creation of the production through interviews and rehearsals, through the
presence of the company in the town and through the presentation in the Fishermen’s Club
attended over the four performances by an estimated third of the population of Eden and
surrounds, made it very much a community event. The Company presented the Club with
a large blow up picture of the cast and set which hung in the foyer for years afterwards and
the community presented the company with a painting of an Eden fishing boat by a local
painter. The Killer Whale Museum remained a ‘friend’ of the company and hosted almost
every tour the company mounted thereafter. In its content, form and style this production
was popular theatre, it was certainly an argument for access and it was in every sense
regional.

It was an expensive project, supported by a grant of $20,000 from the Community Arts
Board as well as by a share of the company’s General Grant funds from the Australia
Council and the Ministry. However, it was, on all counts, one of the most successful
projects in the Company’s history. General plans for similar projects were frequently
made but always foundered through lack of resources. More opportunities lost.
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INDUSTRY
The third set of relationships for Theatre South was with other agents in the Field of
Cultural Production and the most important of these was with other theatre
companies and especially other RTs. The Association of Regional Theatres has been
described in Chapter Five as well as its two most public projects, the Regional Theatre
Festival of 1988 and the State Theatre Project in 1994. Theatre South was an active part of
the Association from its first meeting in 1981 to 1999 by which time its membership and
drive had considerably diminished. It was never a formal body, more of an informal
association of common interest.

Theatre South was probably first and most active in undertaking co-productions (Table 4)
Table Four: Theatre South Co-productions
YEAR
1986
1990
1991
1992
1994
1994
1995
1995
1995
1996
1997
1998

PRODUCTION
The Two of Us
Daylight Saving
Wallflowering
Diving for Pearls
Choice
Cargo
Barmaids
Sanctuary
Happy Families
Not So DOA
Popular Mechanicals
The Perfectionist

PARTNER
Nomads (Lismore)
Harvest (SA)
HVTC (Newcastle)
RTC (Riverina)
RTC,Q,HVTC,NETC
RTC
NETC (Armidale)
NETC
RTC
RTC
RTC, NETC
Eureka (Canberra)

NOTES
Incl. tour
Incl tour
Incl Canberra & tour
State Theatre Co.
Incl tours
Incl Perth & tours
Incl Q in 1996
Incl tour
Incl tour

Co-productions became a standard part of the theatre scene later but the concept was new
when Theatre South made an arrangement in 1986 with Nomads from the NSW North
Coast for a co-production of The Two of Us, From this date through to 1998 Theatre South
mounted twelve co-productions. The most consistent and successful were with the Riverina
Theatre Company during the tenure of John Saunders. Each of these co-productions
involved not only a sharing of cost and resources but also of artistic input, where each
company would provide part of the creative team and cast. Happy Families, for example,
was a new play commissioned by RTC, directed by Saunders but designed and built in the
Theatre South workshop, stage managed by the Theatre South stage manager and included
in the cast the Theatre South Associate Director as well as two Wagga actors. In all but one
of these co-productions, Theatre South had some artistic input – in writing, direction, acting
or production. The only exception was the Choice project, in which Theatre South was
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responsible for administration. Ironically, and illustrating the lack of corporate memory in
funding bodies, a Ministry project officer in 1999 advised Theatre South that it needed to
negotiate co-productions (personal recollection)

As well as co-productions, there were a total of twenty-seven guest productions from 1985
to 2001 including children’s theatre, youth theatre, revues, other language pieces, touring
one-person shows, and other professional companies. (Table Five).
Table Five: Guest Productions
1985
1985
1985
1986

PRODUCTION
Mass Appeal
Puppy Love
Bhagwan on Ice
Piece By Piece

COMPANY
Nomads
Anthill TC
Over the Top
Shopfront

1993
1993
1993
1994

1986
1986
1988

Stingray
The Journey
Dags

Essington Co.
Perf. Lines
Q

1996
1996
1996

Escape From A Better Place
The Heartbreak Kid
Catholic Schoolgirls
Shirley Valentine
Down an Alley Filled with
Cats
Conqueror Cole
Clay Soldiers

HVTC
RTC
Q
STC
Peter Duncan

1999
1999
2000
2000
2000

PRODUCTION
Bran Nue Dae
Filling the Silence
New Scenes
More Than a Sentimental
Bloke
Radiance
Spaghetti Opera
Gillies Live at the Club
Republic
Late Night Catechism
Odyssey
Shirley Valentine
Waiting for Godot
At the Crossroads

Underground
Big Hand TC

2001

Meat

1989

1990
1991

COMPANY
Black Swan
Doppio Teatro
Turkish
John Derum
NETC
Judy Glen
Commercial
Ensemble
Anthos Theatre
Ensemble
Misfit Prod.
Women on a
Shoestring
Nick Menehan

RTs provided six of these guest productions all of high quality theatre and four of which
were new Australian work: Dags (Q), Escape From a Better Place (HVTC), Heartbreak
Kid (RTC), and Radiance (NETC). Of the total twenty-seven, fifteen, including the
Regional productions, were part of the subscription seasons and provided variety and
enrichment for audiences. The most popular included Bran Nue Dae from Black Swan in
Perth, Shirley Valentine from the Sydney Theatre Company, Gillies Live at the Club
Republic from a Melbourne commercial management , and Late Night Catechism with
Denise Roberts from the Ensemble. This filling out of seasons and theatre usage became a
necessary and normal strategy in the later years of the surviving RTs, but it was additional
to the company’s own production program.

The Company co-operated in a number of projects with other agents in the field. Flesh
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and Blood was produced for Carnivale, the Sydney multicultural festival, and in
collaboration with the ABC who later broadcast the segments. A TYP piece, Pressure
Points provided another collaboration with the ABC who broadcast a film of the project on
Educational TV. Long Gone Lonesome Cowgirls went to the Griffin in Sydney, Trumpets
and Raspberries transferred to the Wharf Studio as part of the 1987 Sydney Festival and
Tonight We Anchor in Twofold Bay transferred to the Wharf Studio under the auspices of
the Sydney Theatre Company, incidentally being the opening production in that venue. The
Company provided opening productions for a number of other theatres: Say Goodbye to the
Past in its own Bridge in 1985: Golden Valley at the Zenith in Chatswood in 1988, Lipstick
Dreams in Bombala 1996; and Convict Girls at The Illawarra Performing Arts Centre in
1988. The Company gave performances at TYP conferences in Sydney in 1983 and 1984,
took Carlos the Cane Toad to the Out of the Box Festival in Brisbane in 1996 and to a
Festival in Osaka, Japan in the same year. It collaborated with the highly successful Big
hArt company in a project for youth at risk, and produced a season of Fossils for the
Benelong Program at Sydney Opera House.

There was often a perception and regret that regional productions were seldom seen in
Sydney. MacDonnell in his 1996 Report on Regional Arts Development expressed this
belief:

…despite many efforts to the contrary , a view still persists that the city is
a producer of art and the country is a consumer of art.. Clearly this is not
so….The notion of touring, and indeed what is to be toured, whether it be
visual or performing arts, is forged in the city. There is greater weight given
to bringing to people based in regional areas the products of city culture
than the reverse. (MacDonnell 1996 p.15).

This was the predominant attitude in the Ministry and bodies supported by them. Again
MacDonnell found that:
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…it is a fact that many of the structures, policies, and programs which are
supported by the Ministry for the benefit of arts in regional New South
Wales reflect that assumption. Almost all are Sydney-based even where
they have Boards of Directors drawn from throughout the state. Their staff
essentially live and work in Sydney under urban conditions and with ease
of access to a range of cultural activities and facilities (p.15).

This attitude, even the liberal views of MacDonnell, tends to think of Sydney, at least
culturally, as an inner city phenomenon. But among the plethora of performance venues
built or renovated since the seventies were a string of suburban centres: in Parramatta,
Sutherland, Penrith, Chatswood, North Sydney, Castle Hill, Glen Street, Newtown,
Bankstown, Camden, and Bondi. Theatre South toured extensively to these venues. From
1990 to 2001 the company built an extensive circuit encompassing all these venues as well
as the Seymour Centre and occasionally the Opera House to present its TYP productions
usually at least two per year. This work was not encouraged or funded by the funding
bodies but fortunately paid its own way and incidentally enabled this work to be provided
for regional young audiences. From time to time other productions also went to some of
these venues: King Richard 111 to the courtyard at Riverside Theatre Parramatta, African
Queen and Barmauds to Glen Street on the north shore, Alma and Ivy, Molly and Merle to
Camden, The Perfectionist to The Independent in North Sydney, Windy Gully to the New
Theatre Newtown, Macbeth and Hamlet to the Zenith in Chatswood, the Riverside and the
Seymour Centre, and many productions to the smaller Lennox Theatre at Riverside
Parramatta. Unfortunately, in the struggle of Metropolitan versus Regional, none of this
work gained much notice in the media or earned much cultural capital for the company

The range of activity outlined above is not particularly remarkable over a period of twenty
years, and was undertaken by other RTs but it does indicate that a regional company can
contribute to the industry as a whole in a variety of ways and could have done so in a more
structured and extensive program if adequately resourced. Once again the opportunities for
a small regional company, no matter how socially or culturally useful, became dependent
on subsidy, and we come back to the sites of struggle.
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The broad story of the struggle of excellence versus access is told in Chapter Three and the
funding fortunes of Theatre South are a reinforcement of this theme. The figures in Table
Six include general grants and other special purpose funding such as playwrights in
residence, touring and special projects. The percentage of total income reveals clearly the
dependence of a regional company on funding. Theatre South did operate from 2000 to
2002 without general grant funding but had in those years a sponsorship from BHP of
$100,000 per annum, a generous contribution but with a limited life. For comparison the
Australia Council funding for all RTs and for the Sydney Theatre Company are shown in
Table One. The figures are available from Ministry and Australia Council Annual Reports.

TABLE SIX THEATRE SOUTH FUNDING 1981 to 2002
YEAR
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

TOTAL AUST
COUNCIL
$1500
$28600
$32711
$60000
$67640
$65250
$81400
$78750
$125071
$98760
$98579
$120200
$108360
$121000
$128600
$128600
$132880
$11824
$21000
$0
$15000

TOTAL NSW
MINISTRY
$1500
$30200
$45000
$60000
$80000
$88000
$94000
$107000
$126502
$113292
$126714
$124000
$134700
$150200
$150675
$167455
$157455
$130000
$130000
$40000
$0

TOTAL INCOME
$109737
$146674
$224749
$336129
$259411
$390591
$447000
$368461
$421375
$504680
$467156
$697529
$492968
$678312
$815960
$874585
$623965
$546036
$562453
$351501
$612919

FUNDING %
OF INCOME
27%
40%
34%
35%
56%
39%
39%
50%
59%
42%
48%
35%
49%
39%
34%
33%
46%
25%
26%
11%
2%

TOTAL
SALARIES
$70889
$107745
$161295
$199945
$173413
$269291
$
$229053
$268211
$291920
$262571
$335433
$253716
$404901
$470282
$470382
$335571
$334747
$315296
$150000
$ 329929

Theatre South achieved its first government funding in its second season. The pilot season
of 1980 had impressed both state and federal funding bodies sufficiently to gain funding of
$15000 from each for a 1981 program. Through the 1980s and early 1990s the Australia
Council had a stated policy of support for Regional and Community Theatres, a policy
which gave Theatre South assured if not particularly generous funding through these years.
In the mid to late 1990s there was a squeezing of overall funding (a conservative
government was elected in 1996 with a result similar to the Thatcher years in Britain).There
was also a growing emphasis on major organisations, and an increased focus on individual
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artists and projects, all of which led to cuts in funding to smaller theatre companies. Theatre
South actually had triennial funding from 1994 to1996 but any assumption that this was
some enduring recognition was disappointed in the following years. The stated Theatre
Board policy in 1997 was to reduce the number of companies on general grant funding by
seventy per cent and in 1998 Theatre South was one of the twenty-one arts organisations
cut in a wholesale emasculation of the national theatrical infrastructure of small to medium
companies.

It is instructive to examine the reasons given by funding officers for cuts. The most usual
argument was simply that the process is competitive and not all submissions can be
approved, which begs the question. As the General Manager of the Australia Council
himself, Michael Lynch, told the press in 1997:

The judgment we have made was a competitive judgment against all those
other companies. They are in competition with each other and some come
out on top. The issue of whether a company survives or not will depend on
their State funding, their audience base and their capacity to generate
sponsorship. (Strickland 1997 p.19).

The NSW Ministry for the Arts funded Theatre South from 1981 to 1999. Up until 1997 the
grants increased steadily to a peak of $158,000. Then as with the Australia Council,
changing policy, tightened funds (particularly with a looming Olympics to pay for), and
less supportive committees saw a drop to $130,000 in 1998 and 1999, and then a decision
in late 1999 to cease all funding for the company.

In Theatre South’s case, not dissimilar to that of the other RTs losing funding at around the
same period, such a plethora of reasons were given that it is difficult to discern the truth. At
a crisis meeting in October 1998 with members of the Theatre South Board, to which
neither the Artistic Co-ordinator (previously Artistic Director) nor the General Manager
were invited, members of the Ministry’s Theatre Committee offered these varied reasons.
(comments in italics).
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Ms Fiona Winning: …the ‘trouble’ is that Australia Council funding was
lost last year and the Ministry cannot give Theatre South the level of
funding it wants. (remembering Michael Lynch’s comment above, this
represents a classic catch 22. “whether a company survives or not will
depend on their State funding”, but you can’t get state funding because you
don’t get Australia Council funding.)
Mr Buckham: ..Some parts of the company’s fundamentals are being
addressed and not others….Thus far the company has been a fairly
mainstage program. It may need a change in artistic direction.
Ms Spinks: ..Since 1996 the Ministry had been concerned about the
company’s finances, especially the loan associated with the building (in a
standard commercial arrangement the company used its new ownership of
the Bridge Theatre, valued at $338,000 as security for a relatively small
loan.)
…the other issue which came up was succession plans in relation to
administration as well as artistic direction. (NWUA Ministry/Theatre
South meeting 1998)

Five different reasons to cut funding!

When the decision to cease all funding to the company was made in late 1999, and before it
was announced publicly, two local MPs had vigorously lobbied the Premier, who had
reduced the severity of the decision with a one-off grant of $40,000 to allow the company a
six month stay of execution. Then when the announcement was made publicly in December
1999, there was a furious reaction from the media and community in Wollongong, just as
there had been in Newcastle, Penrith and the New England in similar circumstances. The
Illawarra Mercury had a front page banner and several following pages. The following day
Richard Wherrett, then Chair of the Ministry’s Arts Advisory Council attempted to answer
criticisms and explain the decision with a further cluster of reasons in a letter to the
Illawarra Mercury.
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Before looking at these reasons and the response given by the Chair of Theatre South Board
of Directors, barrister Nick Canosa, it is worth noting the likelihood that there is a hidden
curriculum in this rather ugly dispute, a dispute more public than at the closure of any of
the other RTs but not without relevance to the whole story of the NSW RTs and the theme
of “opportunity lost”. The circumstantial evidence does suggest common forces operating
in the failure of the regional movement in NSW, at least as it existed in the last quarter of
the twentieth century. These will be considered in the next chapter. Meanwhile, here,
extracted from his letter to The Illawarra Mercury on December 3rd, 1999, are the reasons
Wherrett gave for the Theatre Committee action, and following in italics are the responses
from Canosa in the same edition. If the Canosa extracts are longer than Wherrett’s, it is
because he is providing argument in response to assertion:

…publicly funded arts organisations cannot go on receiving Government
support when persistent judgments argue a decline in artistic standards and
audience attendance (The company can produce a folio of reviews over the
last few years that would give the direct lie to Mr Wherrett’s
assertion…..the argument for declining standards can hardly be based on
personal judgments by the committee as none of them have been in our
theatre for close to two years and some have never seen any of our work.
To my knowledge Mr Wherrett himself has seen nothing since 1986
...The Wollongong audiences and those on our touring circuit have made
their own judgments about standards by continuing to attend. There has
been no decline in audience attendance….This has been explained to Mr
Wherrett’s committee on several occasions.
…concerns about Theatre South’s artistic programming and financial
status. (The company has been moving for several years towards a more
community oriented program, recognising the diversity of communities in
this region. Emma and Italian Stories are the first major successes in this
shift but there has been work done with and for the Indigenous community,
the Greek community, the smaller regional communities, youth, and of
course Wendy Richardson’s celebrations of Illawarra’s past……
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Theatre South for nineteen years met its financial obligations to the
satisfaction of auditors, creditors, its bank and its employees. It has
considerable assets although the $250,000 it spent on conversions and
upgrades to the Bridge Theatre, which it now owns, has given it working
capital headaches from time to time.

The relationship between the co-ordinator and the artistic directorate and
between the artistic directorate and the board of directors remains unclear.
(The artistic directorate was set up by the company at the beginning of this
year and spoke to the committee soon after that, and the Board hardly had
time to establish a working relationship. The company is clearly
undertaking major restructuring and changes in direction in a relatively
unfavourable financial climate so it is a bit rich to expect the kind of
“clarity and detail” Mr Wherrett mentions..

The Premier has endorsed a long term strategy for Wollongong. Then they
have done so without any reference to the city’s 20 year old professional
theatre company. So on what criteria or evidence have they based this
endorsed strategy for our city?

It appears unlikely that these publicly raised issues are sufficient explanation for the
Ministry’s decision. Two issues that arose more substantially in the ongoing
correspondence between the Ministry and the Board of Directors, especially the Chair, in
the critical period of late 1998 were “governance” and “succession”. But even here the
steps the company was taking in restructuring the administration and setting up an Artistic
Directorate were basically ignored or in the case of the latter denied.

Comparison with other RTs is instructive. The much heralded “re-inventions” of Railway
Street and Hothouse were in essence no more radical and in fact not much different. But
those company’s circumstances were different. The Ministry had a direct political stake in
Railway Street having brokered the merger and given the new company the previous
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funding of both the merged companies and thus twice as much as the other remaining
companies, RTC, Hothouse and Theatre South. Furthermore Railway Street had been
anointed as the state’s major touring company for regional areas, a brief that, through no
real fault of the company itself, it could not sustain. (see Chapter Five). Hothouse’s reinvention had two main components, an Artistic Directorate replacing the Artistic Director
and a move to a more mainstream programming model. The former was the same principle
as the Theatre South move and there was never any attempt on the part of the Ministry to
compare or criticise any differences between the two. Hothouse’s first Directorate carried
more cultural capital and more heavyweight metropolitan influence (both Melbourne and
Sydney) but Theatre South’s did have reputable and established professionals with regional
theatre experience (Neeme, Hopkinson, Rankin, Davis, Manning) as well as community
development people (Viner, Field, Carrington) and an indigenous representative in Sally
Field. Hothouse had the crucial advantage of being on the border of and supported by two
states. And RTC had Australia Council funding at this stage although that did not last past
the end of its triennial periods.

The circumstantial evidence suggests that when funding became scarcer in 1999 due to the
Olympics, and when the State government had made a substantial commitment to its major
organisations there was only one seriously funded company that was available for
reductions and that was Theatre South. Also the Theatre Committee could point to ongoing
financial tightness exacerbated by the earlier loss of Australia Council funding, and to the
longevity of the executives in the company. The Theatre Committee included no members
with any real knowledge of what was happening at Theatre South or any other regional
company, had no expectation of the storm their decision would create, and had done no indepth assessment of the needs of Wollongong or its region. The afore-mentioned “longterm strategy” was a two-page document short on analysis and did not emerge until after
the furore over the cuts. One suspects that they were forced under pressure to find all kinds
of arguments to justify the decision.

However, interesting and pertinent though this whole drama is, it disguises, as so often in
history and in public affairs, the necessary causes of the fall of this regional company.
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These causes were those which had caused the earlier closures of RTs and were to cause
those that followed. They go to the heart of the story which lies in the struggle of
metropolitan versus regional, excellence versus access, and elite versus popular. It is a
difficult story to unravel but the evidence is in the earlier chapters of the thesis, and the
concluding chapter will attempt to draw the threads together and summarise the argument,
both the opportunity which was offered and the manner of its loss.

It is best left to an outside researcher and objective observer to make a final judgment on
Theatre South. The following is from a Thesis offered at Sydney’s University of
Technology in 2005:

For a full-time performing arts company to last for twenty-three years can
well be considered achievement enough. To do so in a city like
Wollongong, which initially had little experience of professional theatre
and no regular theatre-going public is as impressive again. Theatre South
produced or staged over one hundred plays, of which nearly a quarter
toured to other areas of the state. Critical reviews were generally positive
and gave the company national press exposure. Many fine performers took
the opportunity to play in Wollongong and local theatre professionals found
a stepping-stone for their careers. New playwrights got their first break. It
attracted over $4 million in funding, and could justifiably claim to be part
of the national theatre movement. By many measures, it was an astonishing
success story. (Sharpe 2005 p.3).

.
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CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSION

The argument of this thesis depends on three propositions. The first is that Regional
Theatre Companies are a distinct sub-field within the Field of Cultural Production. To
repeat the definition given in Chapter Two of what this means:

Regional theatres have structural qualities, aesthetic profiles, and histories
which take their identity as a group beyond the geographical. These
features are determined not only by their distinctive policies and strategies
but also by their relation to other parts of the industry and to the power
bases, such as government agencies, on which the arts in general depend.

The thesis has investigated and demonstrated this proposition in analysing the history and
the work of six NSW RTs in the years 1976 to 2005.

The second proposition of the thesis is that RTs were a valuable part of the national theatre
and a significant contributor to the recognition and development of regional cultural
identity. The thesis has shown how both these kinds of value were realised and something
of the potential that was not realised. It has also identified occasions on which
circumstances prevented companies from fulfilling their potential. The decline of the
regional theatre movement and the closure of RTs can be regarded as an opportunity lost.

The third proposition explored in the thesis is that the underlying reason for this loss of
opportunity is found in the regional companies’ position on the weaker side in the sites of
struggle identified in the field.

This chapter will summarise the evidence for these three propositions.

Proposition One - The NSW Regional Theatres as a distinct Sub-field
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The most obvious distinction of the NSW RTs was that they were located in regions of the
state outside the capital city, Sydney. Most crucially, this meant a smaller population from
which to draw an audience. The RTs might be able to achieve a total audience greater than
the city companies on a per capita basis but a higher percentage of a population did not
mean a substantial audience when the total population was so much smaller. All RTs faced
the challenge of building audience and this meant finding new audience from those not
previously theatregoing. They had to recognise the nature and diversity of their regional
audience and create theatre accessible for that audience, or those audiences. The answers to
this challenge were more than anything else what gave the RTs their position as a distinct
sub-field.

The significance of their non-metropolitan status was more than simply a question of
geography. Sydney is the centre of theatrical activity in NSW: the major theatre institutions
are there, the centres of political and economic power are there, the major media
organisations are there, the majority of theatre professionals live there, and more than sixty
per cent of the state’s population lives there. Regional theatre activity was essentially
peripheral to the main theatre activity of the state. The negative effect of this was the
difficulty RTs had in accruing cultural capital. They struggled to get other than local media
exposure, they struggled to get corporate sponsorships, many professionals were reluctant
to accept work away from the centre, regionally developed professionals would move to the
city in pursuit of their careers, and Artistic Directors (ADs) were almost always recruited
from the city. The support needed to overcome these disadvantages could have come from
a public cultural policy with a vision of a genuinely national theatre infrastructure, but as
we saw in Chapter Three, the pursuit of the vague goal of excellence prevented the pursuit
of this equally indefinite vision.

That the RTs constituted a field may be seen in their aesthetic profile which, while it has
basic similarities to other parts of the industry, has features giving it a distinct position
within the overall Field of Cultural Production. As described in the stories of companies in
Chapter Five and analysed in greater detail in Chapter Seven’s study of Theatre South’s
programs, the RTs adopted with some variations the standard repertory model of a program
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of plays presented over a period of time, usually a year. Each project would be presented
for a short run season most commonly between two and four weeks. This was the model
followed by Q, HVTC, Theatre South and RTC, and later by Hothouse and Railway Street.
New England, determined by its basic position as a touring company, played a shorter
season in Armidale and then toured its region in one-night stands. MRPG, determined by
its beginnings as a community theatre, chose seasons and venues to fit each project and
frequently kept projects in production over longer periods, as for example with its cabaret
projects. Other variations were the late night productions in the early years of RTC, and the
large scale community projects by the same company.

There was a common acceptance that RTs as the first and usually only professional
companies in their region had a more than casual relationship with their potential audience,
and that part of that audience would be new audience in the sense of not previously being
theatregoers. An early statement of intention by Aarne Neeme quoted earlier would have
expressed the feelings of most companies, other than MRPG.

We aim to establish and consolidate an audience of regular patrons for the
whole range of theatre that modern repertory can offer……we want to
become a vital part of the region, a lively local professional company that
gives identity to and gains identity from the community it serves” (Theatre
Australia April 1980, p.5).

Almost ten years after Neeme’s statement of aspiration, a claim for the Q by Doreen
Warburton, also quoted earlier, could be echoed by other RTs:

We have theatre here in Penrith where no-one thought it would survive.
We have people coming here who never went to the theatre before. (Evans
1989a).

This simple claim is the most powerful statement of the distinctive achievement of the RTs.
RTs replaced the spasmodic touring from the city by providing quality and regular
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professional theatre for audiences in their regions, and for over twenty years they continued
to satisfy audiences. Of necessity they had to find new audience, and that search for new
audience was driven by issues of ideology as well as sustainability. Some believed that the
search for new audience required moving out of conventional theatre venues and going out
into the community to find them. Terry Clarke took performances by the first HVTC
company to gaols, clubs and workplaces and Peter Barclay at the RTC expressed his
intentions:

Besides maintaining our in house activities we want to move into the
streets and capture the imagination of the local community (Theatre
Australia March 1980, p.7).

This strategy was less employed as the companies matured and established presences in
their own venues although it remained a fundamental principle for MRPG until the research
leading to Hothouse indicated that audiences wanted the company to have a consistent
venue.

Of greater significance and of greater success was the attempt to find new audience
through repertoire strategies. Robert Perrier’s perception of such a strategy, quoted
earlier, may have seemed radical but it expressed an aspiration that the RTs at their best
and in their individual ways pursued. It is worth quoting again:

How do we preserve the ability to discover who we are in a cultural
environment which measures success on the principle that all roads lead to
London…or in Australia to Sydney or Melbourne? Firstly we believe it is
done by creating a content, form, and style which specifically relates to the
community in which we live. For us this means extending beyond
traditional theatre audiences and therefore dealing creatively with the
suspicions which most Australians, probably legitimately, feel about the
theatre. Secondly, it is achieved through direct involvement of the
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community in celebrations of past and contemporary struggles of the
region. (Perrrier 1979, p.4).

“Content which relates specifically to the community” was the strongest distinguishing
feature of regional theatre programming. It was the clearest way that a company could
contribute to the expression and construction of regional identity and involve the
community in the theatre program. These were the projects which generally attracted the
biggest audiences and the most interest, both locally and nationally. They can be found in
the work of all companies although not all companies were as consistently committed to
this programming as Theatre South. Examples of the impact of this original work have been
described elsewhere in the thesis, but it is worth repeating a sample of them here:
•

In the earliest years of RTC a series of productions created by Terry O’Connell and
the company won community support as people heard their community’s voice and
stories. They included The People Show, Sisters, and Miss R Litchfield’s Riverina
Follies.

•

Essington Lewis, I Am Work, was a breakthrough production for HVTC and was
revived several times. The Star Show for the same company created enormous
community and media interest. Aftershocks, also created in Newcastle, was a
contemporary story with widespread appeal but special meaning for Newcastle.

•

MRPG, as a community theatre created many such pieces, most notably The
Murray River Story, Lillies of the Paddock and The Promised Land. Their cabarets
were also based primarily on community concerns.

•

The Q’s St. Mary’s Kids, Paradise Regained and Zilch were examples of giving a
voice to the youth of a community.

•

Wendy Richardson’s Windy Gully was for Theatre South what Essington Lewis
was for HVTC, the most successful box office and the strongest community profile.
Tonight We Anchor in Twofold Bay proved that the regional company could get the
same level of community support and audiences in other parts of its region and
Italian Stories proved it could do the same for a particular segment of the
community
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•

All companies presented programs of special interest to women and three
companies did so early in their history: RTC with Sisters 1978, HVTC with Choice
Ladies 1982, and Theatre South with Change in the Weather 1982.

Why were these productions so often the best box office? They touched a chord in their
regional audiences. There was the shock of recognition, the sense of ownership – of the
story, of the language and often of the company and the theatre. In the regional
communities, so much smaller than the metropolis, such productions created a buzz, word
of mouth as the theatre parlance has it. The audience wanted to talk about the tale, not as all
too often in theatre, about the tellers. Their stories, their regional identity, and even in the
case of many of these productions, their very lives, were validated. As one audience
member at Italian Stories put it, quoted in Chapter Seven:

By presenting such a piece of theatre, where the stories are real, the
words are real, it makes us realise that this is a common experience and
we are not alone in how we view the world, treading a line between two
cultures. (NWUA: Responses 1999).

Most of these projects also drew audiences outside their immediate clientele: Essington
Lewis nationwide, Aftershocks in Sydney, Melbourne and on TV, St Mary’s Kids at the
Mayfair Cinema in Sydney’s CBD, Windy Gully in tours of Queensland and NSW, Twofold
Bay in Sydney, Italian Stories in Tasmania. Thus they contributed both to their community
and to the national theatre. The most recent example was Embers from Hothouse, which
gave voice to bushfire victims and played all over country Victoria and in an acclaimed
Sydney season. Similar examples of the impact of local stories occurred in regional theatre
elsewhere than NSW as described earlier in the thesis. They included most notably the
documentaries of Peter Cheeseman at Stoke-on-Trent, Emma from Deckchair Theatre in
Fremantle, and Buffaloes Can’t Fly from Darwin Theatre Company.

While this kind of theatre project best exemplifies the potential of a regional theatre, it
remained only a part of the output of the RTs. Such works generally required more time
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and resources than existing scripts or even finished new scripts from playwrights. They
carried more risk, the final result was likely to be “rough” theatre and proponents of
Theatre as Art were inclined to be sceptical of the popular form in which they reached their
audience.

Other original projects were relevant for their regional theatres without being based on fact
or so specifically local in content. A few examples from many: Lipstick Dreams from New
England and its sequel by the same writer Wedding Games from Theatre South, both of
which drew their material from a country hairdressing salon, familiar territory for the rural
female audiences the companies were finding; Kenny’s Coming Home from the Q, which
drew on the world of rugby league, produced for a constituency which embraced the
massive Panthers Rugby League Club; Hearts and Minds and Say Goodbye to the Past
from Theatre South, both explorations of multicultural issues in a very multicultural city.

Remembering Massey’s warning quoted in Chapter Four of “danger in associations of a
‘sense of place’ with memory stasis and nostalgia”, it is clear from the above examples and
from examples found in Chapters Five and Seven that RTs were conscious of relevant
contemporary issues as well as celebrating the past. For example, Theatre South’s Milo and
RTC‘s Patterson’s Curse took contemporary farming issues to rural audiences in ways
unlikely to emerge from metropolitan repertoires.

The above kind of work is a sufficient answer to the notion that metropolitan touring can
totally replace regional programs. However the RTs also accepted as part of their identity
as a regional company the provision of a varied program of theatre, producing work from
the broader canon of available plays and commissioning new work not specifically regional
in its content. The programs of the RTs reveal a diversity and range of good theatre
projects: the big musicals done from time to time particularly by RTC and HVTC in
Neeme’s time, reviews and cabaret particularly by MRPG and early RTC, big outdoor
community productions, Shakespeare, Brecht and other classics, comedies, dramas,
melodramas, plays with music, plays for youth and for children, community theatre not
only from MRPG, and of course the original work. This variety further contributed to the
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building of new audience and the building of community acceptance and identity.

Apart from the archives of Theatre South there are no readily available lists of productions
done by RTs. The years from 1976 to 1981 for all companies are catalogued in Performing
Arts Yearbooks published for those years, Q Theatre 1963-1984 and Riverina Theatre
Company the 1st 10 years carry those two companies’ complete lists a little further, and
Hooper (2005) provides the full list of productions from MRPG and Hothouse up to 2005.
Otherwise the lists are incomplete. There is however enough data to indicate that while the
repertoires of the companies bore similarities to other Australian theatre companies they
had a balance peculiar to their identity as RTs. The proportions for Theatre South quoted in
Chapter Seven and based on the lists from the archives found in Appendix One appear to be
close to those of HVTC, Q, RTC, Hothouse and Railway Street with the exception that
Theatre South had a higher proportion of original regional stories. MRPG had an even
greater proportion of original and community work. The figures for Theatre South were ten
per cent classics, sixteen per cent modern overseas, thirty-five per cent existing Australian,
thirty-eight per cent original work, with most of the original work having specific regional
resonance.

The notable statistic is the dominance of Australian work and the healthy proportion of new
work. The RTs provided a voice for contemporary Australian playwriting, probably only
equalled by the specialist companies like Playbox in Melbourne and Griffin in Sydney.
Regional audiences were introduced to most contemporary Australian playwrights and most
significant contemporary Australian plays by the RTs in their twenty plus years. Many of
the playwrights were commissioned to create new work, e.g. Katherine Thomson by
Hothouse, Nick Enright by Q, Scott Rankin by RTC. This is a substantial contribution by
the RTs to the Australian national theatre.

The other significant aspect of the aesthetic profile of the field was the predominant style of
their productions. Here there was a happy congruence of resources, facilities, repertoire and
audience profile. The remorseless financial pressures on RTs necessitated the use of
imagination in creating productions and a similar demand of imagination on the audience’s
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part. Elaborate production values were rare. On the other hand the home and touring venues
encouraged austerity and rewarded imagination. All home venues were limited in seating
capacity: Bridge Theatre one hundred and fifty, HVTC Playhouse one hundred and ninetynine, Q1 one hundred and twenty-six, Q2 two hundred and seventy-three, RTC three
hundred, Hothouse one hundred and sixty-seven. Touring venues likewise were usually
makeshift: school halls, town halls, civic centres, clubs. The attractive performing arts
venues such as at Orange, Griffith and Taree were the exceptions and were still relatively
small at three hundred to five hundred seats.

With smallness came intimacy, which in turn encouraged informality and audience
involvement. In the case of the home theatres at HVTC, Theatre South, Q and RTC this
intimacy was further enhanced by the thrust configuration of the performance space. There
was also little room backstage for set changes. Aesthetically these spaces demanded a
fluent style of performance which used non-naturalistic conventions such as
transformations of time place and character, direct address, entrances and exits through the
audience, music and song, and even on occasion audience participation. They lent
themselves particularly well to epic, to documentary and to story theatre. They were also
appropriate for the new audiences that the RTs tended to find, audiences with less
experience of and interest in conventional theatre. While part of their audience, probably
the earliest and perhaps the most faithful, was that segment accustomed to theatre through
travel, or relocation, or education, and were similar to the metropolitan theatregoing
audience, the newer audience had few expectations in terms of conventions and were likely
to be lively and irreverent. The whole nature of regional theatre, which developed over time
and was not much remarked upon directly by critics, practitioners or audience, could be
described as popular as opposed to elite. Its basic aim was accessibility. This ambience was
carried on also in the informality and friendliness of foyers and front of house.

During the early years of the RTs, described briefly in Chapter One, and again in Chapter
Six for Theatre South and Five for the others, there was support and recognition in the
theatre community as suggested by the coverage in Theatre Australia. However the notion
of professional theatre outside the capital cities was an unfamiliar one in those years and
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later. This unfamiliarity was a problem for the RTs in dealing with city-based institutions,
for example the disagreement over the funding of the Regional Theatre Festival described
in Chapter Five. Such unfamiliarity was also often a problem for the RTs in dealing with
local government, especially when it came to facilities. Amateur groups generally didn’t
ask for much support, and the local government view was that if a company was not
amateur then it must be commercial and therefore should pay its own way.

On the positive side, the regional companies did gain cultural capital and secured a measure
of political and economic capital within their region. There is evidence in their histories and
elsewhere in the thesis of this. For example, they received good coverage from local media.
This study has depended to a considerable extent on this coverage in the form of newspaper
articles and reviews. Q received regular reviews of its work from the metropolitan press,
other companies such as Theatre South, RTC and HVTC received some but less regularly,
but HVTC and RTC were both reviewed by quite knowledgeable local reviewers. Theatre
South archives contain much press coverage not only from the Illawarra Mercury but also
from provincial press on the touring circuit. This considerable quantity of data attests to a
high level of community acceptance, and in its content frequently attests also to community
ownership and pride. An example mentioned in Chapter Eight was the saturation coverage
by the Illawarra Mercury in December 1999 of Theatre South’s loss of funding and
threatened closure. The closures of other companies received similar treatment. Television
and radio also gave news coverage and for most of the RTs were also key sponsors.

Relations with other regional institutions were another measure of community acceptance
and of distinct identity. Most significant were universities and other tertiary educational
institutions. Theatre South began under the auspices of Wollongong University, NETC
under that of New England University and RTC under that of the Riverina College of
Advanced Education (later to become Sturt University). HVTC’s first venue was provided
by the University of Newcastle, and Q received support from the University of Western
Sydney. This support continued through the lives of the companies. These institutions saw
such support as part of their contribution as good regional citizens and part of their own
regional identity. Other cases of community identification with the RTs included the
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reliance of NETC and Theatre South for their touring on local Arts Councils, the important
projects supported by Unions as with Change in the Weather and Windy Gully in
Wollongong and Aftershocks in Newcastle, local business support of and partnerships in
many projects such as upgrading facilities, and the many projects involving co-operation
with schools and young people.

Local government interest on the other hand was limited and spasmodic for most
companies. They often helped with facilities as in Newcastle, Wollongong and Penrith but
seldom were generous in any kind of subsidy. When they built or established or controlled
venues such as Performing Arts Centres they showed little interest in inviting regional
companies to become resident although they were willing to have them as hirers. Late in
the history, Penrith and Wagga Wagga Councils did make overtures for residencies to
Railway Street and RTC respectively but this was more at the instigation of state or federal
funding agencies, as described in Chapter Five. This comparative indifference of local
government compares with the situation in Britain where companies were resident in local
government facilities and were given financial support, although such interest was more in
community and educational added-value activities than in actual theatre. The case of the
New Victoria Theatre and Stoke-on Trent described in Chapter Four was not unusual. A
long tradition of theatre in regions made this possible in Britain and saved British regional
theatre during and after the devastation of the Thatcher years. RTs in Australia in their brief
lives were not able to generate this level of cultural capital, as local government’s
commitment to the arts did not extend to adequately funding RTs. The RTs foundered when
state and federal bodies withdrew funding.

Relations with funding agencies, state and federal, were problematic from the beginning,
although The Australia Council and the NSW Ministry for the Arts did subsidise RTs,
however inadequately, for more than twenty years. The Australia Council recognised RTs
as a distinct entity only to the extent that they funded them in the early years under
programs labelled Community and Regional Theatre and tended to treat them the same in
increasing their funding in many cases by the same percentage. However they did not
define them any differently from other professional companies except geographically. The
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Ministry also recognised them as a group and in their publications highlighted their support
for regional theatre. But again they did not define them other than geographically. This
made it easier later to replace RT’s work with touring from the centre.

That the RTs recognised their own common interests is attested by their informal
association described in Chapter Five. That chapter also provides evidence of their
collaboration: the Festival of 1988, the State Theatre Project of 1994, and the many coproductions. These projects demonstrated the potential benefits of co-operation and the
contribution the movement could make to the national theatre. That the association never
formalised its structure was a conscious decision, but may have been a naive one in that the
consequence was a failure to establish a corporate identity. Although they recognised
common identity and common interests, they did not develop a common voice or project a
corporate profile. It is significant that the Ministry actively discouraged RTs from
formalising their association. The funding bodies, which became crucial to RTs survival,
did not recognise their value nor any identity beyond place. The RTs did not have enough
cultural capital as a field to overcome this indifference when funding became tight. They
were simply phased out one at a time.

Contrast this failure to the success of the major state companies who formed the
Confederation of State Theatres (CAST) which offered common seasons for PACs through
Playing Australia, were a powerful lobbying voice and influenced the discourse which
confirmed their position as the dominant class within the Field of Cultural Production.
There was a proposal at the time of the Regional Festival in Penrith for the RTs to form a
Federation of Regional Theatres but the RTs were not prepared to spend scarce resources to
make this a meaningful body and their Association though valuable for them made little
impact on the industry at large and exerted no influence on the funding bodies.

The similarities of their histories, of the programming and style of their theatre work, of
their acceptance by and role in their regional communities, and of their dependent status on
funding bodies as well as their association with one another clearly identified the RTs as a
sub-field within the Field of Cultural Production. The position they took as such could be
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described in the dichotomies of the sites of struggle as regional, as popular rather than elite,
as representing access rather than “excellence” , as generally alternative rather than
mainstream and as community and local rather than global and national.

Proposition Two – Value
The value of a regional theatre company lies firstly and primarily in the theatre experience
it provides for its regional community, secondly in the social and educational contributions
it makes through subsidiary programs and support services, thirdly in the contributions to
the industry through employment of artists and lastly to the art form in opportunities for
emerging artists in its region, as well as new work and innovative initiatives.

“We have theatre here in Penrith where no-one thought it would survive. We have people
coming here who never went to the theatre before.” This simple claim by Doreen
Warburton, quoted in Chapter Five, sums up the profound value of RTs. The accuracy of
this claim for all RTs has been documented above. They had found new audience for the
theatre, and they had found it not only with the traditional repertoire but also with work that
was especially relevant for the diverse strands of regional population, and still further with
work which expressed, validated, celebrated and constructed a regional cultural identity.
Their work was presented professionally and usually in a style and an environment suited to
the nature of their audience, a style justifiably described as popular. They had made
mistakes, and often floundered and lost direction, and it would be an exaggeration to claim
that they consciously pursued or completely achieved these objectives. Their story is not of
an undeniable achievement but of an opportunity lost.

Value-added is the term used by Boyden in his 2000 report on English RTs, referring to the
extra services for the community and for education provided by RTs. He points out that
Local Government support for English companies is given more for the value of these
services than for the theatre. Nonetheless their support was critical in the crisis faced by
English theatre in the 1990s. Unfortunately NSW RTs did not receive such support
although they did in fact provide such services to their regions. It was an almost inevitable
consequence of becoming part of a regional cultural entity which was much more coherent
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than a metropolis, and of their building their regional identity and their relations with a
variety of community organisations.

The nature of these services has been described in earlier chapters. All RTs offered
services for youth, either in classes, workshops, in youth theatre, in drama festivals for
schools, in TIE, or in special youth productions such as St Mary’s Kids at the Q. The most
outstanding such initiative was MRPG’s founding and support of The Flying Fruit Fly
Circus, which became an independent enterprise and achieved national and international
fame. RTs made their facilities and equipment available to the community, hosting events
in their venues, hiring or lending equipment, giving assistance and advice for projects, even
collaborating in projects. Most maintained close relations with educational authorities and
with the universities who had supported them and with a variety of community groups, for
example ethnic, aboriginal, disabled, and youth at risk. They frequently extended these
services throughout their region.

The services so provided were always related to the special skills and facilities that went
with theatre, and no doubt had some spin-off benefits such as the audience development
described in Chapter Four of the In Our Neighbourhood project by the West Yorkshire
Playhouse. The value of these subsidiary activities was not acknowledged by those
institutions which could have supported them such as funding bodies and local government.
Thus its full potential was not realised. A part again of the opportunity lost.

RTs were also part of the national theatre enterprise. There were two competing senses in
which the term national theatre was used. One was the elitist sense of a national enterprise
bringing international reputation for a theatre of “excellence”, which in effect meant major
companies in the capital cities presenting large scale productions for an elite audience. This
was the kind of theatre defined by the Nugent Report (see Chapter Three). The other sense,
the one inherent in the argument of this thesis, was of a body of work created by many
voices and many companies working in city and country creating a rich variety of forms
and works reflecting the plurality of our culture and expressing and constructing a diverse
cultural identity.
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The RTs contributed to this national theatre not only by creating and presenting theatre in,
for, and of their own part of the nation, but also by contributing to the whole industry and
art form. Many writers mentioned elsewhere in the thesis began or furthered their careers in
the RTs. Major companies seldom gave productions to new writers, who depended upon
the smaller companies such as the RTs, just as the so called new wave writers of the 1970s
had depended upon the then new alternative companies such as Nimrod and the APG. The
RTs frequently gave a writer a production of his/her first play or the premiere production of
a new work or offered stints as writer in residence. Australian playwriting is the heart and
soul of Australian theatre and the RTs have played an important role in new Australian
writing, recognised by the industry in awards such as the Writers’ Guild Dorothy Crawford
Award for “an individual who has furthered the cause of Australian writing for screen or
stage” awarded to the Artistic Director of Theatre South in 1995.

Similarly with actors, directors, designers, and other theatre workers, the RTs provided
opportunities not only to professionals and emerging artists in their own region but to many
others. An educated estimate based on the known programs of the RTs suggested that they
produced over seven hundred and fifty plays or projects in their lifetime. At a conservative
estimate each production would give employment to at least eight theatre workers making a
minimum 6000 jobs actually creating theatre. These are guesstimates but are close enough
to suggest a not inconsiderable contribution to employment and to the industry. The artists
interviewed for this study all lamented the lost work opportunities with the closure of RTs.

So we come to the final question. If the RTs became a voice for their region and a
significant contributor to regional cultural identity and to the national theatre, where did
they fail? Why were they unable to continue to do this valuable work? The answer lies in
the theoretical frame that has informed this whole thesis.

Proposition Three – Sites of Struggle
The immediate cause of RT’s failures was that they did not have the resources to continue.
They were established as we have seen with assistance from institutions within a region,
most commonly universities, but in their maturity they discovered that they could not
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survive without subsidy from a government source. That they did not get that support at the
crises of their histories was the necessary and immediate cause of their failures and they did
not get it because they had no capital to compete effectively for influence in the Field of
Power. They had been on the losing side in the sites of struggle. By the end they were
effectively competing not only with other producing agents but also the new Performing
Arts Centres, established in associations with considerable lobbying power to governments.
They were also competing in a Field whose discourse increasingly included notions of the
arts as industry, and this discourse privileged major organisations with large budgets,
influential Boards and powerful sponsors. It privileged excellence ahead of access,
mainstream ahead of alternative, metropolitan ahead of regional, elite ahead of popular and
global ahead of local.

The Australia Council had never had a theatre policy based on a vision of a truly national
infrastructure or a pluralist culture. Nor had it ever backed up its occasional rhetoric of
access by policy initiatives that would have developed a national audience for theatre. Its
lukewarm support for Theatre for Young People, its focus on an excellence that seldom
valued popular theatre forms, its focus on state companies as the model for a national
theatre, its privileging of major organisations and its preference for occasional tours to
regional Australia rather than sustained support for RTs were all indications of its priorities.
As illustrated in the Chapter Three deconstruction of Creative Nation the focus on
excellence had the inevitable result of privileging the elite. The rationale for these policy
preferences was given as the limitations of available funds forcing choices, and the choice
was for the pursuit of excellence, with excellence assumed to reside with the elite art forms
and the major companies. Bourdieu had argued that the struggle for capital within a Field
resulted in a dominant and a dominated class and this struggle in the Field of Cultural
Production is a clear affirmation of his argument. Furthermore it is an illustration of the
way the discourse is controlled, the “authority” consecrated and the boundaries determined
by that same class.

The prioritisation was clear from the beginning of arts funding in the 1950s. Funding of
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theatre was over twenty years old when RTs began, yet it was universities and other
agencies and individuals who founded regional companies. There was clearly a climate of
support and interest for such ventures but it owed nothing to funding policies – unlike the
beginnings of major state companies. The Australia Council almost grudgingly gave
conditional support to the early companies, evident for example in the early years of HVTC
chronicled in Chapter Five. It promised no future funding and withdrew it whenever
companies were perceived to be in trouble, again seen in the final years of all RTs
described in Chapter Five and Theatre South in Chapter Eight. This treatment can be
compared to the massive rescue packages given to major companies, for evidence of which
see the Nugent Report recommendations and outcomes described in Chapter Three.

There was a brief honeymoon with the Regional and Community Theatre programs
introduced in the 1980s, and through the 1980s and early 1990s subsidy did slowly
increase. The Ministry in particular often boasted of the NSW regional network as unique
in the nation, but even then the support, perhaps inevitably, was never enough to enable the
companies to begin to achieve all their aspirations, as in touring or community service, or
diversity of programming. Several examples in the extensive case study of Theatre South
illustrated this.

The most secure years for the RTs were in the late 1980s and early 1990s when their
funding was at its highest as can be seen in the Australia Council figures in Table One
(Chapter One p.14). The Table shows Australia Council funding for RTs at its peak in 1991
from which time companies began to drop off the Australia Council books: NETC and
North Coast in1992, HVTC in 1995, Q in 1997, Theatre South and MRPG in 1998. The
Ministry continued support for these companies longer but eventually followed suit. The
coincidence of these closures indicates the policy shift.

Unfortunately also for the RTs both funding bodies still saw commitment to access in terms
of the simple provision of product rather than in terms of subsidising a regional voice
contributing to a pluralist culture or a regional enterprise bringing value to a regional
community. They eventually appeared to believe that provision could be best provided by
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touring metropolitan product into the regions. Their commitment to excellence as they
defined it meant that in their view such metropolitan theatre was bound to be of a higher
quality than theatre created in the regions. Any question of comparative relevance or
community identity never arose.

The growth in number and influence of performing arts centres (PACs) further reinforced
this development. They needed product and lobbied government accordingly. At a national
level they were largely responsible for the establishment of the Playing Australia program
in 1992 and at a state level for the establishment of Arts on Tour in 1990. In NSW PACs
were built in Griffith, Taree, Wollongong, Parramatta, Penrith, Lismore, Orange and
Bathurst, while in other cities such as Newcastle, Dubbo, Albury and Wagga Wagga,
venues were upgraded to receive visiting productions. Seven of the eight existing RTs in
the early 1990s were affected by the competition of these institutions as the institutions
developed their programs and made use of funding provided by Playing Australia and Arts
on Tour. In none of them did the RTs find a home, and in none of them or their Council
owners did RTs find much support or co-operation. They were unfortunate if unwitting
contributors to the growing difficulties of the RTs and were in some instances seen by
funding authorities as an adequate replacement for RTs. (See the stories of RTC, Railway
Street, and Newcastle in Chapter Five and Theatre South in Chapter Eight.) As already
indicated, the British experience was quite different and the experience here may have been
so if the RTs had possessed more cultural capital both locally and nationally.

An additional factor in the RTs’ difficulty with funding was the movement of the Theatre
Board of the Australia Council towards a prioritisation of project funding and individual
artists, at the expense of infrastructure. This was a policy shift that made more sense in the
other art forms than in the necessarily collaborative art form of theatre. It was also the
result of a loss of trust in theatre companies, if adequately funded, to pursue innovative
projects using their existing infrastructure. The theatre committees and boards became de
facto artistic directors for the national theatre – except of course for the privileged major
companies. As Chapter Three demonstrated, this is a reasonable interpretation of the
direction of funding priorities, especially from Creative Nation (1994) on.
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We saw in the story of the last years of RTC and Railway Street how funding pressures
were pushing companies to become either presenters of others’ product or community
cultural development agents. Hothouse created fewer and fewer of its own productions, and
it, and NORPA in Lismore, became the preferred models for regional theatre. Hothouse
describes itself as a part of the national theatre that just happens to be outside the capital
cities. Even the outstanding success of Embers did not lead them to a commitment to the
pursuit of a local voice. Their success is remarkable and admirable, but it is not the only or
perhaps the best model for a truly regional theatre.

Those agents who accrued the most cultural capital became the dominant class within the
Field and were able to access political and economic capital within the Field of Power. The
harsh reality of this competition was disguised by the rhetoric of the dominant class which
developed the discourse of excellence, industry and international reputation. The dominant
class were able to control the criteria for legitimacy and authority within the field.

That the RTs never had adequate cultural capital to save themselves is seen by an
examination of those occasions, the lost opportunities, when they were forced into closure,
temporary or permanent. All of the RTs faced such crises, some more than once. These
were crises beyond the usual pressures of financial insecurity and required rescue beyond
the usual annual funding. Funding bodies claimed as an article of faith that they did not
fund failure, although the article seldom applied to the major companies. On those few
occasions that RTs survived these serious crises they virtually did it on their own without
funding support from the agencies. The following summary analysis examines those
outcomes in revisiting events and phenomena covered in Chapters Five and Eight.

The first such crisis was at the HVTC in 1982. It was the last year of the short and
busy tenure of Aarne Neeme. He had produced a range of theatre from classic to musicals
to contemporary Australian, he had produced five new works including the enduring
Essington Lewis, and the powerful community story The Star Show, he had built a small but
talented permanent company, he had increased audience numbers and he had won a
substantial level of support throughout the Hunter. The full story was a model of the
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potential value of any theatre company to a community, and particularly a model of the
potential of RTs. However, operating from a low financial base, the company was in
trouble in mid 1982. It was hardly surprising that in these early days of RTs neither of the
funding bodies nor any other institutions were willing or able to provide a rescue package.
The company members themselves subsidised the remainder of the season and Neeme and
most of his permanent company left the city. The company continued and eventually pulled
out of its crippling deficit by some clever semi-commercial programming and some austere
fiscal restraint by the new AD, Brent McGregor.

In 1994 HVTC was again in crisis. There were problems such as an acrimonious dispute
between the HVTC Board and the then AD, Kingston Anderson, which eventually led to
his resignation. More critically for the company’s future, another financial crisis further
limited the Board’s options. The HVTC was well established by this date and was a
recipient of funds from both the Australia Council and the NSW Ministry. The Ministry
was concerned enough about the company’s future to fund an enquiry and there was
considerable debate in the community, but the makeshift administrative solution and the
reduced funding were inadequate to save the company and by 1996 Newcastle, the second
city in the state, was without a professional theatre company other than the TIE company,
Freewheels. One can find plenty of immediate causes for this fiasco and there is no point
apportioning individual blame. The company appeared to have made some unwise
decisions and neglected some issues in these later years, but the underlying factor was that
in spite of its years of success, its high reputation in the industry and in its community,
HVTC or the regional theatre movement did not possess enough cultural capital to persuade
any agent in the Field of Cultural Production or the Field of Power to fund a real rescue.

This thesis has accepted Q as a RT, a position Q itself was always happy to take. Because
they had the earlier life as an inner city company, perhaps because their proximity to the
city gave them more opportunities for the cultural capital that comes from metropolitan
profile, the Q was, until its demise, the best funded of the RTs, (see Table One in Chapter
One p.14) and in terms of theatre activity the most prolific. In the late 1980s for reasons
not entirely clear, the Australia Council began to express dissatisfaction with the Q and in
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fact put the company “on notice”, which was in effect a warning of funding withdrawal.
After twenty-five years leadership of this company, and at fifty-eight still proving an
outstanding AD, Doreen Warburton resigned in 1988. Apparently succession was a major
issue for the Council whose priorities were clearly not the welfare of a regional icon.

The company then had a number of rocky years but continuing Ministry support and
reduced Australia Council funding were enough to enable Helmut Bakaitis to produce
seasons and include new work. The pressure was renewed in 1995 when funding cuts began
again, culminating in the complete loss of Australia Council funding in 1997. At this point
the Ministry brokered the merger of Q and the also failing NETC with a subsidy generous
for the Ministry but not enough to save the company.

By 2003, the state touring which was part of Railway Street’s original brief was at an end,
and the company, although occupying the new Penrith Performing Arts centre, was no
longer producing professional work. It was a long decline – death by a thousand cuts – and
had more to do with changing policies than a changing Q. Railway Street, partly through
the continuing interest of the state ministry and partly through cultural capital earned by its
proximity to the metropolis, had survived longer than most RTs in these difficult years but
in the end it too did not have enough cultural capital to influence the agents of power.

The story is basically the same at the point of closure for all the RTs. New England had
lost its Australia Council funding in 1992. It was the first to suffer from a policy shift that
saw a prioritising of the so-called national companies, with limited triennial and project
funding available for all other companies. The Ministry maintained its support in
recognition of the company’s regional importance in north western NSW. Co-incident with
Anna Glover’s retirement from the company in 1995, the company found itself in further
financial straits, although some strategic co-productions and continuing support from New
England University kept it afloat till 1997, when it was merged with Q to form Railway
Street. This strategy was suggested by the then Administrator of NETC and in fact the New
England AD, Mary-Anne Gifford became AD of the new company. Again the reasoning
seemed sound but the net result was the loss of a regional company with a long and
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successful record of serving its region. Q had sufficient cultural capital with the Ministry to
ensure a rescue and some recognition was given to New England’s touring circuit, but the
concept of regional theatre as developed in this thesis was not part of the decision making.

By virtue of a special Australia Council fund for regional development and the definition of
regional, which denied that status to the RTs in Wollongong, Newcastle and Penrith, RTC
was granted a stay of execution in 1997 when it was awarded triennial funding. A year
later, it was the only regional still funded by the national funding agency (see Table One
Chapter One p.14). It retained its funding with minimal or no increases until 2005 when it
lost all its funding. RTC, although ironically the last survivor of the original six, was one
RT which appeared to lose its way in its final years. There was nowhere a clear vision of
the role and potential of an RT to help the company or the Board and there was no cultural
capital for an RT identity within the Field of Cultural Production.

MRPG began to have problems in the mid-1990s, particularly with finding an AD. The
Australia Council was losing confidence in the company. As Hooper noted (see Chapter
Five) “there was a strong feeling that MRPG is underestimating its audience’s capacity to
respond to more adventurous work.” (Hooper 2005, p.26). Again there is no indication that
the Australia Council or its Theatre Board had any vision of a national theatre requiring
support for regional companies. MRPG, like the others before and after, was simply another
theatre company not meeting the narrow and rigid criteria for subsidy. Funding was
reduced in 1996 and 1997 but the company had some reserves and continued to get support
from Victoria and NSW. Nonetheless the company was vulnerable and as usual the rescue
came not from the national funding agency but from within the company. As described in
Chapter Five the company reinvented itself, regained some project funding in 1999 and
triennial funding from 2000. The reinvented company, Hothouse, is the last remaining RT,
although as we saw, a rather different model.

The story of the final years of Theatre South was told in Chapter Eight. When both funding
bodies had withdrawn general grant funding by 2000 the company, as with HVTC, NETC
and MRPG in cases mentioned earlier, managed its own rescue package with a three year
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grant of $100,000 a year from the local giant BHP. The company managed two successful
years but was vulnerable again by 2002 and eventually closed its doors in 2003.

In all of these closures the predominant reason was not a failure to deliver services by the
companies. The companies did not fail, they were failed. Australian theatre in general had
taken a different direction, or more accurately a more active bias in the direction it had been
pursuing since the introduction of subsidy in the mid-1950s. There was no conspiracy
against the RTs, there was no new ideology rejecting the principles of RTs, there was
simply attrition begot of indifference. The RTs had not imposed themselves as a movement
or as a distinct identity of significance within the Field of Cultural Production and they had
no economic or political capital to draw on. So when funds were scarce, or when their
rescue looked too difficult or expensive, or when a particular program or AD earned
displeasure, the obvious course was to let them go because there was no vision of a national
theatre that made their loss seem serious. Why there was no such vision brings us to the
heart of the matter and back to the theoretical framework for the thesis, fully described in
Chapter Two. Following is a summary of the application of this thesis as developed in the
main body of the thesis.

An invariant property of Fields is the competition among agents to determine the dominant
and the dominated. In the Field of Cultural Production it is a competition for cultural
capital. Cultural capital consists of reputation, recognition, leadership in the field, in short
authority. In determining the boundaries of the Field, the dominant agents will also be in a
position to claim to be, in Bourdieu’s term, the “legitimate producers.” They will, again in
Bourdieu’s words:

operate essentially defensive strategies designed to perpetuate the status
quo by maintaining themselves and the principles on which their
dominance is based. The world is as it should be since they are on top and
clearly deserve to be there, excellence consists in being what one is…their
orthodox discourse is never more than the explicit affirmation of selfevident principles. (Bourdieu 1993, p.83).
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For Australian theatre, the dominant agents in the competition for cultural capital have
been the national Opera and Ballet companies, the state companies, and other high profile
companies funded by the Australia Council’s Major Organisation’s Board. They have the
capacity to generate media exposure, major sponsorships, powerful boards, and influence
with governments and funding bodies. They will produce impressive large scale
productions featuring famous names, directed and designed by the best talent available and
performing in large, comfortable and well-equipped facilities. Their work will be
synonymous with the concept of “excellence” which we have seen dominate public cultural
policy. All this will not surprisingly gain them cultural and symbolic capital enough to
make them a dominant class in the Field of Cultural Production. They, and/or the various
ancillary agents in government, media, performing arts centres, and public affairs who
support them, will use this capital to “consecrate” (Bourdieu’s term) their authority in the
Field, to delimit the bounds of “legitimacy” in the Field, and to control the discourse. Even
though the “dominated” class in the Field of Power, they will be in a position to accrue
political and economic power, in particular public subsidy.

One can only argue with this dominance by examining more closely the limitations of the
concept of “excellence” and questioning the nexus between this dominance and the
expenditure of cultural resources on what is essentially a minority and elite activity by a
minority and elite art form for a minority and elite audience. This thesis has, inter alia,
attempted to do this.

The “competitors” in the Field are the other performing arts companies and artists
including the RTs. Their number and strength were much diminished in the
struggle of access and excellence recounted in Chapter Three. The competition
took place on a number of sites, identified in the thesis as “sites of struggle”, on all
of which the RTs were on the weaker side.

These are not struggles between absolutes. We saw in Chapter Three how access was
always a consideration beside excellence but in spite of the rhetoric was decisively
dominated in any power struggle. Likewise regional concerns often entered the discourse
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but the metropolitan interests always prevailed. Likewise again it was the mainstream
major organisations with the authority in the Field and the ear of government who were
seen to represent the national interest in a global environment as against the weaker in all
respects alternative and local enterprises. Theatre remained primarily an elite art form for
an elite audience and those attempts to make it popular in form or audience development
remained marginal and were seen, as with the RTs, as expendable.

The opportunity that regional theatre symbolised, however tentatively and almost
unconsciously, for a national theatre, popular, accessible, pluralist and communityconscious was lost.

Nietzsche would insist that there were many possible stories and
developments but that these alternatives had to be repressed and forgotten
so that dominant groups could justify the inevitability of their own rise to
power” (Danaher 2000 p.10)

The collapse of the Regional Theatre Companies was not inevitable.
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WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South D235, Box 1 General
Correspondence; Campus News Vol 8, Issue 4, June 1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box One !980-83; The Con Man Unpublished paper by Barry
O'Connor 1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box One General Correspondence; Davis Covering Letter and Proposal
1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box One General Correspondence; Davis letter to Vice-Chancellor on
achievements of first season. 1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box One General Correspondence; Davis Plan for the Establishment of a
professional regional theatre company in the Illawarra May 22nd 1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box 1 General Correspondence; Jones Letter to Vice-Chancellor 1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Box Fifteen
Theatre in Education; School and student responses to TIE Productions
1980
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box One General Correspondence; Artistic Director Brief Statement on
Policy and Objectives 1981
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box Two Council Correspondence; Berthold Letter Re Financial Support
1981
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Series Thirteen
Correspondence Australia Council/Ministry; Goodwin Letter Invitation
toRegional Theatre Meeting 1981
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box One General Correspondence; Meek letter confirming continuing
University support 1981
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WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box One 1980-83; Travelling North Program 1981
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Box One General Correspondence; Wran Letter offering touring funding
1981
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Eleven
Administrative Records Box One 1981-91; Artistic Directors Report June
1982
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Eleven
Administrative Records Box One 1981-91; Artistic Directors Report
September 1982
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box One 1981-83; Owen Letter of appreciation from Mrs
McArtur Onslow for Diggers Darling 1982
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box One 1980-83; Theatre Board Assessment of Can't Pay,
Won't Pay 1982
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box One 1980-83; Thomson Report on the production of
Change in the Weather 1982
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Series Fifteen
Theatre in Education Montgomery Report Audiences and Performances
1981-83 1983
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Series Fifteen
Theatre in Education; Montgomery Letter to School Pincipals 1984
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Eleven
Administrative Records; Annual Report 1985
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Reports Box
Eleven Administrative Records; Funding Reports Correspondence from
Australia Council and Ministry 1985
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Three 1985-86; Neskovski Say Goodbye to the Past
program note 1985
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Theatre South
Series Five Newsletters Bridge in Brief Note on The Bridge 1986
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Fourteen
Correspondence General Minutes Dec1-2 Regional Theatre Conference
1987
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Box Fourteen
Correspondence General Minutes Nov24-25 Regional Theatre
Conference 1987
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Box14
Correspondence General 1977-1990,; Minutes September 29/30 Regional
Theatre Companies 1987
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Four 1987-88; Richardson Program note for Windy Gully
1987
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WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Series Series
Thirteen Correspondence - Australia Council/The Ministry Box 2 1987-1990;
Assessment by Performing Arts Board of Regional Festival 1988
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235: Series Eleven
Administrative Records Review to Date by Artistic Director 1988
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Four1987-88; Slacky Flat Program Notes 1988
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Six 1992-94; Program Richard 111 1992
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Six 1992-94; Dream Machine Program notes 1994
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Seven 1995-96; That Christmas in 75 Program notes 1995
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235: Series One
Productions Box Eight Season Brochure Foreword by Des Davis 1997
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Series Thirteen
Correspondence Australia Council/Ministry Westbrook Notes on meeting
with NSW Arts Advisory Council 1997
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Nine Emma Program Playwright notes 1998
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Nine Male Line Program notes 1998
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Nine Italian Stories Program 1999
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Nine Responses by Italo-Australian audience to Italian
Stories 1999
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235 Series Eleven
Administrative Records Box Two; Annual Report 2000
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Nine Windy Gully Program 2000
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235: Series One
Productions Box Ten; Macbeth report by Company Manager 2001
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Ten; Post Production Report Macbeth 2001
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series Eleven
Administrative Records Box Two; Strategic Plan Production Program 2001
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Theatre South; D235, Series One
Productions Box Ten; This Other Eden Program note by Wendy Richardson
2001
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INTERVIEWS
NAME

POSITION

DATE

Cashie Canning

Administrator RTC., Director Wagga Civic Centre

October 2006

Campion Decent

Playwright; Artistic Directorate, HotHouse; Project
officer, NSW Ministry and AC Theatre Board
Actor, Drama C’tee NSW Ministry Arts
Performed with several regional companies
Chair, RTC Board

Nov. 2006

Sept. 2006

Frances Laneyrie

Playwright, Written for RTC, Theatre South, NETC,
Artistic Director NETC 1988
Stage Manager & Board Member,Theatre South

Robert Love

Director, Parramatta Riverside Theatres

October 2006

Ned Manning

October 2006

Brent McGregor

Playwright and Actor, Worked for Theatre South,
HVTC, Q, Railway Street
Artistic Director HVTC 1983-91

Arnee Neeme

Artistic Director HVTC 1980-81

Sept. 2006

Vicki Newman

Administration, HVTC

October 2005

Charles Parkinson

Artistic Manager, HotHouse

October 2006

Tony Trench

Administration, NSW Arts Council, North Coast
Theatre Company, RTC
Worked in production and administration for Railway
Street, Theatre South and RTC
Theatre Officer, Ministry for the Arts

October 2006

John Derum
June Dunn
Simon Hopkinson

Penny Watts
Margot Woodward

October 2006
October 2006

April 2005

October 2006

April 2007
Sept. 2006
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APPENDIX

THEATRE SOUTH PRODUCTIONS 1980-2002
These are the plays produced in house by Theatre South or co-produced
and presented by Theatre South
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Year
1980

Title of play
The Con Man
Adapted by Maurie Scott from Moliere’s
“Tartuffe”
Might As Well Talk To Yourself
by Alan Ayckbourn
Lyrics Carmel Pass Music David Vance
Travelling North
By David Williamson

Category
Classic/
Adaptation

Venue/s
TAFE Theatre

Overseas

TAFE Theatre

Australian

TAFE Theatre

Brian Blain, Faye Montgomery, Des Davis,
Katherine Thomson, Geoffrey Morrell

Can’t Pay! Won’t Pay !
By Dario Fo
Change in the Weather
By Katherine Thomson
Music $ Lyrics Carmel Pass

Overseas

TAFE Theatre

Original

Wollongong Art
Gallery, University

Faye Montgomery, Katherine Thomson, Gordon
Streek Elwyn Edwards, Geoff Morrell
Katherine Thomson
Faye Montgomery
Music Elizabeth Grujowski

D: Des Davis
Des: William Pritchard
D: Patricia Jones
:

1982

Diggers’ Darling
By Michael Smart

Original

TAFE Theatre
Clubbe Hall, Mittagong

1983

The Glass Menagerie By Tennessee
Williams Music David Vance

Classic

TAFE Theatre

Geoffry Morrell Gordon Streek Paul Hunt
Bill Waterhouse Faye Montgomery
Katherine Thomson Val Whittaker
Faye Montgomery Katherine Thomson
Paul Hunt Geoff Morrell

D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: William Pritchard
D: Des Davis
Des: William Pritchard

1983

Might As Well Talk To Yourself
by Alan Ayckbourn
Lyrics Carmel Pass Music David Vance
What the Butler Saw
By Joe Orton

Overseas
Return

TAFE Theatre
(return season and
tour)
TAFE Theatre

D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: William Pritchard
D: Des Davis
Des: William Pritchard

On Our Selection
By Steele Rudd
Adapted by Bert Bailey and George
Whaley
The Birds Have Flown
adapted by Carmel Pass from Lysistrata
Lyrics Carmel Pass, Music David Vance
The Perfectionist
By David Williamson

Australian

Wollongong Town
Hall

Original
Based on
Classic
Australian

Wollongong Town
Hall

Faye Montgomery Paul Hunt
Katherine Thomson Geoff Morrell
Des Davis
Geoff Morrell Katherine Thomson
Faye Montgomery Paul Hunt
Michael Coe David Robbins
Harold Baigent Geoff Morrell
Faye Montgomery Katherine Thomson
Paul Hunt Marina Hoddle
North Bulli Bush Band
Faye Montgomery Harold Baigent
Paul Hunt Marina Hoddle David Robbins

Wollongong Town
Hall

Peter Carmody Julie McGregor Paul Hunt Faye
Montgomery Harold Baigent

1981

1981
1982
1982

1983

1983

1983

1984

Overseas

Lead actors
John Warnow John Clayton
Faye Montgomery Geoff Morrell
Anthony Warlow Gordon Streek
Faye Montgomery Katherine Thomson
Paul Hunt Geoff Morrell Gordon Streek

Director / Music/Design
D: Des Davis
Des: Bill Pritchard
D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: William Pritchard
D: Gordon Streek
Des: William Pritchard

D: Peter Duncan
MD: David Vance
Des: Jill Halliday
D Des Davis
MD David Vance
Des. Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Ian Robinson
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1984

Tommy
By Pete Townshend and the Who
Band ‘The Change’

Overseas

1984

Vocations
By Alma de Groen
The Man from Mukinupin
By Dorothy Hewett
Music by Jim Cotter

Australian

Wonderful Wollongong
By Carmel Pass
Score by David Vance and Paul
Coombes
Tonight We Anchor in Twofold Bay
by Katherine Thomson
Say Goodbye to the Past
By Bill Neskovski
Educating Rita
By Willy Russell
Even More Wonderful Wollongong
featuring Passion in the Platemill
By Carmel Pass

Original

1984

1985

1985

1985
1985
1986

1986
1986
1986

1986

and on tour
Port Kembla Leagues
Club

Jay Hackett Maryl Leppard
Jim McCallum Michael Coe George Leppard, Rikki
Organ,

TAFE Theatre
And on tour
TAFE Theatre
and on tour

Faye Montgomery Katherine Thomson,
Jim Kemp George Leppard
Sher Guhl Michael Coe Faye Montgomery Maree
D'Arcy Jill Akhurst Lynne McGimpsey George
Leppard Allan McFadden Paul Coombes

Original

Tent Theatre at
McCabe Park

Jim McCallum Michael Coe Sher Guhl Faye
Montgomery Lynne McGimpsey George Leppard

Original

Faye Montgomery Lynne McGimpsey
Katherine Thomson David Ives
Andrew James Ron Stephenson
Faye MontgomeryDavid Ives
Craig Pearce
Lynne McGimpsey Charles Hambling

Original

Eden Fishermen’s Club
Wollongong venues
And on tour
Bridge Theatre
Opening production
Bridge Theatre
and on tour
Bridge Theatre

Factory Girls
By Frank McGuiness
Rooted
By Frank McGuiness
Trumpets and Raspberries
By Dario Fo

Overseas

Bridge Theatre

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Overseas

Bridge Theatre

Same Time Next Year
By Bernard Slade

Overseas

Bridge Theatre

Australian

Overseas

Faye Montgomery Lynne McGimpsey
Andrew James Craig Pearce
Paul Coombes
Faye Montgomery Katherine Thomson Lynne
McGimpsey, Michael Coe
Ross Hall Michael Coe Paul English
Peter Corbett, Faye Montgomery Laura Williams
Bill Neskovski Ross Hall Michael Coe David
Lewis
Jeff Kevin Christine Amor

D: Colin Schumacher
MD: Allan McFadden
Des: Richard Roberts
Choreo: Peter Blackburn
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance33
Des: John Senczuk
Choreo: Peter Blackburn
D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: Bruce Auld
D: Des Davis
Des: Cliff Kelsall
D: Des Davis
Des:: Bruce Auld
D: Peter Blackburn
MD: David Vance, Paul
Coombes
Des: Peter Gossner
D: Des Davie
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
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1986

The Two of Us
By Michael Frayn

Overseas

Bridge Theatre
and on tour

Sher Guhl Paul Hunt

D: Peter Duncan and Des
Davis
Des: Jill Halliday

1987

Tonight We Anchor in Twofold Bay
by Katherine Thomson

Original
Return

1987`

Trumpets and Raspberries

Overseas

Wharf Theatre
Bridge Theatre
And on tour
Festival of Sydney
Wharf Studio

1987

A Song to Sing O
By Melvyn Morrow
Windy Gully
By Wendy Richardson

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Faye Montgomery Lynne McGimpsey
Katherine Thomson Peter Corbett
Andrew James Tom Considine
Peter Corbett Faye Montgomery Laura Williams
Geoffrey Morrell Tom Considine Ross Hall Jeff
Kevin,
Anthony Warlow

Original

Bridge Theatre

Golden Valley
By Dorothy Hewett
Music Jim Cotter
Convict Girls by Carmel Pass
Lyrics Carmel Pass
Music Paul Coombes, David Vance
Juno and the Paycock
By Sean O'Casey

Australian

Bridge Theatre
and on tour

D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: Bruce Auld
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
LD: Peter Gossner
D: Stuart Maunder
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday

Original

Classic

Illawarra Performing
Arts Centre
Opening production
Bridge Theatre

The Mystery of Irma Vep
By Charles Ludlam
Slacky Flat
By Wendy Richardson

Overseas

Bridge Theatre

Original

Bridge Theatre
Q Theatre
And on tour

1989

Mother Courage
By Bertolt Brecht

Classic

Bridge Theatre

1989

Windy Gully
By Wendy Richardson

Original
Return

Bridge Theatre
On tour Sydney,

1987

1988

1988

1988

1988
1989

Faye Montgomery Roger Ward
Andrew James Mary Haire Scott Moon
Peter Boland Christina Langford
Susan Ambler Jacqy Phillips Ross Hall Faye
Montgomery Paul Taylor Michael Harrs Christina
Toto Peter Boland
Faye Montgomery Andrew James Michael Coe
Lainie Grugan Sher Guhl Lynne McGimpsey Jim
McCallum
John Paramor Faye Montgomery Jeff Kevin Don
Francis Allison Griffiths Lainie Grugan Perry
Silvio
Margie McCrae
Andrew James
Faye Montgomery Lainie Grugan
Allison Griffiths Andrew James
Perry Silvio Don Francis
Faye Montgomery Charles Hambling
Jeff Kevin Andrew James Lisa Scott-Murphy
Michael Coe Frank J Gallagher
Faye Montgomery Ben Gabriel Andrew James
Lainie Grugan Alison Griffith

D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
Choreo Peter Blackburn
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Jill Halliday

D: Des Davis
MD: David Vance
Des: John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
Des: Martin Wales
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1989

Kid Stakes
By Ray Lawler

Australian

Newcastle Queensland
Bridge Theatre

1990

Hating Alison Ashley
By Robin Klein
Adapted by Richard Tulloch
Daylight Saving
By Nick Enright
Tom Jones Adapted by Des Davis
From the novel by Henry Fielding

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Australian

Bridge Theatre
And on tour
Bridge Theatre

1990

Lights Out Nellie Martin
By Wendy Richardson

Original

1990

After Dinner
by Andrew Bovell
Five Times Dizzy By Nadia Wheatley,
adapted by Des Davis
Wallflowering
By Alma de Groen
Christian Brothers
By Ron Blair
Vroom Vroom
By Melvyn Morrow
Music Paul Coombes Jim McCallum

1990
1990

1991
1991
1991
1991

1992
1992

1992

Michael Coe Bruce Wedderburn
Michael Coe Faye Montgomery
Clarissa House Lainie Grugan Duncan Wass
William McInnes Hayley Wray
Felicity Soper Helen McLean Sher Guhl
Michael Coe Margie McCrae
Lainie Grugan Andrew James
Julia Moody Kate Raison Duncan Wass

D: Jade McCutcheon
Des: Martin Wale
D: Jeff Kevin
Des: Robin Buschmann

John Adam Alinta Carroll Faye Montgomery
Jeff Kevin John Paramor Lainie Grugan

D: Garry Fry
Des: Michael Coe
D: Des Davis
Des John Senczuk

Bridge Theatre

Faye Montgomery Alinta Carroll
Mariette Rups-Donnelly

D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Original
Adaptation
Australian

Bridge Theatre
Bridge Theatre

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Julie Godfrey Lainie Grugan Fiona Press
David Lynch Patrick Phillips
Michael Coe Clodagh Crowe Lainie Grugan Faye
Montgomery Josephyne Oliveri John Pantelis
Faye Montgomery
Bruce Barry
Jeff Kevin

Original

Bridge Theatre

Christopher Truswell Amanda Brown, Eden Gaha,
Ron Blanchard, Lainie Grugan, Michael Coe,
Pamela Morrissey

D:John Senczuk
Des:John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
Des: Michael Coe
D: Des Davis
Des: Michael Coe
D: John Senczuk
:Des: John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
MD: McCallum Coombes
Des: John Senczuk

Cherry Orchard
By Anton Chekhov
The Tradgedy of Richard III
By William Shakespeare

Classic

Bridge Theatre

Classic

Hearts and Minds
By Peter Copeman

Original

Outdoor stage UOW
P’matta Riverside
Mittagong
Bridge Theatre

Faye Montgomery Matthew O’Sullivan
Jeff Kevin Frank Gallagher Des Davis
David McCubbin, John Paramor, Jeff Kevin,
Michael Coe, Bruce Wedderburn, Annie Davies,
Faye Montgomery, Lainie Grugan,
Huong Le Paul Kelman Terry Brady
Lainie Grugan Chin Yu

Original
Adaptation

D: Des Davis
Des John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk
D: Peter Copeman
Des: Michael Coe
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1992

Conjugal Rites
By Roger Hall

Overseas

1992

Dags
By Debra Oswald

Australian

1992

Diving for Pearls
By Katherine Thomson

Australian

1993

Christmas Carol
By Charles Dickens
The Sugar Mother By John Senczuk
based on the fiction of Elizabeth Jolley

Original
Adaptation
Original
Adaptation

1993

The Glugs of Gosh\ By C.J.Dennis
Music Michael Askill

Australian

Bridge Theatre

1993

Twelfth Night
By William Shakespeare

Classic

Bridge Theatre

1993

The Last Vovage of Gracie Anne
By Wendy Richardson

Original

Bridge Theatre

1994

Christmas Carol
By Charles Dickens
Flesh and Blood By Merlinda Bobis,
Wendy Richardson Angelo Loukakis,
Cathy Craigie, Rivka Hartman, Brian
Castro
Choice
By Ron Elisha
Dream Machine
By Geoffrey Sykes

Adaptation
Return
Original

Bridge Theatre

1993

1994

1994
1994

Original
Original

Bridge Theatre
Canberra Theatre
And on tour
Bridge Theatre
Canberra Theatre
and on tour
Bridge Theatre
RTC Playhouse
Canberra Theatre
Bridge Theatre
Sydney Opera House
Bridge Theatre

Carnivale and ABC
Radio for the Sydney
Festival and Carnivale
Bridge Theatre
and Regional Theatres
Bridge Theatre

Robert Coleby
Christine Amor

D: Des Davis
Des :Michael Coe

Alinta Carroll Angela Collins Shani Wood Margie
McCrae Damian Rice

D:Lynette Wallis
Des: Michael Coe

Lynette Curran John Saunders Terry Brady Lainie
Grugan Clodagh Crowe

D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk

Jeff Kevin Michael Coe Lainie Grugan
Faye Montgomery
Robert Alexander Tina Bursill Faye Montgomery
Julie Hamilton
Clodagh Crowe Michael Coe
John Derum

D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk
Choreo: Paul Mercurio
D: Des Davis, John Derum
Des: John Senczuk

Jeff Kevin, Annie Davies-McCubbin, Faye
Montgomery, Margie McCrae, Des Davis, Charles
Hambling, Kristen Murray,
Ron Haddrick Faye Montgomery
Andrew James Lainie Grugan Michael Coe Glen
Phillips Tina Griace Gray

D: John Senczuk
Des: Michael Coe

Jeff Kevin Michael Coe Des Davis
Faye Montgomery Lainie Grugan
Tessie Abapo John Derum Lex Marinos
Faye Montgomery Rhoda Roberts
Linda Wilkinson

D: Des Davis
SD: John Senczuk
D: Sally Riley,John
Senczuk
Des: Michael Coe

Danielle Baker Sheila Kennelly Noel Hodda John
Negroponte Barbara Stephens
Robin Bowering Ron Blanchard
Lainie Grugan Allan Lovell

D: Kingston Anderson
Des: Sue Field
D: Des Davis
Des: Michael Coe

D: Des Davis
Des: Michael Coe Tim
Moore
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1994

Time, Gentlemen!
Book and Lyrics By John Senczuk,
Music by Paul Coombes and Jim
McCallum

Original

Bridge Theatre

Ron Blanchard Lainie Grugan,David Haydon Paul
Coombes, Angela Karagianis Tim McGarry Jeff
Kevin, Jacqueline Linke, Michael Coe,

1994

African Queen
adapted by David McCubbin, from the
novel by C.S.Forrester
Cargo
By David Britton
Fossils
By Manuel Aston
Lips
By C.M.Covington
Barmaids
by Katherine Thomson
Sanctuary
By David Williamson

Original
Adaptation

Bridge Theatre

Annie Davies-McCubbin
David McCubbin

Australian
Original

Bridge Theatre
RTC Playhouse
Bridge Theatre

Original

Bridge Theatre

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Berynn Schwerdt Beth Armstrong
Anthony Kierann Mandy McElhinney
Michael Coe Caroline Johansson
Angela Karagianis
Chris Kirby
Robert Carne
Lorna Lesley Carole Skinner

Australian

Happy Families
By Simon Hopkinson and Helen
O’Connor
That Christmas in 75
By Wendy Richardson
Barmaids
By Katherine Thomson

Original

Bridge Theatre
New England, Perth
And on tour
Bridge Theatre
RTC Playhouse

1996

1996

1994
1995
1995
1995
1995

1995

1996
1996

Original

Bridge Theatre

Australian
Return

Bridge Theatre
Return And on tour

The Time is Not Yet Ripe
By Louis Esson

Australian

Bridge Theatre
Hope Theatre

Not So D.O.A.
By Brett Howlett

Original

Theatre South
RTC Playhouse

John Derum Damon Herriman

Rob Baxter Kim Hardwick Faye Montgomery
Duncan Wass
Mariette Rups-Donnelly
Faye Montgomery Andrew James Lorna Lesley
Margie McCrae Michael Coe Annie Byron
Lorna Lesley
Carole Skinner
Michael Coe, Des Davis, Garry Fry,Jeff Kevin,
Jacqueline Linke, Tim McGarry, Faye
Montgomery, Caitlin Morris,
Peter Corbett Andrew James
Faye Montgomery John Saunders

D: Des Davis
MD Paul Coombes
Des: Melissa Hankinson
Choreo: Mariette RupsDonnelly
D: Jeff Kevin
MD: Charlie Chan
SD: Tim Moore
D: John Saunders
SD: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Michael Coe
D: Bill Levis
SD: Michael Coe
D: Richard Buckham
Des: Michael Coe
D: Richard Buckham
Des: Wendy Osmond
D: John Saunders
Des: Jill Halliday
D: Des Davis
Des: Tim Moore
D: Richard Buckham
Des: Michael Coe
D: John Senczuk
Des: John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
Des: Tim Moore
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1996

1997
1997

1997
1997
1997

Six of the Best- Vida, Gosforth's Fete,
After Magritte, Something Unspoken,
The Don's Last Innings, Sometimes I
Wish I Was Jana Wendt
By Alan Ayckbourn, Elizabeth
Coleman,Timothy Daly, Wendy
Richardson,Tom Stoppard, Tennessee
Williams
Lipstick Dreams By Simon Hopkinson
and Helen O'Connor
The Popular Mechanicals
By Keith Robinson, William
Shakespeare, Tony Taylor
Bouncers
By John Godber
Sleuth
By Anthony Shaffer
Alma & Ivy, Molly & Merle
by Wendy Richardson

Overseas
Australian
Original

Bridge Theatre

Faye Montgomery Lainie Grugan
Sally Cahill Michael Coe
Peter Corbett Hugh Sexton
Amanda Tolnay Peter Bee

D: John Senczuk
David Lynch
Des Davis
Michael Coe
Des: John Senczuk

Australian

Bridge Theatre
And on tour
IPAC
And regional theatres

Isabella Gutierrez Jacqueline Linke
Faye Montgomery Mariette Rups-Donnelly
Sean O'Shea Duncan Wass Richard Sydenham
Faye Montgomery, Julie Shearer David James

Bridge Theatre
And on tour
Bridge Theatre
And on tour
Bridge Theatre
And on tour

Matt Potter Warwick Young
Michael Jones Jonathan Lewis
Jeff Kevin Warren Jones

D: Christina Totos
Des: Michael Coe
D: David Fenton
MD: David King
Des: Andrew Raymond
D: John Senczuk
Des: John Senczuk
D: John Senczuk
Des: John Senczuk
D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk

Australian

Overseas
Overseas
Original

Gillian Hyde Faye Montgomery

1998

Longgone Lonesome Cowgirls
By Phillip Dean

Australian

Bridge Theatre
And on tour
Stables Theatre

Sara Grenfell Amelia Longhurst

D: Des Davis
Des: John Senczuk

1998

Emma
By Graham Pitts
The Male Line
By B.C. Gorman

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Original

Bridge Theatre

Dina Panozzo Tony Poli
Faye Montgomery
Warren Jones Lenore Smith Vic Rooney
Faye Montgomery Jeremy Lindsay Taylor

D: Des Davis
Des Tania Mastroiani
D: Des Davis
Des: Tristan Coumbe

The Perfectionist
By David Williamson

Australian
Repeat

Bridge Theatre
Canberra Street
Theatre
And on tour

Elaine Hudson Angela Kelly
Lorna Lesley Amelia Longhurst

D: Garry Fry
Des: Adam Lindberg

1998

1999
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1999

Wedding Games By Simon Hopkinson
and Helen O’Connor

Original

Bridge Theatre
And on tour

Archer Lyttle

D; Simon Hopkinson
Des: Liz Allen

1999

Pumping Irony
By Glynn Nicholas and Scott Rankin

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Eva Di Cesare Frederick Miragliotta
Faye Montgomery Maria Di Francesco

D:Glynn Nicholas
Des: Phillipa Welfare

1999

Italian Stories
by Des Davis and company from
interviews conducted by Tania
Mastroani

Original

Bridge Theatre

Clodagh Crowe Gillian Hyde
Faye Montgomery

D: Des Davis
MD: David De Santi Eva
Di Cesare
Des: Tania Mastroianni

2000

The Season of Emily Jane
By Wendy Richardson
Windy Gully
By Wendy Richardson

Original

Bridge Theatre

Original
Return

Theatre South

Faye Montgomery, Doug Scroope, Andrew
James,Lainie Grugan,
Eva Di Cesare Tim McGarry
Faye Montgomery

D: Des Davis
Des: David Thomas
D: Des Davis
Des: David Thomas

2001

Italian Stories
by Des Davis and company from
interviews conducted by Tania
Mastroani

Original
Return

Bridge Theatre
Return season
And on tour

David McCubbin, Kirrily White, Ross Anderson,
Faye Montgomery, Robin Bowering, Alistair
Cowie, Michael Coe, Katherine Thomas, Tim
McGarry, Stephen Simpson,Lachlan McCubbin

D: Des Davis
MD: David De Santi Eva
Di Cesare
Des: Tania Mastroianni

2001

Macbeth
By William Shakespeare

Classic

IPAC

Damien Rice Kelly Butler Craig Elliott
Shayne Francis

D: Des Davis
Des: Belinda Howard

2001

Milo
By Ned Manning

Australian

Bridge Theatre

Barbara Stephens Ann Burbrook
Faye Montgomery
Illawarra Choral Society

D: Aarne Neeme
SD: Mark Viner
LD: Martin Kinnane

2001

This Other Eden
By Wendy Richardson

Original

Bridge Theatre

Eva Di Cesare Tim McGarry
Faye Montgomery

D: Margie McCrae
SD: David Thomas

2000

316

2001

Italian Stories
by Des Davis and company from
interviews conducted by Tania
Mastroani

Original
Return

IPAC
Return season
Tasmania

Community Theatre Actors fromRoo Theatre
Company

D: Des Davis
MD: David Di Santi Eva
Di Cesare
Des: David Thomas

2001

Slice of Saturday Night
By the Heather Bros.

Overseas

Bridge Theatre

D:Lisa Irvine
Choreo Ann Burbrook

2002

Hamlet
By William Shakespeare

Classic

Bridge Theatre
And on tour

2002

Hating Alison Ashley
By Robin Klein
Adapted by Richard Tulloch
Steel Streets- Danny's Inferno , Soft
TargetBy PP Cranney and Wendy
Richardson

Australian
Repeat

Bridge Theatre
And on tour

Andrew Crowley Andrew James
Jeff Kevin Brendon McDonall
Barbara Stephens Katherine Thomas
Blair Tumeth Ben Verdon
Leanne Brockenshire Katherine Thomas
Brendon McDonall Amelia Longhurst
Megan Drury Deborah Kaineder
Andrew James
Andrew James Ann Burbrook
Faye Montgomery

Original

Bridge Theatre

2002

D: John Senczuk
Des:John Senszuk

D: Des Davis
SD: Michael Coe
D: Shannon Faith
SD: David Thomas

